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ABSTRACT

This is the first attempt to single out Children 
and Young Persons for treatment under the customary law, 
local statutes and received laws relating to them in Nigeria, 
particularly in Lagos and Western States of Nigeria. The 
reason for undertaking this study is not only to draw attention 
to the recognition of this class of persons within the legal 
system, but also to point out the defects in the existing 
dualism of laws as affecting children and young persons.

Accordingly, the first Chapter deals with the
ofbackground to the legal status children and young persons, 

leading on to the problems of legitimacy and legitimation 
as well as adoption and guardianship. In Chapters Four and 
Five, the capacity and incapacity of children and young 
persons to do a particular legal act is examined as well 
as the conflicts in the concept of the age of majority.

Chapter Six deals with the prohlem of custody and 
maintenance and the application of Welfare Principle bothA
under the customary and statutory laws; the Chapter on 
Education reveals the problem of a nation with insatiable 
appetite for the Western education system, limited only by 
the financial resources available and Chapter Eight surveys 
the extent and problem of juvenile delinquency in Yoruba
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society and the measures of treatment - both preventive 
and curative - available. Chapter Nine contains a reflection 
on all that has been discussed in previous Chapters with ^  
concrete suggestions for the integration of customary and 
statutory laws, in order to make the law certain with respect 
to children and young persons.

E. 0 • 0 •
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CHAPTER ONE

THE BACKGROUND TC THE LEGAL STATUS OP CHILDREN AND 
YOUNG PERSONS IN TRADITIONAL AND MODERN SOCIETY

INTRODUCTION
It is proposed in this thesis to examine the 

position and legal status of children and young persons in 
Nigeria and particularly within the areas indicated that is, 
Lagos and Western States of Nigeria.^ This study is essen
tially an aspect of the wide field of family law and as Mr. 
Justice Coker rightly said Ma close study of the case law of 
any given system too easily reveals that the portions of 
native law and custom seriously engaged are those pertaining 
to family rights - the status of children, of parents and of

1. These two states were among the twelve states created by 
DECREE No. 14 of May 27th 1967-
By that Decree, a part of the former Western Region which 
was then known as the Colony Province, was merged with the 
Federal Territory of Lagos, the Federal Capital. Both 
states are inhabited by the Yoruba speaking peoples of 
South-Western Nigeria. It must be noted however
(a) that the present West Central State created by the 

same Decree falls within the former Northern Region 
and the majority of the inhabitants of that state are 
Yorubas; and

(b) that by the Lagos State (Applicable Laws) Edict (1968) 
No. 2, some of the statutes in force in the former 
Western Nigeria and some statutes in force in the 
Federal Territory of Lagos were adopted as applicable
to the New Lagos State; and

(c) that all the existing laws in the Region out of which
a State is created apply to the Hew State.
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wives, the rights and duties of strangers vis-a-vis the
family etcM.̂  'Therefore our study will include among other
things a detailed examination of the customary laws to which
these children and young persons are subject and at the same
time, we shall deal at length with statutory laws which
govern their relationships as well asother laws providing
for their welfare in the society.

The extent to which the machinery of justice caters
for them will be critically examined. However it must be
noted from the outset that within the legal system, two types

oof courts operate - (a) the Customary Courts and (b) the
2 ZlGeneral Courts, in which our laws are administered.

1. Coker, Family Property among the Yorubas (1966) 2nd ed.
p. 9-

2. In the two states under consideration only Lagos, the 
Federal Capital, has no Customary Courts. In other areas 
the Customary Courts are established by warrants under 
the Customary Courts Law, Cap. 31 W.N.

3. There are two types of general courts - (a) The Magistrate 
Courts established under the Magistrate Courts1 (Lagos)
Act Cap. 113 Laws of Federation and the Magistrates’
Courts Law, 1955 Cap. 74- W-N. (b) The High Courts are 
established under (i) the High Court of Lagos Act Cap. 80 
for Lagos Territory and (ii) The High Court Laws 1955 
Cap. 4-4- W.N.

4-. The integration or assimilation of the Customary Courts 
has for a long been the objective of the West Regional 
Government. See Nwabueze - The Machinery of Justice in
Nigeria (1966) p. 125.
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A _THE COURTS AND THE SOURCES OF LAW ADMINISTERED IN 'THE STATES 
1. The Courts^

(a) The Customary Courts - There are three grades - 
A, B and C, Grade D having been abolished in 1962 when the 
then existing grade L courts were deemed to be in Grade C. 
Grades A and B also ceased to exercise criminal jurisdiction 
except in cases of appeals from Grade C Courts and the Grade 
C Courts were also limited to the four sections of the
Criminal Code relating to idle and disorderly persons, rogues

2and vagabonds, assault and stealing. These Courts exercise 
their jurisdictions within such territorial limits as may be 
defined by the warrant establishing thenr and they have 
jurisdictions over all Nigerians.^ It may, however, be said 
that while the objective of the Western Nigerian Government 
in extending the jurisdiction of Customary Courts to all 
Nigerians conforms with her policy to approximate or raise 
the status of Customary Courts to be equal to that of the
Magistrates’ courts, it raises the problem of who are
 T  • s
1. See Obilade, Reform of Customary Court Systems in Nigeria 

under the Military Government [1969] J.A.L. 28.
2. W.N.L.N. 300 and 301 of 1962.
3. Customary Courts Law Cap. 31 Sec. 3 (2).
4. Ibid., Sec. 17*
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’Nigerians'. Sec. 3 of the Interpretation Act'*' defines 
’Native’ as including "a native of Nigeria and a native 
foreigner”. A ’native of Nigeria’ means any person whose 
parents were members of any tribe or tribes indigenous to 
Nigeria and the descendants of such persons; and includes 
any person one of whose parents was a member of such tribe”. 
This definition is no doubt v/ide as it includes a person who 
is the offspring of a union by a non-Nigerian father and a 
Nigerian mother. However, it excludes a 3hanian or Dahomean 
who was born in Western Nigeria and has been resident there 
all his life, and who has been identified with the local 
community and may have been married under the local customary 
law. He will not have any access to the Customary Courts 
which by law lack appropriate Jurisdiction. On the other 
hand, a Fulani resident in Ibadan or Ife, however recently 
or however long he has been so resident, has full access to 
the Customary Courts even though his own local customary law 
in his place of origin differs from that of his new residence. 
It is not unlikely that some injustices may arise if the local 
customary law of a particular community applies to all 
Nigerians in that locality.

Generally in the area under consideration, with the 
exception of Lagos which has no Customary Courts, most cases

1. Cap. 2, Laws of Nigeria 1923*
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involving personal laws, such as divorce, succession, custody
of children, guardianship and decisions as to the paternity
of a child, go to the Customary Courts, since the personal
laws governing the majority of the people in this area are

1still in the realm of customary laws.
(b) The general courts are the Magistrates* Courts

and the High Courts.
The Magistrates' Courts lack original jurisdiction

pin land, matrimonial and succession cases, but they have
jurisdiction over all persons in both civil, and criminal

3 4causes. The President in Council with respect to Lagos
may, on the recommendation of the Chief Justice, authorise
increased jurisdiction in civil cases or matters to be
exercised by any Magistrate and the Governor in Council
with respect to the Western Region of Nigeria may by order

sdirect that a magistrate^have original jurisdiction in land 
matters or in matrimonial or inheritance matters governed by

1. See Elias - Nigerian Legal System (1962) p. 12.
2. The Magistrates' Court (Lagos) Act Cap. 113 Sec. 14(2); 

The Magistrates Courts Law, Cap. 74- W.R. - Sec. 20.
3. Ibid. , Secs. 14 & 15; Ibid., Secs. 19 and 21.
4. Ibid., Sec. 17(1)*
5* Ibid., Sec. 17fl) •



customary law.^
The High Courts are courts of unlimited jurisdictions 

and they exercise all the jurisdiction, powers and authorities, 
which are vested in or capable of being exercised by Her 
Majesty1s High Court of Justice in England.^

(c) Juvenile Courts - These are courts established
*under the Children and Young Persons Act. These courts 

deal with children who are under 14 years of age, and young 
persons whose ages are between 14 and 17, when they commit 
criminal offences or when they are in nded of care or 
protection or in cases where they are said to be beyond 
parental control.

Appeals from the Customary Courts go to either the
4 5Customary Courts of Appeal or the Magistrates’ Courts or the

1. Cap. 74 W.N. Sec. 20.
2. High Court of Lagos Act Cap. 80 Sec. 10; Cap. 44, High 

Court Law, Cap. 44, W.N. Sec. 8.
5. Cap. 32, Laws of Nigeria; Cap. 20 Laws of Western Nigeria; 

Cap. 19 Laws of Eastern Nigeria; Cap. 21 Laws of Northern 
Nigeria.

4. Sec. 45 of the Customary Courts Law (1959 Ed.) Cap. 31 - 
empowers the Minister to set up a customary court of Appeal 
for cases coming from Grades B and C.

5. Ibid., Sec. 47 - provides that ’’where no customary court 
of appeal is established for an area in accordance with 
Sec. 45 any party aggrieved by a decision or order of a 
Grade 'B' or Grade ’C* customary court having jurisdiction 
in that area may within theirty days of the order or 
decision appeal to the Magistrate's court”.
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High Court 1  In the West, there is a Court of Appeal to
pwhich appeals from the High Court of Western State lie and 

from there to the Supreme Court which is the highest court 
of the land. The contributions made by these courts in the 
sphere of law relating to children and young persons will be 
evaluated especially in cases arising from the effects and 
incidents of marriage under the customary law and under the 
Marriage Actmaintenance and custody of children, guardian
ship, adoption, legitimacy and legitimation and other 
relevant provisions for their welfare. Suggestions will 
be made for the improvement of the existing laws end machinery.

The area under consideration cannot be treated in 
isolation from other parts of Nigeria or Africa for that 
matter, since the subject-matter of our study is not peculiar 
to any one society; it is a subject which has been given a 
considerable attention and treatment all over the world, 
especially within the context of the new values of civilisation 
in the Western World and the developing countries with the

1. Ibid., Sec. 4-8 provides that MAny party aggrieved by a 
decision or order of a Grade A Customary Court may within 
thirty days appeal to the High Court”.

2. The Court of Appeal Edict No. 15 of 196? Western Nigeria.
5. It was established under the 1965 Republican Constitution.
4. Cap. 115 Laws of Federation.
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emphasis on the individual. Therefore, for the purposes of 
comparison, we shall step across the artificial political 
barriers, whenever appropriate, to look into the customary 
laws, as well as other laws, of other places relating to 
this class of persons. We shall no doubt find some similari
ties in the field of customary laws despite the differences 
in language and culture, be it a patrilineal or matrilineal 
society - a point which may encourage and favour the unifi
cation of customary laws in Africa in certain fields - which 
many eminent jurists have advocated.1 This view was contained 
in the opinions expressed during the African Conference in 
Local Courts and Customary Law in Dar-es-Salam in 1963 that 
"the customary law was itself highly diversified in almost 
every country and it was clear that the .more different systems

n.</d i-could be unified, the better for matr̂ mefti-al progress....
It seemed clear that it was only in the spheres of the law
of family, of succession and of land tenure that the customary

plaw could survive as a separate system'.1
Machinery for the development of customary law was

*6 9
also suggested by the Conference that *a more systematic

1. See African Conference on Local Courts and Customary Law - 
Record of the Proceedings of the Conference held in 
Dar-es-Salam Tanganyika 8th September - 18th September
1963 pp. 33-37.

2. Ibid., p. 23.
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method of law reporting of local court decisions and effective 
circulation of important reports both territorially and inter- 
territorially"^ would be desirable.
II The Sources of Law Administered in the States

The sources of law administered by our dual system
pof courts can be broadly classified into four:-
(a) The Customary Law;
(b) The Islamic Law;^
(c) The introduced1 or 1 received1 Law;
(d) The local enactments and bye-laws.
Of all these sources, the most important in the 

field of family law is the CUSTOMARY LAW, primarily because 
it provides most of our personal laws; this view was supported 
by Ajayi, when he said "in the spheres of land tenure and 
domestic relations, customary law as distinct from what can 
be conveniently called English law would continue to play in

1. Ibid., p. 36.
2. There are no customary courts in the Federal Territory 

of Lagos.
3. In the Northern States where people are predominantly 

muslims, Islamic Law is administered in the Alkali 
Courts and in the Native Courts Law, Cap. 78 Laws
of Northern Region, Sec. 2 defines ’native law and 
custom' as including 'Moslem Law'.
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Nigeria the predominant role in the foreseeable future.
This situation is likely to last for as long as people in
fact continue to hold land under indigenous forms of tenure
and contract marriages - the central pillar of the law of
domestic relations - also in indigenous forms’*.'*'

What, then, it may be asked, is customary law and
how can it be ascertained? Our task in defining customary
lav/ is not made any easier when we look at Nigeria as a
whole and we realise that it is made up of many ethnic groups
with diverse customs and cultures, among which the Yorubas
constitute one of such ethnic groups. However, the more
startling fact is that even within the same ethnic group,

2customs do vary from one place to the other. Also within 
the framework of this thesis, it will be a futile attempt 
to go into the jurisprudential treatment of this question 
since many eminent jurists have dealt fully with it.̂

1* The Future of Customary Law in Africa, (1955) P* 63*
2. Ajayi, Ibid., p. 4-7 9 said **from locality to locality, 

even within one and the same ethnic group, customary law 
today in Nigeria can be taken to be a thing of the most 
infinite variations in its contents**.
Also see Forde - where he quoted Fadipe as dividing the 
Yoruba speaking people into two cultural groups - the 
Ife-Ijesha-Ekiti and the Cyo Yoruba, including the Egbas, 
with varying customs concerning marriage, burial and 
pchibitical organisation.

3. See Elias - The Nature of African Customary Law, (1956).
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Section 2 of the Customary Courts Law*** defines 
customary law as ’’including any declaration of local customary 
law made and approved under the provisions of Sec. 78 of the 
Local Government Law or the Provisions of Part II of the 
Chiefs' Law". This definition is hardly helpful for it has 
not in fact told us what a local customary law is. The 
definition only assumes the existence of customary laws 
which are local in nature, the declaration and modification 
of such by local councils and its approval by the government 
giving it a force of law within the area of the local authori 
It is submitted that while this provision envisages the 
partial codification of local customary laws for a particular 
area, it falls short of telling us what, in fact, is customary 
law. The only guiding light as to the definition of customary 
law can be found in section 2 of the Evidence Act which is 
applicable to the whole Federation. It states that "custom 
is a rule which in a particular district, has from long usagw, 
obtained the force of law”. The inclusion of "long usage"^

1. Cap. 51 Laws of the Western Region of Nigeria 1959*
2. Sec. 78 of the Local Government Law Cap. 68, empowers a

council to make declarations or recommend modifications
of local customary laws.

5. Sec. 2 of the Customary Courts Law 1956 of the Eastern 
Region of Nigeria avoids the use of * long usage' by using 
the words "established usage", defining Customary Law as 
"a rule or body of rules which obtains and is fortified 
by established usage and which is appropriate and applicable 
to any particular matter, dispute, issue or question".



in this definition ignores the flexible or changing nature 
of customs. In the absence of a clear and precise statutory 
definition of customary law, it is submitted that a custom 
may achieve the status of law if such custom is recognised 
by the majority of the people in a particular area or locality 
and is enforced by the courts, that is, the customary courts 
or the High Courts.'1' It is this type of local customs, 
recognised by the people, that the local councils are 
empowered to declare or modify with a view to achieving

pcertainty in some areas of customary lav/.
Having arrived at some definition of customary law, 

the next problem is that of its ascertainment. We can only 
consider this by examining the attributes of a valid customary 
law and they are as follows

(a) "It must be the existing native law or
custom and not the^native law or customs 
of ancient times'1.̂  Therefore the pre
vailing native law and custom existing 
at a point of time is the touchstone of

1. The High Court (Lagos) Act Cap. 80 and the High Court 
Lav/ Cap. 4-4-, W.N. direct the High Courts to observe and 
enforce the observance of customary law in so far as it 
is not repugnant to natural justice, equity and good 
conscience, nor incompatible either directly or by 
necessary implication with any written law for the 
time being in force.

2. Brooke - Report of the Native Courts (Western Provinces) 
Commission of Inquiry 1952 Sec. 93*

3. Per Speed Ag. C.J. in Lewis v. Bankole (1908) I N.L.R. 
81 at p. 83*



a valid customary law."*-
(b) Another condition for the validity of an 

alleged rule of customary law is that 11 it 
must not be repugnant to natural justice, 
equity and good conscience'1 .2 This enables 
the courts to control the existing customs 
by the use of what is called the doctrine 
of Repugnancy.3 It is inevitable, however, 
that by the use of this doctrine, the 
determination of what is or is not repugnant 
to natural justice, equity and good conscience 
is left to the judge who is free to import 
into the customary law his own notion of 
what is or is not good. 4-

1. While this rule suggests that one characteristic of 
customary law is its flexibility, it is, however, doubtful 
whether a rule of customary law that has been decided on 
appeal by the highest court of the land could be re-opened 
in a later case unless it is modified or repealed by an 
Act of Parliament.

2. Sec. 19 of Customary Courts Law Cap. 31 W.R. and the High 
Courts (Lagos) Act Cap. 80 and High Court Cap. 4-4- W.R.

5- Bdet v. Essien (-1932) H  N.L.R. 4-7 - a rule of
Native Law and custom that a plaintiff was entitled to 
the custody of children born by his former wife unless 
the dowry was refunded by the seducer was disapproved as 
being repugnant to natural justice, equity and good 
conscience.

4-. See Brooke - Report of the Native Courts (Western Provinces) 
Commission of Inquiry, 1952. Sec. 93 - where it was said 
"the reviews of administrative officers have had much to 
do with the present instability of customary law. Since 
natural justice and morality are not defined by clear 
rules and may depend on the individual reviewer" .
See also Jibowu Ag. C.J. in Dawodu v. Danmole [1962]
1 W.L.R. 1053 where the learned judge imbued with the 
spirit of "Equity is Equality", attempted to distribute 
an intestates' property per capita among the children 
instead of per stirpes under the customary law - a 
decision reversed by the Judicial Committee of the 
Privy Council on appeal.
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(c) A third requirement is that "the native 
law and custom must not he incompatible 
either directly or by implication with 
any law for the time being in force".^
Thus an alleged rule of customary law must 
neither be forbidden by any provision of a 
written law nor be in .conflict with a 
valid judicial decision on the same subject- 
matter. This also means that once there is 
a local enactment or a decision of the 
supreme court on a point formerly covered 
by customary law, then the customary law 
becomes a rule of enacted or case law.

Another problem connected with the ascertainment
of customary lav/ is the proof of an alleged custom in the
court. Since customary law is largely unwritten an alleged
rule of it must be specially pleaded and proved. Such proof
has often been made all the more necessary because until
recently the judges of the High Courts were foreigners.
Even the Nigerian judges were little better informed since
their training in England had not included a study of
customary lav/. It v/as, therefore, necessary that customary
law be proved by evidence, that is, by calling witnesses who
are known to be versed in the particular body of customary 

2law. As such, rules of native law and custom are questions

L. Sec. 19 of Customary Courts Law Cap. 31 W.N. ; the High 
Court (Lagos) Act Cap. 80 and the High Court Law Cap.
HA W.N.

2. Sec. 56 of the Evidence Act, Cap. 62, provides that "when 
the court has to form an opinion upon a point of native 
law and custom ... the opinion upon that point of persons 
skilled in such native law or customs are relevant facts" . 
Traditional chiefs and other persons having special 
knowledge are usually called as witnesses.



of fact to be proved by evidence before the court.^ The
judge is bound to accept neither such evidence nor the findings

pin earlier cases on such matters. In all cases the burden 
of proving a custom is on the person alleging its existence.
A custom may however be judicially noticed by the court if 
it has been acted upon by a court of superior or co-ordinate 
jurisdiction in the same area to the extent which justifies 
the court asked to apply it in assuming that the persons or 
class of persons concerned in that area look upon the same 
as binding in relation to circumstances similar to those

hunder consideration.
The second important source of our law is the 

ENGLISH LAW. In 186J, English l$w was introduced into the 
colony of Lagos. On the amalgamation, of the North and the 
South,^ it was extended to the rest of Nigeria. With the 
adoption of Federalism in 1954, each Regional Legislature 
as well as the Federal Legislature passed laws making 
applicable in their respective areas of jurisdictions the
introduced or received English law. The introduced Laws are -

1. Ojora v. Odunsi (1961) 1 All N.L.R. 283.
2. Ibid.
3. Cap. 62, Sec. 13 (1).
4. Ibid., Sec. 13 (2).
5. The Supreme Court Ordinance No. 6 of 1914.
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(a) the common law of England
(b) the doctrine of Equity and
(c) the statutes of general application that were 

in force in England on the first of January 1900.^ But the 
Western Region of Nigeria took a different view by making
inapplicable the English Statutes of general application

2from 1959 while permitting the continued application of the 
English common law and the doctrines of Equity. In order to 
fill the gap, some of the statutes in force in England before 
1st of January, 1900, together with their subsequent amendments, 
were selected and re-enacted by the Western Regional Legis
lature, thus making them part of the Region’s law. In the 
area covered by our study, the federal law and statutes of 
general application apply only to the Federal Territory of 
Lagos while the other parts of Lagos and Western States are 
subject to different statutory laws with the exception, of 
course, of such laws on those subjects which are exclusively 
assigned to the Federal Legislature.

As for the common law and the doctrines of equity,

1. The Interpretation Act, Cap. 89, Sec. 45*
2. The Western Nigeria Law of England (Application) Law, 

Cap. 60, Sec. 3*
3. The Comnanies Decree (1968) and the Marriage Act, Cap. 

115.



no problem arises.’5' The former is a judge-made law in that 
it grows as a result of decisions handed down by the courts 
and which may be followed in subsequent cases, while the 
latter also developed through precedents, but originated in 
the medieval period when the Lord Chancellor of England 
invoked his special powers in order to temper the rigidity 
of the common law.

What do we mean then by "statutes of general
2application" . There has been a good deal of controversy as 

to whether such law must be applicable throughout England 
only or the whole of the United Kingdom, in order to be 
applicable. Decided cases show that the determining factor 
is the subject-matter of the statute and not the extent of 
its application. Brett, F.J., in Lawal v. Younan took the 
trouble to enumerate some of the statutes which were in 
force in England on 1st January, 1900 and which are still 
applicable in Nigeria. He was of the opinion that they fell

1. Both Common Law and Equity are now administered in the 
same court Western Region High Court Law, Cap. 44 - 
Sec. 13.

2. Attorney-General v. Holt (1910) 2N.L.R. 1 at P 21.
3. In Young v. Abina (1940) 6 W.A.C.A. 180, the question was 

whether the Land Transfer Act, 18971 did or did not apply 
in Nigeria, since its application did not extend to 
Scotland. It was held that the Act applied in Nigeria.

4. (1961) All N.L.R. 245.
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into two groups
(i) statutes relating to property and conveyancing^

and
p(ii) statutes which govern commercial transactions. 

He said that "with a few exceptions, statutes which have been 
held Inapplicable have this in common - that grave inconven
ience would follow if they were held totally inapplicable”.

It is also evident that a statute may be of general 
application, and yet the courts will not apply it in Nigeria. 
As Brett, F.J. , observed:-

”1 think the court will be free to hold that 
local circumstances did not permit a statute 
to be in force if it produced results which 
were manifestly unreasonable or contrary to 
the intent of the statute".3
Some English Laws are also received into the

Nigerian Laws in one of the following two ways:-
(a) By fully adopting a particular English 

statute by enacting it into law by the

1. Fraudulent Congeyancing Act 13 Eliz 5; Wills Act, 1837; 
Conveyancing Act 1881. Settled Land Act, 1882. Trustee 
Act 1888; Land Transfer Act, 1897; and the Common Law 
Procedure Act, 1852.

2. Sales of Goods Act, 1893; Infants’ Relief Act, 1874; 
and Limitation Acts of 1623 and 1833*

3. Ibid., at p. 257*
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local legislature;^ or
(b) the law currently in force in England may 

be incorporated by reference into the 
Nigerian Law, the best example of which 
is the law of probate, divorcepand matri
monial causes and proceedings. The law 
in this field therefore changes with changes 
in the lav/ of England.

This latter provision is undesirable because the
two societies are not the same and therefore the social
changes which may necessitate changes in the law of one may

*not correspond with those in the other.' Also some of the 
provisions of the English law may be difficult to apply in

LLNigeria. Thus in Adeoye v. Adeoye where the petitioner in 
a suit for dissolution of marriage sought to prove her three 
years residence in the North immediately before the commence 
ment of the proceedings, so as to invoke Sec. 18 (1) (b)̂

1. The Companies' Decree 1968 which, except a few sections, 
is the same as the 1948 English Companies' Act; The 
Marriage Act Cap. 115.
The Children and Young Persons Act, Cap. 52 and in Western 
Nigeria - a similar act - Cap. 20.

2. Sec. 16 of the High Court of Lagos Act Cap. 80 provides -
"The jurisdiction of the High Court in probate, divorce 
and matrimonial causes and proceedings may be exercised 
by the court in conformity with the law and practice for 
the time being in force in England".

3- See Kasumu and Salacuse - Nigerian Family Law, (1966)
pp. 12-13.

4. (1962) N.R.N.L.R. 63.
5. "In the case of proceedings for divorce or nullity of 

marriage, if the wife is resident in England ahd has been
%

F/note contd. on next page.



of the Matrimonial Causes Act, 1950 and thereby confer 
jurisdiction on the court (because the husband was domiciled 
in Western Nigeria) , the judge ruled that the section 18 (1)
(b) did not apply on the ground that her husband was still 
domiciled in Nigeria and that it might be otherwise if the 
husband was domiciled outside Nigeria. This case is an 
example of blind incorporation of the law of other country 
by reference. That the Nigerian Courts have to look up to 
the law and practice in England in matters relating to matri
monial causes for so long after the political independence of 
the country casts a slur on the legal profession and the 
judiciary ibr their lack of initiative for law feform and for 
failure to bring pressure to bear on the legislature to pass 
laws in order to make laws and practice more certain.^

The third important source of the Nigerian Law is 
local legislation, that is, the statutes which have been

Footnote 5 contd. from previous page.
ordinarily resident there for a period of three years 
immediately preceeding the commencement of the proceedings 
and the husband is not domiciled in any other part of 
the United Kingdom or in theChannel Islands or the Isle 
of Man".

1. In D-9673 J.A.L. p. 80, Chief R.A. Williams suggested in 
his article on "Legal Development in Nigeria" that "the 
next development in this area ought to be the formulation 
of local legislation and rules to replace the present 
inconvenient position of complete dependence upon English 
Lav/ and practice.
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enacted by the local legislature Federalism was adopted
in Nigeria in 1954-. Consequently there was the division of
legislative powers between the Federal and Regional Governments
Some legislative powers were exclusively assigned to the

2Federal government among which is the Marriage Act. Other 
subjects are on the concurrent list while others are 
exclusively given to the state to legislate upon.9 Some 
of the principal statutes which are relevant to the subject-
matter of this study are children and Young Persons Acts;^

*5 6Education Acts;9 the Infants Lav/; Children and Young Persons
Act 1961, and Children and Young Persons (Amendment) Act 1965*
By the Lagos State (Applicable Lav/s) Edict 1968, the newly
created Lagos State selected some statutes from the Western

L. All the local statutes affecting Lagos and the whole of 
the federation before the suspension of parliaments in 
January 1966 can be found in the 1958 Laws of the Feder
ation, Volumes 1-12, and in one volume each per year from 
1958-1964-. The Lav/s of the Federation for 1965 are yet 
to be compiled. In the Western Region of Nigeria, the 
local statutes can be found in the 1959 Laws of Western 
Nigeria Volumes 1-7 and one volume each per year from 
1960-1965.

2. Cap. 115 Laws of the Federation.
3. See the Schedule to the Constitution of the Federation 

of Nigeria (1963).
4-. Laws of the Federation, Cap. 32; Laws of Western Nigeria, 

Cap. 20.
5. Education (Lagos) Act, Cap. 56; Education Law W.R., Cap. 

34-.
6. Cap. 4-9, W.N.



State and the former Federal Territory of Lagos which are 
now applicable throughout the State.

With the suspension of parliaments, following the 
establishment of military government in January 1966, Decrees 
in respect of Lagos and the Federation and Edicts, in respect 
of the Regions, are now the modes of exercising legislative 
powers. Major decrees since then are primarily directed 
towards a change or modification in the suspended constitutions: 
For example, Decree No. 4-2 of 1966 brought the whole of the 
Federation of Nigeria under a unitary government, but this 
decree was repealed by Decree No. 8 of 1967 which brought 
back once more a federal system of government and another 
important decree was Decree No. 14 of 1967 which created 
twelve states within Nigeria instead of the former four 
Regions. Since the creation of states there has been almost 
a standstill in welfare legislations. However, in Lagos, 
the Adoption Edict was promulgated in September, 1968, to 
create the machinery for adoption in anticipation of problems 
which may arise 6n the cessation of the current civil war.

Ill Conflict of Laws
Perhaps, one of the most interesting aspects in 

the study of African Lav/ generally lies in its conflicts of 
lav/ problems. In Nigeria, English Laws and judicial systems 
are superimposed on the existing customary laws and judicial



institutions. These have given rise to dual courts and 
conflict of law problems as between one type of law and 
another within the same territorial area which may be termed 
internal conflicts of laws. Hence internal conflicts may 
arise between"̂

(a) the customary law, and the introduced law 
(including statutory enactments) ,

(b) customary law and other customary law, and
(c) customary law and personal religious law e.g.

Islamic Law.
2In the Western Regional Law the problems of internal 

conflicts of laws have been resolved by laying down a general 
statutory provision as to what appropriate law applies in 
certain causes and matters. Thus

(1) in land matters the appropriate customary law 
shall be the customary law of the place where 
the land is situated;3

(2) in causes and matters arising from inheritance,
the customary law applying to the deceased^
shall be applied;

(3) (a) where both parties are not natives of the 
area of the jurisdiction of the court; or the 
transaction was not entered into in the area;

1. African Conference on Local Courts and Customary Law - 
Recordings of the Proceedings - 8th-18th September, 1963.

2. The Customary Courts Law - Cap. 31 W.R.
3. Ibid., Sec. 20 (1).
4. Ibid., Sec. 20 (2).
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or one of the parties is not a native of the 
area of the Jurisdiction of the court and the 
parties agreed or may he presumed to have 
agreed that their obligations should be 
regulated by the customary law applying to 
that party, the appropriate customary law 
shall be the customary law binding between 
parties;
(b) in all other matters the appropriate 
customary law shall be the law of the area 
of Jurisdiction of the court.1
The foregoing provisions cater for the choice

V v '
between two laws in relation to cases between parties 
especially where personal laws are involved. Thus in

psuccession or inheritance, the individual personal lav/ of 
the deceased applies, while in other oases the territorial 
law or the law prevailing in the area of Jurisdiction of the 
court shall apply.

B THE YORUBA SPEAKING PEOPLES OF SOUTH-WESTERN NIGERIA
The people inhabiting the area under consideration 

- Lagos and Western States - are the Yorubas. But geographi
cally, the area occupied by these people covers the whole of

1. Ibid., Sec. 20(3).
2. In Re Alayo (194-6) 18 N.L.R. 88 where it was held that 

IJebu law and custom applied to the estate of the woman 
who was married under Moslem lav/ but died intestate.
Note - Sec. 2 of the Native courts Law, Gap. 78 Northern
Region - provides that "native law and customs includes 
Moslem Law".
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south-western Nigeria extending over two hundred miles inland 
from the Guinea Coast in the south to the River Niger in the 
North and also West into Dahomey and the French Togoland and 
eastwards to the boundary of Benin Province.

Of the origin of the Yorubas, little was known, the 
early history being more legendary than real because of the 
absence of any written record. However, all the Yorubas 
regard the town of Ife as the place of their origin and the 
Oni of Ife has been generally accepted as their spiritual 
leader^ while the Alafin of Oyo is regarded as the supreme 
head of all the kings and princes of the Yoruba nation, as
he is the direct linear descendant and successor of the

2 3reputed founderof the nation.
The common features of the people is that they are 

all united by one language in that they all speak Yoruba, 
even though they have different dialects. They are, therefore, 
often described by their dialects rather than by their common

1. Johnson - The History of the Yorubas, (1921) p. 15 - "The 
Yoruba sway once extended as far as Ashanti and included 
East of„Accra, for the Eas say their ancestors came from 
Ile-Ife; Also Forde in The Yoruba speaking Peoples of 
South West Nigeria, p. 4, said the Yorubas in Dahomey 
are known as 'Hagot' and those of the French Togoland
as 'Ana'.

2. The reputed ancestor of the Yorubas was said to be Oduduwa 
who was a son of Lamurudu who was one of the Kings of
Mecca - see Johnson, op. cit., p. 3*

3. Ibid., p. 41.
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language. Thus the peoples of this area are known as the 
Oyos, the Egbas, the Ijebus, Ife, Ijesha, Ekiti, Cndo, Ikale 
and Ilaje. They are broadly grouped into two cultural groups -

(a) the Oyo Yoruba, whom include the Egbas, and
(b) the Ife - Ijesha - Ekiti, who consider them

selves the aboriginal inhabitants of Ife.
They differ in dialects and customs concerning 
marriages, burial and political organisation.!

pThe 1963 census has not yet been analysed to enable 
us to know accurately the population of the Yoruba ethnic 
group. However the 1952-53 census put the population of the 
Yoruba speaking people in Nigeria at over 5 million of which 
19,600 live in Lagos, 4,302,000 in the West, 536,000 in the 
North and 11,000 in the East^ and the estimates of the Yoruba 
speaking peoples in Dahomey and the French Togoland in 1931 
were 156,000 and 13,000 respectively.^ The Yorubas live in

1. Forde, quoting Fadipe, in his Yoruba speaking People of
S.W. Nigeria, (1951; p. 2.

2. The 1963 census put the Nigerian Population at over 55 1/2 
million of which approximately 30 million people live in 
the North, 12 million in the East, 10 million in the 
West, 3 million in the Mid-West and 665,000 in Lagos.

3. The Feddral Office of Statistics - Annual Abstract of 
Statistics 1963 p. 23, Table 14.

4. Forde Supra - p. 3*
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towns'1' and they are practically the most urbanised of all
pthe African peoples. In 1952 ■;thirty of the fifty-five 

towns in Nigeria with populations of 20,000 and over were 
within the Yoruba Kingdom, with Ibadan 459*000 the largest 
city in tropical Africa.^ Out of a total of 6,352,000 
inhabitants of Lagos and Western Nigeria in 1952, irrespective 
of their ethnic origins, 2,997*000 were children whose ages 
ranged between 0-14 years

The Yorubas provide an example of a typical 
chiefly^ society in that each town has a crowned Oba or Bale. 
While the institution of Obaship is hereditary in the sense

1. Ellis - The Yoruba Speaking Peoples, (1894) p. 35 - said 
"Instead of being dispersed in a number of inconsiderable 
hamlets, which are mere specks in a vast and impenetrable 
forest, the Yorubas have been able to live in towns, each 
of which is within easy communication of others.

2. Forde, Supra p. 15.
3. Annual Abstracts of Statistics 1963 p. 25 'iable 16 1952-55 

Census
4. Ibid., Table 11 1952-55 Census; in the recent Digest of 

Statistics Vol. 18, No. 1, Jan. 19&9* the population of 
children and young persons aged 0-19 is put at 4,968,000 
out of a total population of 10,951*000 people in Lagos
and the Western States of Nigeria.

5. Forde Supra p. 2 - said "the Yorubas are grouped into a 
large number of loosely connected chiefdoms all formerly 
owing allegiance to the Alafin of Oyo" .

6. The Office is hereditary in the same family, but not 
necessarily from father to son as in Benin or the Royal 
Houses in Europe.
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that it is limited to some families in the town, that 
of Baleship is not hereditary and such position is generally 
attained by systematic promotion from within the ranks of 
the lesser chiefs."*" The significant difference between a 
town which has an oba as its head chief and another which 
has a Bale as its head chief is that while the former 
represents some form of monarchical state, the latter is 
reminiscent of a republican state. The institution of 
Cbaship is sacred and the Cba is in fact a Lord Spiritual 
and Temporal - Alaiyeluwa. There is nothing sacred about 
the institution of Baleship. His authority is probably less 
than that of an Oba.

Each town is also grouped into wards called Ogbon 
or Adugbo and each ward is made up of varying number of 
compounds - Agbo-ile ♦ Such a compound is usually occupied 
by people who are the descendants of the same ancestor.
Each compound has a family head called the Bale and each 
ward has a chief.

As to the form of government in the traditional
Yoruba society, Johnson described it as an absolute monarchy

2in that the King was more dreaded than even the gods. This

1. Usually the starting point of chieftaincy recognised is 
from MCGAJI - a title given to someone in a ward which 
lost the ward chief through death and by some form of 
promotion from that rank through Ekerin, Ashipa, Osi, 
Otun, and Balogun to the Bale.

2. The History of the Yorubas, (1921) p. 4-0.
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seems to be half truth in that though the institution of 
Obaship is sacred, the Cba could not have been an absolute 
monarch since he could only rule with the consent and 
approval of the council of state comprising himself and 
his senior chiefs.^ The council of state exercised the 
legislative executive and judicial functions of the state.
An Cba was usually asked to destroy himself if he acted

2without authority. The same pattern of government operated 
where the head chief of the town was. the Bale whose position 
was not, and has never been, regarded as sacred as that of 
the crowned Cba. Prom this there is an inevitable conclusion 
that nowhere in any part of Yorubaland was dictatorship 
practised. There was always some form of democracy.

The Yorubas are used to open and free discussions.
In most cases when a lav/ is to be promulgated, the Cba or 
the Bale will call his advisers who are the senior chiefs 
and discuss with them the proposals, who in turn go to discuss 
with the people in their various wards. It is important to

1. In Cyo, Porde, Supra p. 21, said the council of state 
comprising seven chiefs from particular lineages were 
customarily chosen by the Alafin who could not act 
v/ithout their authority. See also Ward Price, Land 
Tenure in the Yoruba Provinces, p. 3? - on Ife: "The
Cni of Ife may act by himself in minor matters especially 
if of a routine nature. Otherwise, it is the whole 
council of chiefs sitting with the Oni which gives 
decisions".

2. Porde, Supra, p. 21.
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note that he is not like an executive president who hands
down the law to be enacted. The chiefs too have the right
to initiate the promulgation of laws which may arise because
of the pressure or suggestions put to-tJifcm by the local people
in his ward. After the Cba and his council of senior chiefs
have decided on what laws to promulgate a bell ringer will be
sent out to announce the new law. The bell-ringer starts to
announce the new law by saying after calling the attention
of the people by ringing the bell -

”Otun ilu, osi ilu, Oba ni a ki yin, omode ati
agba, Oba ni a ki yinu

meaning - ’The right and the left and the centre of the
town, the Cba greets you, the young and the 
old, the Oba greets you’.

After this initial greetings, he announces the new law after
which he says -

”Ki eku ile ko gbo, ko so fun eiye oko”
meaning, ’Let the rat at home listen so that it
can tell the bird in the bush*.

Thereafter, people around will applause by clapping their
hands which is an evidence that the new law has good
receiption.

The administration of justice follows closely the 
hierarchy of political or social organisation. If a dispute 
arises it goes in the first instance for settlement before 
the family council presided over by the Bale, with a right 
of appeal to the ward head who is usually a chief and from



there to the highest Judicial body comprising the Cba or 
the Bale and his chiefs.

The culture and the characteristics of the Yorubas
are vividly revealed in their social and political organisation.
Of their culture, Johnson'1' said, nthe Yorubas are imbued with
a deep religious spirit, reverential in manners, showing
deference to superiors and respect to age where they have
not been corrupted by foreign intercourse; ingrained politeness
is part and parcel of their nature". And of their traits

2and characteristics Ellis in 189ty while comparing the 
Yorubas with the Ewe-speaking peoples said "No doubt their 
superior social instincts first caused them to congregate 
in towns and now many generations of town life had further 
developed them. There is even a certain amount of loyalty 
in the Yoruba, a quality for which one might look in vain 
among the Ewe tribes. Without saying the Yorubas are more 
intelligent, we can safely say that their intellect is more 
cultivated, their asperities of savage life are more softened, 
the sharper angles are worn down by frequent intercourse with 
their fellow-men and at the present day they are certainly 
the leading people in West Africa" . This is probably true 
to-day. The above description of the Yoruba characteristics

1. The History of the Yorubas , (1921), Introduction, p. xxii,
2* The Yoruba Speaking Peoples, pp. 32-33*
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and culture will never-the-less be more revealing in their 
treatment of children and young persons as we shall see 
later in our study.

C THE YORUBA FAMILY STRUCTURE
We shall concern ourselves here with the position

of children and young persons within the social structure of 
the Yoruba family, for, in any given society be it traditional, 
primitive or modern, call it what you like, there is always 
a necessary correlation between the structure of the family 
in that particular society and the welfare of children and 
young persons.

Maine1 in his description of the primitive society 
said, "In fact and in view of the men who composed it, it 
was an aggregation of families. The contrast may be most 
forcibly expressed by saying that the unit of an ancient
society was the family, of modern society, the individual".
One is not quite sure whether he was trying to distinguish 
between a family as a unit and an individual in the society.
He was probably talking in terms of the modern life which
places the individual as an entity as against the group.

2However, he said further that "Corporations never die and

Ancient Law, (1930), p. 42.
2. Ibid., p. 143•



accordingly primitive law considers the entities with which 
it deals that is, the patriarchial or family groups, as 
perpetual and inextingishable". 'The recognition of the 
family as a body corporate in the Yoruba traditional society 
will be appropriate since more emphasis is placed on the 
close family tie than would be in the highly developed 
societies.

This must necessarily lead us into the inquiry of 
what "family" means in the Yoruba society. We are faced 
once more with the problem of definition which seems to be 
universal among all nations. Therefore, as in English law, 
the word ’family1 is incapable of precise definition in 
Yoruba. What is certain is that the word "family” has a 
wider concept in the traditional society. Hence Peter Lloyd 
said^ "the term family connotes any group from the smallest 
nuclear family, man-wife-child to several thousands of 
persons tracing their descents from a common ancestor through 
many generations". It is the imprecise nature of this 
definition that leads to the addition of the word ’EXTENDED*
to 'FAMILY' to describe this social structure in the Yoruba

2traditional society. This extended family may also be

1. Yoruba Land Law, (1962), p. 131.
2. Fadipe - The Sociology of the Yorubas, (London University 

Ph.D. Thesis 1940), p. 129.
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tenned as a lineage - *EBIf or 'IDILE' The determination
of who and who belongs to a particular lineage group is
easily discernible on the death of one of the members of
the extended family. Each nuclear family within the group
is expected to contribute cloths for the burial and also to
mark the funeral rites by feasting its neighbours and friends.
Thus Ebi means 'Ajobi' that is - we all come from the same
ancestor. Therefore all of us are 'Oku aku fi aso sin1,
meaning that on the death of any one of the group, members
must contribute clothes for burial*

Within this extended family or the lineage group,
there are several nuclear or domestic families. The nature
and the constitution of a domestic family calls for description

pFirstly, the Yoruba society is patrilineal and 
marriage is patrilocal; therefore wives move into their 
husbands' house thereby becoming a member of that social
unti or household while at the same time the wives retain

v *their lineage affliation. Polygamy, however is widely

1. Aiisafe - The law and customs of the Yoruba People,(1924), p.t :
2. Ellis - The Yoruba Speaking People of S.W. Nigeria, (1894) 

p. 175- .....
2. Lloyd - The Yoruba Lineage, 25 Africa, p. 240.
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practised among the Yorubas.^ The introduction of Christ
ianity has had little influence on the institution of 
marriage. But because of the growth of higher education, 
there is a movement from polygamy to monogamy among the 
elites.

A polygamous domestic family consists of a man, 
his wives and children. Children of the same mother are 
called ’OMCIYA' , that is, from the same mother, while the 
children of the two or more wives are known as ’OBAKAN* , 
that is, from the same father. In the case of a monogamous 
marriage, it will consist of the father, the mother and their 
children.^

The preference for polygamous families is expressed 
in the attitudes and customs of the people generally, for in 
the traditional society, as of now, it is a pride for the

1. Fadipe, p. 211, said:- while polyandry does not exist as 
an institution polygamy is the socially approved form
of marriage among the Yorubas. Also Ajisafe - Supra, 
p. 61, - Polygamy is the social law of the country. 
Polyandry is not known.

2. Marioghae and Fugerson - Marriage under the Cross (1965) -p. 68.
5. Obi in Modern Family Law in Southern Nigeria (1966), 

p. 90 describes the nuclear or elementary as composite 
when it is polygamous and homogenous when it is monogamous.



husband to boast of his many wives1 and also for the first
wife, popularly known as "Iyale" or "the Mistress of the 

2House", to pride herself on the number of wives married 
by her husband after her, since this enables her to partici
pate less in the house work while she faces her trade.^ It 
is customary also for the children to consider themselves 
happiy not only to belong to a group of children from the 
same mother, but also to have half brothers and sisters 
called 'Obakan'. In an old Yoruba song which reflects the 
desirability of polygamous marriage and many children, the 
children especially girls used to sing thus - "Iya mi ni 
orogun, mo si ni obakan" mieaning my mother is one of the 
two or more wives and I also have half brothers and sisters.

The retention of polygamy as a social institution 
nowadays is hardly desirable, in the light of social changes

1. Ward E., Marriage among; the ^orubas, (1937)> pp. 28-29 >"A man's status is not usually judged by his wealth in 
land or house property. As a rule only by showing that 
he has a number of wives can be convince the neighbour 
that he is somebody". The second reason is that the 
Yorubas consider it wrong to have sexual relation with 
a woman once she is pregnant until the child is weaned 
at the age of 2. See - Feter Marris - Family and Social 
Change in an African City, (1961), p. Delano - An
African Looks at Marriage, (1944), p. 29. Ward, Ibid., 
p. 35.

2. Delano, The Soul of Nigeria, (1937) » P* 10.
3* Feter Marris, op.cib, p. 49 - "In such a household, the 

senior wife enjoys a privileged position having authority 
over all other wives".



and increased opportunities for children's education.^ One
pof the traditional reasons for polygamy was economic, for 

in the medieval society, both mothers and their grown up 
children served the father on the farm, while in effect the 
reverse is the situation now. The father is the breadwinner 
and has the duty to cater for his wife as well as given the 
children good education. It is therefore suggested that the 
economic factors which made for polygamy in the olden days 
must give way for monogamy in the present age, but this can 
only be through gradual and progressive social change.

Secondly, the birth of a child in the family be it 
a polygamous or monogamous one, is very significant among the 
Yorubas, for the child does not only belong to the natural 
father and mother but also to the lineage group in that "he 
holds a general right to as much land he needs for his house 
and farms and a specific right to the use of them during 
his life time"

The arrival of the child is usually marked by some 
ceremonies^firstly,the umbilical cord called 'IBI1 must be

1. In both Lagos and Western States all children aged 5 and 
6 respectively are required by law to attend a free 
primary school education. But parents may send their 
children to fee paying schools.

2. Ward, op. cit., p. 34.
3- Lloyd [1959̂  J.A.L. , p. 7*
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buried in the house of the new child’s father, this being 
the recognition of the paternity of the baby,̂ " secondly 
the mother of the baby must observe whatever taboos are

2necessary on the birth of a new child to that lineage group 
and thirdly the child is named a few days after its birtir 
with some customary rites or ceremony, * IKO-MO-JADE' 
thus becoming a recognised member of the family.

1. Should the child be born on its mother’s visit to her 
own parents or on her way from the farm or market, the 
umbilical cord must be taken to its father's place for 
burial. This custom no doubt militated against the 
use of modern hospitals for the birth oft babies by 
illiterate parents? But within recent times, there 
have been considerable changes in the attitudes of 
illiterate parents made possible by health education.

2. In some lineage group e.g. Idile Olofa, the mother of
the new baby must not taste salt for six days.

5* As to the date of naming a child the date varies from 
one lineage group to the other. In the Olofa lineage, 
group, it is the sixth day and in many other cases, 
the naming date depends on the sex of the child - the 
seventh day in the case of a girl and the nineth day 
for a boy. See Johnson - op . cit., p. 79* Delano,
Soul of Nigeria, (1937) i p. 14-3•With the influence of Christianity and Islam the 
commonest date now is the eighth day.

4. Honey, Kolanuts, Bitter Kola, salt, Palm oil and some 
other things will be supplied at the naming ceremony.
A relation of the father of the child, usually his 
father or brother performs the ceremony. The child 
is made to taste each of the articles supplied followed 
by prayers wishing the baby long life and prosperity.



A Yoruba child is usually given a personal name, 
a cognomen'1' called 'ORIKI' and the last name, which is common 
to all members of that lineage group, called f totem1, that 
is, 'ORILE', which denotes the foundation or the origin of
the family. It is this totem that is used to trace a

2 3pedigree. Thus a child may be named^ "Oyebade Akanbi CjoM ,
the last of which, the totem name, is rarely said except as
indicated above - that is, to trace the pedigree.

An interesting feature of a Yoruba name is that it 
always describes an event or the circumstances surrounding 
the birth of the child. A child may be born with a name^ 
because of the circumstance peculiar to the birth of that 
child. Thus twins are said to have been born with their 
names; the first to be born is known as 'Taiyewo* or 'Taiwo1 
meaning fthe first to taste the world \ while the last to be 
born is called 'Kehinde*. There is, however, a conflict 
in the concept of seniority as between Taiyewo and Kehinde 
in the Yoruba custom, for the last to be born, Kehinde, is

1. Johnson, op. cit., p. 85.
2. Ibid., p. 85*
3. Usually it is the name which expresses the circumstances 

of the family that the child is usually called by.
4. Supra, p. 80 - 1Amutorunwa*.
5. Ibid., p. 80. These names are used for either sex.
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always presumed to be senior to Taiyewo,^ hence the Yoruba
saying ’Omo Kehin o gb'e gbon1. Another interesting feature
in the birth of twins is that their arrival determines the

2names to be given to the two successive single children 
born after them. Such other names as are born with children 
are OJo - the child with a cord around its neck; Oke, the 
child in the bag i.e. with its membranes unruptured or

zAbiodun - a child born at the new year or any annual festival.
As indicated above, some names are expressive of 

the present circumstances of the family e.g. Morenike - I 
have someone to pet; Oladipupo - increase honour.

It must also be noted that the superstitious belief 
that some children are born to die - ABIKU^ still persists 
in the traditional society and such children are given 
peculiar names which reveal to anyone that they must have 
been born many times before they stop dying. Thus a child 
may be named Malomo - 'Do not go again’ ; Durosinmi - ’Wait 
and bury me1 ; Oku - 'the dead’ and many other of such names.

1. Kehinde is said to send forward his or her Junior to 
announce his own arrival. Johnson, op. cit. , p. 80.

2. The child born immediately after the twins is called 
Idowu and thereafter Alaba.

5. Johnson, op. cit., p. 81.
4. See Ellis - The Yoruba Speaking Peoples of South West 

Nigeria, and Johnson, op.. cit. , p. 83*



D THE CHILD AHD THE EXTENDED FAMILY
The concept of the extended family, which usually 

consists of several composite and homogenous nuclear families 
all of whom are related to one another patrilineally through 
one ancestor, is not easily grasped in the West, and if 
grasped, it is thought to he primitive and necessarily dis
advantageous for the upbringing of a child within the context 
of such family structure. Rather than being a disadvantage 
in the traditional societies, the extended family structure 
has much to recommend it. "It gives life and quality of 
intense sociability that is one of the sweetest features of 
West African societies - a sociability that displays itself 
in frequent celebrations, round of visits and constant 
greetings. At the same time the extended family provides 
a system of social security that is warmed by the intimacy 
of personal relations. There is always or nearly always 
someone to look after the crippled. Orphanages, Old homes - 
those show places of the Welfare State strike many Africans 
as peculiarly uncivilised" .J" Bishop Eale and Dr. Hogan also 
said this much of the extended family - "Within it, ties 
have been close and strong. It has been a source of security

1. Robin Hallett- Peoples and Progress in West Africa (1966) 
An. Introduction to the problems of Development, p. 39*



and stability for the individuals and society".
This description of the function of the extended 

family in relation to its members is very true of the Yoruba 
traditional society: children form part of this society and
therefore the appraisal of this type of family structure may 
reveal the existence of considerable provision for the 
security and welfare of the children and young persons 
within its fold. References can only be made to some of the 
advantages of this social structure.

(a) Care of an orphan:- where a child loses his 
parents a guardian will be appointed within 
the family by the head of the family to 
bring up the child. The nearest relative 
is generally appointed. If the deceased 
father has his mother surviving him, the 
child will go to her. But where because
of the old age of the mother, it may be 
decided that the child should be brought up 
by the deceased wife's mother. The primary 
principle which guides the appointment of 
the guardian is the interest and welfare 
of the child.2

(b) Delinquency:- one of the useful advantages 
of this type of social structure is that it 
acts as a deterrent to delinquencies by 
children, which are regrettably the features 
of the modern societies,5 for all the elderly 
members of a lineage group have the respon
sibility to bring up in the right manner all

1. Quoted from Marioghae and Fugerson - Nigeria Under the 
Cross, p. 68.

2. Ajisafe - Laws and Customs of the Yoruba, p. h.
3. See Edmund LeachThe Third Reith Lecture - The 

Listener, Thursday, Nov. 30, 1967, p. 693-
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the younger elements within the group.
Thus the Yorubas often say - 11 Bibi ni a 
nda omo bi, a ki idato" or "Enikan ni 
bimo gbogbo aiye ni jo wo" , meaning, though 
a child is born of the union of husband 
and wife, the child must be brought up 
together by the extended family. The 
discipline in Yoruba homes is regarded 
as of vital importance in the proper 
upbringing of the children. They are 
expected to behave themselves in all 
places and at all times. They are to 
be seen and not to be heard. Any deviation 
from the normal social behaviour invites 
spanking or scolding.2 Should a child be 
guilty of pilfering, flogging was first 
used to whip out the crime from the child.
If this v/as not effective, severer methods 
we re adopted lancing the back of the child's 
right hand or its face and rubbing well- 
grounded pepper into the place lanced.
If this fails, the child was then sold into 
slavery.3 This form of treatment v/as highly 
effective to deter children from forming 
the habit of stealing. There is no doubt 
that the extended family is one of the 
principal mechanisms for social control 
in the African traditional society.4*

(c) Seniority Rule:- Within the extended family

1. Feter Marris, op. cit., p. 56, said "When the Yoruba 
domestic life was organised around the family compound 
children were brought up among the members of their
lineage group under cares of uncles, aunts and grand
parents and their mothers' senior co-wives as well as 
of their parents".

2. See Mabogunje - "The Yoruba Home", Odu, No. 5 - Journal 
of Yoruba and Related Studies p. 52. In the same issue - 
See Delano on "The Yomxba Family as the basis of Yoruba 
Culture", p. 25, where he said:- "The foundation of good 
behaviour is laid in the family compound".

3. Ajisafe, op. cit., p. 29*
4. Zarr - "Juvenile Delinquency and Xiberian Law" - (1965) 

Liberian Law Journal, p. 201.
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also operates a strict observation of 
seniority rule. The status of the indivi
dual with respect to each of the classes 
within which a child is ranked according 
to seniority is reflected in the terms 
which he uses in addressing them. The 
seniority rulê - is determined among the 
children by the date of their births.
The words denoting ’SENIOR1 is 'EGBON* 
and 'JUNIOR1 is ’ABURO’. The importance 
of the seniority rule can only be seen 
in the light of the treatment by the 
senior towards his Junior. He is expected 
to correct the junior whenever the junior 
misbehaves and the junior is expected to 
take instructions from his senior. Generally, 
respect for the senior in the rank is part 
of the basic culture of the Yoruba home.

(d) Education:- Credit must be given to the 
early Christian missions from Europe for 
the introduction of the Western educational 
system among the Yorubas. Those towns near 
the coast like Lagos, Abeoluta and Ijebu 
were the early beneficiaries of this contact. 
In the other parts people generally were 
very slow in allowing their children to 
go to school for fear that it would disrupt 
the family. Yorubas used to say - f'A 
gboyibo ki ku sile" meaning "educated 
persons don't die in their family homes". 
However with the increase in the number 
of children going to school as well as 
seeing the advantages of education in 
the change of status of the educated children 
and their living standard, what was looked 
upon earlier as agency of breaking up the 
family became the pride of the family, to 
which every family member would like to 
contribute. Thus a form of social security 
system is entrenched in the extended family 
in that it is a natural social obligation 
for members to help children within the

1. See Bascom - "The Principle of Seniority in the Social 
Structure of the Yorubas", (194-2) 44- American Anthropo
logist, p. 37.
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family by contributing towards their 
education.

(i) Problems of Social Change
Whatever the security and welfare which may exist 

for the child in an extended family, it is inevitable that 
such a structure cannot persist for long, and as Westermann 
said:^ 11 It is a necessary consequence of modern developments 
that the small family, that is, husband, wife and children 
should stand out more clearly than in the past from other 
social groupings and gain in value in the estimation of the 
Natives". This Statement foregees not only the firm estab
lishment of monogamy as the socially desirable form of 
marriage in the future among the Africans, but also the 
breakdown in the extended family structure. This statement 
is no doubt true of the future trends among the Yorubas.
But as of the moment the Yoruba family essentially remains
the same notwithstanding the influence of Christianity and 

2Islam. Even where the members of a lineage group have 
outgrown the available space in the family compound and as 
a result they move out, the fact that they build their houses

1. TheAfrican Today and Tomorrow, p. 58.
2. Trimingham on Islam in West Africa, (1959) P* 129; said 

"Only Yoruba family whose family structure has resisted. 
The disintegrative influence of both Islam and the West, allow religious differences because they do not cause any breach'in family solidarity".
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far away from the family compound does not make them
sacrifice membership of their original families. They
still owe allegiance to their compound of origin.^ The
only reason for such persistence can only be found in the

2composition of the present Yoruba society. It is suggested 
that with the passage of time, the bonds between the members 
of extended families will tend to become looser and looser, 
especially when the young elites regard the burden that goes 
with the extended family nowadays as a hinderance to progress.

What, it may be asked, is likely to be the place 
of children and young persons within the framework of a 
nuclear family in the future?

Opinions vary on the result of the breakdown of 
the extended family structure, t̂ may lead to a "deeprooted 
sense of insecurity and from that may emerge psychological 
and social problems.J'r The decline of extended family may

1. Peter Marris, op. cit., p. 32, said "Others who had few 
relatives in Lagos attended only gatherings at their 
home town once or twice a year".

2. Most of the present educated elites belong to the first 
generation of people who went to school while their 
parents are illiterates. Hence it is difficult to 
effect a radical change.

3. See Robin Hallett, op. cit« , p. 40.
4. Marioghae and Fugerson, op« cit., - Nigeria under the 

Cross, p. 70.
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mean^increase in the number of people, old, crippled and the
orphans, who will find themselves destitute.^ But the future
belongs to the patrilocal family and it is easy to note that
the progressive natives prefer it because father, mother and
children belong together and it seems the natural duty of

2the father to take responsibility for his children. These 
are a few of the arguments for and against the breakdown. 
Without doubt, it seems to me that the later view of nuclear 
family as the basis of social structure will prevail among 
the Yorubas for the following reasons -

(a) there is an increase in the literate population
coupled with increasing mobility of the 
people;

(b) urbanisation, and the impact of the European 
culture, are important in the developing 
countries.5

With this analysis, one sees the future growth and 
welfare of children and young persons as dependent on the 
nuclear family of father, mother and children, but the effect 
of breakdown in the extended family may be unwholesome 
depending on how narrow and far isolated these elementary 
families are and it may result in the fears expressed recently

1. Robin Hallett, op, cit., p. 40.
2. Westermann, op. cit., p. 58.
3. Many people who have their education in Europe especially 

Britain do take a bit of the British culture along. They 
influence the society in many ways.
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by Dr, Leach'*' when he said of the British society, "In the 
past, kinsfolk and neighbours gave the individual continuous 
moral support through out his life . Today the domestic 
household is isolated. The family looks inward upon itself. 
There is intensification of emotional stress between husband 
and wife and parents and children. The strain is greater 
than most of us can bear. Bar from being the basis of good 
society, the family, with its narrow and tawdry secrets is
the source of all discontents ........... children need to
grow up in larger, more relaxed domestic groups centred on 
the community rather than on mother’s kitchen - something 
like an Israel Kibbutz perhaps or a Chinese Commune”.

One can also see that with the breakdown of the 
extended family structure, the social security which is one 
of the features of such social structure will have to be 
transfered to the state in future, as a result of which 
change the general community will have to bear the burden.
It is the impersonal nature of the social service that may 
produce emotional stresses which are absent in the traditional 
societies.

E THE CHILD AND THE NUCLEAR FAMILY
The foundation of a nuclear family is usually

1, The Reith Lectures - The Listener, November 30,1967, p. 695*



preceded by marriage between a man and a woman. Marriage
among the Yorubas is patrilocal and the lineage is exogamous.^
The prohibited degrees are wider than in the highly developed
countries and it is forbidden by the customary lav/ for a

pperson to marry the sister of his deceased wife. However 
it is permissible for a person to marry the sister of 
betrothed girl who died before the marriage. This unfortu
nately is done where the special liking for the bereaved

*fiance is felt by the family.
Traditionally, marriages were alliances between 

tv/o families and they were frequently arranged by the elders 
(although the initiative for the ma®h would often come from 
the prospective spouses).^ This is very much so today. The 
procedure however has undergone a notable change in that 
infant betrothals, in which the infants might not be consulted, 
are very rare nowadays. Nowadays young people choose their 
partners; but the society still lays great stress on the

1. Lloyd - ’’The Yoruba Lineage”, 25 Africa, p. 225*
2. C/f The Marriage Act, Cap. 115? Sec. which permits

the marriage of the sister of a deceased wife. This it 
is submitted is contrary to the general custom of the 
Yorubas and it is not surprising that this provision 
remains a dead letter in the statute book.

5* A.K. Ajisafe, op. cit., p. 61.
4. Ibid., p. 51•
5. Delano, Souls of Nigeria, p. 121.
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choice being approved. Essentially other procedures
still remain the same with the exception that among the
educated folks as well as the illiterates in big towns, the
'ALARINA1,̂  that is, the 1 GO-BETWEEN’ person, is now completely
absent from courtship between young boys and girls.

The usual inquiries as to the families of both
sides still continue, for it is still essential to find out
whether the boy or the girl belongs to "a good family, free

*of dangerous and contagious diseases such as leprosy and 
insanity and whether they are criminally disposed or have 
cultivated the habits of incurring debts or practising 
witchcrafts".' Cn the completion of satisfactory inquiries

1. Alison Izzett - "Family Life among the Yorubas", in 
Southall - Social Change in Modern Africa (1961), p. 312. 
See also Delano - Souls of Nigeria, p. “121 where he
said "Girls are free today to choose their husbands.
The parents merely approve the choice made and accept 
dowries paid".

2. A.K. A;jisafe, op. cit. , p. 51* This method of having
a go-between in marriage arrangements is probably common 
to all ethnic groups in Africa. Wilson in his LUO
CUSTOMARY LAW, pp. 92-93 wrote about the person called 
1JAGAM* who acts as 'go-between* for it is improper in 
Luo customary law that a young man should talk to a 
prospective bride himself, so he has to choose a friend, 
sometimes a close relative to act as his go-between".

3. Ajisafe Supra p. 51; See also A Izzett Supra, Rote 1, 
p. 312. It may be said however that nowadays very few 
people take.notice of witchcrafts as to affect marriages.
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by the family of the young man, the head of the extended 
family writes to the family head of the girl to ask for 
their daughter’s hand in marriage to their son. The girl’s 
family, before acceding to the proposal, will make the usual 
inquiries about the family of the young man. Afterwards, the 
young man's family will be informed of their acceptance of 
the proposal if they are fully satisfied as to the suitability 
of the match.̂

After the initial acceptance of the proposal the
ptwo families meet for the ’’Thank you" ceremony which is 

called ITORO. The formal marriage ceremony is usually 
preceded by what may be termed as the 'engagement Ceremony1, 
'ISIHUN', followed by the payment of the bride price, the 
occasion at which the date for the celebration of the 
marriage will be fixed.

ZlAs regards the marriages under the Act, which are 
on the increase nowadays, the freedom to contract such

1. The family approval is very essential and the fact that 
the parties involved are over 21 years of age is irrelevant
and as Allison Izzett said Ibid., p. 313 - "Because of 
the insecurity of marriage today the more sensible girl 
from a stable family tends to rely on parental judgments 
knowing that if she marries without her family's consent, 
she will not be able to fall back upon it if the marriage 
fails".

2. Ibid., op. cit., p. 312.
3. Ajisafe, op. cit., p. 52.
4 . Laws of the Federation 6ap# 115.
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marriages without the consent or approval of the two families 
merely because the two parties involved are over twenty-one 
years of age is viewed with contempt and an eventual break
down of such marriages may lead to unfortunate consequences.^ 

Whatever the form of marriage in the Yoruba society, 
whether potentially polygamous because it is contracted under 
the customary law or monogamous because it is contracted 
under the Marriage Act, the purpose is to bring human beings 
of different sexes together and thus provide for the growth 
of the society. It therefore means that the growth of the 
society can only be maintained through the procreation of 
children. Powell describes marriage as "a union which gives 
rise to the institution of family and it is the multiplicity 
of these permanent unions, welded together for economic and 
social reasons and for reasons of security which lead to the

pestablishment of stable society”, and Yinogradoff also said 
of marriage that "it is not only an institution regulating 
sexual intercourse and kept up by conjugal affection but also 
an arrangement for the bringing up of children". That 
marriage is the basis of family institution and procreation

1. Alison Izzett, Supra.
2. "The Concept of Marriage in Ancient and Modern Paw", 

[1950] Current Legal Problems, p. 4-6.
5. Historical Jurisprudence (1920), p. 144.



of children ensures the continuance of the institution as 
well as providing for the growth of society.

The emphasis on the procreation of children as
being one of the purposes of marriage may raise some contro
versies unless we view it from the social context as well as
the legal order of any given society. The divergence of 
views, if there is any, may result from the accepted forms 
and rules of marriage within that society.

The law of marriage in the Americas and in Europe 
is the monogamous form, which is known as Christian Marriage 
within the rule in Hyde v. Hyde. ̂ The grounds on which such
a marriage can be dissolved in England have been prescribed

2in an Act of Parliament. They are ddultery; desertion;
cruelty; unsoundness of mind; in the case of wife petitioner;

3rape, sodomy or bestiality; and presumption of death. There
are also provisions in the act for nullity of marriage,

4.either because the marriage is void and therefore there has

1. (18̂ 6) L.R. l.P.D. 130.
2. The Matrimonial Causes Act 1950 and 1965 - Sec 1 (1).
3. Ibid., Sec. 16 (1).

1
4. Examples of void marriages areAinvalid ceremony of 

marriage; non-age consanguinity; bigamy; insanity at 
the time of marriage; lack of consent and impotence.
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been no marriage or because it is voidable,^ in which case 
the marriage is valid until avoided by the pronouncement by 
the court of a decree of nullity at the instigation of one 
of the parties.

The fact that there are no children of a marriage
is a ground neither for dissolution nor nullity. The law
requires that the marriage must be consummated and regards
a marriage as consummated when sexual intercours occurs
between the husband and the wife, even though conception
does not occur and even if contraceptive is used. Thus in

2Baxter v. Baxter the husband petitioned for a decree of 
nullity of marriage against his wife on the ground of his 
wife's wilful refusal to consummate the marriage, because 
the wife invariably refused to allow him to have intercourse 
with her unless he wore a contraceptive sheath. The husband 
also gave evidence that the marriage was unhappy because of 
the determination of the wife not to have a child, which 
evidence was corroborated by the husband of the wife's sister. 
The House of Lords held that the husband was not entitled to 
a decree of nullity on the ground that the wife had wilfully

1. E.g. Wilful refusal to consummate the marriage, insanity, 
mental defficiency or epilepsy at the time of marriage; 
venereal disease at the time of marriage and pregnancy
by a person other than the husband at the time of marrigge.

2. [1948] A.C.274.



refused to cGosunmate the marriage since a marriage may be
consummated although artificial methods of contraception
are used.1 The most interesting aspect of this case for
the purpose of this study arose from the evidence of the
husband who said the marriage was unhappy because of the
refusal of his wife to have a child. This, clearly, showed
the desire of the husband to have a child. The Court of
Appeal accepted this view by saying that one of the purposes
of marriage is procreation of children. This view was thrown
overboard when Lord Jowitt, L.C., said:-

"It is indisputable that the institution of marriage i§ not n@cegsa.ry for the procreation 
of children, nor does it appear to be a principal
end of marriage........  In any view of Christian
marriage the essence of the matter, as it seems 
to me is that the children, if there be any, 
should be born into the family as that word 
is understood in Christendom and in the case 
of marriage between spouses of particular faith, 
that they should be brought up and nurtured in 
that faith. But this is not the same thing as 
saying that a marriage is not consummated unless 
children are procreated or that procreationpof 
children is the principal end of marriage".

1. It is submitted that it was the acquiesence of the 
husband in the use of sheath that led to a bar to the 
nullity decree.

2. The same view was held in Weatherly v. Weatherly [194-7] 
A.C. 628, 637? where Lord Jowitt described as "dangerous 
and fallacious" Scott, L.J.’s, doctrine of marriage as 
falling within those set forth in the Books of Common 
Prayer which had one of the causes for which matrimony 
was ordained as the procreation of children.

mailto:n@cegsa.ry
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This purely legalistic, rather than moral, view^
of the purpose of marriage presupposes that Christian
marriage is primarily for companionship - "to love and to
cherish" , and the decision whether children come as a result
of the union depends on the couple. This view is hardly
acceptable to the Yoruba society. The choice by some
educated elites to marry under the Marriage Act, which is
the same as the English form of marriage, had not changed
the views of an average Yoruba man on the primary aim of
marriage. The Yorubas therefore lay emphasis on marriage
as being primarily for the procreation of children. This

2view is well put by Delano when he said -
"The paramount purpose of marriage in the minds 
of most African is the production of children. 
Sexual exercise and social duty are interwoven.
If children do not come as a result of the marriage 
the man tries another woman and in the majority 
of cases with the acquiesence of the wife. Also 
many Africans will not allow their children or 
relatives to remain without an offspring. If 
wives married in the 'Church' have not been

1. This statement of the Lord Chancellor under heavy
attacks from several angles: See (a) The statement of
the Archbishop of Canterbury - The Times - February 6th, 
1948, in which he said "the doctrine of the church is 
and remains the procreation of childrem as are of the 
principal ends, if not the principal end of marriage"
(b) Gower - "Baxter v. Baxter in Perspective" (1948)
11 M.L.R. 176 (c) Powell - "The concept of the ancient 
and modern Law of Marriage" [1950] C.L.P. p. 50.

2. An African Looks at Marriage, (19/1.4) p. 27.
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blessed with children, they arrange for other 
women to bear children in place of the married 
women”.
This statement is very true of the Yoruba society

today.^ The rise in premarital pregnancy results from the
young men, usually educated ones, wishing to make sure that
girls are capable of bearing children before they are 

2married.
The forms of words used in congratulating newly 

wedded couples and also the greetings before marriage usually 
show profound desire for children to result from the marriage. 
Fadipe said "the Yoruba ideas of the purpose of coming 
together of a man and wife would be found to correspond 
rather closely to the sociologically ascertained one and to 
be expressed both in speech and action. That she will have 
numerous offspring is the chief feature of the blessing she 
receives from both father and mother before she sets for her

1. Fadipe, op. cit., p. 194, where he spoke about the 
pressure by the parents of the husband to get another 
wife to prove to the world that their son is not impotent. 
Also - Kenneth Little and Anne Price - "Some trends in 
Modern Marriafees among the West Africans" - 37 Africa 
p. 407 October 19&7 where they said "If her fault lies 
in her infertility they may 'marry' a young girl for 
him under customary law by paying the bridewealth and 
installing her in another house". The statutory bar 
to such further marriage is always a dead letter.

2. Alison Izzett, op. cit., pp. 309-310.
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home and from other relatives for days before the event".^
Greetings to the bride and bridegroom on marriage

use to run thus: "E :ku ori rere, iyawo yio bi okunrin,
yio bi obirin" i.e. "Hearty congratulations to you, you
will be blessed with boys and girls". To this greeting
may be added, "Ehin iyawo ko ni mo eni" - a wish that it
will not be long before the wife is pregnant".

The Yorubas do not limit their desire for children
by their expression of greetings: the desire can also be

ogathered from ballad song - EWI - ([Yoruba] Philosophy)
which, to quote a few lines, runs thus:

Omo ni iyun
Dmo ni ide
Ko si l'ate
Olowo ko ri ra
Omo ti a ba fi owo ra
Oun ni je eru
Omo eni ko se di bebere
K'a fi leke si di omo elomi
Ijo ti a ba ku
Owo ko gbokowo
Omo eni ni jogun eni

Meaning -
A child is coral bead
A child is silver
It is not displayed in the market
So, the rich cannot buy
The child bought

1. Padipe Supra, p. 193•
2. Iwe Kini ti awon AKEWI (YORUBA PHILOSOPHY) By Denrele 

Obasa (1933), p. 26.



Is a slave
One’s child cannot turn his 

buttock to one 
And one then puts a bead

round another parents' child's buttock 
On the day of our death 
Our hand cannot hold twenty (COWRIES)
One's child inherits one's estate.
The above quotation shows the importance of child

bearing for the purposes of perpetuation of the family. The
constant thought of children as being the primary prupose of
marriage makes life miserable for a childless woman. There
is generally a wealth of sympathy for her. 'Ki Oluwa ki o
se amuwa rere' 'May God bless you with children': that is
the usual form of greeting whenever any one meets her. The
husband, of course, usually takes such a woman to native
doctors for treatment.'*’

Another reason which makes childlessness a bane in
the society is that the society is not accustomed to the use
of the institution of adoption as in the European society.
Instead, the husband takes more wives and the position of
the childless woman becomes more pitiable if the other wives
get children. It is only a great social change that can
remedy the present attitude of the people in relation to the
aims of marriage.

1. With the development of mode in medicine, people now go 
quite often to hospitals to consult specialists.
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F CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS IN YORUBA LAND
(1) DEFINITION

In considering the law relating to "children" and
"young persons", one runs immediately into problems of
definition. Neither will the attempt to pigeon-hole each
of these classes into a water-tight compartment for the
purposes of definition be rewarding, nor is the substitution
of the word 'INFANT1 to replace or include both of them
likely to be helpful. We may probably be left more confused
than ever. Originally the word "INFANTES",'*' from which the
English word 'INFANT' was derived, meant in Roman law
children who could not talk, and only in Justinian's time
was the age of Infantes raised to cover all children up to
the age of seven years. It was this word that is now used
in English law to describe all persons of either sex up to

2the age of twenty-one.

(1956J1. Lee - The Elements of Roman Law,/p. 34-5•
2. C/f with the Roman Law which divided young persons into 

three -
(a) Infantia which was later fixed as under seven
(b) tutela impuberes which ends at puberty at fourteen 

for boys and twelve for girls and
(c) cura minoris which ends at the age of twenty-five - 

See Cmnd. 354-2.
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Historically1 different ages were fixed for the 
reaching of the ages of majority, finally the English courts 
settled on twenty-one as the termination of infancy. There
fore "as a general rule in matters of civil capacity, the 
law of England unlike the Roman Law recognises no distinction 
between infants above and under the age of puberty. The law 
of England drawH the line at the age of twenty-one, and
therefore all courts must look upon a child of nineteen as
a child of five years old; and you are by the law concluded
from saying he is more capable at one period of his age than 

2another".
The basis of the choice of this magic age of twenty- 

one as a dividing line between a minor and a person of full 
age has now been changed in the light of the social conditions 
of the twentieth century.

One of the most important developments in the
English Legal system was the recent Family Law Reform Act,

1. Gee James T.E. - "The Age of Majority" in the American Journal of Legal History, (I960), Vol. IV, p. 22 for full historical details. He said at p. 25 that, "fifteen is the age that appears to have been adopted in the northern parts of Europe as the age of majority between the 9th and. 11th centuries". At p. 28 - he said - In England "the ultimate selection of the age of twenty-one, as the age at which knighthood was obtained in the age of chivalry, was probably connected with the age at which infantscome out of ward".
2. Simpson, A.H. - Treatise on the Law and Practice relating 

to Infants (1873)> P* 2. The book also deals with historical details.
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1969, following the recent report of the LATEY COMMITTEE1
which was appointed by the Lord Chancellor of Great Britain
on the 30th July, 1965, with the following terms of reference:

1 to consider whether any changes are desirable 
in the law relating to contracts made by persons 
under twnsnty-one and to their power to hold and 
dispose of property and in the law relating to 
marriage by such persons and to the power to 
make them wards of c o u r t 1 ,2
The committee in its report traced the historical 

background through the ages leading to the adoption of the 
age of twenty-one as the period of infancy^ but concluded 
that the historical causes were now irrelevant saying "what 
the history does show is that there is nothing particularly 
God-given about the age of twenty-one as such and that things 
do change in the light of changing circumstances".^

The absence of the use of the word "infant" in 
the terms of reference is noticeable and the committee lost 
no time in attacking the word ’INEANT1 for they found it 
"quite ludicrous that legally speaking a married man with 
three children and a car can be referred to as an infant".

1. The Committee’s Report is Cmnd. 334-2, The Report of the 
Committee on the Age of Majority.

2• Ibid., p. 13.
3. Ibid., pp. 20-23*
4-. Ibid., Sec. 4-7, P* 23.
5* Ibid. , p. 4-2.
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Hence the committee said "Of all our conclusions the easiest 
we have found to arrive at is that this word (infant) should 
no longer be used and that the word 'MINOR' should be sub
stituted for those under the age of majority".^ These 
observations and conclusion are very true in the light of 
the enormous incapacities attached to the period of infancy, 
especially in the field of contractual relations which will 
be dealt with later. This recommendation had been accepted, 
thus eradicatfeiGcjfrom the English Legal dictionary the word 
'INFANT' clothed with a bundle of vagueness and ambiguity,

2which had been used for so long to describe a young person.
It is therefore submitted that it is in the light 

of this confused nature of the concept of infancy that the 
phrase 'Children and Young Persons' seems preferable, even 
though it will be difficult to divorce these two categories 
in the light of the present state of law in England, from

5which the Nigerian Law has derived its concept of infancy. 
Nevertheless an attempt will be made to examine what "children" 
and "young persons" mean under the statutory and customary

1. Ibid., p. 42. The Committee also recommended the lowering 
of the age of majority from twenty-one to eighteen.

2. The Family Law Reform Act (1969) Sec. 12.
3. For example - The IHfants Relief Act, 1874, is a statue 

of general application applying to Nigeria except the 
Western State.
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laws of Nigeria.

(ii) THE POSITION UNDER STATUTE LAW
As between the English and Yoruba concepts of

children and young persons, we are no doubt left with the
problems of description rather than definition. In the
English language, the word 1 child*^ has no absolute meaning.
Cohen, J., was of the opinion that the meaning of the word
'child' must in every case depend on the context in which it
appeared. "The expression 'children' is of ambiguous import,
it may mean all children (whatever their ages) or it may

pmean children under twenty-one". Thus "child" may be 
ordinarily a synonym for "infant" - a person under the age 
of twenty-one. It seems to me therefore that at common law 
as well as under statute a child remains an infant until he 
attains his or her majority and as such, this definition 
leads us nowhere in the matter of our enquiry; for if we 
accept tha& a child is synonymous to an infant who then are 
young persons?

Soine evidence can be found in R v. Cokerton/1'

1."Everybody is a 'child' in one sense being a child of a 
parent whatever the age" Per Lord Green in Re Carlton 
[1945] Ch.D 577.

2. Re Carlton [19451 Ch. 280 at pp. 282 & 284.
5. Stroud's Judicial Dictionary, p. 467.
4. [1901] I K.B. at p. 341.



where Wills, J., said, "it is impossible to lay down any 
definite boundary as separating 'children* from 'young men' 
or 'young women' or any other description by which an advance 
beyond 'childhood* may be indicated. Practically I suppose 
that, somewhere between the ages of sixteen and seventeen, 
at the highest, an age, has been arrived at which no one 
would ordinarily call 'childhood'. This dictum of Wills, J., 
made a bold but cautious attempt at drawing a line between 
a child and a young person. It is a matter for conjecture 
whether he would have extended the definition of 'young 
persons' which he fixed at between sixteen and seventeen to 
cover a person who is more than twenty-one. It is therefore 
submitted that a rigid adherence to the definition of 
children and young persons while the vague word 'infant' 
still exists at common law is less rewarding, except to 
accept that under many statutes that are being enacted 
nowadays, different meanings or definitions are being placed 
on the same words to suit different purposes, which introduces 
another confusion; in that the purpose^ for which a particular

1. (a) In Children and Young Persons (Lagos) Act (1958 Ed.) 
Cap. 32 and a similar Act, (1959)Ed) Cap. 20 in the 
Western State - A 'child' means - a person under fourteen; 
a 'young person' means 'a person who has attained the age 
of fourteen and is under the age of seventeen.
(b) The Labour Code Act (1958 Ed.) Cap. 91 - Sec. 55 - 
a child means a person under the age of twelve and a young 
person means a person under the age of eighteen.

F/note contd. on next page.



statute is enacted will be the overriding factor in deter
mining who is a child or who is a young person. The conclusion 
is inevitable under the present state of law that he is an 
infant whether he is a child or young person.

(iii) THE POSITION AT CUSTOMARY LAW
Professor Elias in his book^ said that f,infancy is 

a concept that has legal validity among the African societies 
though the age at which it terminates naturally varies from 
one community to another”.

This statement raises two points which needs 
separate treatment. -

(a) The concept of infancy among the Africans - 
the word ’infant' or 'infancy' must be used 
with caution as it is not likely to have an 
equivalent meaning in Yoruba. If, however, 
the word is used to cover the period within

Footnote 1 contd. from previous page.
(c) Infants Law (1959 Ed.) Cap. 49 W.N. - 'infant' or 
'child' means a person under the age of twenty-one years 
but for the purposes of Guardianship and custody of 
children, does not include a person who h$s been married.
(d) Education Law (1959 Ed.) Cap. 34 W.N, Sec. 31 - a 
child means any person ?/ho is not over the school age, 
that is twelve years.
(e) Administration of Estates (1959 Ed.) Law Cap. 1 W.N. 
Sec. 2(2) References to - to a child include an issue
en ventre sa mere at the death of the testator.

1. The Nature of African Customary Law, (1956) p. 102.
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which an infant or a young person is deemed 
to he incapable of dealing with or managing 
his own affairs, this view may be correct. 
But the statement falls short of indicating 
the time at which a child ceases to be a 
child and answers to the description of a 
young person, which will be more appropriate 
under the customary law. It is more valid 
to say that the Yoruba society recognises 
two broad divisions of the youthful period 
of any person. They are -

(i) the period before puberty and 
(ii) the period after puberty and before 

marriage.
A boy reaches puberty between the ages of 
fourteen and sixteen and a girl between 
the ages of twelve and fourteen.^
When a boy reaches the age of puberty, he 
is described in Yoruba as "O BA1AG-A" and 
of a girl the Yorubas say "C d'omoge",2 
that is, the reaching of puberty is a sign 
that they are marriageable even though they 
may not be married eight to ten years or 
more after reaching puberty-3 It is during

1. See Johnson - The History of the Yorubas, p. 50. Also 
Fadipe - The Sociology of the Yorubas, (*1940) - p. 162 - 
put the age at fifteen for boys and for girls a year or 
two earlier. He remarked, however, that puberty is never 
marked by any rites among the Yorubas whether boys or 
girls.

2. Fadipe, Ibid., - describes the first sign of puberty as 
swelling of the nipple which is more pronounced in the 
girls who in addition starts menstrual periods. The 
swelling of the boyfs nipple is noted with relief as
it shows he is not an impotent and he will be given 
directions as to how to get the breast down.

3. Johnson - The History of Yorubas, p. 103* The age of 
marriage used to be thirty for boys and for girls not 
before twenty. Fadipe, - p. 165 - "At not very much 
short of thirty years of age, a man may marry though 
it may be earlier if his parents were rich".
Lucy Mair, in Phillips - Survey of African Marriage and 
Family Life (1953) P« 13̂ , said "the Hausa girls still

F/note contd. on next page
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the period after puberty that the customary 
law recognises a "young person", while all 
children below the age of puberty are 
described as 'omode* or fomo kekere1 , meaning 
young children.

(b) The second point deals with the termination of
infancy. The main problem at customary law is to 
determine when a young person becomes a person with 
full legal capacity, in consequence of which he is 
expected to manage his own affairs. It is submitted 
that in the traditional Yoruba society, the period 
of emancipation is the determinant factor under 
the customary law when a person ceases to be a 
young person, and marriage by the young person is 
a condition precedent to the assumption of full 
legal capacity by that person.1 There is no dimu
nition of the new marital status even though the 
couple remain with their parents. Fadipe^ described 
the period after marriage thus: "He becomes inde
pendent of his father in the sense of being able 
to set up his own household and work on his own 
farm for his own family account. He is now recog
nised as a full grown man. Marriage thus brings 
fresh responsibilities in addition to the old ones,
the man is still at the command of his father for
any special service he may desire of him".
From the above account, it is crystal clear that

the magic and arbitrary age of twenty-one as the beginning
of the age of majority has no application to the Yoruba

Footnote 3 contd. from previous page
marry at 13 or 14-, men about 25*'. See Alhadi Mohammed v. 
Knott [1968] 2 W.L.R. 144-6 where the English Court recog
nised as valid the customary marriage between a Hausa man 
age 26 and a Hausa girl aged 13 both of whom are Muslims 
from Norther Nigeria.

1. Elias - op. cit. , p. 104 said "It may not be far wide 
off the mark to add that as long as they (young persons) 
remain unmarried and attached to their parents homes, 
they ask for all practical purposes regarded as infants.

2- The Sociology of the Yorubas, p. 165
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customary laws."5" On theone hand there is something to be 
said in favour of the clear division between the ages of 
children and young persons at customary law which nearly 
corresponds with the Roman Law, which recognises the age 
after puberty as CURA MINOR IS. This period lasted till 
the age of twenty-five. On the other hand, in the matter 
of capacity, the customary law, as well as the old Roman Law, 
in fixing a later age than in the English law for the attain
ment of majority prolonged the incapacities of children and
young persons to an extent which would be disadvantageous

2to them under the modern conditions*

G THE LEGAL STATUS OF CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS
WITHIN THE YORUBA SOCIETY 

Having arrived at the conclusion that under the 
customary law the age at which a young person assumes full 
legal capacity begins with his marriage, it seems therefore

1. With the Western influences one finds the educated yogmg 
persons in large towns in Nigeria especially girls 
celebrating in a big way their attainment of the age
of twenty-one which the society regards rather as a 
publicity stunt than any meaningful event.

2. See Cmnd. 334-2, p. 20 - where it was said MCURA MINORIS" 
lasted until a male had completed his twenty-fifth year 
at which point he assumed "plena maturitas" - a young 
man complains that the fixing of plena maturitas at 
twenty-five would be the ruin of him since everyone
was afraid to lend him money.
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that the period within which any person can be classified 
as a child or a young person is sufficient to constitute 
those persons as a class within the society. To this may 
be ascribed the word "STATUS" since one of the purposes of 
STATUS is the legal classification of society.^

Status is not easy to define. There had been 
neither statutory nor other clear precise definition of

2status; but many eminent jurists from Austin to Graveson 
have made a series of attempts to define it. One can point 
out one or two definitions placed upon the word, if only to 
guide us on the meaning of status. Allen^ says "status is 
the condition of belonging to a particular class of persons 
to whom law assigns certain legal capacities or incapacities 
or both" and more clearly Scott, L.J., in his dissenting 
judgment in He Luck4 said - "Status is in the main a matter 
of personal capacity.... It constitutes as it were, a legal 
genus. It contains many species all of daily importance in 
civilised life.... status is in every case a creature of 
substantive law. It is not created by contract although it 
may arise out of contract as in the case of marriage. Perhaps

1. Graveson - Status in the Common Law, (1955) > P* 125.
2. Ibid., - For full discussion on Status.. 7

3. Legal Duties, p• 46.
4. [1940] 3 All E.R. 307 at pp. 326 and 327-



the most far reaching characteristic of status is its quality 
of universality".

Two things come out clearly in this definition
(a) status is a state-conferred a.spect of

personality';
(b) it has the quality of universality.
The word "status", which attaches to persons whether

natural or legal, is of universal application to all legal
systems bg, they Common Law, Civil Law or Customary Law
systems. In African society, therefore, there are certain
arrangements for treating some groups of persons differently
from the rest of the community in matters relating to rights
and duties, capacities or incapacities or both, though the
forms and rules of the particular arrangements may differ
from one community to another. Such classes of persons to
which status may be attached are chiefs, women, aliens,
slaves, infants and lunatics.^ Also the African form of
extended family structure has been endowed with legal

2personality as being a body corporate.
The main purpose of status being the legal classi

fication of society, infancy in the sense we have described 
within the Yoruba society, constitutes such class into a

1. Elias, op. cit., p. 102.
2. Main - Ancient Law, p. 14-5*
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status, even though the broad divisions - namely the age 
before puberty and the age after puberty but before marriage - 
are treated differently in matters of legal capacities or 
incapacities for certain purposes. Generally, at customary 
law, a child under seven years of age may be presumed not to 
be capable of committing a crime in the sense that he may not 
appreciate that what he is doing is wrong. The Yorubas say 
"Omode ko lese lorun”, meaning "a very young child is always 
innocent”.

Between the ages of seven and puberty he is expected 
to be aware of what he is doing and as such he is liable to 
be disciplined if he departs from the normal way of behaviour 
expected of his age. There is the general belief that this 
age before puberty is the period to mould a childfs life.

Gn reaching puberty, he becomes a recognised member
of the community. Thereafter he or she may marry and boys
may be asked to pefform public duties such as the building
of bridges on streams or clearing hush paths leading to

2villages. The institution of age grades, where it exists 
among the Yorubas, does not give such an age grade a special 
status. The principal duties for which age grades were

1. Fadipe puts the age of five as the beginning of the 
tightening of discipline - op. cit., p. 159*

2. The institution of age grades exists in Ijebu and Ekiti 
Divisions.
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created were for communal work and for ascertaining age
and rank.1 In Ikerre-Ekiti, where such age-grade system
exists, there were seven grades with intervals of four years
from moving from one age grade to another, hut with the
starting point of entering into the first age-grade at 

2sixteen. There were however two periods within these age 
groups which were very significant for our purpose in that 
they were marked by public feasting called fIRUB0’ sacrifice. 
The first occasion was when the youths attained the age of 
sixteen. Each would slaughter at least a goat for the feast. 
The purpose of this sacrifice or 'IRUBO1 was to show gratitude 
to GOD that they lived to enter the age grades. The feast 
would be followed by the dancing round the town. The second 
occasion for age-grade celebration was 'ARAPON' . This was

1. Meek - Law and Authority in a Nigerian tribe (1937) > 
p. 197 , - "where the author describes the functions of 
age grades among the Ibos.

2. See Odu No. 3 - Journal of Yoruba and Related Studies, (1958) 
p. 20 - "A Rote on the Administration of Ikerre before
the advent of the British" where the Oba Alaiyeluwa, 
the Ogoga of Ikerre, gave details about the various 
age grades as follows:-

Name of Age Grade Ages
Egbe Mojaiyera 16-20 years

(ii) Egbe Mojuara 20-24 "
(iii) Egbe Monimusu 24-28
(iv) Egbe Monigbao 28-32
(v) Egbe Ibedo 32-36(vi) Egbe Egiri 36-40

(vii) Egbe Agbakin 40-44 ,f(viii) Egbe Osaka 44-48 "
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usually observed before the youth entered IBEIO age-grade
that is somewhere between 28th and 32nd year. It is this
celebration that could be likened to an English age celebration
of twenty-one years.^ The celebration was usually more
elaborate for it lasted three months. The youth would as
from the time of this celebration, regard himself as fully
capable of becoming a title holder and consequently a town

pcounsellor and a man who did not have a wife at this age 
grade would be regarded as lazy.

H CONFLICTS IN THE COI^PT OF THE AGE OF KJFALOT tW 
UNDER THE' CUSTOMARY AND STATUTORY LAWS 
It is quite clear from the foregoing explanations 

that the introduction of English law has brought conflicts 
into the concept of infancy. The Custofaary Law, especially 
where the age grade system exists, prescribes various 
capacities for various ages. On the other hand, the English 
law and some local statutes now create different ages of 
capacities for certain purposes such as the capacity to

1. Ibid., p. 20.
2. This confirms Johnson's view that the age of marriage 

among the Yorubas was thirty.
3. See p. 98 Note 2.
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1 2  5contract; to commit a crime; to drive a motor vehicle;^
the beginning of school age; the age of marriage; and
the capacity to vote and be voted for in a parliamentary

7election. In the Northern States, there is a prohibition 
of political activities of Juveniles under the Children and

oYoung Persons Law 1958. This prohibition by Statute of

1. The Infants' Relief Act 1874- - A statute of general 
application applying to the Lagos State. Also the 
Infants' Law Cap. 49 - W.R. Part two - on the capacity 
and Liability of the Infants.

2. Section 30 of the Criminal Code Cap. 42 - (a) a person 
under seven is not criminally responsible (bj under 
twelve is not criminally liable unless it is proved 
that he has capacity to Know that he ought not to do 
the act or omission, (c) under twelve is presumed to 
be incapable of having carnal knowledge.

3. The Road Traffic Act Cap. 184 Laws of the Federation and 
Cap. 13, Law of Western Nigeria - Sec. 7(5) forbid the 
issuing of licence to a person under eighteen.

4. Sec. 31 of Education Law W.N. fixes six years as the age 
of beginning primary school education while it is five 
years in Lagos.

5. There is no age of Marriage Act as in England but the 
Marriage Act Cap. 115 Sec. ll(l)(c) provides that consent 
is necessary if of the parties is under twenty-one.

6. The Electoral Act 1962 Sec. l(i) fixes the voting age at 
twenty-one.

7* Sec. 44(b) of the Constitution of the Federation prescribes 
the age twenty-one as the qualification to stand for an 
election to the House of Representative.

8. Cap. 21 Laws of Northern Nigeria, Part VIII Secs. 35-54 
prohibits children under the age of sixteen from taking 
part in any political activity whatever and in particular

F/note contd. on next page.
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political activities of children under the age of sixteen 
years was challenged in Cheranci v. Cheranci  ̂where an 
applicant sought a declaration under Sec. 245 of the Nigeria

p(Constitution) Order in Council that Sections 33, 3-4- and 35 
of the Children and Young Persons Law^ infringed the children1 s 
fundamental rights of freedom of conscience, freedom of 
expression and their right of peaceful assembly and association 
as contained in the Sixth Schedule to the Order and therefore 
the provisions complained of were void and unenforceable.
Bate J. , held that the control of the political activity of 
juveniles was a matter in which the Legislature had a right 
to intervene to protect the public and that the restrictions 
in Part VIII of the Children and Young Persons Law, 1958, 
were reasonably justifiable in the interest of public 
morality and public order.

It is submitted that even though the decision in

Pootnote $ contd. from previous page
from joining the membership of any political party or 
the wearing or carrying a badge, emblem, banner, flag 
symbol or uniform issued by or associated with a political 
party".

1. (I960) N.R.L.R. 24.
2. Sec. 245 of the Order in Council enables the High Court

to enforce the provisions of fundamental Rights contained 
in the Sixth Schedule to the 1954 Order in Council.

3. Cap. 21 Laws of Northern Nigeria Part VIII.
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Cheranci’s case might be correct, the limitation imposed 
by the Statute on the activities of the children is unneces
sary in addition to their incapacity to vote and be voted 
for in a parliamentary election.

The marked conflicts also lie in the introduced 
English law giving a total capacity for a youth after the 
age of twenty-one, while the customary law looks at the time 
of marriage as endowing him or her with total capacity even 
though this time of marriage is later than the age of twenty- 
one . ̂

In the sphere of contractual capacity, the case of
pLABINJOH v. ABAKE, which will be discussed later, presented 

the court with the opportunity of resolving the conflicts 
between the contractual capacity of a young person under

1. In Northern Nigeria, some Native Authorities fix the age 
of marriage of a girl under the Native Authority (Dec
laration of Native Marriage Law and Custom) Order.
Thus in Tiv Marriage Law and Custom Order, the reaching 
of the age of puberty by a girl; under Idoma Native 
Law and Custom, the girl must reach the age of twelve 
years and in B(^ginNative Marriage Law and Custom, 
the age^ujMSrh girl can marry is thirteen years.

2. Another unusual and unnecessary conflict has been intro
duced by Coker in his Family Property among the Yorubas, 
p. 185, where he attempts to distinguish between the 
capacities of a young person living in the town and the 
one living in the village.

3. (1924-) 5 N.L.R. 32.
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the English law and the customary law. While the Full 
Court agreed that the 1874- Infants Relief Act applied in 
the case of a girl of seventeen who was sued for the price 
of goods sold and delivered to her: the case was remitted
to the lower court to take evidence regarding such contracts 
under native law and custom whether or not the customary law 
is the same as or different from the English law. However, 
it is regrettable that no record has yet been discovered 
as to what evidence or decision was given in the lower court. 
The question then should be regarded as open on the capacity 
of children and young persons in the sphere of customary law.

1. The Infants’ Relief Act 1874- - A Statute of general 
application.
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CHAPTER TWO 

LEGITIMACY AND LEGITIMATION
INTRODUCTION

The legal status of children and young persons
among the Yorubas has been dealt with'1- and it has also been
noted that the primary purpose of marriage within the society

2is for the procreation of children. It is proposed here to
deal with the status which attaches to a child at birth. As 
already noted, any person is capable of occupying many

*positions at the same time and during the span of his life. 
For instance, a person may be a child in the sense of being 
a minor; two such minors may achieve their majority on being 
married after they have reached the age of puberty. They 
are still the children of their respective parents. However, 
marriage confers a status not only on the parties to such a

hmarriage but also on the children of such marriage. Thus, 
the status of legitimacy or illegitimacy which attaches to

1. Chapter 1, Supra, p. 19
2. Delano - An African Looks at Marriage, (1944), p. 27*
J. Lloyd - Yoruba Land Law (1962), p. 281.
4. Coker - Family Froperty among the Yorubas (1966 Ed.), 

p. 27, where he said - "Marriage as an institution is 
universally recognised as conferring a status on the 
parties as well as upon the child.ren of the marriage".
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a child at birth falls to be examined here, in particular 
among the Yorubas.

The word, "Legitimacy" in the context of Nigerian 
Law must be used with great caution. A close examination of 
Nigerian Law, as we shall see later, may reveal that legiti
macy is a common law concept rather than one of customary 
law. This has led Ademola, C.J.N., to say, in Lawal v. 
Younan,̂  that "it is clear that legitimacy in England is 
different in concept to legitimacy in Nigeria". The question 
that fell to be determined in this case was whether the 
children of the deceased born without any form of marriage 
were legitimate under the English Eatal Accidents Act, 1846, 
which was a statute of general application (being a statute 
in force in England before the first of January, 1900). The 
Supreme Court held that they v/ere. It therefore seems 
impossible to define legitimacy as an abstract concept without 
reference to a particular legal system.

In English law, a child is legitimate if his parents
v/ere married at the time of his conception or at the time of

2his birth. Also a child who is born illegitimate may be 
legitimated nowadays if the provisions of certain Statutes

1. (1961) All N.L.R. 245 at 250; see also Jirigho v. Anamali
(1958) W.R.N.L.R. 195. —

2. James, T.E. - Child Lav/, (1962) p. 51; also Coode - The
Law of the Individual (1968) p. 5«



are satisfied, namely
(a) The Legitimacy Acts 1926 and 1959? which 

provide for legitimatio per subsequens matrimonium, or
(b) the Adoption Act, 1958. Except in the case of adoption, 
marriage of the parents of a child is a condition precedent 
to the legitimacy of that child. Even though the mother of 
an illegitimate child can bring an action under the Affili
ation Proceedings Act, 1957, for his maintenance, there is 
no legal relationship between the natural father and the 
illegitimate child.

The Yoruba customary law, strictly so called, knows 
no legitimacy or illegitimacy in the sense described under
the English law. The general rule is that a child is

1 2 "legitimate", if his parents are validly married under
customary law. The customary lav/ does not stop at that,
but goes on to recognise as legitimate a child born without
any form of marriage between his parents if the paternity of
that child is duly acknowledged by its putative father. It
has been held in Savage v. Macfoy  ̂that "the rights of such

1. Used "advisedly" pending definition at Customary Law.
2. To constitute a valid customary marriage, there must be 

the consent of the girl and her family and also the 
payment of bride price.

3. (1909) R.G.C.R. 504- at p. 508; also, Re Sapara. (1911)
R.G.C.R. 605 at p. 606.
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children are legalised by the acknowledgement of their 
paternity”

As stated above, legitimacy is a common law concept. 
Therefore, one notable difference as between the English law 
and the loruba Customary Law is that in the former, marriage 
is a condition precedent to the status of a child as the 
legitimate child of his parents except in the case of statu
tory adoption. One wonders therefore, whether under a system 
of customary law where the institution of marriage is not a
condition# precedent to the legitimacy of a child, the word

2'Legitimacy' can be appropriately used. Obi in his book
seems to have suggested using the word legitimacy for a
child born in cusomary marriage and the word 'affiliation'

*to describe a child born out of wedlock. This seems to me

1. The local custom of legitimation by acknowledgment of
the paternity of a child has been described as essentially 
a product of Yoruba customary law as well as belonging 
to the Kwale of Mid-West - see Nwogugu - Legitimacy in 
Nigerian Law (1964) J.A.L. 91 and Obi - Family Law in 
Southern Nigeria, (1966) p. 315* Okoro in his book - 
the Lav/ of Succession in Eastern Nigeria (1966) said - 
the Custom now exists among some ethnic groups in the 
East - see Onwundin.joh v. Cnwundin.joh (1957) E.N.L.R. 1. 
Cbi too was of the opinion that this custom is now 
spreading among the more sophisticated elements.

2. Family Law in Southern Nigeria (1966) p. 296.
3. Ibid., p. 297*



a distinction without difference. Decided cases^ do not
support the distinction. However, in spite of the lack of
adequate definition of legitimacy at customary law, (because
of the rarity of illegitimate children, in the traditional

2society especially until the imposition of the foreign form
of Christian marriage), Coker, P.J., has indicated in his

*book-' that there is a status of illegitimacy known to 
Yoruba customary law. He said, "Generally speaking, a child 
born in wedlock is legitimate from birth, whereas an ille
gitimate child can only be legitimated if he was duly 
acknowledged by his father. It is important to observe 
that the bastard is so regarded among the Yorubas and is 
commonly called "OMQ ALE" which literally means "the child 
of a mistress or of an unmarried woman" , the paternity of 
whose child is not claimed by the genitor"

In my view, Mr. Justice Coker!s definition does 
not accurately describe the child who can be regarded as

1. He Adedavoh (1951) 15 W.A.C.A. 304; Alake v. Pratt (1955) 
15 W.A.C.A. 20; Lawal v. Younan (1961) All N.L.R. 245*

2. "The form of Christian Marriage was introduced by the 
Missionaries who carried it to such a ridiculous extent 
as to advise their converts to part with some of their 
wives except one". See - Delano - op. cit. , p. 22.

3. Paraily Property Among the Yorubas, (1966 Ed.) p. 266.
4. Polarin - Laws and Customs of Egbaland, p. 7*
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“OMQ ALE” in the Yoruba society. Firstly, the fact that a 
child is born of adulterous union does not necessarily make 
that child MQM0 ALE". The society does not think that such 
a child is omo ale unless his paternity is not claimed. If
A commits adultery with B!s wife resulting in the birth of
C, there is the presumption that any child born during the 
subsistence of a customary marriage is the child of the
mother’s legal husband that is, the person who pays the
bride price. This presumption, as we shall see, later, is 
rebuttable by the mother's evidence. It is to be noted that 
in the traditional Yoruba society, the fact that adultery 
was criminal reduced the chances of married women having 
illegitimate children. Adultery was viewed with horror and 
the punishment for adultery was harsh. The general belief 
in the traditional society was that if A committed adultery
with B's wife, A could poison B in order to seduce his wife,

1 2since divorce was rare. The sanction could be ostracism
after the payment of some compensation. The consequences 
of such adultery might be harsher if such adultery was

1. See AJisafe. Op. cit.., p. 53; Johnson, op. cit. , p. 116.
2. In some areas, up till now, if A and B belong to the 

same church association e.g. the Morning Star and B 
seduces A's wife, he will automatically be expelled 
from that Church society.
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committed with one of the wives of the Cba.^ However,
padultery is no longer criminal. It is now a civil wrong.

Secondly, as for a child horn by an ’unmarried 
woman' that child can only be regarded as ’ omo ale1 if no 
one acknowledges his paternity. Such cases will be rare 
in the traditional society. Premarital pregnancy was very 
rare because of the importance attached to virginity in 
unmarried women. All parents jealously guarded their 
daughters against any contact with boys so as to make sure 
that the girl remained a virgin until she was married.
Also the seduction of an unmarried girl was utterly abhorred 
in the traditional society. If it happened, it could lead

1. Such adulterer if caught might be killed in the olden 
days. There was an interesting case where one member 
of the extended family who had their family compound 
opposite the Afin Oba of Ife committed adultery with 
one of the Cba's wives, the consequence was that the 
Oba ordered that the Family Compound should be moved 
to the outskirt of the town. The Post Office had been 
built on the old site. See also Folarin op. cit. , p. 34 
they said, the adulterer with Cba’s wife would be 
required to quit the town until the demise of that Oba.

2. See Aoko v. Fagbemi, (1961) 1 All N.L.R. 400.
3. It is of interest to note that failure of a girl to 

be a virgin on marriage would cast a great shame on 
the parents of the girl as well as the extended family. 
If a girl was virgin, the family would be entitled to
a "big" Thank You, from the husband’s parents. Some 
dishes of food would be sent to the family of the bride. 
Failure to be virgin leads not only to the bride being 
ridiculed but also her parents.
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also to ostracism of the person involved as well as the 
pajnnent of compensation if the girl were impregnated as 
a result.

With the foregoing discussion as to the concept 
of illegitimacy in English law and f0mo ale* in Yoruba law, 
the conclusion is inescapable that the status of children 
born out of wedlock differs in the two societies. Firstly, 
marriage is necessary for the legitimacy of a child in 
English law, whereas, the principle of acknowledgment of 
paternity of a child born out of wedlock is so deeprooted 
in the Yoruba customary law as to place such a child on 
the same status as one born in a valid customary marriage. 
Secondly, marriage is also necessary to confer the status 
of legitimacy on a child born out of wedlock in English 
law. This can be done by subsequent marriage between the 
parents of the illegitimate child. But, the subsequent 
marriage between the parents of a child born out of wedlock 
does not make that child more legitimate at customary law, 
his paternity having been acknowledged. It is my view, 
therefore, that the concept of legitimacy in English law 
differs from that of the customary law.

Nowadays, however, modern civilisation has brought 
a great social change which has led to the weakening of 
family ties. Kenneth Little was probably right when he said 
that "the stresses and strains of Western contact have



enhanced the popularity of ’friendship1 in place of proper
marriage” The increase in the level of education has
brought about considerable social changes, reduced the
importance previously attaching to virtue in unmarried girls
and lowered the basic tenets of morality in the society. In
big towns with harlots, whose stock in trade is casual
intercourse with all and sundry, the birth of ' omo ale*
is not now uncommon because no one can claim such a child
nor can the mother know who the genitor is, out of many
fleeting customers. That child belongs to his mother’s 

2family. Therefore, only a child who is not affiliated to 
a father can be regarded as omo ale in the Yoruba society 
and it is such a child who approximates to an illegitimate 
child under English law where there is no legal relationship
between the illegitimate child and its natural father. It
may well be said that the births of illegitimate children 
in the way that has been described are on the increase. The
lack of statistical data as to the number of such children
born every year is due to the absence of compulsory regis- 
tration of births throughout the areas under consideration.

1. Some Patterns of Marriage and Domesticity in West Africa - 
The Sociological Review (1959) Vol. 7 No. 1, p. 74.

2. Folarin op. cit., p. 35*
3. In the West, there is the Registration of Births and

E/note 3 contd. on next page
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The word ’Legitimacy' , when applied to the status 
of children and young persons, is a functional term as well 
as a discriminatory term. In the African Society generally, 
legitimacy carries a right to parental duties of maintenance 
parental control and the membership of the child's father's 
family. It inevitably carries with it the question of 
succession to property or title within the family group.
It is only in the very few cases where disputes over succes
sion to property reach the courts that the courts have the 
opportunity to pronounce on the legitimacy or illegitimacy
of any child. These few cases that reach the courts must

2have arisen where women married under the Marriage Act, or 
the issues of such marriage, decide to assert their rights

Footnote 3 contd. from previous page
Deaths Adoptive Bye-Laws, Order - W.R.l.N. No. 15 of 
1956 which provides for the registration of registrable 
births within the area of a local council. But the 
Bye-Laws may be adopted by a local government council 
by passing necessary resolutions at the meeting of the 
council. Thus it can be seen that the law does not 
make registration of births compulsory. In the areas 
where the Bye-laws are adopted, they are rarely enforced. 
In Lagos, there is LbYJfoiditrry

1. Kasumu and Salacuse - Nigerian Family Law, (1966) p. 287*
2. Women rarely exercise their rights because of the strength 

of public opinion against it: see Re Estate of Odulatia
(1964) 1.1.R. 108.
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or those of their children.^
The status of legitimacy, properly so called, is 

an aspect of the wide field of family law; as such, it 
cannot he treated fully unless it is examined within the 
context of the forms of marriage which are open in the

2alternative to a Yoruba man to contract. The two forms 
of marriage that are practised among the Yorubas are -

(1) Customary law marriage - the nature of 
which is potentially polygamous as it 
allows a man to marry as many wives as 
he likes;

(2) Statutory Marriage - that is, a marriage 
under the Marriage Act3 which is strictly monogamcus, for it is intended to be "a 
union of one man and one woman to the 
exclusion of others" .4- It can be celebrated 
by a minister in a licensed place of worship 
or by a registrar at a marriage registry.

Children born during the subsistence of either 
form of marriage are legitimate, even though marriage in 
some instances is not the only condition precedent to the

1. Savage v. Macfoy (1898) 1 Renner G.C.R.; Bamgbose v. 
Daniel (1955)',"13 W.A.C.A. 304.

2. Even though there are people who are Mohammedams by 
religion among the Yorubas, theyrarely live in con
formity with the tenets of that religion - see Re 
Alayo (1946) 18 N.L.R. 88.

3. Cap. 115, Laws of the Federation.
4. Fer Lord Penzance in Hyde v. Hyde (1886) L.R. 1 P.L.

130 at p. 133-
/
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legitimacy at customary lav/ of a child. The examination 
of decided cases arising from the two forms of marriage 
will reveal the conflicts between the customary and common 
lav; concepts of legitimacy and the problem of such conflicts 
within a society primarily subject to customary law will 
be considered.

A. PRESUMPTION OF LEGITIMACY UNDER 
CUSTOMARY AND COMMON LAW£>

(i) UNDER CUSTOMARY LAW 
A child born or conceived during the subsistence 

of a valid customary marriage is presumed to be the legitimate 
child of the parents. As Obi1 said, ’’paternity and legitimacy 
have no necessary connection under customary law. A child 
is the legitimate child of a man to whom his mother was
married at the time of his birth or his conception whether

2the husband is alive or deceased". It does not also matter 
whether the genitor is not the same person as the legal 
husband. This is a true rule of Yoruba customary law.

!• Op♦ cit., p. 290.
2. See Briggs v. Briggs (1957) II E.R.L.R. 6.
5. This rule permits children to be born by others on behalf

of an impotent man and such children will be legitimate 
children of the impotent man.
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Where a wife is pregnant at the time of a divorce 
or at the time of the death of her husband, the husband or 
the relations of the deceased husband can apply to the court 
to claim the "ownership" of the pregnancy and of the issue 
to be born of it. The word 'ownership1 as used in this 
context needs some explanation. 'Ownership' connotes some 
property rights in a thing. Does the case of ownership in 
connection with pregnancy mean an assertion of property 
rights with regard to such a pregnancy, or does it connote 
the assertion of parental rights on the issue to be born of 
such pregnancy? It is probably true to say that such a 
claim of ownership of "pregnancy is a claim of paternity 
of the child to be born, and a claim of paternity comes with 
parental rights and duties. But the concept of 'ownership' 
of pregnancy and of the child to be born is probably tied 
with the form of marriage at customary law. The payment of 
bride price is essential to the validity of marriage at 
customary lav/, even though the requirement could be waived.
It is to be noted however that wife-purchase is unknown to 
the Yonrtba customary law.^

The status of a woman married under customary law 
is different from that of one married under the Marriage Act.

1. The Bride-price or dowry is given mainly to thank the
parents for looking after the bride.
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The husband can take more wives just as if he is acquiring 
one piece of property after the other. This undoubtedly, 
has led Coker to say that "to a considerable extent, the 
wife must be considered as part of the property of the 
husband”.1 The idea of attributing the concept of ownership 
to a pregnancy or to children must have derived from this. 
However, it would be preferable to describe the father as
being responsible for the pregnancy, rather than as owning it.

2In Alamu v. Abeke, the claim was for the ’ownership' 
of an eight months old pregnancy and the issue to be born of 
it. The plaintiff, that i.s, the husband alleged that his 
wife menstruated in June but that she went back to her former 
husband on the third of August, 1955* woman, however,
deposed that when she was not pregnant for over three years 
in the house of the plaintiff, so she used to have inter
course with her former husband in a pre-arranged place, 
during the time she was living with the plaintiff, and that, 
on becoming pregnant, she returned to her former husband who 
went to report in the court the third day. The court held 
that "native law stipulates that the legal husband of a 
woman when she became pregnant is the 'owner' of the pregnancy, 
it does not matter who impregnates the woman”. Therefore,

1* Op« cit. , p. 4-4-.
2. Cke Are Native Court,
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the "ownership” of the pregnancy was awarded to the plaintiff.
It is to he observed that for an action to succeed 

in the claim of ownership of pregnancy or the issue to be 
born of it, there must be a valid customary marriage. What 
constitutes a valid customary law marriage has been judicially 
pronounced in Savage v. Hacfoy^ when Osborne, C.J. held that 
"the essentials of a valid native marriage are:

(1) the consent of the girl and her family; and
(2) the giving and acceptance of the AND which 

must always contain among other things, 
the symbolic gifts of the kinds of kola,
Ajoopa and Orogbo and alligator peppers.
'This is followed by marriage celebration 
when the bride will be given formally to 
the bridegroom".

It is submitted, however, that Osborne, C.J.!s, 
definition of the essentials of a valid customary marriage
omits another important element which is the BRIDE PRICE

2commonly called DOWRY. The amount of dowry payable for a 
new bride varies according to time and place. In the olden 
days, it might not be more than 2000 cowries which would be 
6d. in sterling, but nowadays, the dowry payable ranges from 
£12. 10s. to £25^ in Yoruba land. However, it is possible

1. (1911) R.G.C.R. 504 at p. 506.
2. ’Dowry1 is a misnomer when used to describe the money 

paid by a husband on his wife. It is the reverse in 
English system.

3. In Ibo land, on the other hand, there is exhorbitantly
P/note 3 contd. on next page
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that the parents of the bride may waive the payment of 
bride price. This type of waiver is now gaining ground.
In some cases, where the bride price is accepted, the bride’s 
parents return the money to the bride and bridegroom by way 
of gift.'*'

The contact with the Europeans brought with it the 
introduction of the machinery of divorce through the customary
courts, whereas, in the traditional society, divorce was said

2 3 4to be very rare if not unknown.' However, Coker' was
probably right when he said, "It is difficult to envisage
such an association from which a divorce would be impossible,
but the paucity, and in some parts of Yorubaland the absence
of highly systematised rules of divorce clearly support
the suggestion thus put forward". Divorce is now very common
since the establishment of customary courts. Consequently,
when a woman divorces her former husband and marries another
man that marriage can only be valxhted by the repayment of

Footnote 3 contd. from previous page
high bride price. It is now generally measured by the 
education of the girl; it acts as a deterrent to marriage. 
Hence, there was the bride price law in the former 
Eastern Nigeria - Limitation of Dowry Law, Cap. 76 > 1958.

1. See Obi op. cit., p. 177-
2. Ajisafe op. cit., p. 58.
3. Ward - Marriage among the Yorubas, (1937)? P* 12.

Op * cit., p. 287*
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dowry'*' to the former husband.
The significance of dowry repayment in the event

of divorce fell to be determined in the case of Oladele v.
2 1 2  Akinsola where W left H for H without the repayment of

2 2dowry by the H . H died in an accident. The question
arose whether the child born by W two months before the

2death of H was a dependant under the Torts Law of Western 
Nigeria. W gave evidence that it was not customary in 
their family to get dowry when giving their daughters away 
in marriage. Beckley, J.» did not accept the evidence of 
waiver and therefore declared that the child was illegitimate 
and could not be a dependant.

It is submitted that for reasons later to be

1. This dowry is now regulated by the Marriage Divorce and 
Custody of Children Adoptive Bye-Laws Order, 1958 
Schedule B (Bye-Law 8) -
(a) where the marriage has not been consumated - £55
(b; where the marriage has existed for less than one

year - £50
(c) for one year or more but less than five years - £25
(d; where the marriage has existed for five years plus -

£20
Note:- that there is no customary court in Lagos, 

consequently, there is no machinery for the 
repayment of dowry. This represents another 
instance of waiver of dowry on re-marriage by
a woman in Lagos.

2. Unreported, Suit No. AB/7/65 of October 19&5*
5. Cap. 122 Laws of Western Nigeria.
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considered this case was wrongly decided. The waiver of
dowry by parents cannot now be regarded as making that
marriage invalid. Therefore if the parents waive the dowry
on their daughter’s first marriage to h\  it is obvious 

2that H will not have to refund any dowry on W ’s leaving 
H"*" to marry him. A former husband is not expected to reap 
where he does not sow.

Cnee there is a conclusive proof of a valid 
customary marriage, the presumption of legitimacy of children 
born or conceived during such a marriage is irrebuttable at 
customary lav/. If the child is born v/ithin a reasonable time 
after the dissolution of a customary marriage,"*' such a child 
will be presumed to beethe legitimate child of the former

phusband. Thus, in ABIOYB v. A DUKE the claim v/as for the 
nine-month old pregnancy and any child to be born of the 
said pregnancy. The facts were that the plaintiff’s deceased 
brother was married to the defendant having seduced her and 
repaid twelve pounds dowry to the defendant's first husband. 
The defendant deposed that she stayed for only eight days 
with the deceased, whom she alleged was then seriously ill. 
The plaintiff denied this and said that his brother was

1. Note that death does not dissolve a customary marriage 
because of the institution of widow inheritance.

2. Bere II Native Court, Ibadan, in File R 20/54.
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healthy enough to cohabit with any woman at the material 
time. The defendant’s father gave evidence that his daughter 
told him that she had been pregnant by the deceased. The 
customary court held that "during the eight days that the 
defendant stated, she stayed in the deceased’s house, anything 
could happen between her and the deceased which could lead 
to the pregnancy now in dispute. Therefore, the ownership 
of the pregnancy in dispute and any child born out of it were 
awarded to the plaintiff". This case is another example of 
a claim of "ownership" of a pregnancy with a view to asserting 
parental rights and duties on the issue whenever born, as 
against the rights of the new husband. Perhaps, one signi
ficant thing about seduction and divorce in Yoruba customary 
lav/, is that the fact that the woman which is about to be 
seduced is pregnant does not act as a bar to the pronouncement 
of divorce from the former husband. All the former husband 
has to do is to lay claim to the issue of such pregnancy.̂  

Secondly, in a society where widow inheritance is 
practised, the death of the husband does not terminate a 
marriage. The widow can be inherited, subject to her consent, 
by one of the close relations of the deceased. The new

1. C/f English lav/ where pregnancy by a prospective wife 
who is eventually married without the knowledge of the 
husband is a ground for nullity of that marriage in that
such a marriage is voidable.
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children born will be the children of the new husband.^ 
Suppose the widow refuses to be taken and decides to stay 
in the family house, but later bears issue to some one 
outside the family without a formal divorce, that is, without 
the repayment or refund of dowry, such a child born during 
that period is regarded as legitimate child of the deceased 
husband’s family. Where the adulterer is known to the 
husband’s family, the family will be entitled to a compen
sation called ”OJI". It has, however, been suggested that 
rather than regarding such a child resulting from such 
adulterous intercourse as legitimate, the custody of such

2a child is merely awarded to the deceased husband's family.
Thirdly, suppose W is lawfully married to H, but 

during the subsistence of this valid marriage, W has an 
affair with A resulting in the birth of a child; can A claim 
the child? The Yoruba customary law frowns at the thought 
of an adulterer boldly coming forward to claim the paternity 
of his illegitimate child. The true rule of Yoruba customary 
law is as follows -

1. C/f The Levirate system whereby the children born by a 
woman after the death of her husband are regarded as 
children of the deceased. See Howell - A Manual of 
Nuer Law, p. 78.

2. See Kasumu and Salacuse - Nigerian family Law (1966) 
n..... commenting on Amachree v. Goodhead (1923)
lr N.L.R. 101.
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"any child begotten by a woman married according 
to native law and custom for another person (a 
concubine) belongs to the lawful husband of the 
woman and not to the concubine. Eniti ko ni 
igi obi ki ni eso, meaning, no kola tree, no 
kola nuts"'.*  ‘ ----------- ---
Perhaps, another more convincing reason for the

prohibition of such a claim by the adulterer has been stated
in ADISATU v. OPEKE, 1891*^ where there was an action for
slander arising from an imputation of unchastity to a married
woman under the native law and custom. It was held by the
Supreme Court that "a person who has imputed unchastity or
adultery to a married woman living with her husband by
stating to others that a child of that woman is his child
or begotten by him and if this be denied by the woman, then
such a person is to be fined by native law and custom for he
is a person who would cause a disturbance in the family”.
This case is a rare one and the fact that it happened in
Lagos in 1891 speaks for itself, for by that time, Lagos
had been well in contact with the Europeans.

In the more traditional areas of Yorubaland where
adultery was regarded as criminal, the consequences of being
ostracised by the closely knit society would be enough of a
deterrent to any adulterer to come forward to claim the child

1. Folarin, op. cit., p. 33*
2. Reports of certain Judgments of the Supreme Court 

(1884—1897), p. 39-
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born by a married woman.
It must, however, be stated that while the true 

rule of Yoruba customary law regards the child born of 
adulterous union as the child of the legal husband, the 
rule does not prevent the husband from disclaiming the child, 
in which case the woman will be obliged to hand over the 
child to the natural father who must pay compensation "CJIM 
for adultery he had committed with other person*s wife. It 
is important to note, however, that in the traditional 
society, cases of disclaimer were very rare. Nowadays such 
disclaimer is common and almost invariably such adultery by 
the wife resulting in the birth an illegitimate child will 
lead to the divorce of that woman by the husband.

that where a child is conceived during the separation of 
husband and wife. The most common instance when a woman

in beating his wife too often. The family of the wife can 
ask that their daughter should return to the family house. 
Separation could also happen where there is illtreatment 
other than beating or it may happen because the husband is 
lazy and is unable to provide for the wife and children. 
Suppose during this separation, the woman is impregnated
by another man, resulting in the birth of a child, who owns 
that child? The rule remains the same that the person who

Another situation which must be considered is

may be separated from her husband is when
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pays the bride price is the owner of the issue born during 
the subsistence of the marriage. This will be the situation 
if the separation does not lead to divorce. However, where 
the separation leads to divorce, the woman's evidence that 
the adulterer is the father of the child holds good for the 
granting of the paternity of such child of the adulterer, 
who may become the woman's husband on the repayment by him 
the dowry to the first husband. As indicated earlier, he 
will be liable to pay a further compensation called "OJI".
Such child becomes the legitimate child of the genitor.

Fourthly - there may also be a presumption of
legitimacy at customary lav/ in the following instance - W
is betrothed to H who has paid the necessary dowry, but W
is impregnated^ by X before the marriage between W and H is

2to take place. Nevertheless H goes on to marry W. Who owns 
the issue of the pregnancy? In the Yoruba customary lav/, the 
child belongs to the legal husband.v The genitor is forbidden

1. In the traditional society such pregnancy is no ground 
for nullity of marriage as in English lav/.

2. The procedure of customary marriage in the traditional 
society brings closely together the members of the two 
extended families of the prospective bride and bridegroom. 
It produces such an alliance as to make divorce between 
the two people concerned unlikely. Hence, the premarital 
pregnancy cannot be a ground for not going on v/ith the 
marriage at customary law.

3. See also Obi - op. cit., p. 380.
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from coming forward to claim the child. Such a child is 
usually named "MOJERE" meaning ”1 gain".

It is to he noted that the above customary rule 
belongs to the traditional society. Nowadays, there has 
been a change in the attitude of an average Yorubaman towards 
claiming the issue of such pregnancy. If marriage between 
the man and his betrothed eventually takes place, the normal 
thing to do now is that such a child will be affiliated to 
the genitor. But such a person shall have to pay some 
compensation to the family of the girl before he can claim 
the child or else the child will belong to the family of its 
mother. The payment of compensation is to atone for the 
injury to the pride of the parents of the girl. The Yorubas 
do not believe that anyone can claim a child unless he has 
paid something (unless there is a waiver of dowry).

What has appeared to be an irrebuttable presumption 
of legitimacy, at customary lav/ has now been subjected to 
some intervention by the Judiciary and by statute -

(a) Judicial Intervention
We are now familiar v/ith the statutory provisions 

which enjoin the courts to administer native laws and custom
provided they are not repugnant to antural Justice, equity
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and good conscience.^ This vague repugnancy doctrine enables
the superior courts, presided over by English trained judges
as well as formerly by foreign local administrative officers
to exercise their supervisory powers over the rules of
customary law and, in so doing, they import their own notions
of morality into the Nigerian customary law. In the cases
where they apply the repugnancy doctrine they tend to look

2at the results rather than the rules. It is submitted 
whether it would not be more meaningful to base such decisions 
on other ground than the repugnancy doctrine.

In Edet v. Essienr the facts were that the appellant 
Y/as betrothed, to a woman when she was a child and the 
appellant paid the necessary dowry. It was found by the 
Commissioner of the Provincial Court that the respondent 
and the girl agreed to marry and obtained the consent of 
the girl's parents, he paid dowry to them and took the girl 
Iyang Edet as his wife. Thus the girl deserted the appellant 
to whom she was betrothed while she was still a child. After 
Edet had had two children for the respondent, the appellant 
claimed the issues of the marriage as his on the ground that

1. The High Court (Lagos) Act Cap. 80, Sec. 27; The High 
Court Law Cap. 4-4 77.R. Sec. 12. The Customary Courts 
Law Cap. J1 W.R. Sec. 19*

2. Park - Sources of Nigerian Law (1963)> pp. 69-75*
3. (1952) 11 N.L.R. 47*
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the respondent did not refund the dowry v/hich he had paid.
The appellant succeeded in his claim before the native court 
but on appeal to the provincial court and the Divisional 
Court it was held the evidence of such claim with regard to 
native law and custom was in-conclusive and that, even 
assuming that the native lav/ and custom as alleged by the 
appellant had been established, the judge was inclined to 
over-rule such native lav/ and custom as being repugnant to 
natural justice, equity and good conscience.

Professor Elias rightly regarded this decision as 
fair on the ground that betrothal and marriages are comple-

pmentary to each other in that order. Therefore the perform
ance of the marriage is necessary to ground such a claim. 
However, v/hile this decision on the face of it might be 
correct if based on the fact that no marriage ceremony took 
place before she deserted the appellant, rather than if 
based on the repugnancy doctrine, since no one has ever 
inquired into the effect of 'dowry1 among the Calabar people.

1. Elias - The Nigerian Legal System, (1963) p. 308.
2. In Re Intended Marriage of Beckley and Abiodun (194-3)

17 N.L.R. 59 where it was held that the performance of 
the Idana ceremony v/ithout a subsequent taking of the 
girl to the intended husband's house did not effect a 
marriage in Yoruba Lav/ and Custom so as to preclude
the intended husband from making a marriage with another 
person under the provision of the marriage ordinance.
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Here the appellant had paid the dowry to the parents of
the girl while she was a child. It must he noted that there
has never been any decision on whether child betrothal is
repugnant to natural justice, equity and good conscience,
even though Professor Elias regarded such child betrothal
as outmoded in 194*3 °n ground that such a girl could
neither accept or refuse him at the time of the alleged
ceremony.^ It is submitted with all respects that at that
date in Yorubaland, child betrothal was not uncommon.
However, what may be noted is that, consequent on social
changes, parents are no longer inclined to get their daughter

2betrothed at an early age any longer.

1. Elias op. cit., p. 309*
2. In a compound in the writer’s town in 194-7* three daughters 

of a local chief reacted against their betrothals to three 
respective men when they were young. The eldest of the 
three girls obeyed the father by getting married to the 
husband but she deserted the husband only three weeks 
after the marriage; the second girl ran away with another 
man three weeks before she was to be married to her bride- 
groom-to-be; the case of the third girl was more inter
esting in that she allowed the marriage ceremony to be 
begun and there were preparations going on in the pros
pective bridegroom's house as well as the prospective 
brides house. No one was aware that another suitor was 
waiting in a nearby bush to take the girl away. As pre
arranged, the girl cleverly took permission to go to 
relieve herself in the nearby bush at their backyard and 
off she v/ent with the new man. Consequently, the local 
chief assembled all his daughters and sons and other 
members of the extended family and told them that the
act of child betrothal would no longer be done in their

E/note contd. on next page
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One significant matter which emerged from the 
Judgment in Edet v. Essien was the acceptance of two dowries- 
- one from the appellant while the girl was a child and the 
other v/hen the girl grew up and she decided to desert the 
appellant. Assuming that the evidence as to the two dowries 
got by the parents was correct, such would be a breach of 
customary law generally irrespective of which ethnic group 
that may be concerned. The Yoruba customary lav/ frowns at 
such behaviour on the part of the girl's parents, hence the 
saying "A ki mo oko omo, ki a tun mo ale re" meaning "We 
could not first recognise the husband of a girl and then 
the concubine".̂  Therefore in strict Yoruba law, it will 
be against the customary practice for the parents in Edet 
v. Essien to obtain two dowries on a girl. This would be 
viewed in Yoruba society as selling one's daughter. The 
normal procedure is that if A pays dowry on X, who later 
deserts A to marry B, it is the duty of B to refund the 
dowry to A and not to pay the parents of X. It is submitted

Footnote 2 contd. from previous page
family and each girl reserves the right to bring anyone 
she like to marry, but with the proviso that the family 
will never allow a girl to introduce two men, one after 
the other. It is the first man who will be recognised 
as the prospective bridegroom. (Personal knowledge).

1. See Fadipe - op. cit., p* 552.
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that although the native court which awarded the children 
claimed in Edet1 s case to the appellant might have based 
their decision on the erroneous ground that the payment of 
dowry amounted to marriage, it was not unlikely that they 
might have been influenced by the fact that the parents 
received two dowries on their daughter and as such the 
appellant had more right than the respondent.1

The case of Edet v. Essien reveals the conflicts
that exist between the High Courts and the Customary Courts
in the application of the vague doctrine of repugnancy. The

2same was applied in Mari.yama v. Sadxku Etjo where the irre- 
butable presumption in Igbira customary law that a child 
born within ten months of divorce is the child of the former 
husband was declared rebuttable by the High Court overruling 
the Igbira Central Court, on the ground that such would be 
contrary to natural justice and good conscience.

Never-the-less some bold customary court judges 
still reject the application of repugnancy doctrine on the 
ground that it may create a permissive and free for all 
society in this sphere of family law. This conflict is well

1. C/f Amachree v. Goodhead (1923) 4 N.L.R. 101 where the 
custody of the daughter had by a woman who remained in 
the family house after the death of her husband was 
granted to the family of the deceased.

2. (1961) N.H.N.L.R. 81.
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illustrated when the President of Ijebu-Ode customary court
rejected the repugnancy doctrine in the case of
v. RAJI"1" by saying -

"The judgement of the court below in this case 
tends to provide for a married woman to go freely 
from her husband's house to commit adultery with 
another man and then come to the court to claim 
the issue of such adultery for the adulterer.
This in my opinion is more repugnant to natural 
conscience. 7/hen the Yoruba adage says the 
owner of the Kola-tree is the owner of the fruit 
thereon it lays down a high standard of morality 
by which no man will dare come to the law court 
to claim the child born by the wife of another 
man during the period of their marriage. Any 
provision which tends to lower that high standard 
handed down by our ancestors is to provide for 
the degeneration of our race".
The observation of the customary court judge in

unis case can be supported by the Supreme Court decision in
ADISATU v. OPSKE  ̂where it was held that the claim by an
adulterer that a child born by a married woman belonged to
him would cause a disturbance in the family and therefore
such a person should be fined by native law and custom.

The facts in Odusan v. Raji and Adisatu v. Op eke
were different from the facts in Edet v. Essien. In the
former two cases, married persons were involved. In

u)k*Odusan v. Raji, the wife atiso had been pregnant for three

1. Ijebu-Ode 1B* Customary Court Suit 68/58.
2. Reports of certain Judgments of the Supreme Court

(1884-1897) p. 39.

firmly
ODUSAN
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months, took a divorce summons against her husband on the 
ground of cruelty and further admitted that she was pregnant 
before taking the summons for divorce, but claimed she was im
pregnated by somebody else. In Adisatu v. Opeke, the action 
was for slander against a person was broadcasting a
claim that he was responsible for the pregnancy of the 
plaintiff's wife. Whereas in Edet v. Essien, there was 
no marriage even though the appellant in the case had paid 
the dowry. Therefore, the claim by the appellant based 
mainly on the fact that he had paid dowry which had not been 
refunded could not be sustained.

(b) Statutory Intervention
What appears to be another inroad into the irre

buttable presumption of legitimacy at customary law can be 
found in the Marriage, Divorce and Custody of Children 
Adoptive Byelaws Order’*' 1958 - Sec. 13 which provides that -

"Paternal rights shall normally be awarded to 
the natural father whether or not such natural 
father is married to the mother. Provided that 
the husband of a woman shall be presumed for 
the purposes of these Bye-Laws, to be the natural 
father of any issue born or conceived by the 
woman during thepperiod over which their marriage 
subsists".
This provision creates an inroad in the irrebuttable

presumption of legitimacy at customary law. While it states

1. W.R.L.N. 4-56 of 1958.
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that the husband of a woman shall be presumed to be the
natural father of any issue born or conceived during the
subsistence of their marriage, it also provides that paternal 
rights shall normally be awarded to a natural father whether 
or not such natural father is married to the mother.

It is submitted that in the case of an unmarried
mother or a widow who has a child by a person outside the
family, this latter provision may be a fair rule in the 
interest of the child. However, in the case of a married 
woman,the problem arises whether it will be in the interest 
of society to encourage an adulterer to claim the paternity 
of his illegitimate child, that is, a child born during the 
subsistence of the woman’s marriage with the lawful husband. 
This provision no doubt creates a permissive society against 
which the judge in Odusan v. Raji had preached that such may 
provide "for the degeneration of our race”.

Another consequence of this provision may be the 
breaking up of homes. Ror example, if X claims the paternity 
of his illegitimate child born by W during the subsistence 
of her marriage with H, H can quickly react against such 
claim by divorcing the wife. What will then become of the 
legitimate issues which W bore for H? The Customary Court 
as we shall see later rarely grants the custody of children 
to a woman divorced from the husband. The effect of such 
divorce may find the children of the earlier marriage being
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cared for by other wives and experience has shown that such 
children may lack their own motherly care and as such grow 
up to be delinquent children.

Section 1A of the Carriage Divorce and Custody 
of Children Adoptive Bye-Laws Order 1958 gives the customary 
courts the jurisdiction to make order with regard to paternal 
rights over a child, but it is provided that the court -

(1) shall at the same time make an order with 
regard to the custody and upbringing of
such a child and in the making of such order, 
the interest and v/elfare of the child shall 
be the first and paramount consideration; 
and

(2) may by a further order direct that the 
person to whom paternal rights have been 
granted shall contribute towards the main
tenance of the child.

The foregoing provision enjoins the court while 
granting the custody of the child to do so in the interest 
and welfare of the child and to order maintenance from the 
person granted the paternal rights. Suppose X is granted 
the paternal rights over a child born by W during the sub
sistence of her marriage with H and the court further grants 
the custody of the child to its mother W. Assuming H does 
not take a divorce proceeding in consequence of this proved 
adultery with X, what will be the position of the child whild 
W still remains at H's House? The position of this child 
will look very odd as no one takes kindly to taking care of 
another person's child especially a child born in adultery.
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It is also true that the position of the mother of the child 
in that house will be uneasy. In the first place she can 
hardly move freely with other wives in the extended family, 
nor would the husband tolerate such a wife. The unwelcome 
attitude of the extended family to the wife and her child 
may end up the marriage.

It is not unusual nowadays'1' to see some cases
where the legal husband rejects the paternity of a child
and thus insists that the woman hands over the child to the
natural father if the wife confesses as to who the natural
father is. The court may be asked to grant formal paternal
rights to the natural father. If the natural father refuses
to acknowledge such a child, it may well be that an order by
the court for blood test might help the court in coming to
a decision. However, such cases are not likely to arise
except where adultery, resulting in the dispute as to the
paternity, is the issue on which the divorce is sought. This

pwill seem to be permissible now, since adultery is now one 
of the grounds for divorce at customary lav;. The risk of 
the party cited denying is normally offset by the rule of

1. In the modern society, there is the tendency on the part 
of the legal husband disclaiming responsibility for a 
child he is sure that it is not his own child.

2. Marriage, Divorce and Custody of Children Adoptive Bye-
Laws Order 1958, Sec. 7(1).
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customary law that "according to native law and custom, a 
woman is the best known of the party who impregnates her".
This was the rule applied in LADIMEJT v. AKINYEL'IÎ  where 
the wife of A gave evidence of the paternity of her child 
in favour of L and the court accordingly awarded the paternity 
of the seven year old girl to L.

It must be said however that the rule of customary 
law that where the paternity of a child is in dispute the 
evidence of the mother "is the most essential according to 
native lav; and custom" may work injustice since the rule 
does not give room for argument. Thus in TI AM I YU v.

pADEG-BENRO, the defendant was the husband of the mother of 
the child in dispute. The mother was living in his house 
during the whole period of her pregnancy and delivered in 
his house. The defendant buried the placenta (an important 
paternal rite under the customary law) and child was also 
circumcised in the defendant's house which was another 
important paternal rite. Some years later a divorce action 
was instituted and the plaintiff now came with an obvious 
fairy-tale about medicines guaranteed to make wives pregnant 
and agreements to many other men’s wives if they became 
pregnant first. The woman also supported the plaintiff's

1. Bere I Native Court - Ibadan.
2. District Officer's Office Agodi, Ibadan R12/53.
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evidence by saying that she developed rheumatism in the 
second month of her pregnancy which prevented her from 
leaving her husband to marry the plaintiff until two or 
three years later.

Despite this evidence, the Eruwa Customary Court 
gave the custody of the child to the plaintiff. But this 
decision was reversed under Review Order by the District 
Officer. However, on appeal to the Resident’s Court it was 
held that the plaintiff's witness Jose (the mother of the 
child) had convinced the court beyond every reasonable doubt 
that the plaintiff Tiamiyu was the owner of the child and 
her statement in this case was the most essential according 
to native law and custom. The custody of the child, Olutayo, 
was therefore granted to the plaintiff.

I submit with respect that the decision of the 
intermediate court seems preferrable and that the giving of 
medicine to other person's wife without the husband's approval 
should not be a ground to awa&fl the custody of such a child 
to someone who now confesses to adultery with other person's 
wife. In any case it is suggested that courts should not 
encourage such a claim as revealed in the foregoing case and 
if the court decides to entertain such a case, the customary 
courts must be empowered to order a blood test either to 
confirm or displace the mothers evidence.
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(ii) UNDER COMMON LAW 
A child is legitimate at common law if his parents 

were married at the time of his birth.^ What is very impor
tant is that the child must be born in wedlock even though

2the conception precedes the celebration of the marriage.
This rule is applicable to Christian Marriage contracted 
outside Nigeria as well as to a marriage contracted under 
the Marriage Act.^ A child born within 280 days after the 
dissolution of such a marriage is conclusively presumed to 
be the legitimate child of the husband provided the mother 
remains unmarried during the period and that it cannot be 
proved either that there was evidence of non-access or that 
the circumstances of their access, if any, were such as to 
render impossible that sexual intercourse took place between 
them.^ Thus, this later, statutory provision extends legi
timacy to a child born after the dissolution of the marriage.

Before the Matrimonial Causes Act, 1950 in England, 
the Common Law presumption of legitimacy was based on the 
Rule in Russell v. Russell  ̂which made the spouse incompetent

1. Bromley - Family Law (1962) 2nd Ed. p. 291.
2. James T.S. - op. cit., p. 31-
3. Cap. 115 Supra.
4. Sec. 147 oT Evidence Act Cap. 62 Laws of the Federation.
5. (1924) A.C. 687-
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to give evidence of non-access in order to bastardise the 
child.'1' But the presumption can be rebutted by calling a 
third party to give evidence of non-access. However the

p1965 Matrimonial Causes Act re-enacting the previous Act
provides that

"the evidence of a husband or wife shall be 
admissible in any proceedings to prove that 
marital intercourse did nr did not take place 
between them during any period but a husband 
or wife shall not be compellable in any pro
ceedings to give evidence of the matters 
aforesaid”.

This provision makes them competent but not compellable 
witnesses. It also supersedes the Sec. 147 of the Nigerian 
Evidence Act^ which is an enactment of the Rule in Russell 
v. Russell by virtue of another statutory provision which 
states that -

”the Jurisdiction of the High Court in probate,

1. It would seem that parties to a customary law marriage 
may be competent to give evidence.

2. Matrimonial Causes Act 1950 Sec. 43.
3. Neither the mother, nor the father is a competent witness

as to the fact of their having or not having had sexual
intercourse with each other where the legitimacy of
the woman1s child would be affected even if the proceedings 
in the course of which the question arises are proceedings 
instituted in consequence of adultery, nor are declarations 
by them upon that subject deemed to be relevant, whether 
the mother or the father can be called as a witness or 
not.
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divorce and matrimonial cuases and proceedings 
may be exercised by the court in conformity 
with the law and practice for the time being 
in force in England'1.1
This latter statute, which incorporates into 

Nigerian law by reference anti new lav; in England with 
respect to divorce and matrimonial causes, raises difficult 
questions of conflicts of laws. Could it mean that a new 
rule in England may overrule a specific provision in Nigerian 
Act? This was not desirable as the sovereignty of the
Nigerian parliament would be affected. The decision in

2Elumeze v. Elumeze has now approved of the view that -
"despite the fact that in Nigeria we adopt the 
Matrimonial Causes Act and Rules in force in 
England for the time being, we must give effect 
to our law of evidence - Sec. 147 of the Evidence 
Act. That being so, we cannot take notice of 
Sec. 32 of the Matrimonial Causes Act which 
altered the rule in Russell v. Russell and 
Sec. 147 must prevail7'.

It is submitted that both the High Court^ and the Supreme
Court were correct as to the application of Sec. 147 to
Nigerian cases. Therefore any general application of English
laws and rules incorporated into Nigerian law by reference

1. Sec. 16 of the High Court (Lagos) Act Cap. 80 Law of 
the Federation.

2. Unreported Suit No. SC/79/1968 of July 1969.
3. Taylor C.J., reached the same conclusion at the High

Court in the same suit - Unreported Suit No. HD/41/64
April 10 1967 and his view was affirmed by the Supreme
Court.
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can only be valid to the extent that they are not in conflict 
with local statutes. The question of dissolution of marriage 
is a matter of such great public interest that the local 
parliament ought to enact law uponNrather than follow the 
blanket provision which incorporates a foreign law by 
reference.

There is but little or no conflict between the
customary lav/ and the common law presumption of legitimacy 
for the law generally leans against bastardising the 
issues born during the lawful wedlock of their parents and 
it is to be noted that a high standard of proof is required 
where divorce is based on adultery. The proof of paternity 
of a child even at customary lav/ is now strict, especially 
v/here there is conflicting evidence as to the father of the 
child, born during its mother*s marriage to the husband.
It is now the common practice of the customary courts to 
order blood tests on the parties and the child in order to 
determine, through the doctor's expert evidence, which of 
the two claimants is likely to be the genitor.

Thus in hudashiru Lawal v. Risikatu Atole,̂  the 
plaintiff was the lav/ful husband at the time of the pregnancy 
of the defendant. The defendant had now left the husband 
to marry another man. There was a dispute as to the paternity

1. Mapo Grade 'B* Court No. 5, Ibadan 370/67 of 13/1/69.
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of the child born of that pregnancy between the former and 
the new husbands respectively. The court ordered a blood 
test and the result confirmed that the former husband was 
the father of the child and the paternity of the child was 
granted to him accordingly.

It is to be noted that the court order for blood 
test has no statutory backing, but it is thought that the 
court will be able to come to a just decision by receiving 
expert evidence. What happens where in a rival claim of 
paternity, the result of the blood test is inconclusive?
Such was the situation in Karimu Akano v. Titilayo Abeke  ̂
where the court ordered blood tests to decide the paternity 
of the child Hakeem. The result showed that neither the 
present husband nor the former husband could be regarded 
as the father of Hakeem. The court, however, decided that 
in the absence of any other claimant the present husband 
Kasumu Akinwale could be considered the rightful father 
of the child.

It is submitted that the decision of the court 
in granting the paternity of the child to the present husband 
can only be justified on the ground that the welfare and 
interest of the child will be better served by granting

1. Mapo Grade ' B1 Court Ho. 5, Ibadan 264/68 Ref. No. C5,
277A/902 of 5/7/68.
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the paternity of the child to the person to whom its mother 
was married. A decision not granting the paternity of the 
child to either claimant would have heen against the welfare 
of the child and the court must have been relieved of the 
burden of deciding otherwise since in the unusual situation 
where the child probably belonged to the third party who 
did not come forward, the present husband accepted paternity.

As indicated above, the customary court*s order 
for blood test in paternity disputes has no statutory basis.
It is common knowledge today that it is possible to determine 
with precision the paternity of a child by blood test.
However, it is submitted that, the frequency of these types 
of cases before customary courts calls for a law directing 
the Judges to order blood tests whenever rival claims of 
paternity of a child is before them.

The Family Lav; Reform Act^ in England provides for
2the useof blood tests in determining paternity. Courts are 

given wide powers to order blood test on the application of 
any party to a suit in which paternity is in issue. Although 
there is no power to compel submission, the court may draw

1. Family Law Reform Act 19&9 Cap. 46.
2. Ibid., Fart III Sec. 20 - Sec. 25.
5. Sec. 20.
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appropriate inferences from a refusal.’1' It is suggested 
that a law enabling the customary court judges to order 
blood test as in the Family Law Reform Act 1969 will be 
desirable.

B LEGITIMATION
The need for legitimation arises only where a

child is born out of wedlock, that is, where there is no
marriage between the parents of the illegitimate child.
Such a child is made legitimate either by the acknowledgment
of paternity at customary lav/ or, where the parents marry
under the Marriage Act after the birth, such a child becomes
legitimate by statute under the Nigerian Act - the Legitimacy
Act of 1929, which is an enactment of the local legislature
to which reference will be made later.

The concept of legitimation by acknowledgment is
a peculiarity of the customary law. In England, the first
legislation which provides for legitimation of issue of a

pmonogamous marriage was enacted in 1926. Three years later 
an almost similar act was passed in Nigeria in relation to 
monogamous marriage. How successful this Local Act was,

1. Sec. 23. See Cretney - Family Law Reform Bill, New 
Law Journal July 31 1969 Lor further comments.

2. The Legitimacy Act 1926.
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and whether our social conditions admitted of such law at 
the time it was passed, will be considered later.

(i) Legitimation at Customary Law 
The legitimation of a child by the acknowledgment 

of its paternity is undoubtedly a rule of Yoruba Customary. 
Law, even though some cases now suggest that the custom is 
spreading throughout Nigeria.^

Many cases giving rise to the question of legiti
mation are where disputes as to succession to the property
of an intestate fall to be decided by the court. For example 

1 2H marries W and W under the customary law and also has
1 2association without any form of marriage with M and M .

He has children both by the customary law wives and from 
the woman with whom he has association, the children of 
the latter having been acknowledged. What becomes of Hfs 
property on his death intestate? Are the children of the 
associations legitimate so as to be entitled to succeed 
along with other issues of customary law marriage born in 
lawful wedlock? The LOCUS CLASSLCUS of the Yoruba Customary

1. The custom is recognised by the Kwale of the Midwest - 
See Jirigho v. Anamali (1958) 7/.R.N.L.R. 195: See
also Okoro - Law of Succession in Eastern Nigeria (1986) 
p. 97 - where he said "the custom now exists among some 
ethnic groups in the East. Obi op. cit. , p. 315? also 
was of the opinion that there was evidence of this 
system everywhere especially among the more sophisticated 
elements.
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Law of legitimations can "be found in the Judgment of
OSBORNE, C.J., in Re Sapara  ̂when he said -

"In English law marriage is necessary to 
legitimatise the offspring of two persons, 
such offspring of illegitimate having no 
right of inheritance, but under native law 
and custom, a child's rights of succession 
to his father's property can be LEGALISED 
by mere acknowledgment without the necessity 
of any form of marriage bet ween his parents. 
Consequently the legal importance of the 
marriage ceremony is not nearly as great 
under native law and custom as it is under 
the lav; of England”.
It is understandable «ahy Osborne, C.J., used the 

word 'LEGALISED' instead of the saying the child can be 
legitimated by mere acknowledgement of its paternity, for 
at that time in England such legitimation would need a 
special Act of Parliament and only a wealthy person could
attempt to move the Farliament to do so.

2A long line of cases after Re Sapara have con
sistently restated this customary law rule and this has led 
Lloyd^ to say that the natural father of a child born to an 
unmarried woman or as a result of adulterous union with an

1. (1911) R.G.C.R. 605 at p. 606.
2* Savage v. Macfoy (1909) R.G.C.R. 504- at 508; Philips 

v. Philips (194-6) 18 N.L.R. 102; Young v. Young (1955) 
W.A.C.A. Cyclostyled Reports. Re Adedavoh (I9?l) 13 
W.A.C.A. 304- Taylor v. Taylor (196 0) L.L.R. 286; Lawal 
v. Younan (1961) 1 All N.L.R. 24-5.

3. Yoruba Land Lav/, pp. 78 & 297*
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unmarried woman, may by acknowledging the child as his own 
and caring for it (with the child's reciprocal acknowledgment 
of the father, demonstrated especially at the latter1s 
funeral) confer upon the child legitimate membership of 
his family, "The legitimacy of the children depends on 
the recognition by the father; the status of the mother - 
as wife by English or Customary law or as lover - is 
immaterial" .

What constitutes an acknowledgment is a question 
of fact. The footing of the maternity bills and the per
formance of the naming ceremony, the provision of accommo
dation and maintenance and education of the children and, 
where the local authority provides for registration of births, 
the registration of that child's birth will be sufficient 
adknoledgment. Thus in Aker el e v. Balogun  ̂it was held that 
notwithstanding that the naming ceremony did not take place 
in the intestate's house, it is sufficient acknowledgment of 
paternity if the child's birth certificate bearing the 
intestate's name was obtained by him or on his behalf.

This case is significant in that it subordinates 
the importance attached to naming ceremony being performed 
by the father to the registration of the child's birth with 
the local authority. One is not convinced about the proof

1. (1964) L.L.R. 99.
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of registration of birth as being the conclusive of evidence 
of paternity. The reasons are:- (a) Registration of births 
is not available in many local authorities in the areas 
under consideration; (b) if there are facilities for the 
registration of births, very few people make use of them.
There seems to be hardly any sanction for failure to 
register, efen in normal cases where children are born in 
wedlock. The reason for this, which is not always obvious 
to the educated people, is the belief of the ordinary people 
that it is not customary to count children for their mothers. 
This discourages people from coming forward to register 
their children's births.

It is submitted that the performance of the naming 
ceremony ought to be in the foreffont as it enables the 
family of the father and the family of the unmarried mother 
to know who the father is, and consequently to which extended 
family the child belongs.

Suppose the acknowledgment of the child's paternity 
comes some years later after his birth, does the delay in 
acknowledgment have any effect on his landing in relation 
to other children born in lawful wedlock? For example A 
had a child by X before lje contracted a customary law marriage 
with W. A did not acknowledge the child of X until W had 
three children. There is no direct authority on this but 
it will appear that the time of acknowledgment is irrelevant,
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the child becomes legitimated retrospectively from the
date of his birth and not the date of his legitimation.^

pThe only guiding light can be found in Young v. Young when
Foster Sutton said -

"It may well be the native law and custom, so 
long as the property remained family property, 
the plaintiff would have been entitled to an
interest in it as a member of the family, co
extensive with that of legitimate children,
once his paternity had been acknowledged by
Benjamin A. Young whenever such acknowledgment 
took place1'.

It is however important that for such legitimation by 
acknowledgment to operate retrospectively, the parents of 
the child must have capacity to marry, if they wish to, at 
the time of the birth of the child. Thus, in Cole v. 
Akinyele  ̂the court refused to accept the legitimation by 
acknowledgment of one of the two children born during the
subsistence of a valid ordinance marriage but regarded as
legitimate the brother v/ho was en ventre sa mere at the death 
of the lawful wife; for the determining factor was whether or 
not the father was capable of marrying its mother at the 
date of the birth of the child.

Therefore public policy bars the acknowledgment

1. C/f Sec. 5 of Legitimacy Act 1929*
2. 1955 W.A.C.A. Cyclostyle! Reports. 
5. (I960) 5 F.S.C. 84.
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of a child horn during the subsistence of an ordinance 
marriage by its father even though the father of the illegi
timate child was entitled ’to go back to native law and 
custom if he chose to'.~ It is however otherwise if he
decides to marry the mother of the illegitimate child under 

2the Act.
Legitimation per subsequens matrimonium appears 

to be unknown to customary law; but the Yoruba customary law 
attaches importance to the acknowledgment of paternity of a 
child. The fact, however, that the parents subsequently 
decide to marry does not make the child any more legitimate 
ffom the time of his birth, the date of marriage being 
irrelevant.

(ii) Under Statute
Historically, the moving spirit behind the enactment 

of the Nigerian Legitimacy Act 1929 was Mr. Moore, a Nigerian 
lawyer, who was also a member of the Legislative Council in 
1922. Mr. Moore, as the second Lagos member, drew the 
attention of the legislature to the case of a person who was 
born out of v/edlock but whose parents had subsequently married

1• 1 1 1 1 • > P • 8 8 .

2. Kasumu & Salacuse - op. cit., p. 237 the authors were of 
the opinion that customary law marriage ought to be 
sufficient to legitimatise such child.
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and yet he was deprived of any share in the intestates 
property by reason of his illegitimacy.^

Nigeria, however, had to await the enactment of a 
similar Bill in the Imperial Parliament for the imperial

plegitimacy Act was intended to be a model.
For the first time, the 1926 Legitimacy Act intro

duced to England legitimation per subsequens matrimonium, 
which is a concept unknown to the English municipal law.
One finds it very difficult to understand why a similar Act 
would have to be enacted in Nigeria, where the principle of 
acknowledgment of paternity was well known. As indicated 
earlier, the subsequent marriage of the parents of a child 
already acknowledged could not make the child any more 
legitimate. It is submitted that the reason for the intro
duction of Legitimacy Act may have resulted from the existence 
Ordinance Marriage in Nigeria and also the consequences which 
flow from such marriage especially with regard to succession 
which is governed by English law.

1. See the Nigerian Legislative Council Debates September
30, 1929 p. 62.

2. Ibid., p. 63.
3. The first marriage Ordinance was introduced in 1884.

The section on succession to the property of such parties 
can be found in Sec. 41 of the 1884 Marriage Ordinance 
and was reenacted in 1914 in Sec. 36 of the present Act.
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However, the acting Attorney General who introduced
the Bill was sceptical of the application of Bill to Nigeria
when he said in the Debates^ that

’Opinion in England has changed in the last 
generation as to the treatment of illegitimate 
persons. Formerly they were outcasts of a 
society and a stigma attached not only to them
but also to their offsprings.....  Moreover
as regards inheritance to property neither 
the mother nor the children of illegitimate 
persons could inherit the property of the 
other. It is obvious that the same conditions 
do not apply in a country like Nigeria as they 
do in England in view of the difference of 
native custom, the stigma of illegitimacy is 
not what it is in England*.
Consequently he counselled the omission of Sec.

1(2) of the relevant English Act put in Sec. 3(3) of the
draft Bill which provides that -

"Nothing in this Ordinance shall operate to 
legitimate a person wnose father or mother 
was married to a third person when the illegi
timate person was born".

For he did not think that there was much distinction between
a person born in adulterous intercourse as compared with a
person whose parents were not married at the time of the

pbirth of the child. This provision was deleted on a free

1. Supra, p. 62.
2* Ibid. , pp. 62-63; it was not possible until 1959 in 

England to legitimate the child born of adulterous 
union i.e. either of whose parents was married to a 
third person at the time of the birth.
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vote.^ The mere departure from the Englis Act even if by 
one small section, must be taken to be a recognition of the 
differences in the social set up of the two countries.

THE LEGITIMACY ACT 1QPQ2
The Act introduced for the first time the doctrine 

of legitimation per subsequens matrimonium, that is, where 
the parents of an illegitimate child marry each other after 
the commencement of the Act, the child will become legitimate. 
If, however, such marriage took place before the commencement 
of the Act, the date of legitimation would be the date of the 
commencement of the Act, on the 17th day of October 1929*
The father of the illegitimate child must be domiciled in 
any state in Nigeria. The tupe of marriage contemplated 
is a Christian marriage defined as "a marriage which is

1. The result of the free vote was 17-11 in favour of 
deletion but it was surprising that all the African 
members including Mr. E.O. Moore, the brain behind the 
introduction of the bill, voted against the deletion. 
Ibid., p. 63. This no douht shows the desire of our 
first generation of elites wishing to elevate themselves 
above the society into which they were born if only to 
think that what was applicable to English people must 
also be applicable to the Nigerians.

2. Cap. 103 Law of federation. Because of the adoption of 
federalism in 1954* similar Acts can now be found in the 
former Regions legitimacy being a regional subject; Cap. 
62, Laws of Nigeria and Midwest Region. Note that the 
wordings are similar.

3. Sec. 3(1)•
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recognised by the law of the place where it is contracted 
as the voluntary union of one man and one woman to the 
exclusion of all others".'*"

The Act gives the High Court jurisdiction to
2pronounce decrees on the legitimacy of legitimated persons. 

Such legitimated person and his spouse, children or more 
remote issue shall be entitled to succeed to property as if 
he had been born legitimate. The Act also provides for a 
seniority rule where there are more than one legitimated 
person. But where H has a child by A but later goes to 
marry W who also has a child younger in age than the illegi
timate child of A, if on dissolution of the marriage between
H and W either by death or divorce, H goes back to marry A, 
that child becomes legitimated at the date of marriage, but
he will rank next to the issue of the marriage between H and
4 5W. There is also a saving provision"̂  in favour of the

illegitimate person who dies before the commencement of the
Act, such a person shall be regarded as if he had been
legitimated at the date of his parents' marriage and his

1. Sec. 2.
2. Sec. 4.
5. Sec. 5(1).
4. Sec. 5(2).
5. Sec. 7*
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spouse, children or remoter issue will be entitled to take 
interest under the property of their parents. Sec. 9 of 
the Act also provides for the recognition of legitimation 
of children whose parents are domiciled outside Nigeria, 
provided the law of that country recognises legitimation 
per subsequens matrimonium. The same result will be achieved 
even if the father was not at the time of the birth of such 
person domiciled in a country where legitimation per subse
quens matrimonium was permitted by law.

The essence of the Legitimacy Act is to make 
children born out of wedlock legitimate so as to take 
interests under the property of their parents.

C CONFLICTS BETWEEN CUSTOMARY LAW AND THE MARRIAGE ACT
So far we have dealt with the law relating to 

legitimacy and legitimation of children under the dual 
systems of laws existing in Yorubaland. We now turn to the 
conflicts introduced into the Yoruba concept of legitimacy 
and legitimation by the existence of dual methods of marriage, 
namely, customary law marriage and marriage under the Act.

After a series of conflicting cases decided by the 
courts early this century, the courts have now laid down the 
applicable law governing the status of legitimacy in Nigeria.
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In Alake v. Fratt ̂  Foster Sutton F Said ’’the question as to
legitimacy is one of status and is to he decided by the lav/
of the country of a person’s origin”. Therefore, by the law
of Nigeria, it is the lex domicilii of the children which

2governs their status at birth. In consequence of this, the 
lex domicilii governing the legitimacy of a child in Yoruba 
land can arise from three different soucres, that is, under 
the Marriage Act, Customary Law Marriage and by Local Custom.

Most of the decided cases in which conflicts as to 
the concepts of legitimacy have arisen relate to questions 
of succession to the property of an intestate whose estate 
falls to be distributed under the introduced or received 
English Lav/, especially where a person v/ho is primarily 
subject to customary law, contracts a marriage under the 
Marriage Ordinance or a Christian Marriage outside the country. 
When such cases come to courts, the courts decide firstly the 
question of legitimacy or illegitimacy of the children of the 
intestate so as to determine those v/ho are entitled to share 
in the intestate's property.

1. (1955) W.A.C.A. 20.
2. The application of lex domicilii to govern the legitimacy 

of the issue of an Ordinance Marriage who himself married 
polygamously v/as approved by Frivy Council in BAMGBOSE v. 
DANIEL C19553 A.C. 107.

J. See Nwogugu - Legitimacy in Nigerian Lav/, [1964-] JAL
p. 98.
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In the Federal territory of Lagos and the Western
State, there are three laws which apply to the distribution
of the estate of an intestate who, while subject to customary
law, contracts a Christian marriage either inside or outside
Nigeria: but these three lav/s have a similar effect.

In Lagos, the distribution of such intestate
estates is governed by (1) Sec. 36(1) of the Marriage Act
which provides that

"where a person v/ho is subject to native law 
and custom contracts an Ordinance Marriage 
in Lagosl and dies intestate, his property 
shall be distributed according to the law of 
England. The same rule applies to the distri
bution of the personal estate of the child of 
an Ordinance Marriage who dies intestate even 
though he did not contract a Marriage under 
the Act.^

(2) The disposition of the property of an intestate who 
contracts a Christian marriage outside Nigeria or in any 
other part of the Federation of Nigeria is governed by the 
rule laid down in Cole v. Cole.̂  Both Sec. 36(1) of the

1. This lav/ originally applied to the Colony but on the 
adoption of Federalism, it came to apply to Lagos only.

2. See Bamgbose v. Daniel [19551 A.C. 98*
3. (1898) 1 N.L.R. 15 - The question to be determined in 

this case was who should succeed to the estate of Cole, 
the intestate, the brother or the wife and son of the 
intestate who contracted a Christian Marriage in Sierra 
Ldeone. They held - that a Christian Marriage clothes 
the parties to such marriage and their offspring with
a status unknown to native law and as such only the wife 
and son if living, could succeed to such estate.
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Marriage Act and the Rule in Cole v. Cole make the English 
Statute of Distribution, 1670, as amended by the 1890 
Intestates Estate Act, applicable to the property of a 
person who dies intestate in Lagos.
(3) In the Western State, the applicable law as to the dis
tribution of the estate of an intestate who contracts a 
Christian Marriage whether outside or inside that state is 
the Administration of Estate Law.^

In all of these provisions, 'issue' or 'child*
pis construed to mean a child born in lawful wedlock.

As indicated above, the cases in which the con
flicting views about legitimacy had arisen were those where 
the intestate had contracted a Christian form of Marriage. 
The Nigerian Courts sought refuge for over forty years 
under the nature of Christian Marriage as laid down in 
Cole v. Cole, to determine the legitimacy of children 
born otherwise than in a Christian Marriage. Eor in that 
case Griffith, J., said "in fact, a Christian Marriage 
clothes the parties to such marriage and THEIR OFFSPRING

1. Cap. 1 Law of Western Nigeria Sec- 49(1)*
2. Under the Statute of Distribution 1670, a child or

issue means a legitimate child. Sec. 2 of Administration
of Estate Law Western Region Cap . 1 - References to 
'child' or 'issue' are to a legitimate child or issue.

3. (1898) 1 N.L.R.15.
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with a STATUS unknown to native law” . Below are the instances 
where conflicts have been introduced in the concept of 
legitimacy.

(1) Children born within or without Customary Marriage BEFORE
or AFTER Ordinance carriage

(a) H marries W under customary law. H later 
divorces V/l and marries W2 under the Act.
There are issue of the two marriages.
Suppose the situation as states is reversed, 
are the issues of the two marriages legiti
mate so as to entitle both sets of children 
to succeed to the intestates property?

(b) H marries W under the Act. The marriage 
i§ terminated either by death or divorce.
He has an association -with B and he acknow
ledges the paternity of X the child of the 
association without marriage. Can the
children of W and B succeed to Hfs property?

The legitimacy of children in examples (a) and (b) cannot
now be questioned as their status is now to be determined

1 2by the law of their domicile. In Re A'illiams, however,
A, who was the issue of an Ordinance Marriage, himself 
contracted a marriage under the Marriage Act. He died 
intestate and was survived by the children of that marriage
and also the widow and issue of a customary marriage. The

1. See Alake v. Pratt (1955) W.A.C.A. 20; Bamgbose v. 
Daniel (1955) A.C. 98. Re Adedavoh (1951) 15 W.A.C.A.
34.

2. (1941) 7 W.A.C.A. 156.
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court held that "a person whose right depends on native 
law and custom and not the English law is excluded from 
the succession on the death intestate of a person who is 
the issue of a marriage under the Ordinance" . Also in Coker 
v. Coker'*' the same view was held by the court that the 
intestate estate of a native who contracts a Christian or 
civil marriage is removed from the operation of native law 
of succession and brought under the law of England and that 
plaintiffs in the case had not title by English lav/.

The effect of the decisions in these two cases 
was to declare illegitimate the issue of valid customary

plav; marriages. There is little doubt that the above cases 
were wrongly decided. These and other cases following the 
rule in Cole v. Cole revealed the desire of the courts, 
presided over by foreigners, to inject into the Nigerian 
Society their own concepts of legitimacy as well as imposing 
the form of Christian marriage as the only desirable form of 
marriage. Hence Phillips said^

1. (1943) 17 N.L.R. 55.
2. See also - Adegbola v. Folaranmi (1921) 5 N.L.R. - v/here 

the effect of the case based on °ole v. Cple was to 
render illegitimate the child of the customary marriage 
preceding the Christian Marriage. See also Gooding
and Bankole v. Martins (1942) 8 W.A.C.A. 108.

5. Ibid.
4. The Future of Customary Law in Africa. Page 95*
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"the logical outcome of that earlier trend of 
thought would have heen the emmergence of a 
class of assimilados - a small, select body of 
Africans, set apart from their fellows by the 
possession of a distinct legal status”.
These cases were overruled ten years later in Re

Adedavoh,'1" which became the locus classicus on legitimacy
in Nigeria. In that case H was an issue of an Ordinance
Marriage. He died intestate and left surviving him thirteen
children some of whom were born before and after an Ordinance
Marriage he himself contracted with W since deceased. Some
of these children were issues of valid customary law marriages
with four women, while the others were issues of irregular
unions but all of whom he acknowledged. On his intestacy,
it fell to be determined v/ho were entitled to succeed to
his estate, This in turn led to the determination of the
status of all the issues for the purpose of succession.
The court held that

”the acknowledgedpprinciple as laid down in 
Goodman's Trusts, whereby in relation to the 
statute of Distribution the status of persons 
claiming rights in English lav/ thereunder are 
determined by the law of the domicil should 
be applied in such cases as the present irres
pective of whether the marriage upon which such 
claims are based are founded be monogamous or 
polygamous”.5

1. (1951) 15 W.A.C.A. 304.
2. (1881) 17 Ch.D. 266.
3. This decision was approved in Bamgbose v. Daniel (1955)

A.C. 98.
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The Appeal Court however remitted the case to the court
below to ascertain the native lav/ relating to the legitimacy
or illegitimacy of children born in or out of wedlock. There
is no doubt that on the authority of the decided cases^
that both the child born in valid customary marriage and
those born out of wedlock but acknowledged are all legitimate.
Jibowu J. v/ho presided over the case at the lower court
accepted that the two sets of issues were legitimate, but
with regard to succession to property he was not prepared
to accord the legitimated children the same status of
legitimacy with those children born in valid customary
marriage, when he said -

"the position then is that we have two conflicting 
systems of law: one which does not recognise a
child as legitimate unless the parents are 
lawfully married, and the other, a crude rule 
obviously intended to meet the requirements 
of primitive society, v/hich says that marriage 
is not necessary and that the issue of concubinage 
or adulterous connection is legitimate as long 
as he is acknowledged by his father. Such a 
customary law is repugnant to the Marriage 
Ordinance and the legitimacy Ordinance and 
offends against common sense, decency and 
public policy".

Thus by the application of the combined repugnancy and
public policy doctrines, Jihowu J., who is himself a person
subject to customary law, showed his desire to abolish the
customary law of legitimation by acknowledgment by the

1. Savage v. liacfoy and Re Sapara, supra.
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"backdoor by preventing such children from succeeding to 
their father’s property. He did not indicate however what 
would happen if all the children of the intestate were 
issues born to him without any form of marriage.

Whenever the courts rely on public policy to strike
down a recognised custom, this in effect is to declare that
particular custom unreasonable. Hence Paton said^ ”if the
court thinks that a custom was unreasonable in its origin
or that today it conflicts with a fundamental principle of
the common law or with the doctrines of public policy, it
must be disregarded”. Although the application of public

2policy gives to the judge wide discretion to strike down 
an unreasonable la?/, it must be used sparingly; for it has 
been described as ”a very unruly horse and when once you 
get astride it you never know where it will carry you”.

It is submitted with respect that the use of public 
policy by Jibov/u J. in this case was incorrect. It is 
suggested that the custom he wanted to strike down was the 
customary lav/ of legitimation by acknowledgment. Once he 
had accepted that those children v/ere legitimate, it would 
not accord with the doctrine of public policy to disentitle

1. Paton's Jurisprudence p. 166.
2. Per Burrough J. in Richardson v. Mellish (1824) 150

E.R. 294 at p. 505.
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them from succeeding to the property along with the other
children. It is not surprising that the court of Appeal
seized the first opportunity to disapprove of Jibowu J's
view in Alake v. Pratt  ̂where it was held

Mthat under Yoruba Law and Custom, all legitimate 
children are entitled to share in their father’s 
estate .... the question of their parent's
marriage is not felevant nor would it be contrary
to public policy”.

Poster Sutton F., referring to Re Adedavoh commented as
follows

"I do not think for one moment that the court 
(in Re Adedavoh) intended to suggest that if 
such native lav; and custom were proved, and a 
child born out of wedlock was held to be legi
timate under the law in Nigeria, there could 
in effect be different grades of legitimacyp 
so as to affect their right of succession”.
The statement of the law in so far as it states

that 'public policy could not abrogate rights actually
created by native law and custom”, is correct; but it is
questionable whether the decision reached in this particular
case was correct on the examination of the facts of the case.
Unlike Re Adedavoh^ and Bamgbose v. Daniel  ̂where the

1. (1955) W.A.C.A. 20.
2. Ibid., p. 21.
3. Coker - op. cit., p. 268.
4. (1951) 15 W.A.C.A. 304.
5. (1955) A.C. 98.
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legitimacy of the children being considered were those of
the issues of customary marriage and those born without
marriage but acknowledged, Alake v. Pratt, dealt with the
acknowledgment of child born out of wedlock during the
subsistence of an Ordinance Marriage.

One would regard that Alake v. Pratt has settled
the question as to grades of legitimacy at customary lav/
for all the time, but the statement of Ademola C.J.N. in

2Lawal v. Younan showed some reservation against granting 
a child legitimated at customary the full status of legitimacy 
which is acquired by a child born in lav/ful wedlock (customary
or statutory) at birth when he said -

M.....  children not born in wedlock (Marriage
Ordinance) or who are not issues of a marriage 
under the native law and custom but are issues 
born without marriage can also be regarded as 
legitimate for CERTAIN PURPOSES if paternity 
has been acknowledged by the putative father” .
T£is observation is no doubt a limitation on the

rule as laid down in Alake v. Pratt. Like the application
of public policy, the word ‘certain purposes' is vague and
makes law uncertain in respect of legitimated children at 
customary law. This case thus introduces another conflict 
into fhe concept of legitimacy and legitimation at customary

1. If this same case were to come to court today, it would 
be reversed. See Cole v. Akinyele (I960) 5 P.B.C. 84*.

2. (1961) 1 All N.L.R. 245.
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law. The learned Chief Justice did not enumerate the 
purposes or the circumstances for which an acknowledged 
child may be deemed to have been legitimated. With such 
doubt cast by the highest court of the land on the status 
of legitimated children at customary law, it is submitted 
that time has now arrived for the Nigerian legislatures to 
declare the status of such children born otherwise than 
within statutory marriages.

As we have noted, there is a close connection 
between legitimacy and succession. In Yoruba law, a legiti
mate person can succeed to property as well as to title 
within the family group either as a family head or as the 
Oba of the town. So far all the cases decided affirmed the 
view that children who are born v/ithout marriage but are 
acknowledged, could succeed to property of the intestate 
along with other children horn in wedlock.̂ " Suppose A has 
a child X whom he has acknowledged without marrying X's 
mother. Later A marries B under the Marriage Act or under 
customary law and D and E are issues of that marriage. A 
and his children X.D.E. belong to a ruling house. The 
question of succession to the throne arises could X succeed 
to the throne? There is no direct authority on this. It

1. Savage v. Macfoy; He Sapara; Alake v. Pratt; Phillip 
v. Phillip, supra and Taylor v. Taylor (i960) L.L.R. 
286.
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is doubtful whether the statement of the learned Chief 
Justice will act as an effective bar on the right of X to 
acceed to the throne. The Yorubas say "Eniti o bi omo fun 
ni kuro ni ale eni” meaning "a mother of one’s child, even 
though without marriage, is not to be regarded strictly as 
a concubine”.

It is a matter of interest to note that the two 
respective judges in Re Adedavoh and Lawal v. Younan are 
themselves Yorubas. It may well be that they thought it 
would be dangerous to encourage legitimation at customary 
law, v/here unlike legitimation under Statute, marriage is 
not necessary. 7/hile there should be a check on such local 
custom and thereby discourage promiscuous associations, it 
is submitted that the legislature rather the courts is the 
more effective and competent authority to depart from the 
established custom if it so decides, but until then there 
should be no grades in the status of legitimacy.

0-i) Children born out of wedlock during the subsistence of
Ordinance Marriage
1 2 H marries W under the Act. Later he marries W

under customary law, during the continuance of the former
marriage. There are issues of both marriages. By Sec. 35 
of the Marriage Act - any person v/ho is married under the
Act or whose marriage is declared to be valid shall be
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incapable, during the continuance of such marriage, of 
contracting a valid marriage under native lav/ or custom".
In the example given, the customary lav/ marriage is void 
and of no effect. Moreso, the Sec. 48 of the same Act makes 
the purported contracting of such marriage punishable v/ith 
five years improvement. The same penalty"*' applies to the 
case of A v/ho married B validly under the customary law and 
without the dissolution of that marriage later contracts an 
ordinance marriage v/ith C and there are issues of the two 
marriages.

The second marriage being void, those children will 
be regarded as illegitimate. The court however requires a 
strict proof of customary lav/ marriage in order to make void 
the subsequent marriage under the Act. It is submitted that 
the registration of customary marriages ought to place the 
proof of that marriage on the same level with that of the 
marriage contracted under the Act.

H is married under the Act to Ŵ . There are two 
issues of that marriage. H has associations without marriage 
v/ith X and there are two issues of the association duly 
acknov/ledged by H. What is the legal status of the latter 
children?

1. Sec. 49 of the Marriage Act.
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In Cole v. Akinyele^, H married Y7 under the Marriage 
Ordinance. He had two children by another woman, one born 
during the life-time of W and another conceived during the 
life but born after the death of V/. H acknov/ledged both as 
his children. In a unanimous Judgment of the Supreme Court 
delivered by Brett E.J. - it was held that "as regards theI
illegitimate child born during the continuance of the 
marriage of the deceased to a wife under the Ordinance, it 
would be contrary to public policy to legitimate that child 
by any other method than that provided for in the Legitimacy 
Ordinance and as regards the other son who was en ventre sa 
mere at the death of the Ordinance Wife, there was no principle 
of public policy to exclude the rule under which he as the 
acknowledged son of his father, born at a time when his 
father was free to marry, is to be regarded as legitimate”.
This case decided two things:
(a) It shows one of the limits to the right of the acknow

ledgment of paternity of children at customary law. 
Therefore a child born out of wedlock during the sub
sistence of an ordinance marriage between its putative 
father and his lawful wife is effectively bastardised

1. (I960) 5 F.S.C. 84.
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for life.^ Brett P.J. said:
nI am not prepared to treat Alake v . Pratt as 
authority for the proposition that while a 
man is married under the Marriage Ordinance 
he can make a child horn to him during the 
continuance of that marriage by a woman other 
than his wife legitimate by the mere acknow
ledgment of paternity and I shouldpregard such 
rule as contrary to public policy"

(b) That the dissolution of a marriage under the Ordinance 
by death or divorce and the subsequent marriage of the 
parents of the illegitimate child born during the sub
sistence of the Ordinance Marriage makes that child 
legitimate at the date of such marriage. It appears 
that the subsequent marriage of such parents under 
customary law is not effective to legitimate that 
child. The reasoning is based on the ground of lack 
of capacity of one spouse to marry the other at the 
time of the child’s birth. The same will be true
where the two successive marriages are under the Act,

2 1because at the time the child was born by W , W was
still alive. Why bhen can the subsequent marriage

2between H and V/ make the child legitimate? It is 
submitted that the ruling in Cole v. Akinyele is too

1. See also Craig v. Craig (1964) L.L.R. 96; In Re Estate
of Odulaja (I9S4) L.L.R. 108.

2. Cole v. Akinyele - Supra at p. 287*
3. Sec. 3(1) of Legitimacy Act.
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restrictive as it is limited to legitimation per 
subsequence matrimonium under the Marriage Act only. 
There should be no preference shown to Christian 
monogamous marriage over the customary marriage."̂
It is rather too discriminatory.

D LEGITIMACY IN YORUBA LAW - A LEGAL MC-RASS
A thorough perusal of the few cases involving 

legitimacy questions reveals that the law relating to legi
timacy is in a state of confusion in Yorubaland. The intro-

2duction and imposition of the Christian form of marriage has

1. See Kasumu and Salacuse - op. cit., p. 234.
2. Delano - An African Looks at Marriage (1944) - while 

criticising the imposition of Christians Marriage said - 
p . 22 - "From the outset monogamy was taught and converts 
were requested to do away with their wives leaving one 
each with whom they would appear before the altar for a
Christian Marriage;  the standard of monogamy was
accepted as part of the civilisation bestowed rather than 
from genuine conviction. The wives returned as the love 
and obligations which had bound them to their husband 
surged up again. What about the children? The missionary 
work has been continuous interference with native mode of 
life. The missions have taken upon themselves the role
of teachers". See also Martin Parr - Marriage Ordinances 
for Africans - 17 Africa, p. 3 where he said "Christian 
marriage is an expression which can have no legal signifi
cance , and that it cannot be attained by the framing of 
ordinances... The Ordinances can ensure legal monogamy, 
the can forbid or restrict legal dissolution of the 
marriage, they cannot possibly ensure that the parties 
remain faithful to each other, nor that the union con
tinues; still les can they ensure the right relationships 
to children”.
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not been helpful in the sphere of the law relating to 
children and young persons in a society which is primarily 
subject to customary lav/. The pressure by the missionaries 
must have forced the imperial government's hand to introduce 
the Ordinance Marriage as far back as 1884.1 The essence 
of law is to control or check a social problem. than.
change a- social habit has widened the concept of legitimacy
among those who adopt the statutory marriage. In the words

2of Baker and Bird - "among the Yorubas, at least, marriage
by cohabitation and the birth of children has always been
recognised and a society accustomed to polygamy does not

xchange its value overnight"."
The situation as it exists today among the Yorubas, 

parties to an Ordinance Marriage rarely ever intend to 
abandon their customary way of life. VThile, therefore, the

1. Ordinance Bo. 14 of 1884; See - Martin Parr - Marriage 
Ordinances for Africa - 17 Africa p. 2.

2. The Sociological Review (1959) Vol. 7 No. 1 p. 115 - 
Urbanisation and the Position of women;

5. Delano, op. cit. , p. 22, commented - "The soundway to 
change a person or a society is to work from what exists 
to what does not yet or exist; from what is known to 
what is as yet unknown. The first thing is the study 
of the African's past, his religion and his social 
structure before the introduction of the Ordinance 
Christian Marriage in the Church of Nigeria".
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contracting of a marriage may be for prestige'*' pruposes, 
it is unthinkable to say that such marriage "clothes the 
parties and their offsprings with a status unknown to native 
law".̂

Van her Meulen J. was probably more aware of these
social facts when he said in Smith v. Smith, that

"It would be quite incorrect to say that all the 
persons who embrace the Christian faith or who 
are married in accordance with its tenets, have 
in other respects attained that stage of culture 
and development as to make it just or reasonable 
to suppose that their whole lives should be 
regulated in accordance with English law and 
standards"
The law as it is today states that if A marries B 

under the ordinance he is incapable of acknowledging any 
child born out of wedlock by ’outside wives'. Yet, the 
'outside wife' cannot be regarded as a mistress in the

1. See Baker & Bird op. cit., p. 119; C/f Little - Some 
patterns of Marriage and Domesticity in West Africa, op. citj 
p. 72 where he said he said "Among the Yoruba or Western 
Nigeria, monogamy occurs more frequently as educational 
standards improve and it is practically incumbent upon 
professional men, politicians, senior civil servants, 
Christian teachers and ministers. In this situation, 
therefore, marital status is a function of - social and 
economic status". With respect, one finds it difficult
to agree with this view. The class of people mentioned 
are probably more polygamous than the ordinary illiterate 
in the society.

2. Cole v. Cole (1898) 1 N.L.R. 15.
3. (1924) 5 N.L.R. 105 at p. 107.
4. See also Coleman v. Shang. [1961] A.C. 481.
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European sense. Neither she nor the neighbours regard her
position as shameful.^ The association between a man and
an unmarried woman outside the normal ordinance marriage
has not attracted any sense of remorse within the society.
Cne of the grounds for divorce under the Marriage Act is
adultery, but wives rarely make use of this advantage. Nor
has there been a single prosecution in the case of a man who
contracts a customary lav/ marriage with another woman during
the subsistence of the marriage under the ordinance. The

2relevant provisions in the Marriage Act are a dead letter.
Rather than make use of the advantages under the 

various statutes protecting the rights of such wife, there 
are many cases in which the wives themselves have condoned 
or connived at the association. Some realistic women even 
ask their husbands to bring such children home. On the 
death intestate of the husband, if such a woman asserts her 
right to the property of her husband, the courts fall back 
on the statutory provisions^- to determine who are entitled.

1. See Baker and Bird Supra p. 115•
2. Sec. 47 & 48 of the Marriage Act. Cap. 115 Laws of the 

Federation.
3. It is common place to see the instance of the married 

woman presenting gifts on the birth of those children 
whose paternity her husband has acknowledged.

4. Sec. 36(1) Ibid.; Rule in Cole v. Cole and Administration
of Estate Law Cap. 1 V/.N.
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It is submitted that in such cases, the courts ought to go
further to inquire whether or not the wife has acquiesced
in the supposed immorality of her husband and therefore
she should be estopped from denying the acknowledgment of
such children. The wife must have been presumed to have
the knowledge of the situation and must not now be allowed
to complain when she has a right to divorce her husband on
the ground of adultery.

In the recent case of Awosika v. A w o s i k a the
facts were as follows:- The deceased married the plaintiff
under the Marriage Ordinance in 1935* In 1953 ke married
the defendant under native law and custom. The Ordinance
wife produced her marriage certificate while the defendant
produced the receipt for the refund of dowry in the Customary
Court Ondo to the defendant's former husband. The defendant
had 5 children for the deceased. The plaintiff applied to
the court claiming that only she and her children were
entitled to the estate of the deceased who had died intestate.
The defendant opposed the application and testified as follows

"Soon after the repayment of the dowry, the 
deceased asked me to come to live in his house 
but as it was a family house, I refused to do 
so. Later, however, after the deceased had 
built a new house, I moved into that house 
and have ever since remained there. I have 
earlier been introduced to the plaintiff by

1. Unreported - Suit ITo. 1/15/66.
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the deceased and she did not raise any objection 
to the relationship between me and the deceased” .
Ogun'feeye, J. , believed this evidence but his hands

were tied by the provision of Sec. 35 of the Marriage Act
and so declared on the authority of Cole v. Akinyele  ̂that
the marriage between the defendant and the deceased was
void and consequently her five children were illegitimate.
However the Judge remarked obiter thus -

"It is most unfortunate that these innocent 
children should suffer for the indiscretion 
of their parents in this way. It is hoped 
that some sort of arrangement wrill be made in
their interest by those concerned".
This is another pathetic story of children having

had to be declared illegitimate through no fault of their
own. There is no doubt the judge was moved in his concluding
remark by the fact that the ordinance wife knew of the
existence of the defendant and her children and had never
protested.

It is my submission, therefore, that rather than
make such children illegitimate on the ground of public
policy, the courts must lean towards legitimatising those
children who through no fault of their own were born out of 

2wedlock. The interest of those children must be paramount

1. (I960) F.S.C. 84.
2. See Nwogugu - op. cit. , p. 102.
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in the minds of the court.
The question of estoppel raised above introduced

a new concept, but there is doubt whether this could be
sustained. The reason is obvious. A status is conferred
by law.1 The status involved here is that conferred by the
forms of marriage contracted by the parties. It is very
doubtful whether the rule of estoppel can displace such
legal rights as attach to such marriage. If that is the
case, then the question becomes academic. The interest of
the children is thrown overboard. Their remedy must lie
in the reform of law, not by the application of estoppel.

Another reason for conflicts in the concepts of
legitimacy is the incompatibility of Christian monogamous

2marriage with the traditional family system. ihe primary
purpose of marriage in Yoruba land is the procreation of

5children. Hence Delano said -
"many Africans will not allow their children 
or relatives to remain without an offspring.
If wives married in the church have not been 
blessed with children. They arrange other 
women to bear child in place of the married

L. See - Graveson - Status in the Common Law (1955) P* 112.
2. See Little, Some patterns of Marriage and Domesticity 

in West Africa - The Sociological Review (1959) Vol. 7 
Ho. 1, p. 77*

3. An African looks at Marriage - supra, p. 27*
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woman".“
This remains very true of the society today. Thus, if H is
married to W under the ordinance and there is no issue
forthcoming, X gets another wife Y by customary lav/, or
has associations with Y without any marriage and has three
children born to him out of wedlock. The law regards these
children as illegitimate, but does the society regard them
as such? It is submitted that neither the question of
morality nor the doctrine of public policy comes into it,
the extended family will regard these children as legitimate
for all purposes. There is no direct authority on this
despite the many examples in the society. It is however
appropriate here to consider the recent case of RE THE
ESTATE OF OLULAJA.^ II married under the Ordinance.

pLater he married W under customary law. There was no issue 
of the Ordinance Marriage. H and W had been living apart 
long before H died intestate. There was a five year old 
child of the customary marriage. The Federal Administrator- 
General applied to the Court for the determination of the

1. '.Yard - Yoruba Husband & Wife Code (1957) p. 44 - where 
he said "For apart from the stigma that goes on with 
barreness, parents yearn for a child of their own for
a variety of reasons: to love, to confide in, to render
them assistance, to have as a companion through life, 
after death, to assist in giving a decent funeral and 
due care and worship when they have passed into the 
world of ghosts".

2. (1964) L.L.R. 108.



estate of the deceased. Sec. 36(1) of the Marriage Act
applies to the distribution of his estate. But by Sec.

235 of the same Act the customary lav/ marriage with W v/as 
void. relinquished all her interests in the estate of
the deceased. Coker J. held that the child of the customary 
law marriage was illegitimate and so could not benefit from 
the estate of the intestate and that on relinquishing all 
her interests in the property, the property would go to the 
deceased’s father.

The decision in this case is correct on the authority 
Cole v. Akinyele and similar cases.^ The child here was 
declared illegitimate and the property went to the father 
of the deceased. It is submitted however, that an inquiry 
into what happened before and after the case might reveal 
that when the law states one thing the people involved do 
another. Such inquiry must be directed at answering these 
two questions

(a) Why did the married woman release her legal 
right to the estate of her husband?

(b) Into whose hand does the property go in fact?
As to (a), knowing what opposition a barren 
woman iSplikely to face with the Yoruba 
Society,1- it is not unlikely that the reason 
for W living apart from H long before H’s 
death must have arisen from having no issue

1. See also Craig v. Craig (1964-) L.l.R. 96.
2. See Ward Supra.
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and the husband's consequently taking another 
wife. As indicated, there is little doubt that 
a stigma attaches to barreness in Yoruba society. 
The Yorubas say "Kini Anfani obi ti ko so" meaning
iiu u ucax iiuio . -l u xd uu o ui.jLJLj.iLt;j.y that the 
wife renounced her succession to the property 
of her husband because of the hatred already 
cherished for her within the extended family 
of her husband on the ground of her infertility. 
As to (b) it is suggested that, while tin law 
the estate goes to the father of the intestate, 
the fact that the average Yoruba man irrespective 
of his education will not regard the child in 
such circumstance as illegitimate, presupposes 
that it is very probable that the father of the 
intestate would hold the property on trust for 
the benefit of the five year old child declared 
illegitimate by the court.
Assuming this were true, it is submitted that lav/

should reflect what people do ip fact. Here the law works 
one way, the people behave the other way. The only way to 
make the law reflect what people do is the reform of the law 
of marriage after due inquiries.

her interest in the property of her husband and the property 
went to the deceased's father as the next of kin. What 
happens if the woman to her surprise later discovered that 
the property is now in the hand of the child declared 
illegitimate? Can she withdraw her letter of renunciation

1. This attitude still persists in the society. Thus
inability to get children by the married wife (in some 
cases, it may be due to infertility of the man) devalues 
the nature of the Ordinance Marriage.

what is the that does

The Ordinance wife is said to have relinquished
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and apply to the court for the property of her husband?
It is submitted that this introduces another difficulty 
of proof. If her application is not met by res judicata, 
then the onus will be placed on the woman to prove that the 
property in fact is being appropriated for the use of the 
illegitimate child. This is probably very difficult to 
prove. It could also be argued that on the release of her 
interest, she must not concern herself with the manner in 
which the property is appropriated. This is probably more 
valid. The father of the deceased to whom the court gave 
the property absolutely is entitled to deal with the property 
as he likes.

There is yet another instance where an Ordinance 
Marriage may introduce some conflicts. The Yoruba society 
is essentially patrilineal and as such, preferences are for 
males over females in the family. The birth of a male child 
in the family arouses more excitement and satisfaction, the 
original reason being in the matters of succession the 
interest of male however young supersedes that of his older 
sisters.^ It is submitted that nowadays the preference for

1. The Yorubas think that however much they love their 
daughters, they have to be married out of the family.
A male child represents a 'pillar’ through which the 
family line continues. Hence a male child is described 
as ”0po mu ile ro” . The pillar that supports the 
edifice”.
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a male over a female child has "been carried to a ridiculous
and an unwholesome extent especially among the new elites.
This has led to one Observer to say'1'

"the rule these days in the country is that a 
woman should produce only male children. This
emphasis has developed into an obsession with
very many people. A woman who has had two baby 
girls is given a strong warning by the husband 
against a third case. Sometimes she makes the 
inevitable decision for him by encouraging him
to try elsewhere..........  for at the moment
it seems all Nigerian men (including the mediocre 
among them) are ignorant or pretend to be unaware 
of a basic natural fact: namely, that they
determine the sex of unborn babies".
Though some of the statements above are exaggerated,

since these do not represent the attitudes of the people 
generally, but bhey are in some substance true of the

pattitudes of the educated people. This is very unfortunate
but as yet, the society has not regarded as destestable the
extra-marital activities of married men with the sole purpose 
of getting a male issue. Could such a child through no 
fault of his own be regarded as illegitimate? He will be 
illegitimate under the present state of law. It is however

1. Emily - in the Woman's Column Nigerian Sunday Times 
March 10, 1968.

2. It is common knowledge now that on an inquiry from any 
average educated Yoruba girl about what sex she prefers 
to have first on being married, she will say - a boy.
If you go further to ask why - she will probably reply, 
that that will please her husband and further strengthens 
the marriage".
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very doubtful whether the society and the extended family 
will regard the child in that way.

So far an attempt has been made to discuss the 
effect of statutory marriage on the concept of legitimacy 
among the Yorubas. Some of the cases considered reveal the 
divergence between what the law is and what people do, 
especially where a person aubqect to customary law contracts 
an ordinance marriage. Legitimacy is one of the incidents 
of marriage in English law. It is an important aspect of 
family lav/, for on it the right of succession depends. The 
root cause of the conflicts in the concept of legitimacy in 
Nigeria lies in the permissible dual systems of marriage... 
and the application of local custom. It is submitted that 
the resolution of these conflicts must lie in the study of 
the social habits or behaviour of the people on which an 
acceptable law must be modelled in this sphere of family 
lav/. The popularly held view now is, that "questions of 
family relations, marriage, divorce, wills and succession 
are so essentially personal that they must in large part 
continue to be governed by the customary law of the community

1. Baker & Bird Supra p. 119 - remarked that "Two alternative 
and mutually exclusive systems of marriage law tend to 
produce misunderstanding and a general lack of precise 
knowledge.
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to which the person belongs”.'1 Why then do we still retain, 
without any reform, a statutory form of marriage which has 
narrowed the concept of legitimacy in the manner unknown to
customary law. Cur marriage lav; should reflect our tradition

2and national character. ' The reform of the imported laws
had been urged in the editorial of a local newspaper^ which
correctly stated the views of many Nigerians as follows -

"what must never be forgotten is that our society 
is clearly different from the British and if the 
law and its interpretation must be fair they 
must be against a native background and must 
be a true reflection of the culture and attitudes 
of the people. Unfortunately, most of the laws 
handed over to us are a poor reflection of our 
national character. Since independence there 
have been changes and many more are yfet to come'.’
It is, however, regrettable that in the all impor

tant sphere of family law the legislature has not accomplished 
any reform either of the laws of marriage generally (Statutory 
or Customary) or of the incidents arising therefrom. It may 
be said that by taking further wives after the Ordinance 
Marriage, the society in general does not think that it is 
wrong; therefore the penal section of the Marriage Act is

1. Allott (ed) The Future of Law in Africa (Record of 
Proceedings of the London Conference (I960) p. 45)*

2. African Conference on Local Courts and Customary Law - 
Record of the Proceedings of the Conference held on 
Dar-es-Salaam 1963-

3- The Nigerian Morning Post - 2nd June, 1962.
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not enforced. People do not attach any stigma to the 
status of illegitimacy and the need for reform has not 
been thought of as important. The reasons may well be 
that -

(1) the educated women have not been able to 
organise a pressure group in order to enhance 
their status in the society.

(2) Since the right to succession depends on 
legitimacy of a child, the few cases that 
ever reached the courts were those where
the estates of the intestates were substantial. 
Most people are poor by any standard.
Therefore in many cases, there is too 
little property left by the intestate to 
be worth litigating on.

It is, however, unjust to declare as illegitimate,
on ground of public policy, children born out of wedlock,
but acknowledged by their natural fathers who die leaving
large property, while the same stigma does not attach to 
the children of poor intestates in similar situation.

E SUGGESTIONS POR THE REFORM OF LEGITIMACY
LAW IN NIGERIA 

As cases show, the law relating to legitimacy is 
now in a state of confusion in Nigeria. The dual systems 
of marriage have also added to this confusion. In Lawal 
v* Younan,̂  Ademola, C.J.N., had clearly stated three

1. (1961) All N.L.R. 245* See also Re Sapara (1911) 
R.G.C.R. p. 605; Re Adedavoh (1951) 13 W.A.C.A. 304.
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instances under which a child may be regarded as legitimate. 
Such a child is either born in customary or ordinance 
marriage or his paternity must have been acknowledged by 
his putative father, where there is no form of marriage 
between his parents.

While the acknowledgment of the paternity of a 
child born by another woman during the subsistence of a 
valid customary marriage does not raise a problem, the case 

Cole v. Akimyele  ̂places a limitation on the principle 
of acknowledgment where the birth of the child takes place 
during the subsistence of a valid statutory marriage of 
the father to another woman although his decision is strictly 
correct, it runs counter to the social hahits of people 
generally, - a society where the concept of illegitimacy 
only attaches to a child whose paternity is not acknowledged.

pSec. 55 of the Marriage Act also makes void any
subsequent customary marriage during the subsistence of 
a valid ordinance marriage.  ̂ Consequently, the issue of

1. (I960) F.S.C. 84. See also Craig v. Craig 1964 L.L.R.
96; Re Estate of Odulaja 1964 L.L.R. 108; Awosika v. 
Awosika Suit No. 1/15/16.

2. Cap. 115 Laws of the Federation.
5. Secs. 47 and 48 of the Marriage Act provide for 5 years 

improvement; Sec. 370 of the Criminal Code Cap. 42 
provides for 7 years imprisonment for bigamy.
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such purported customary marriage will he illegitimate.^
It has also been pointed out that in many cases Sec. 35
is violated even though there are some statutory penalty

2provisions which are rarely used except in only one
xinstance in the case of R.7. Princewell^ who was prosecuted 

for bigamy.
Another area of confusion has been created by 

our fudges in the realm of legitimation by the acknowledgment 
of the paternity of a child at customary law. Jibowu, J., 
had sought to deprive such children of succession to 
property, basing his decision on the doctrine of public

ZLpolicy. He was obviously influenced by the common law 
rule relating to legitimacy which is based upon a policy 
against competition between legitimate and illegitimate

1. Re Estate of Odulaja (1964) L.L.R. 108.
2. Secs. 47 and 48 of the Marriage Act provide for 5 years 

imprisonment; Sec. 370 of the Criminal Codd Cap. 42 
provides for 7 years imprisonment for bigamy.

3. (1963) N.R.N.L.R. 54 - The accused was prosecuted for 
bigamy under Sec. 370 of the Criminal Code for having 
been validly married under the ordinance in the former 
Eastern Nigeria, he moved to the north and went through 
a form of marriage by Moslem law with another woman.
He was sentenced to only one month imprisonment and 
the purported marriage was declared void by virtue 
of Sec. 35 of the Marriage Ordinance.

4. Re Adedavoh (1951) 13 W.A.C.A. 304.
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offsprings as to property and to achieve an orderly procrea
tion as well as regulating the family and society. Ademola 
C.J.N., had recognised such children as legitimate only for 
certain purposes,"*- thus leaving anyone to guess what the 
purposes are. Could they he just mere affiliation as in 
English law or are they regarded as legitimate for succession 
to property but not to title? A third judge, Mr. Justice
Beckley, even went so far as to apply the doctrine of public

2policy in Oladele v. Akinsola, where the facts were that 
the deceased married under customary law, took another wife, 
but did not refund the dowry to the former husband. There 
was evidence, however, that dowries were usually waived by 
the family of the woman. Beckley, J., declared the child 
illegitimate and therefore the child was said not to be a 
dependant under the Torts Law^ of Western Nigeria. Conse
quently he held that the deceased lacked the capacity to 
acknowledge the paternity of the child who was born two 
months before his death in an accident, and for whom the 
deceased performed the appropriate marr-iagfe ceremony. Thus 
it can be seen that the decisions of the courts have not 
been helpful in cases arising either under the Marriage Act

1. Lawal v. Younan (1961) All N.L.R. 24-5*
2. Unreported, Suit No. AB/7/65 of October 1963.
3. Cap. 122 Laws of Western Nigeria.
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or customary law.
Due to social changes, not only in Africa but in 

Europe and America, there is now a general awareness that 
to impose penalty upon faultless children is increasingly 
becoming of doubtful effectiveness in discouraging such 
illicit relations, which tend to stigmatise or label a child 
as illegitimate for the errors of their parents. In Africa 
it may even be deliberate, for in a society where the 
primary purpose of marriage is procreation;"** society accepts 
that a husband may have issue by another woman. How fair 
is it then to label these children illegitimate? The only 
way out of this impasse is by reform of the law of legitimacy.

As previously stated the law has begun to take
cognisance of the problem of illegitimacy in Europe and
America by the enactment of statutes to modify the common
law rule. There are various statutory provisions in the
United States to mitigate the harshness of the common la®

2rule. In the states of Arizona and North Dakota, all 
children are declared legitimate issues of their natural 
parents; in most of the other jurisdictions, a child may 
become legitimate by the act of one or both parents, while

1. Delano - An African Looks at Marriage, p. 27.
2. See Selected Essays on Family Law - published by the 

Association of American Law Schools 1950 Ed. - pp. 553-360.
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in some an acknowledgment of the child by the father is 
sufficient to make that child legitimate for varying 
purposes.^ It would appear that the statutes of Arizona 
and North Dakota are very close to legitimation at customary 
law in Yoruba land, in that their statutes establish the 
relationship of parent and child with its accompanying rights 
and obligations. The only difference between statutory 
legitimation in Arizona and North Dakota and that of Yoruba 
law is that in the former Jurisdiction, the legitimated 
child has no right to liveAthe the father’s family when 
the father is married to another person other than his 
mother.

Recently too, there has been a progressive move
towards the improvement of the lot of an illegitimate child
in England. An illegitimate child was previously regarded
as fillus* nullus, having no relationship with its natural

2father. Even the Affiliation Proceeding Act 1957* doew not 
improve its lot except that its mother can bring an action 
for the maintenance of that child. However, Statutes such 
as the Legitimacy Acts of 1926 and 1959 and the Adoption Act 
of 1958 have indirectly improved the succession possibilities

1. Ibid., p. 557•
2. An English Statute.
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of many persons born illegitimate.^ The recent Family Law
2Reform Act 1969 has further improved the property rights 

of illegitimate children. Thus on the intestacy of the 
parents of an illegitimate child, the child is entitled to 
succeed to the property of his parents. Both parents are 
equally entitled to succeed to the property of the child on 
his intestacy. Any reference in some statutes to child or

hchildren now includes illegitimate child or children- and
illegitimate children now count as dependants under the

5Inheritance Family Provisions Acts. Policies of assurance 
effected for the benefit of children shall include illegitimate 
children.^

Though it does not appear from the wordings of the 
statute that an illegitimate child is entirely equated with

7a legitimate child for succession purposes, there is no

1. See The Report of the Committee on the Law of Succession 
in Relation to Illegitimate Persons CMMD 3051? Para. 11.

2. Cap. 4-6, Part II.
3. Ibid. , Sec. 14-.
4. Administration of Estate Act 1925; Wills Act 1837*
5. Inheritance (Family Provision) Acts 1938, 1965? 1966.
6. Family Law Reform Act 1969? Sec. 19.
7. See Cretney - Family Law Reform Bill H.L.J. July 51? 

1969, p. 712.
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doubt that as regards his relationship with the natural
parents he is on the same level as a legitimate child.
As Cretney said*1-

’’There is little that the law can do to remedy 
the social position of the bastard but the Act 
at least removes most of his legal disabilities. 
Prom a situation, where for most legal purposes, 
he was son of nobody with no rights save those 
that he acquired by his own efforts, the bastard 
is now for most purposes to be treated on an 
equality with legitimate children”.
This Family Law Beform Act in England reflects 

the social changes in the society and it attempts to remedy 
the injustice to children are born illegitimate through
no fault of their own. Although the effect of the present 
Act goes so far, but short of removing completely the 
stigma of illegitimacy, it is possible that in future, the 
word ’illegitimacy’ may have to be dispensed with especially 
where the natural parents acknowledge the paternity of the 
child. In effect the law of England in relation to illegi
timacy seems to me to be moving closer to the principle of 
legitimation at customary lav; though the Family Law Beform 
Act 1969, does not say this expressly, but to some extent 
it adopts a position comparable to acknowledgment of 
paternity.

Sec. 20(1) of the Family Law Beform Act provides
that -

Op» cit., p. 712.
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"In any civil proceedings in which the paternity 
of any person falls to he determined by the 
court hearing the proceedings, the court may 
on the application by any party to the proceedings 
give a direction for the use of blood tests to 
ascertain whether such tests show that a party 
to the proceedings is or is not thereby excluded 
from being the father of that person and for 
the taking of blood samples from that person, 
the mother of that person and any party alleged 
to be the father of that person..."

It would appear that this section is to deal with a situation
where a putative father denies paternity of a child and the
mother of the child or the child himself applies to the
court to resolve the dispute. But it is easy to visualise
the situation where the putative father may accept the
paternity of the child without having to go to court.
Moreso, the Act now provides that an illegitimate child
has right to succeed to the property of his intestate parents
while also the parents can succeed to the intestate estate
of their illegitimate child as if the child had been bcrn
legitimate.^ It is easy to deduce from this that parents
of illegitimate children may not shy away from acknowledging
them for the common law concept that an illegitimate child

/is filfius nulj.us is now being superseded by statute.
It must be noted that the problem of improving 

the status of illegitimate children is now a world wide 
problem. It has invited the attention of the Commission

1. Sec. 14 of the Family Law Reform Act 1969.
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on Human Rights, a committee of the United Nations Organ
isation.

The sub-commission on the Prevention of Discri
mination and Protection of Minorities adopted a text in 1967 
on the General Principles on Equality and Non-Discrimination 
in respect of persons born-out of wedlock^ in accordance 
with the Charter of the United Nations. The recommendations 
adopted included the following:-
Sec. 3* The establishment of paternal filiation shall be

provided for by the laws through a variety of means 
including acknowledgment, recognition of legal 
presumptions and judicial decisions. Judicial 
proceedings shall not be subject to any time
limits.

Sec. 7* Every person, once his filiation has been established, 
shall have the same legal status as a person born 
in wedlock.
These two sections seem to me to be far reaching 

among the sixteen sections contained in the document in 
that the former provides for the method of establishing 
paternal filiation while the latter provides for the legal 
consequence of the establishment of the paternity of the 
child.

Though various countries may adopt some or all of 
the recommendations, it is sufficê tto say that it is the

1. See United Nations Economic and Social Council - 
Commission on Human Rights January 13, 1967-
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general awareness of discrimination against children that 
has given birth to these recommendations by the world body. 
The recognition of this problem is important as it must 
surely lead to an improved status for illegitimate children 
in future.

In so far as Nigeria or Africa for that matter is 
concerned, how can the problem of illegitimacy be affected? 
As previously stated, the availability of dual forms of 
marriage, (monogamous as well as polygamous marriages) has 
added to the problem of illegitimacy. The first question 
therefore is this; "Is a single system of marriage necessary 
to make the incident such as legitimacy certain? It has 
been said^ that

"It is difficult, if not impossible to devise a
single system of marriage law replacing these
different laws of marriages"

This conclusion is inescapable because in a society, where 
polygamy is the accepted social law, the ±*k̂ p̂r̂ 'tscti®aa, 
of both customary and statutory marriages may still be far 
removed from the common social practice of the majority of 
the people. It is impracticable to abolish either system

1. African Conference on Local Courts and Customary Law - 
Record of the Proceedings held in Dar-es-Salaam 196$,
p. 26.

2. Ajisafe, op. cit., p. 61.
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of marriage. The African Conference of 1963 recommended 
'that a general regulation enactment in regard to specific 
aspects of marriage should be passed in each country'

Consequently, the Conference suggested (a) the 
unification of procedural requirements; (b) that the different 
types of marriages should enjoy social and legal parity of 
status; (c) the elimination of the variable consequences at 
present attaching to different kinds of marriages; and 
(d) the bringing of the law of marriage more closely into 
line with the peoples requirements.

These suggestions are useful since they not only
2 3lead towards the integration or harmonisation^ of the law

of marriage in its specific aspects, but also embrace the
regulation of the incidents attaching to each form of
marriage.

Mwogugu had suggested that Sec. 35 of the Marriage 
Act be amended to take account of local social conditions

Supra Note 1, p. 93.

2. Cotran - The Integration of the Laws of Marriage and 
Divorce in Kenya - A paper presented at the Colluquinm 
in Ife University 1964 - where he suggested that the 
best approach to the integration of l^ws of marriage 
is to reform the Marriage Act and bring together under 
one enactment different forms of marriage and divorce 
laws.

3. Allott - Ife Colloquium- op. cit. The Codification of 
the Laws of Civil Wrongs in Common Law African Countries.
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in Nigeria."̂  However he did not develop further the extent
of amendment needed to avoid bastardising children born out
of wedlock by persons who contract ordinance marriage.

In the light of the foregoing discussions certain
proposals may be submitted which, it is hoped, will remove
the stigma of illegitimacy from children whose paternity
is acknowledged.

(a) The principle of acknowledgment of paternity,
which is well known to customary law, should be extended

bornto the issue ikwj/out of wedlock even where the putative 
father was already married to another woman under the Act.

2Under this, the first of the two children in Cole v. Akinyele
3 4and the children in Awosika v. Awosika and similar cases

will be entitled to succeed to the property of their genitor.
To achieve this, it is proposed that there should

be a Comprehensive Marriage Act for Nigeria, the provisions
of which will enable a person to choose between contracting
either monogamous marriage or a potentially polygamous
marriage. It is further suggested that this Marriage Act

1. Mwogugu - Legitimacy Law in Nigeria [1964] J.A.L. 91 
at p. 105.

2. (I960) F.S.C. 84.
3. Unreported - Suit No. 1/15/66.
4. Re Estate of Odulaja (1964) L.L.R. 108; Craig v. Craig 

(1964) L.L.R. 96; Abisogun v. Abisogun - Unreported 
F.S.C. 102/1962.
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should contain the following provision -
"Any person who contracts. Christian or customary 
marriage under this Act or any person whose 
marriage is declared^yalid^by jfchis Act shall 
be incapable, during^eitSerrorm of marriage, 
of contracting an alternative form of marriage 
with another person.

Provided that nothing in this Act shall affect 
the legitimacy of the issue got otherwise than 
by marriage, provided the paternity of such 
issue has been duly acknowledged by the putative 
father".
This provision would cover the position of the 

children where A contracts a Christian marriage and later 
purports to take another wife under native law and custom, 
or where A gets a child by a woman with whom he contracts 
no form of marriage. At the same time it covers the case 
of a person who contracts a valid customary marriage and 
later contracts a Christian marriage with another woman.

The overall effect of the proposed provision is 
to declare the latter form of marriage void while it seeks 
to avoid penalising the children born of that marriage, 
or those born outside marriage. The adoption of this 
proposal will not necessarily affect the ceveat and penalty 
proceedings, it is to be noted that the main purpose of 
the provision is to avoid stigmatising a child as illegitimate 
and as such to enable him to participate in the property of 
the person who brings him forth into the world. It is 
therefore thought that the good which will be achieved by 
the provision may outweigh its mischief.

L
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This proposal thus advocates integration of 
Christian and customary marriages and makes a provision 
for extending the principle of acknowledgment of paternity 
to children of void marriages.

(b) A second proposal is to pass a law similar 
to Part II of the English Statute - the Family Law Reform 
Act 1969 - which accords to illegitimate children^to succeed 
to the property of their intestate father. If this course 
is taken, the dual systems of marriage will operate as 
before. But the weakness of the English Act, as has been 
pointed out, is the retention of the stigma of illegitimacy 
which the first proposal seeks to avoid.

The two proposals do not cover the case of a 
child whose paternity is not acknowledged, so that, in such 
a case, the status of illegitimacy still attaches. Also the 
Legitimacy Act, 1929 which provides for legitimatio per 
subsauens matrimonium and the customary law legitimation 
by the acknowledgment of paternity have been extended by 
the first proposal.
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CHAPTER THREE

ADOPTION AND GUARDIANSHIP

INTRODUCTION
Within the sphere of family law, adoption and 

guardianship constitute important features, the purpose of 
which is to cater for the welfare of children and young 
persons who are inadequately provided for* These institutions 
must not be confused, even though they overlap, in that they 
deal with the exercise of parental rights and duties. We 
also propose to deal with the custody and maintenance of 
children - other means of providing for the welfare of 
children in a separate chapter.

While adoption connotes a complete severance of the 
relationship of a child with his natural parents; the concept 
of guardianship does not go so far; it only means that a 
person, called a guardian, is charged with the duty of 
exercising parental rights and duties in respect of a child 
or young person. These institutions of adoption and guardian
ship may now be said to have been fully developed in some 
systems of law, while in others, as we shall observe later, 
it may be impossible to distinguish between them. It may be 
said from the outset that while adoption is rare in Yoruba 
law, guardianship is of common occurrence.
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In this Chapter a close study of customary and 
statutory laws of adoption and guardianship will be made 
and we shall direct our minds to whatever conflicts may 
arise as between customary and statutory laws with respect 
to these two institutions bearing in mind the attitude of 
the society within which they operate.

A ADOPTION

The institution of adoption has a chequered history. 
The practice of taking a child into one’s home to be reared 
as one's own has a background in antiquity.'** It must be

pnoted that the procedure for a valid adoption and its purpose

1. See "A Century of Family Law” 1837-1957 • Edited byH.H. Graveson and F.R. crane, p. 4-6,
2. See Lee - Elements of Roman Law (1956) P* 70 where he 

said that "In Rome, adro>gation (adoption) was effected 
by legislative act in the time of Gaius , the person to 
adopt and the person to be adopted would indicate consent”. 
Also Whitfield in his Book - South African Native Law 
(IQ48) P* 08 said ” Adoption must be done at a properly 
convened meeting of his relatives. When the blood rela
tives have agreed to the adoption, the adoption is 
reported at the "Great Place".
Okojie - Ishan Native Law & Custom, p. 90 also said 
"Adoption of a child must be done at the ancestral shrine 
and with the full knowledge of the adopters family.

In Yoruba law, it has been said in Liar tins v. Johnson 
(1930) WACA 91? that "the adoption under native law and 
custom is a ceremony to be pefformed to which the family 
are bidden. The adopted nominates his or her adoptee 
to the family and the ceremony is over".
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vary from one society to another. To give a few examples, 
it is said to be ’an ancient institution known to lawyers 
for its use in Ron̂ e where its purpose was to continue the 
family by an artificial relationship.'1' In Scotland, it was 
customary for some people to take into their family and 
bring up other people’s children through a desire to help 
relatives or friends who could not look after their own

2  3  ’ -i 'children. ' In Ghana, Sarbain said of the Panti customary 
lav/ that ’’adoption is practised by persons who have no next 
of kin to succeed to their property” as in Rome. In Tswana 
customary law, apart from instances of temporary adoption, 
”in some cases a child may be permanently adopted either by

1. I.E. James - Child Law, p. 45* See also M. Korntizer - 
Child Adoption in the Modern World, p. 3 where she said, 
”In Rome as in Greece, soilless men adopt boys of a good 
family, who when they grew up, might return to their own 
clans if they chose but must leave their sons to perpe
tuate their adoptive families. Girl children could not 
be adapted, nor could women adopt”.

2. Cmd 9248 p. 2 - Report of the Departmental Committee on 
Adoption.

18973* Sarbah - Panti Customary Law,/p. 32 - where he also said 
that ’’the person adopted is usually of the same clan as 
the person adopting, but if a different clan, he assumes 
the name given him and becomes a member of his clan. 
Women are adopted not men”. The reason for this is 
that the Fantis belong to a matrilineal society.



a relative or by a friend especially when the people to
whom the child is sent have no children of their own or
where their children are all of the same sex, in which case

1 2they are given a child of the opposite sex". Simmance 
said 'in the indigenous Kikuyu society, genuine adoption was 
rare and took place only in particular and carefully-defined 
circumstances where the principle of collective responsibility 
by the natural father's clan or LUHIRIGA could not be 
involved" . He also gave two instances when adoption may 
take place - (a) an outsider could adopt and legally take 
as his own an orphaned child whose unmarried mother died at 
his birth. Otherwise the usual practice was that the 
surviving infant had to be killed and buried with its mother 
unless claimed by an outside foster mother. (b) Similarly, 
first born twins we re usually destroyed, but if a foster 
parent intervened and claimed them, the children would be 
recognised as completely his . Thus these were only two 
instances when what amounted to complete adoption might take 
place among the Kikuyus.

Adoption is said to be rare^ in Yoruba Law, yet

1. Shapera - Handbook of Tswana Law, p. 173 •
2. Simmance - The Adoption of* Children among the Kikuyu 

of Kiambu District [1959] J.A.L. 33*
3. Kasumu & Salacuse - Nigerian Family Law, p. 24-9*
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there was evidence of some traditional forms of adoption.^
As far as England was concerned, the force that brought about
the institution of adoption from about the middle of the 19th

2century was said to be the "social conscience" of the people. 
People want to adopt for reasons arising directly out of the 
conditions of modern life. On the one hand we have that 
phenomenon of modern society the enormous number of childless 
marriages and many of them who would like to have children; 
on the other hand there is the tender social conscience 
towards the unwanted child that has grown up during the 
past seventy-five years."

It may now be said that the purpose of adoption has 
shifted all over the world and that the primary purpose may 
now be either to afford a parentless child the benefit of 
parentage or to supply the childless home with privileges

1. Polarin - Laws & Customs of Egbaland, p. 36; See also 
Partridge - Native Law and Custom of Egbaland, 10 J.A.S. 
p. 423 where he saw "Adoption is allowed but the. adopted
cannot inherit from his or her adopted parents"; See 
also Johnson - The History of the Yorubas, p.

2. Eornitzer, op. cit., p. 15 said, "People in this country 
rarely adopt a child to have an heir who will perpetuate 
an ancient name or to ensure that the last filial rites 
are performed over their bier. Adopted children do not 
inherit billes of entailed interests".

3. Kornitzer, op. cit., p. 16.

x
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of parenthood.^ As indicated above, it is certain that the
institution of de facto adoption existed in varying degrees
in nearly all systems of law, but its legal control is in

2many legal systems, of recent occurrence. It was not until
z1926, following the Hopkinson Report on Child Adoption, 

that there was any positive attempt in England to enact an 
Adoption Act, which came into operation that year, even though 
there had long been the practice of de facto adoption.^ It 
may be said that the same social consciousness, as in England, 
stimulated by social changes may now be spreading through
out Nigeria where the first attempt by the Federal Government

5to produce a unified legislation was mooted in 1958* But

L. See A.K. Uche Mefhfeer of Eastern Nigeria House of Assembly 
in the debate on 1 Adoption Bill1 - Vol. 5* p. 47; See 
Adesanya - Adoption in Eastern Nigeria - Nigeria Lawyers’ 
Quarterly 1968 p. 38.

2. The State of Massachussetts, U.S.A. enacted an Adoption 
Law in 1851. This was followed by other states of the 
United States. In the Commonwealth New Zealand 1881 and 
Australia were first in the field.

3. Cmd. 1254.
4. Kornitzer, op. cit. , p. 6 said "the modern adoption climate 

began as far back as 1869 when the National Children’s 
Home and Orphanage was founded” and at p. 9 she said
"the National Children Adoption Association of Knights- 
bridge was founded in 1917 to deal with the adoption of 
war babies.

5. See Vol. 5 of the Eastern Nigerian House of Assembly 
Debates, p. 44.



it was the former Eastern Nigeria'1' that first enacted an
2Adoption Law in 1965 followed by the ^agos State Adoption 

Edict 1968.''
’>7e shall now discuss these statutes and also the 

customary law of adotpion. In the light of the discussion 
we shall be able to find out whether or not a situation has 
arisen in Nigeria calling for the enactment of such laws.

(i) UNDER CUSTOMARY LAW
There were in the olden days two classes of persons 

who might be adopted under Yoruba customary lav/. They were
5slaves and children. 7e may begin by quoting Folarin on

1. Ibid. , p. 991 - TheAttorney General while moving the 
Second Reading of the Bill said ’’The need for this law 
arose from the increasing number of delinquent children 
in the urban areas and the large number of orphans in 
some rural communities. Applications and enquiries 
continue to be made by individuals and organisations 
wishing to adopt motherless babies but they cannot do 
so as there is no adoption lav/ for this Region” .

2. The Adoption of Children Law 1965 No. 12 E.N.
3. The Adoption Edict 1968 No. 14- Lagos State.
4-. On my visit to Ministry of Economic Flanning, Social 

Welfare Department at Ibadan, I was reliably informed 
that there may soon be an Adoption Law in the Western 
State.

5* See Johnson, or. cit., on the history of inter tribal 
wars among the Yorubas during which people who were 
captured were termed as slaves.



1 ' •the law of adoption, when he sand:
"Persons of either sex may adopt a child as 
his or hers provided the adopter is independent 
and financially able to do so. If the adopted 
person is a slave the adopter has to report 
the fact of adoption to the government and he 
or she is regarded by the family of the adopter 
as a member of the adopter’s family”.
In a brief analysis of the foregoing, it is clear

that every adult male or female who is sui juris can adopt
a child as his or hers, under the customary law. He or she

2must, however, be independent and financially able to do so. 
Therefore only an adoptive parent who was well-to-do was 
able to adopt, for adoption at customary law includes the 
maintenance and the education <of the adoptee. In the case 
of a married woman, the consent of the husband would be 
needed for adoption.

As pointed out by Folarin only slaves and young 
children can be adopted. It must also be noted that after 
the abolition of the slave trade in West Africa, a form of 
slave traffic persisted whereby some unknown men kidnapped 
children and sold them into slavery in other parts of the

1. Folarin - op♦ cit., p. J6*
2. C/f Obi - Modern Family Law in Southern Nigeria
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country.~ Such children were usually adopted by the family
of the master.

The normal and common adoption was clearly stated
by Folarin when he said -

"the adopted may be a child and it is usually 
so very rare to adopt a person of age as one' s 
child and it is often a person without issue 
that adopts'.̂
The underlined sentence represented the common 

reason for the adoption of children at customary lav/. The 
Yorubas attach great importance to having children. But 
there v/ere instances of some women who were barren and so 
childless/*' Consequently such women might take children of 
their relatives and bring them up as their own. It is,

1. Personal Knowledge - A relative, Mr. Bakare was kidnapped 
by unknown men when he was sent on an errand from our 
family compound to another part of the town. He was 
sold into slavery to a person named Bakare, v/ho later 
adopted him and sent him to school and he consequently 
bore the name of the adopter. He was discovered by
my uncle at Agege where both had their homes without 
knowing they were related. They got to know each other 
one day when the deceased Mr. Bakare was narrating his
history to my uncle, who had already been told the sad
story before he too came to settle in Agege.

2. Folarin, op. cit., p. 36.
3. Delano, op. cit., p. 27*
4. It must be noted that in the traditional society divorce

was rare. See Ajisafe - Laws and Customs of Egbaland;
See also Johnson, op. cit. 116.
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however, doubtful whether this type of adoption represents 
a complete adoption. The reasons are as follows -

(a) such a child purported to be adopted will 
still belong to his or her extended family 
group. Invariably, as Folarin pointed out, 
the adopted child-̂ is always a member of the 
adopter's family.

(b) the existence of the institution of polygamy, 
by which a man may take more than one wife, 
makes it rare for men to adopt children into 
their families. The fact that one of the 
wives is childless and adopts a relative's 
child, will not make that child a child of 
the marriage.

It can therefore be said that the cases of proper adoption 
in the sense of complete absorption of an adoptee into the 
extended family occurred only with respect to slaves and 
their children.

(a) Methods of Adoption
Adoption may be formal or informal at customary

law. In the former, a meeting of the representatives of the
2extended families may take place. In Martins v. Johnson, 

where the issue to be determined by the court was who should

1. A woman does not cease to be a member of her own original 
extended family on being married. Therefore if she is 
childless and she adopts from her brother, such adopted 
child belongs to her own extended family and is not a 
child of the marriage between her and her husband.

2. (1936) 3 W.A.C.A. 91.
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be granted the letters of administration on the intestacy‘ I/
of the deceased, one of the litigants claimed to be adopted
by the deceased and also said he was appointed by the
deceased to bury him and succeed to his property. The court
held that his claims of adoption and of the appointment were
not supported by the requirements of native law and custom.
The court said̂

n,The adoption under native lav; and custom is
a ceremony to be performed to v/hich the family
are bidden. The adopter nominates his or her p 
adox>tee to the family and the ceremony is over" .
As regards informal adoption, there were no meetings 

or public delcarationg. Because such children were orphans 
or children of close relatives, the adoptive parents would 
receive them into their families as their own. It is sub
mitted, however, that this method is short of complete 
adoption and rather more akin to guardianship.

(b) Legal Consequences of Adoption at Customary Law.
Where an adopted child did not belong to the family 

of the adopter, especially in the case of a child slave, if

1. Ibid., at p. 92.
2. Sarba - op. cit. , p. 32 - said, "To make adoption valid,

it must be done publicly and the person who wishes to 
adopt must not only get the consent of the family and 
parents whose child is about to be adopted, but must 
clearly state before witnesses his desire and intention".
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such a child was well behaved, he or she would be entitled 
to share in the estate of the adopter on the latterfs death 
unless the adopter decided otherwise' before his or her 
death.J_ If the adopter was a child of the member of the 
family of the adopter, he or she would not be entitled to 
a share in the estate of the adopter, if the parents of the 
adopter were still living. It is the parents of the adopter 
who would be obliged to see to the funeral expenses of the 
adopter and therefore they would be entitled to a share of 
his estate. The adopter, however, might give anything he 
liked to the adoptee personally before he died and no one

pcould deprive him of such present given.
The distinction between a slave child later adopted 

or the children of an adopted slave, and an adopted child 
who is related to the adopter with regard to succession to 
property on the death of the adopter, represents a peculiar 
feature of the Yoruba customary law. It only lends weight 
to the fact that a slave who because of his circumstance 
has had a complete severance with his own family is more 
easily absorbed in the family of the adopter than an adopted 
child, who himself is a relation of the adopter. However, 
there is one significant point with regard to. the children

1. See Folarin, op. cit., p. 36.
2. Ibid.
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of the slave (i.e. the slaves nuclear family) who hy adoption 
have become members of the adoptive family and that is, 
while it is easy for them to share in the property of the 
deceased, it is doubtful whether they can succeed to chief
taincy titles which belong: to the extended family of the
original adopter.

Also the person adopted could not marry into the 
family of the adopter as he had by adoption, become a member 
of the family of the adopter and was regarded by the extended 
family as such."1' The person adopted had to bear the name

pof the adopter - and also the Orile or ’Totem* (used in 
tracing the pedigree of a family) of the extended family.

(ii) UNDER STATUTE
The first statute on adoption was enacted in 1965, 

in the former Eastern Nigeria and the other was the Lagos
5State Adoption Edict, 1968. As indicated above, informal 

or de facto adoption was recognised by the customary law of

1. Eolarin, op. cit. , p. 36; Patridge , op. cit., p. 243-
2. Ibid.
3. Johnson, op. cit., p. 85*
4. The Adoption Law No. 12 of 1965 E.N.
5. Adoption Edict No. 14 of 1968 L.S.

i
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some ethnic groups in Nigeria.^ In the former Eastern Nigeria,
evidence of the existence of adoption was said to he scanty
and in fact with respect to the Ibos a dominant group in the

2former Eastern Nigeria adoption was said to he unknown.
However in 1965 a statute on adoption applying to the whole 
of Eastern Nigeria was enacted. The reason for the enactment 
was said to he due to the ’’increase of number of delinquent 
children in urban areas and the large number of orphans in 
some rural communities”.

With regard to Lagos State, the reason for the 
Adoption Edict in 1968 was no doubt the social changes 
within the society. It is not now uncommon for children to 
be abandoned in the streets of Lagos. Such babies are now 
taken to Motherless Babies Homes. The abandonment of babies 
by unknown mothers no doubt introduces a new factor into a 
society which normally cherishes having children. This 
has led a columnist to observe that nowadays,

1. Folarin, op. cit ♦, p. 56; Ckojie - Native Law & Custom
of Ishran, p. $0. See also Salacuse - A Selective Survey 
of Nigeria Family Law. p . A3 where he spoke of adoptions 
among the Birons butyjtnat adoptions are unknown among 
the Ibos, Igbiras and Igbasuinas.

2. Salacuse, op. cit., p. A3*
3. Vol. 5 Eastern Nigerian House of Assembly Debates 1965, 

p. 991* Tbe Attorney General also revealed that there 
were pressures from people wishing to adopt motherless 
babies.
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"to many other women, motherhood comes as an 
unwelcome burden, a nuisance which must be disposed 
of. It is perhaps one of the worst ironies of 
life that v/hile some people are blessed with 
almost everything, the one thing they cherish 
most - children-they lack".

pThere is no doubt that such childless women would
be only too pleased to have an opportunity to adopt the
abandoned babies. With more and more education, polygamy
is giving way to monogamy. However, as the columnist said -

"But v/ith one-man-one-wife comes the risk of a 
barren marriage. Having to stay together for 
better for worse till death do us part can be 
a strong contributory factor to a breach of 
that vov/" . 5
The foregoing is a useful background leading to 

the adoption law in Lagos State. It is true that monogamy 
is on the increase and it is still true that the principal 
purpose of marriage among the Yorubas is the procreation of 
children^ If children do not come as a result of the mono
gamous marriage, there is every possibility that the husband 
may succumb to the pressure of the extended family to have 
issues by another v/oman. Though such issues may be declared

1. Lola Adewumi - The Nigerian Daily Times July 19, 1967, 
p. 5-

2. Before the advent of the Europeans the childless women 
v/ere the object of scorn rather than of sympathy. See 
Delano - An African Looks at Marriage, p. 27*

3. Fola AdeY/umi - Problems of Child Adoption - Daily Times 
19th July 1967, P* 5*

A. Delano, op♦ cit♦, p. 27*
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illegitimate by the court,with the present attitude of 
the Yorubas to children, it is very unlikely that the

psociety will in fact regard the children in this way.
Among the various factors that led to the promul

gation of the Adoption Edict are a series of inquiries by 
foreigners, who come to work in Nigeria, for the adoption 
of Nigerian babies. Further, there is the increase in the 
number of abandoned babies who are now taken into Motherless 
Babies Homes. More directly, however, is the anticipated 
effect of the current civil war which is likely to leave 
many children as orphans. Therefore there is need to create 
a legal machinery for adoption so that the adoptive parents 
and the adopteC are not subject to the risks and unhappiness 
which would result from uncertainties in the legal position. 
Before the Edict, the procedure for adoption was summed up 
by Mrs. Doherty thus -

1. Cole v. Akinyele (I960) FSC 84; He Estate of Odulaja ISS4 LLR 108.
2. See the Chapter on Legitimacy and Legitimation.
3. See The Report of the Ministry of Labour Social Welfare 

Division 1960/61, para. 29 - where it was stated that 
there were three requests for information about adoption 
by European parents during the year - one each from an 
American, a British and a Greek Government agency in Lagos.

I was reliably informed that before Mr. Zetlin applied 
to the court for the guardianship of Victoria Akpan's 
illegitimate child, he had already approached the Welfare 
Division for advice as to adoption.
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"We normally do not refuse to give out children 
as there is no law binding us. She will give 
us, of course, her address, place of work 
etc. and when we are satisfied that she has given 
us all information she can take away the child.
But we make sure that only people who can properly 
care for the adopted children are given the 
children". -L
This procedure was undoubtedly unsatisfactory in 

that it could expose the adoptee to dangers in the hands of 
the supposed adopter. It was also likely that the adopter 
might run some risks of having to part with the child when 
the natural Mother turned up and this was exactly the situ
ation in a case that provoked a lot of comments in the 
local newspapers. The facts were -

"H & W had been married for 5 years without 
any issue. They decided to adopt a child and 
sought the help of the Motherless Babies Home. 
After many visits, they adopted a boy. Two year's 
later they were informed by the Home that they 
could no longer retain the child because the 
mother had emerged and wanted the child. They 
story revealed that the child's mother was at 
school when she was impregnated by a school boy 
who denied responsibility for the pregnancy.
Two months after the baby was born, the mother 
took the child to the boy's house and akked to 
see his mother. She was told by a house maid 
that the mother was away. She, then, asked the 
maid to hold the baby while she collected her 
baggage from the bus stop. She never came back. 
The child was later handed over to the police 
who sent him to the Babies Home. Two years 
later, the school girl, now a working woman

  --------------------------------------------------

1. Quoted from the interview granted to Pola Adewumi by 
Mrs. Doherty whose Red Cross Organisation runs a Babies 
Home at Makoko Yaba. See Daily Times 19th July 1967* p. 5 •
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turned, up, only to be told that her baby had 
been handed over to the police. It was through 
the police that she eventually found her baby 
and successfully claimed it.

‘There was no doubt that for the young mother it was a day
of reunion but for H and W a day of sorrow, for they had

pto lose the baby they had come to regard as their own.
It was this type of situation that the new Adoption Edict 
19^8 should prevent.

(a) THE LAGOS STATE ADOPTION EDICT3
Since the adoption law was promulgated by decree 

under the Military Government, it suffered from the dis
advantage of the absence of comments and debates which it

to,could have been subjected^were there legislatures under 
civilian governments. Thus unlike the Adoption Law of the 
former Eastern Nigeria, the Lagos State Adoption Edict was 
limited in scope.

The Adoption Edict applies only to the adoption 
of a person under the age of 17 years who is abandoned (a 
term which is not defined in the statute) or whose parents

1. Ibid.
2. See The Morning lost 30th May 1967? p. 5 where the 

correspondent advocated for an adoption law.
3. No. 14- of 1968 Lagos State.
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and other relatives are unknown or cannot he found after 
due enquiry hy a Juvenile court.'1' Thus under this Edict, 
only an abandoned person or an orphan can be adopted and 
the age limit of the adopted is 1? years of age. This 
provision, while it caters for the situation that gave 
birth to it, also provides for the adoption of those who 
are likely to be orphaned after the cessation of the civil

pwar. The age limit of 17 is desiraole but it is submitted 
that the adoption of children of young age may be more 
effective.

Although the Edict provides for the adoption of 
those children who are abandoned or whose relatives cannot 
be found after due enquiry, it has not provided for what may 
happen where parents or relatives later turn up to claim the 
custody of their children. It seems that unless a further 
safeguard is put in the Edict, there is a danger of conflict 
of interests as between the adopter and the parents or 
relatives of the adoptee who later turn up, with regard to 
the custody of the child. It must also be noted that the 
overriding principle in Yoruba society has always been to 
stress the predominance of the proprietary interests of

1. No. 14 of 1968 Sec. 1(1).
2. C/f. The Adoption Law of Eastern Nigeria, which provides 

for the adoption of Juveniles including the right of 
natural parents to adopt their illegitimate children.
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child’s family or extended family. In such a situation 
and especially in the present state of society, the claim 
of the natural parents or the relatives is bound to conflict 
with the interest of the adopter and the child.

(b) Jurisdiction for Adoption Order.
The juvenile court only is charged with the 

original jurisdiction to make an adoption order.^ Therefore 
an applicant must apply to the juvenile court for an adoption 
order. The Chief Justice of Lagos State may make rules of 
the court regulating the general practice and procedure of 
the Juvenile Court with respect to adoption. He may make 
provision for applications for adoption to be heard and 
determined in camera, for the admission of documentary 
evidence of any consent required and also for requiring a 
probation officer to prepare for the consideration of court 
a report for the assistance of the court in determining

2whether the order will be for the welfare of the child.
The grant of jurisdiction to the juvenile court 

is sensible-̂  in that it not only reduces cost, but also the

1. Sec. 8.
2• bee. 9•

5. Sec. 11 of East Nigeria Adoption Law reproduces the 
English Adoption Act 1958 giving jurisdiction to High 
Court and magistrates Court, Note - there was no county 
court in the East.



atmosphere and procedure of the juvenile court is to be 
preferred. Appeals lie to the High Court of Lagos State 
in respect of any decision on any application for an adoption 
order

(c) The Adopter
Under the Edict an applicant for an adoption order

must satisfy, among other things, the requirements of age
and residence before an adoption order can be made in his
favour. Thus, as regards age, the applicant or one of the
applicants in case of a joint application, must not only be
at least twenty-five years of age, but in addition must be

2at least twenty one years older than the adoptee. ' Also 
the jurisdiction of the court to make an adoption order is 
based in the residence of both the applicant and the pros
pective adoptee in Lagos State.^ The effect of this provision 
is that anyone resident in any other state cannot adopt a

Of * cit., Sec. 10.
2. Sec. 5 (1)(a).
5. C/f. The Adoption Act 1958 - an English Statute, which 

based the jurisdiction for adoption on the domicile of 
the applicant and the residence of the child, Sec. 1(1) 
and by Sec. 55? a person not domiciled can only obtain 
a provisional adoption order at the high Court, ?/hich 
will authorise him to remove the child to his own country 
and adopt him there.



child in Lagos State. The adoptee is also expected to be 
resident in Lagos State. It is not unlikely that the 
draftsman had in mind the problem of supervision of a child 
adopted outside the state. If both parties were resident 
in Lagos, there would be opportunity for post-adoption visits 
by probation officers. Further, the requirement that the 
Juvenile must have been in the care of the applicant for at 
least three consecutive months immediately preceding the 
date on which the order is made*1" must have been difficult 
to satisfy. This three month period is to make sure that 
the adopter and the adoptee get used to each other and with 
the constant visits of a probation officer, a report could 
be compiled which would help the court in deciding v/hether

por not to make the order.
What, it may be asked, is ’residence’ for the 

purpose of this Edict? The word ’residence' is technical 
in that it has different meanings in different branches of 
the law. It may mean physical presence in a place and in 
some cases residence involves a degree of permanence^ while

1. Sec. 3(1)(c).
2. Sec. 3(1)(d).
3* Re Adoption Application [1952] Ch. 16. The decision here 

had been reversed by Sec. 12 of the Adoption Act 1958 
in England.



it may also be transistory.x Whether a person is resident
in a place or not is a question of law.

There is no doubt that a person* s state of mind
will be relevant even though residence may be established
without any intention on the part of a person - for instance,

2a lunatic. Suppose A, a foreigner who is travelling around 
the world , calls in Lagos to stay for three months; can he 
apply for adoption order or can a Nigerian outside Lagos 
State come to stay a few days in Lagos and be regarded as 
having satisfied the residence requirement?

It appears to me that the question of someone 
satisfying the requirements of residence must depend on the 
facts of each case and that the length of the residence must 
not be the determining factor. Therefore as regards a foreign 
traveller, there is no doubt that the adoption order will be 
refused or else a sort of traffic in children may result.

In the case of a Nigerian resident outside Lagos, 
the requirement of the Edict ignores the present situation 
in the country; for it may be impossible for A who is resident 
in Lagos to adopt B who is resident in the East Central State 
where the current hostilities may leave many children as

1. See Dicey and Morris in Conflicts of Laws 8th Ed., p. 86.
2. Ibid., p. 87•
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orphans. The same will "be true of a child resident in Lagos
when the prospective adopter is resident in another part of
the Federation. Perhaps a provision varying the principle
of residence as basis of jurisdiction to that of one of the
parties being "ordinarily resident"-" in Lagos State may be
more desirable. To minimise the possible conflicts, it is

2preferable to make adoptions law a federal subject applying 
to all the States of Nigeria*

An adoption order is forbidden in respect of a 
female juvenile if the sole applicant is a male unless there 
are exceptional circumstances justifying the making of the 
order. This is intended to prevent sexual immorality. It 
would also appear that under the Lagos Edict, unlike the 
Adoption Law of the former Eacstern Nigeria/' a non-Nigerian 
resident in Lagos State can a.pply for an adoption order, 
but in that case the court can postpone the determination

!• Stransky v. Stransky [19 54-] P* 4-28 on which Larminski J. 
quoted from Sumervell I..J. in Macrae v. Macrae [194-9]
P* 397 - that "a person is ordinarily resident in one 
place up till a particular day: he then cuts connection
he has with that place".

2. It is surprising that while the Marriage Act is exclusively 
written the competence of the Federal Govt, some other 
incidents of family law like adoption and legitimacy 
are put on the concurrent lists.

5. Sec. 3(1)(d).
4-. Sec. 9 of the E.N. Adoption Law prohibits adoption by 

non-Nigerians.
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of the application for a period not less than 6 months and 
make interim orders in respect of that period.^ Sec. 6 of 
the Adoption Edict also empowers the court to postpone the 
determination of an application and make an interim order 
giving the applicant the custody of the child for a period 
not exceeding two years by way of probationary period for 
the maintenance, education and supervision of the welfare 
of the child. This is a rather useful provision as it is 
intended to be a trial period during which the prospective 
adopter must not take the child out of Lagos without the 
consent of the court.

(d) Consent.
Another important requirement of the Adoption Edict 

is that relating to consent. Since the Edict applies only 
to abandoned children and orphans, the class of persons from 
whom consents are required is narrowed down to (a) a married 
adopter who requires the consent of the other sp>ouse to make 
possible the adoption order and (b) those of any other person

phaving rights, duties or obligations in respect of the child.
The above provisions make imperative an agreement 

between a husband and wife as a condition precedent to either

1. Sec. 7 of Lagos State Adoption Edict 1968.
2. Sec. 4(1) & (2).
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of them applying for adoption order, xhe corolary hov;ever, 
is that where the husband and wife are Joint applicants 
there is a presumption that the consent of each other had 
been obtained. Secondly, where any person [other than the 
father, mother or relative of the child] has any rights or 
obligations under any order of court or any agreement or under 
customary law, the consent of that person must be obtained 
before the order is made. This provision envisages consents 
from persons with whom a child is boarded by the order of 
court as a child in need of care of a fit person^ or a child 
placed with a foster parent by agreement, and also a person
who has rights or obligations under customary law but who is

2 .not a relative within the meaning of the Edict.
Consent may also be given either unconditionally 

or subject to conditions with respect to the religious 
persuasion in which the child is to be brought up without

1. By Sec. 11 of the Adoption Edict 1$68 arrangements may
be made for the adoption of any juvenile in respect of 
whom a corrective order made under Sec. 26(2) of Children 
and Young Person Act Cap. 32 - committing him to the care 
of an individual (not a relative).

2. The word'Relative ’ is defined by the Edict Sec. 24- as 
"a grand-parent, brother, sister, uncle or aunt whether 
of full blood or half blood or by affinity and includes 
where a juvenile is illegitimate, the father of the 
juvenile any person who would be a relative within the 
meaning of the definition if the juvenile were the legi
timate child of his mother and father.
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pknowing the applicant.'1 This follows the English Law 
whereby the identity of bhe applicant is concealed from the 
parents of the adoptee. In the 1968 Edict, this relates 
only to the consent of the persons as specified in Sec. 4(2) 
already discussed. However, where the consent given is 
subsequently withdrawn on the ground only, that the person 
who consents to the adoption does not know the identity of 
the adopter, such consent will be treated as having been 
unreasonably withheld."

(e) Legal Consequencies of Adoption
The effect of an adoption order is far reaching as 

regards the relationship of the adoptee to the adopter and 
also as regards the law of succession.

Once the order is mace, the adopted child becomes 
in law a child as if he were born to the adopter in lawful 
marriage. Consequently, there shall vest in the adopter all 
rights, duties, obligations and liabilities in respect of

ZLthe future custody, maintenance and education of the child. 
The Jurisdiction of the court to make orders as to custody,

1. Sec. 4(4).
2. Adoption Act 1958 Sec. 4(2).
3. Sec. 4(4).
4. Sec. 12(1)(b).
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maintenance and rights of access to children, in a matri
monial cause, applies where a husband and wife are joint 
adopters.^ A maintenance order under the Children and Young
Persons Act which is in force ceases to have effect on the

2making of the adoption order..
In the sphere of the law of succession, on the 

intestacy of the adopter the adopted child shall be treated 
as the lawful child of the deceased and not as the child of 
any other person. further any reference to child or children 
of the adopters in an instrument (testamentary or inter vivos) 
made after the adoption order shall, in the absence of any

' Zlcontrary intention, he considered to include an adopted child.
The foregoing provision as to instructions made 

either inter vivos or by will may work against the interest 
of the adopted since he is not entitled to a.ny instrument 
made before his adoption. It is submitted that the lot of 
an adopted child ought to be the same in relation to succession 
as those of legitimated children.

1. Sec. 12(2).
2. Sec. 15*
3. Sec. 13.
4. Sec. 14-(a) .
5. C/f a legitimated child no>w takes property as if the 

instrument takes effect after the date of his legitimation 
irrespective of the time SJaŜ the instrument was made.
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The Adoption Edict also contains some miscellaneous 
provisions dealing with the maintenance of an adopted Children
Register"*' and also it prohibits the receipt of a reward in

2respect of an adoption and a penalty is provided for such 
*a breach. There is also the restriction imposed on sending

away any juvenile for adoption outside Lagos State.However,
the Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Labour and Social
Welfare may grant a licence authorising the care and protection
of a juvenile for whom adoption arrangements have been made
to be transferred to a person resident whether within or

5outside Nigeria. This last provision makes possible the
adoption by a non-Nigerian of a child from Lagos State.

rarely
However, such licence should be/granted since such a child 
has to take the domicile of the adopter on his adoption. 
However, the interest and welfare of the child which must 
be paramount and on which the jurisdiction for adoption is 
based, should act as an effective limitation on the power 
of the court to grant adoption of a child to a foreigner.
Thus, the different society into which the child is being

1. Sec. 16.
2. Sec. 17(1).
3. Sec. 17(2).
4. Sec. 18.
5. Sec. 19.
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adopted through the foreign adopter must be taken into 
consideration in determining whether or not the interest 
and welfare of the child will be best served by the adoption 
order.̂

Another important provision is in the realm of
conflicts of law as by Sec. 20 of the Edict where any person

2has been adopted under the statute law of any part of 
Nigeria other than Lagos State or under the law of any other 
country, the adoption shall be valid and effective as if it 
had been effected by an adoption order in Lagos State. Also, 
marriage between an adopted person and the adopter or his 
natural child is prohibited. Any adopter who contravenes 
the provision will be guilty of an offence punishable by a 
term of five years imprisonment.

The Chief Social Welfare Officer of the Lagos State

1. See - Re Zetlin - Unreported Suit No. M/14/69 - a case 
on the grant of legal guardianship of a Nigerian child 
to an American couple who had to give an undertaking 
that the child would not be taken to the Southern part 
of the United States where segregation as between black 
and white existed.

2. It would appear that in the customary law of some parts
of Nigeria, adoption is recognised. Thus in Re Alayo
(1944) 18 N.L.R. 88, it was held that the adopted children
under the Ijeba native law and custom were to be treated 
in the same way as the issues of the adopter and were 
entitled to succeed to the property of the intestate.

3* Sec. 22; See also Folarin, op. cit. , p. 36 - Marriage 
is also prohibited at customary law between an adopter
and the adopted child.
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is charged with the duty to keep himself informed of the 
condition and welfare of the person adopted. To discharge 
this duty, his officers must pay periodical visits at such 
reasonable times until such adopted person attains the age 
of eighteen. The fixing of eighteen years of age as the end 
of the periodical visits by the welfare officers, even though 
a person cannot be adopted after the age of seventeen, may 
be a prelude to the future adoption of eighteen years of age 
as terminating the minority of any person at least in Lagos 
State.̂

iii THE EFFECTS OP THE ADOPTION STATUTES CONSIDERED.
As has been indicated, we now have two statutes on 

adoption in Nigeria, one applying to Lagos State and the 
other, which was a statute of the former Eastern Nigeria; 
now by Sec. 1(5) of the 1967 States (Creation and Trans-

pitional Provisions) Decree it is provided that "all existing
law in the Region out of which a state under this Decree is 
created shall have effect, subject to the modifications 
necessarily to bring it into conformity with the provisions

1. See The Family Law Reform Act, 196$ - an English Statute - 
Sec. 1 lowers the age of majority from twenty-one to 
eighteen.

2. Decree No. 14- of 1967-
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1of this Decree". 'The Adoption Law of the former Eastern
2Region is deemed to apply no the three states which were 

carved out of the then Region.
The main differences between the Adoption Edict 

of Lagos State and those of the other states can be briefly 
summarised thus -

The Lagos Edict applies only to a limited class 
of children and they are either abandoned children or orphans. 
Whereas that of the former Eastern Nigeria applies to ail

7ichildren including illegitimate^ children. Also while a 
non-Nigerian cannot adopt children from the three states of 
che former Eastern Nigeria a non-Nigerian can do so under 
the Lagos State Adoption Edict.

One important problem which falls to be examined 
is whether the Nigerian Society at large is ready for a law 
on adoption. While one may sympathise with the motivation 
leading to the adoption statutes , it is submitted with respect

1. 1965 No. 12 of Eastern Nigeria.
2. (a) East Central State; (b) South-Eastern State and

(c) The Rivers State.
5. Just like the English Adoption Act of 1958, a person 

in any of the three states of Nigeria can adopt his or 
her illegitimate child and a relative of the child can 
also apply for his adoption* See Sec. 4 of the Adoption 
of Children Law No. 12 of 1965. C/f Sec. 4(b) of the 
Adoption Edict 1968 which bars relatives from adopting 
a child.
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that the success of legal adoption in Nigeria belongs to
the future. The reason can be found in the attitude and
behaviour of the majority of the Nigerians. It may be useful
to refer to some opinions expressed by the public on Adoption
laws. A. K. Uche, during the debate'5' of the Adoption Bill
in the Eastern Nigeria House of Assembly, commented on the
adoption of illegitimate children in the Bill thus -

MCur customary native law knows nothing about 
illegitimate children. 1t is only in the English 
Common Law and therefore to begin to discriminate 
against any children and give the impression of 
a child being illegitimate in a Bill to be passed 
into Law in this House is very foreign, and 
should be opposed”.

There is no doubt that despite the passage of the Bill into
2Lav/, many Nigerians would share his views.

A commentator-̂  on the Lagos State Adoption Edict 
also doubted the success of the Adoption Law when she said 
”as far as many Nigerians are concerned, the adopted child 
will always remain a 'stranger' and never the child of the 
adopter. &e will therefore never Be fully accepted as a 
member of the adopter's family".

1. Vol. 5 No. 1 Part Debates of Eastern Nigerian House of 
Assembly, p. 46.

2. See the Chapter of Legitimacy and Legitimation.
3. ..: Adele-Lakanu - Legal Adoption of Children - It is

all right in Britain, but will it work in Nigeria? The 
Daily Times, October 4, 1968, p. 6.
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This statement represents the views of the majority 
of men and women in Nigeria. A wife whose husband is incapable 
of fathering children would choose to leave her husband for 
another man rather than adopt a child.'1'

It is submitted with respect that these adoption
statutes may be made use of only by a small number of people
who have imbibed the Western culture. They are very few
indeed. The force of the extended family system is still
very strong, especially in the rural areas. The Lagos Edict
which makes it possible for non-Nigerians to adopt is prefer-
rable to that of the Eastern States and one can only guess
that with the prohibition placed on non-Nigerians from adopting
children from those states, the Statute is likely to remain

2inactive in the Statute Book for a long time. One must not 
however be too pessimistic. The current civil war will 
certainly bring about problems of orphans, but we have to

1. See the Daily Sketch, of October 5 1968 - with the heading 
"Childless couple divorce". The woman was granted a 
divorce of their 9 year old marriage by Ibadan Grade B 
Customary Court on the ground of childlessness. The 
woman said "I prefer a child to all the money in the 
world Bank so I want to try another man with whom I 
might beblessed with a child".

2. Adele-Lakanu - op. cit. , p. 6 concluded her comments by 
saying "Whatever its (Lagos Edict) merits I feel that a 
lav/ on this subject should have been delayed for another 
50 years by which time the ordinary Nigerian will be 
sophisticated enough to appreciate the full implication 
of legal adoption".
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wait and watch the reaction of the people to the Adoption 
Laws.

B. GUARDIANSHIP

A guardian is a person who has control, custody, 
and care of a minor over whom he exercises parental rights 
and duties. The institution of guardianship is undoubtedly 
more distinctive and common in Yoruba customary law than 
adoption. With the introduction of monogamous marriage 
into Nigeria by Statute,'1' there are also some statutes on 
guardianship applying to the issues of such marriages even 
though these statutes have rarely been made use of. Never
theless, we shall examine in this study both the customary 
and statutory laws of guardianship.

(i) AT CUSTOMARY LAW
Elias, while admitting the existence of guardianship

at customary law, went on to say "owing to the desire of most 
parents to rear and nurture their own children themselves, 
guardianship is not a popular institution. But weak and

1. Cap. 115 Laws of the Federation.
2. Infants Law Cap. 4-9 W.N. 5 The Guardianship of Infants 

Act 1886 - an English Statute of general application.
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impoverished parents sometimes put their children under the
care of neighbours who can bring them up properly" I
submit with respect to the learned author that the institution
of guardianship, especially among the Torubas, was more
acceptable in the traditional society than he envisaged.
The existence of the extended family as a body corporate
readily admits of guardianship „ since the cohesion which
results from such a system easily makes possible the care
and control of a child within the family. In other words,
the strong family ties enable a child to stay with near
relations as a matter of custom and voluntarily too. Also,
as had been pointed out earlier*, the fact that marriages are
based on alliances between, two families makes it easier for

2a child to be given in custody to the wife’s family. In the 
traditional society it was customary to give the custody of 
the first child of the marriage to the wife’s family to bring 
up, not because of the poverty of the young couple but because 
it was always a cherished aim of maternal grandparents - and 
also of paternal grandparents - to have one of their grand
children with them. For it was always the common saying by 
way of good wishes that when a girl was being given away in 
marriage, people who want to> greet the bride's mother would

1. Elias - Groundwork of Nigerian Law, p. 301.
2. AJisafe, or . cit. , p. 51; Delano, op * cit. , p. 30.
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say - "E.O mu omo re si odo” meaning, you would one day
have her child with you to help you [as the departed bride
used to do] . It could be seen from this that the institution
of informal guardianship was very popular. However, with
the introduction of education, the giving away of the first
child of marriage, if a daughter, is dying out.

Apart from the above instance, the institution of
guardianship is still very strong with respect to orphans

1and as Ajisafe said
Guardianship exists quite distinct from the 
authority of the head of the family. In the 
case of an orphan who requires a guardian, the 
head of the family appoints the nearest relative 
of the child on the mother’s side. A male 
relative has the first claim. The head of the
family has to see that proper care is taken of
the ward by the guardian”.
The foregoing represents the true principle of 

customary lav/. However, guardianship may arise at customary 
law in two other situations
(a) 7/hen a child becomes an orphan. Ajisafe rightly said
that that child is much more likely to be given in custody 
to its mother's family. This is, however, no rigid rule, 
for where the maternal granmother or near maternal relations 
are too old, the interest and welfare of the child demands

1. AJisafe - The Lav/s & Customs of the Egbas, p. 4: See
also Fatridge - Lav/s £. Customs of the Egbas 10 J.A.S. 
423; See also Folarin, op. cit. , p. 52.
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that he he given in custody to his paternal grandparents.
The consideration for the appointment of a guardian within
the family is generally guided by the availability of
one who is best able to take good care of the child.
(b) Cn the death of the father of a child the uncle, if any,
automatically assumes the guardianship of the deceased's
child.^ It is to be noted that the institution of widow
inheritance throws the duty of guardianship of the young
children of the deceased on his brother or near relations.
Also where a man dies, his eldest son, if old enough,
succeeds him as the head of the family. He thereby becomes
not only the guardian of his mother, but also his young
brothers and sisters. He takes over all his father's duties
and responsibilities, rights and privileges. His mother and
the unmarried children of the deceased's father must live
with him and, as long as they recognise his authority, he

2must support and maintain them.

1. F.C. Lloyd - Yoruba Land Law (1962), p. 291.
2. See Schapera - Handbook of Tswana Lav/ and Custom - p. 

191; Ckoro - The Customary Law of Succession in Eastern 
Nigeria (1966) p. 83; Lloyd op. cit. , p. 298. Coker,
op. cit. , p. 131; see also Lewis v. Bankole (1908)
1̂  N.L.6. 82 as to the rights of the first son DAWODU
to succeed his father as the family head.



(a) Legal incidents of Guardianship at Customary Law.
A guardian at customary lav/ is under a legal duty 

to take proper care of his ward’s property as well as his 
person. The powers and duties of the guardian have "been 
adequately enumerated by Ajisafe." They include among other 
things -
(.1) the duty to take care of the ward's person and landed
property or anything inherited by him or to which he is

2entitled. As discussed earner, the minority of a person
does not prevent such a person from holding property, but
if he is too young to work it, an older person (the guardian)

5works the land on his behalf until he is old enough.
(2) the provision for the proper maintenance and comfort 
of the ward from the proceeds of the ward's property. After 
providing adequately for the ward, the guardian is entitled 
to the remainder of the proceeds. It would appear that a 
guardian need not account strictly for the property of his 
ward. But where there is evidence of lack of care of the 
property of the ward and his person, the guardianship may be

Llterminated and the ward transferred to another relation.

1. Ajisafe, op. cit., p. 4-.
2. See Ch. 4- on Property Rights of Children and Young 

Persons.
3. Ward Price - Land Tenure among the lorubas, paras. 99; 50(b) 
4-. (194-0) 9 N.L.R. 126. Polarin - op, cit. , p. 55*
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The decision to terminate the guardianship is 
usually taken by the family head, hut only after it is clear 
that it will be in the interest of the child to change the 
guardian. A meeting of the family may be called at which 
the guardian will be present, and at which the guardian may 
be relieved of her responsibility by handing over the child.

Cases may arise also where it is at the initiative 
of the guardian that the guardianship is terminated. Such 
occasion, which is rare in the traditional society, is when 
the child is unruly or when the child takes to pilfering and 
other bad behaviour.

A ward whose property is misappropriated by the 
guardian may apply to the court for redress on his reaching 
majority, instead of seeking such redress through the family. 
Such guardian will be held liable to him. Thus in Martins v. 
Martins'*' the deceased left £145 in the bank to which his son 
now an orphan, was entitled. This uncle, claiming to be his 
guardian obtained a court order to withdraw the money to 
purchase real estate on behalf of the child, which he failed 
to do. The child on attaining majority sued the guardi^ 
for the return of the money. The defendant pleaded that he 
was not entitled to refund those amounts (he produced a list) 
which he spent on behalf of the minor with his approval. The

1. (1940) 9 N.L.R. 126.
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court held, after careful scrutiny, that the defendant was 
liable to repay £58, the amount which he spent without the 
minor’s consent.
( 3) Guardianship ceases when the ward claims his or her 
property. Ajisafe said*1 - that "should the wards claim'
their property before marriage, guardianship terminates at

ppuberty with both males and females; otherwise on marriage".
It is submitted that the guiding principle is that a child 
should be in a position to look after the property before it 
is handed over to him. It is not usual for the guardian to 
relinquish the property until the ward's relatives are of 
the opinion that the ward is capable of acting for himself.
This is very sensible, since premature claim of the property 
by the ward may affect the proceeds accruing from the property.

If the ward inherits a house, the house will 
usually be occupied by near relatives of the father until 
it is claimed by him. This represents the principle of 
customary law. However, with the modern social changes and 
the level of economic activities, such houses, if situated 
in an urban area,are likely to be let and the proceeds 
derived would be used for the education and maintenance of

1. Ajisafe, op. cit., p. 4.
2. The use of 'puberty' here as terminating guardianship

is incorrect. It is submitted that it is customary
to surrender the property to the ward on his marriage.
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the ward.

(ii) UNDER STATUTE AND RECEIVED LAWS
As regards the applicable laws in the area covered

by this part of our study, the common law of England together
with the Statutes of general application in force in England
on the first of January 1900 apply to Lagos State^ while

2the Infants Law, the provisions of which are derived from 
the various statutes on guardianship in force in England 
before and after 1900, ̂ apply to the Western State.

In Western State the applicable statutory laws 
do not apply to children who are subject to customary 
law relating to the guardianship of children born in customary

Llmarriage. For by Sec. 7 of the Infants law, it is provided 
that "Nothing in this part shall apply to children who are 
subject to customary law relating to guardianship of children". 
This provision has been used by judges of the High Court to

1. By the Lagos State (Applicable Laws) Edict 1968, the 
former part of Western State, now part of Lagos State 
is excluded from the application of the Infants Law 
Cap. 4-9 W.N.

2. Infants Law Cap. 4-9 W.N. Fart III.
3. The Custody of Infants Act 1839; The Guardianship of 

Infants Act 1886 and the Guardianship of Infants Act
1925.

4-. Cap. 4-9 Law of Western Nigeria, Part III.
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(Jeny Jurisdiction in Omidion v. Fasoro.̂  The original
Jurisdiction for guardianship of children is vested in the
customary courts by Sec. 23(1) of the Customary Courts 

2Law, which provides that
"in the matter relating to guardianship of children, 
the interest and welfare of the child shall be 
the paramount consideration".
In my view, the division of Jurisdiction over 

children mainly on the ground of the form of marriage is 
undesirable and should be abandoned. The interest and 
welfare of the children must not mean different things in 
different courts. In Lagos State, there is no such dis
crimination as to Jurisdiction and it was this that enabled 
the court to have Jurisdiction in the recent case of Zetlin 
v. Akpan, ̂ where the guardianship of an illegitimate child 
of the defendant was granted to the applicant. It is 
submitted therefore that the law in other parts of the 
Federation should follow that applicable in the Federal 
Territory of Lagos. Both the High Courts and the Customary 
Courts must be able to have Jurisdiction irrespective of the 
form of marriage.

1. (I960) W.R.N.L.R. 27, where an applicant applied for the
custody of his children.

2. Cap. 31 Laws of Western; Nigeria. See also the Lagos 
State (Applicable Laws) Edict 1968 which retains the 
application of Cap. 31 Laws of the Western Nstate to the rest of Lagos Stare except Lagos.

3. Unreported Suit M/14/69 of 14/4/69.



(a) The Contents of the Statutes
Cn the death of the father or mother of a child, 

the surviving mother or father shall be the guardian of the 
child either alone or Jointly with any other guardian appointed 
by the father or mother. When no guardian has been appointed 
or if the guardians appointed are dead or refuse to act, the
court may appoint a guardian to act Jointly with the mother

1 'or father. Either of the parents may by will or deed
appoint any person to be the guardians of the child after 
their death. Such guardian may act Jointly with the mother 
or father so long as either of them remains alive but with 
the proviso that each may object to one another so acting 
or the guardian may also object on the ground that the 
mother or the father is unfit to have the custody of the 
child. Consequently the court may either refuse to make any 
order or make an order that the guardian may act alone or 
Jointly with anyone of the parents. In making the order the

v : “ pcourt has to have regard to the welfare of the child.
Every guardian shall have the necessary powers over the 
estate and the person of the child. This will include

1. See. 8 of Infants Law Cap. 49 W.JT.; Sec. 2 of 1886 
Guardianship of Infants Act.

2.Sec. 9 of Infants Law Cap. 49; Sec. 3 of 1886 Guardianship 
Act.

3. Sec. 10 of Infants Lav/ and Sec. 4 of the Guardianship 
Act 1886.
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the management of his estate, his education and maintenance. 
He will act as guardian ad liters before the court in respect 
of actions for or against the child in tort and contract 
because a child under the age of twenty-one in Nigeria has 
no legal capacity to institute or defend an action in court.

In matters relating to divorce or judicial separ
ation, the court may declare the innocent party in the 
proceeding fib to be the guardian of the child, the sole 
reason being that the interest and welfare of the child will 
be served by such an order.'

(b) The effects of the Statues
There are possibly three significant effects 

introduced by these statutes.
(a) At common lav/, the right of a father to 

appoint a guardian for his child was unimpeachable. Even 
any agreement whereby a father signs away his right was 
void. He could defeat his wife's right by the appointment 
of a guardian for his child on his death. These statutes 
have now elevated the rights of the mother of a child to 
that originally possessed by the father. In Sec. 11 of the 
Infants Law applying to the Western State, it is specifically

1. Sec. 7 of the G-uardianship Act 1886 .* . * Tore.
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provided that - the mother of a child shall have the like 
powers to apply to the court in respect of any matter

iaffecting the child as are possessed by the father".
(b) Another important element in the statutes

is the emphasis placed on the welfare of the child as being 
the first and paramount consideration. The basis of the 
Jurisdiction of the courts with regard to children is firmly 
entrenched in this concept. It must be noted, however, that 
the requirement of the welfare of the child as being first 
and paramount had been worked out through the ages by the 
courts of Chancery in England. The Jurisdiction of the 
Chancery Courts was said to be based on the right of the

pwoman as parens patriae. This was administered side by 
side with the Common lav; rights of habeas corpus used in 
order to release a child from the illegal custody of the 
mother or father.

(c) There are of course differences in the two 
statutes applying to the area under consideration, that of

1. See also Sec. 3 of 1886 Guardianship of Infants Act.
2. See James - Child Law, p. 9- See also James - 82 L.Q.R. 

343? The Guardianship of Infants - in which the learned 
author traced the history and development of the Juris
diction of courts in relations to the guardianship of 
infants, in his Inaugural Lecture - 1966.

3. Even with respect to illegitimate children.



the Western States being more recent and progressive than 
that of the Lagos State, which also applies to the rest of 
the Federation of Nigeria. While in the West, the Infants 
La?/ Part III on Guardianship applies to a person under the 
age of twenty-one, but does not include a married person 
under that age,'1' the 1886 English Guardianship of Infants 
Act applying to Lagos and the other parts of Nigeria applies 
to children under twenty-one years of age generally, irres
pective of whether they marry or not under that age. Thus
while a married person under the age of 21 can be made a
ward of court in Lagos State, a person fcLiho has been married 
and divorced but is still under the age of tv/enty-one, is

pbeyond this Jurisdiction on the Western State. Thus v/ith
regard to a married person under the age of 21 there is
conflict of Jurisdiction as between West and Lagos State's 

tfcil/ M e l k ^ \ ,  Co\i/vt uMX. vkt? 6hrcfo* \/\-High Courts. There can be no doubt however that^the High
Court of Lagos in respect of a married person under the age
of twenty-one living in Lagos v/hich is the normal conflicts
of law rule.

It is submitted however that the law in Lagos
State ought to be brought up to date and a consideration

1. Sec. 2 of Cap. 49 defines a child as "a person under 
the age of 21 but for the purposes of Fait III does 
not include a person wjo is or has been married."

2. Ibid., Note 3.
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of the age of majority may be necessary in Nigeria in the 
light of the modern social change.'1'

(c) Jurisdiction of Courts to make order for Legal Guardian
ship .

The jurisdiction to make an order with regard to
the legal guardianship of a child is given to the High Court
of the Western States as well as the High Court of Lagos
State. The High Courts of both States are charged with the
duty of administering law an<4equity in the same manner as
they are administered by Her Majesty's High Court of Justice 

2in England. It is very doubtful whether there can be any 
ward of court at customary law because there is no machinery 
for such wardship.

The problem, however, arises as to (he extent of 
the jurisdiction of these courts over children generally.
A 'child' within the meaning of the Statutes, means a 
legitimate child. A legitimate child therefore is presumed 
to be the offspring of a marriage under the Marriage Act.^

1. Sec. 4 of Family Law Reform Act 1969 makes the age of 
18 as the termination of wardship.

2. Sec. 13 Law of Nigeria Cap. 80; Sec. 13 Lav/ of Western 
Nigeria Cap. 44.

3. Cap. 115 Laws of Nigeria.
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Could it mean, then, that the legitimacy of a child is a '
condition precedent to the High Courts assuming Jurisdiction?
Here conflicts are likely to occur as between the Infants Law
applying in the Western State and the Gu/ardianship of Infants
Act 1886 applying to Lagos State and the other parts of
Nigeria. It would appear that the Jurisdiction of courts
in the Western State applies to children whether legitimate
or not,1 while in Lagos State, the Jurisdiction of the High
Courts with regard to illegitimate children is not so clear.
However, it is suggested that the power of courts to exercise
their inherent Jurisdiction is not exhaustive, the welfare of
the child being the first and paramount consideration in the
eyes of the court. Moreso, the provision enabling the High
Courts of Lagos State to exercise the same Jurisdiction as

2that in force in the High Court in England can be used as an 
authority for the assumption of Jurisdiction over the question 
of guardianship by the High Court and it must have been this 
provision that the Lagos High Court, presided over by Taylor
C.J. relied upon in a recent unreported case of Zetlin v.

1. It has been decided in Re G (An infant) 1956 2 All E.R. 
876 that the Guardianship of Infants Act 1925 from which 
also the infants Law .M. Cap. 4-9 de*|ri\*8<5 applies to 
both legitimate and illegitimate children.

2. Sec. 15 of Cap. 80 of Laws of Nigeria.
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Akpan  ̂the first of its kind in Nigeria. The facts were
as follows -

A Mr. and Mrs Zetlin, an American couple, came 
to Nigeria in 1966 and in the following year 
met Victoria ..Akpan, an unmarried Nigerian lady 
aged 22 with a child named Bamidele Ahayomi Oke. 
This American couple employed Victoria to serve 
the family. The Zetlins had two female children 
and the couple and their children soon developed 
interest in Bamidele and were thrilled by the 
child's intelligence. The boy attended a nursery 
school together with the Zetlin1s children and 
under their sponsorship and at the age of five 
could speak English fluently.

The couple now applied to the Lagos High 
Court under the Guardianship of Infants Act 1886 
seeking the legal guardianship of Bamidele, 
stating that Victoria the child's mother was not 
financially strong to take care of the child and 
give him a sound education and they pledged to 
see the child through a university education. 
Victoria, herself as a witness, agreed that the 
couple be the legal guardians of her son on the 
ground that she was not financially able to 
maintain the child and said she had no objection 
to her son being taken to America. She also said 
she had not seen her son's father for a long 
time and that she was now happily married to 
another man under the native law and custom.

Counsel for the Zetlins urged the court to 
grant the legal guardianship to the couple on 
the ground that the mother of an illegitimate 
child had a right to the custody of the child 
in preference to the child's natural father and 
she could do anything she liked with the child.

Eollowing the assurance given by the Zetlins not to take the

1. Unreported Suit No. M/14/69 of April 14 1969* Also 
reported in the Daily Times of April 16, 1969.
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child to the southern part of the United States,^ Mr. Justice
•Taylor said he saw no reason why he should not grant the couple

2the legal guardianship of Ba^dele.
There is no doubt that the decision creates a 

precedent, a desirable one too, on the question of guardian
ship with regard to an illegitimate child. It is submitted 
with respect that the Jurisdiction of the High Courts in 
Nigeria could be used effectively to make order on legal 
guardianship of children in respect of those who are orphaned 
as a result of the current civil war. The reason is that 
legal guardianship is much more acceptable in the society 
than legal adoption. As ifc stated earlier, only a few 
people in the present stage of the development of Nigerian

1. See Re W - The Times, April 6 I960 - where the Polish 
mother of an illegitimate female child neglected and 
maltreated her daughter. A school master and his wife
who befriended the child and became attached to her applied 
to make the child a ward of court when the mother of the 
illegitimate child v/anted to take her to Poland. The 
court granted the application on the ground that the 
Polish mother was unfit to take care of the child.

2. I was reliably informed by Mr. J.Y. Hundeyin, a Senior 
Social Welfare Officer in the Ministry of Labour and 
Social Welfare that Mr. Zetlin1s first approached his 
department in the possibility of adopting the child 
but was told he could not for there was no law on 
adoption at the material time. He was therefore advised 
to contact a counsel as to the appropriate move he 
could make to get the custody of the child.
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Society wish to adopt children, because of the inherent 
attitude of the majority to having their own children.
As such legal guardianship which does not absorb a child 
completely into the family of the guardian nor does it cause 
complete severance of the child"s connection with extended 
family even though the child's parents are dead, may be 
more desirable. Otherwise, the burden of caring for the 
war orphans and war babies will have to be thrown on the 
States.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CAPACITIES AND INCAPACITIES 
OF CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS

INTRODUCTION
An attempt will be made to examine the capacity or lack 

of capacity of children and young persons under the customary and 
statutory laws relating to specific topics such as property rights, 
succession, tort, and contract. The conflicts introduced by the 
dual systems of law will become evident and suggestions will be 
made for the resolutions of the conflicts.

To begin with, it must be emphasised that the capacity 
or incapacity of children and young persons is part of their legal 
status. This has been dealt with briefly in Chapter One'*' of this 
study. It will, however, be appropriate here to explore this 
further, especially in so far as their capacity is concerned and 
as a necessary condition precedent to the understanding of the law 
in relation to this class of persons.

Graveson has spoken of status as "a personality con
ferred by the State through the application of general principles 

2of law" and Allen, also, has defined "status11 as ,fa condition of 
belonging to a particular class of persons to whom the law assigns 
certain peculiar legal capacities or incapacities or both11. In my

1. See fa

2. Graveson - Status in the Common Law (1953)> P#112.
3. Allen - Legal Duties. (1931),



view, emerging from the foregoing definitions are two attributes of 
status:-

(a) it is a condition attached by law (customary, common 
or statutory law)5

(b) it confers or affects a legal capacity of that 
person to do or not to do a particular act*

Thus the capacity to do or not to do a particular act is related to 
the legal status of that person in the society. What, therefore, 
is the meaning attached to "capacities" or "incapacities"? At a 
glance, it seems to connote "power"or "no power"; "ability" or 
"no ability". Perhaps the best guide to the explanation of capacity 
and incapacity is that put forward by Allen when he said:-

"By capacity, we mean the ability to exercise (which of 
course presupposes the ability to acquire) specific 
rights, not mere ability in general to possess legal 
rights. By incapacity, we mean the converse of the 
ability. It goes without saying that capacity or in
capacity may be total or partial.1,1

Thus there is a difference between capacity generally and the
rights which may depend on it. The limitation of capacity to the
exercise of specific rights presupposes a situation where a right
may exist, but the person affected may by law be incapable of
exercising that right.

Another point, which emerges from Allen1 s definition, 
appears to be a distinction between the exercise of a specific 
right and the possession of legal rights generally. It seems that

1. Allen, op.cit. p.*+9.
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the incapacity of children and young persons to exercise a particu
lar right may not affect their capacity to enjoy other rights 
generally.'*' Thus a person under twenty-one years of age cannot 
under the statute hold a legal estate in land, but he can have an
equitable interest such as charges in or over land or in the pro-

2ceeds of the sale thereby. The capacity to enjoy rights is 
therefore constant in every young person.

As has been indicated,^ there is a conflict in the con
cept of children and young persons under the customary and statutory 
laws. Thus the capacities and incapacities of this class of per
sons under the dual systems of laws are not necessarily the same.
The resolution of these conflicts, it is submitted, is more urgent 
and desirable now than ever before. Unless the law relating to 
this class is clearly defined, we may be groping in the dark as to 
what rights exist in the field of specific laws applicable to them.

The conflicts between the customary law and statutory 
law are made all the more difficult when it is realised that the 
customary law does not fix the reaching of a certain age as the 
dividing line between the ages of minority and majority of a 
person; The point at which he can conveniently manage his own 
affairs seems to be the appropriate one and that is widely con-

1. See ibid., p A J  - where Allen said that the Germans distin
guished between two types of capacities -

(a) the capacity of enjoyment of rights - RECHTSFAHIGKEIT; 
and (b) the capacity for exercise of rights - HANDLUNGSFAHIGKEIT.

2. Western Nigeria - Property and Conveyancing Law,Cap. 100, sec.3
(6) and (7).

3* See Chapter One.
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1sidered to b© on his marriage. The attempt by Mr* Justice Coker

to fix a specific time as terminating the minority of a person
seems to me less rewarding. He was of the view that a person comes
of age at customary law on his attainment of puberty and in the

2case of a girl on her marriage. He further vent on to distin
guish between a minor in the town, whom he thought would reach 
majority earlier, and a minor in the v i l l a g e H e  has thus intro
duced two conflicts in his attempt to fix the age of majority.
(1) He is of the opinion that a girl reaches majority on her 
marriage. Therefore puberty is not the determining factor in the 
case of a girl and as such a considerably higher age would be 
required of an unmarried girl living with her parents.
(2) He regards the minors in the village as less likely to reach 
majority as early as their counterparts in the town.

All these reveal the uncertainty in the customary law 
concept of minority and majority. However it is submitted that 
Mr. Justice Cokerfs distinction as between the minor in the town 
and the minor in the village is based on a false assumption that a 
person in the town develops faster than a person in the village.
In fact the contrary is likely to be the case, for a boy in the 
village is much more likely to develop physically than the boy in 
the town, taking into consideration the former*s environment and

1. Johnson - The History of the Yorubas. (1921) p.30.
Elias - Nature of African Customary Law.(1956). p.lO*K

2. Coker, Family Property among the Yorubas.(1966). p.l86.
3. Ibid.T p.186.
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feeding* In any ease there is no basis for the distinction
proposed by the learned author at customary law. To regard the

1compulsions of business and external contact as forcing upon a 
boy in town an earlier age of responsibilities is to create a 
class within a class which is unknown to any system of juris
prudence. What must be regarded as valid at customary law, 
which Coker also admits, is that marriage terminates the minority 
of boys and girls.

It will therefore be incorrect to equate the capacity 
granted by ths customary law in certain cases with that granted 
under statutes in similar cases. The assertion of the learned 
author that "in all systems of jurisprudence persons under age 
are disqualified from holding property because of lack of 
capacity" requires clarification, as we shall see later in this 
study. It is proposed to consider in this chapter the 
capacity of children and young persons in relation to property 
and succession; and in the chapter following, their capacity 
with regard to the law of contract and tort.

1. The learned author must have had in mind that the minors in 
Lagos have advantages over other minors in remote villages 
is Yorubaland.
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PROPERTY AND SUCCESSION
PROPERTY RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF CHILDREN AND YOUNG

PERSONS

(1) What is PROPERTY?
At customary law, ‘'Property11 means, "OHUN INI” , that is 

"Things capable of being owned." Strictly, the Yoruba customary law 
knows no classification of property into either real or personal pro
perty or movable and immovable property, which terminologies are 
peculiar to English and European legal systems. The early Roman law 
classified "property" into (a) Res Mancipi and (b) Res Nec Mancipi, 
meaning things which required and things which did not require for
their transfer the conveyance of mancipation. The European law

2only distinguishes as between movable and immovable property.
As indicated, there is no such distinction between types 

of property under customary law. The reason for lack of such dis
tinction may arise from -

(a) the social structure as affecting property holding 
among the Yorubas; and

(b) the fact that there were no special rules of inheritance 
as formerly in English law where land, for instance, 
must go to the heir at law.

1. Maine - Early Law and CantbmVi 1901) p.335«
2. The English courts use the terminologies of "movable and immo

vable" when dealing with cases involving Conflict of laws pro
blems •

3* Lloyd - Yoruba Land Law. p*13*
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All forms of property, however, are sacred in the eye of African
customary law*"** It is important to note also that the physical
nature of the property - whether land, clothes, crops, etc* - is
always taken into consideration when properties fall to be shared.
Nevertheless, attempts have been made to classify property into
movable and immovable property under the Yoruba customary law*

2Thus, A.K. Ajisafe classified as immovable properties land, farms,
houses and all articles grown on the land, while the movables are

3goods, furniture, cattle, slaves and wives.
"Property” , whether movable or immovable, has an 

important role to play among the Yorubas just as in any other 
society* As Hallowell said,

"Property as a social institution implies a system of 
relations between the individuals..*.it involves 
rights, duties, powers, privileges, forbearances, etc. 
of certain kinds. The property is triadic... But, the 
condition under which A is enabled to assert and maintain 
any claim to object B and the kinds of rights he exer
cises over it are the most essential aspects of property 
as an institution." ^

An almost identical view was expressed by Gluckenan 
when he described the concept of property in African society thus:-

1. Mary Kingsley - West African Studies. (1899), p.366.
2* Laws and Customs of the Yoruba.. (192*0, p*6.
3« It is debatable whether "wives" could be so regarded. But see 

Allott - Ashanti Law of Property. p*136; also Coker, Family 
Property among the Yorubas. p. ^3,

*K Quoted from Rowling - The Report on Land Tenure in Ondo_Province, 
(1952), p.5.
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"in the tribal society a man*s variegated relationships 
with others run through his chattels as well as his land 
and the measure of how he feels the correct sentiments in 
these relationships is the way he deals with his property 
and his produce." 1

It is to be observed from the two preceding quotations 
that while the former expresses the concept of property coupled 
with ownership in any society, the latter gives a more vivid des
cription of the concept of property holding in Africa. It is the 
understanding of the mode of property holding among the Yorubas 
that can enable us to have the idea of the property rights and ob
ligations of children and young persons within the society.

THE MOPE OF PROPERTY HOLDING AMONG THE Y0RTTRA3

There are three different ways of holding property
among the Yorubas. They are (a) stool property, (b) family pro-

2perty and (c) private property.
The first two are a reflection of the social structure

based on the extended family system which has been judicially
3recognised as a body corporate. The distinction between a stool 

property and a family or chieftaincy land is manifested in its
ituse. While the chief has the complete use of stool land as he 

pleases, he cannot part outright with any part of the land without 
the sanction of the full council backed by public opinion.

PoliticsT Law & Rituals in Tribal SocietyT p.^5*
2. Ward Price - Land Tensure in Yoruba Provinces. paras 125, 126 128. See also Mary Kingsley, supra. pp.385-3o6 where she 

spoke of the Ancestral property, family property and private 
property as the methods of property holding in West Africa.

3* Amodu Tljani v. Secretary. Southern Nigeria £19217* 2 A. C. 399.
See Apoesho v. Awodiva, Odole of Ilesha. (196*0 N.M.L.R.8; 
also Qyekan v. A dele (1962)« l*f W. A .C .A ♦ 209*



On the other hand, in the case of family or chieftaincy land,
members of the family are entitled to portions of the land and
there can be no alienation without consent* Lack of appropriate

1 2eonsent and consultation makes the alienation void or voidable*
The third mode of property holding is through property 

acquired by onefs own efforts* This is the normal way of acquiring 
personal property, such as clothes, farming implements and house
hold goods* As for real property, the acquisition of land by pur- 
chase is growing in importance in large towns and their environs* 

The old method of acquiring land privately was by "some
one taking for himself from the unappropriated land belonging to a
group or by the absolute gift of virgin land from another individ-

5ual or a family* Such land, however, descends to children of 
the first owner as family property on the death intestate of that 
owner or where he makes a will giving the property to all his
........... g ...........................................
children. Also the house built on family land as well as the 
produce from the farm belong to the owner since they result from 
the owner’s efforts.^

Balogun v. Oshodi, (1929), 10 N.L.I1.36: Oshodi v. Aremu«(1952) 1H- W.A.C.A* 83; Akano v. A.1uwon 71967/ N.M.L.R* 7*
2* Chairman* L.E.D.B. v. Oshodi* (1952), l*f W.A.C.A* 83; Sogunle 

v* Akerele 71967/ N.M.L.R. 58.
3* Webber. J*. suggested 1872 as the probable date the sale of lane

began in Nigeria in the case of Balogun v. Oshodi (1929) 10
N.L.R. 36 at 51.
Town Planning Authorities established under Local Governments 
do acquire lands for sale.

5* Ward Price - op.cit.* para.128.
6. Coker v. Coker (1938) l*f- N.L.R. 835 George v. Fa.lore (1939)

15 N.L.R. 1; Jacobs v. Oladunni (1935) 12 N.L.R. 1.
7. Lloyd, op.cit.,, p*13 said "in Yoruba law, a distinction is made between land and the improvement thereon."



From the foregoing, it is to be observed that the insti
tution of family property as a mode of holding property is well en
trenched in Yoruba customary law and the courts have worked out a

1settled law in relation to family property, and since the owner
ship of such family property vests in the family as a corporate 
body and not in the individual, the position of children and young 
persons can hardly be very different from those of the adults in 
relation to land held under customary law.

(flH ) PROPERTY RIGKIS OF CHILDREN AND'YOUNG PERSONS
(a) Under Customary Law.

In traditional Yoruba society, the customary law did not
2recognise the sale of land, therefore it would have been in

appropriate to relate the contractual capacity of a child to his 
capacity to hold land. Most land, houses and farm produce, as well 
as some movables, are held as family property. All the members of 
the lineage group are entitled to it. Each has a usufructuary 
right on portions allotted to him. The birth of a child into such 
a family entitles that child to a share in the family property.
It Is therefore submitted that children and young persons can hold 
rights and interests in land. If he is very young, the land can 
be held on his behalf until he is old enough to work it effective
ly and profitably. As Ward Price said^ - "it was not contrary to

1. See Coker, Family Property among the Yorubas: Also Kasumu &
James, Alienation of Family Property (1955)7

2. Johnson - The History of the Yorubas (1921) p.95.
3* Land Tenure in the Yoruba Provinces, paras. 99, 50(b). See also

A.K.Ajisafe, op.cit.. p*9; Ellas, Nigerian Legal System, 
p.338.



customary law to grant land to children. A child could be given 
land provided a guardian was willing to look after it and act for 
the child, but such gifts are uncommon."

Another instance where children can hold rights and 
Interests in land is when the founder of the family dies intestate 
and his property becomes family property which falls to be divided 
among his children. The customary law rule of division is per 
stirpes i.e. through "idi-igi" - according to the number of wives. 
The fact that the children of one of the wives are very young does 
not deprive them of the right to their share of the property.
Their guardian will hold it on trust for them until they are old

2enough to shoulder the responsibilities. Thus in Salami v. Salami, 
it was held that the right of a child to inherit cannot be affected 
by his or her minority at the time of the death of the father. The 
same applies to the case of a posthumous child.3

It is clear beyond doubt that a young person can own 
land at customary law, capacity or incapacity to work it notwith
standing. Parents do allot land to their children by way of 
advancement. This may be done before they are married, so that on 
their marriage they will be able to stand alone and care for their 
wives. Yirgin land may be reserved for their use in future when

1. Dawodu v. Danmole £19627 1 W.L.R. 1053 PC.
2. £19527 W.R.N.L.R. 10.
3. Salbu v. Igbo, (£9^1) 16 N.L.R. 25.
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they will he capable of working on the farm. It is to be observed 
that the Yoruba customary law does not divide the estate in land 
into legal and equitable interests, nor does it provide for a 
vesting deed, so as to vest the land in the young person in his 
attainment of majority#

Suppose A, B C and D are the principal members of an 
extended family who are owners of a large piece of land. X decides 
to purchase a portion of the land. Before negotiation starts, D 
dies having three young children surviving him, the eldest being 
fourteen years of age. It is decided that the sale should continue. 
Do A, B and C have to consult the eldest son of D or is the consent 
of P's son necessary for a valid sale of that land to X?

It would seem that, on the authority of Mosa.li v* Nuga^  
the courts would prefer to dispense with both consultation with, 
and consent of, the minor. In that case, the respondent bought a 
piece of land from the Mogaji of Odeduro family, Ibadan, which has 
five principal branches. The Mogaji consulted the heads of two 
branches. He did not consult the two other branches one of which 
had a minor, Adelakun, surviving his deceased father. Ademola, 
C.J.2F. agreed with the trial judge who said nwhere a grant is made 
by the head of the family with the concurrence of such other 
principal members of the family HOT BEING MINORS, such a grant is 
valid.11 It therefore means that by this judgment, where the 
family property is being alienated for value, the right to consult

1. (i960) 5 F.S.C. 107#
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1
and obtain the consent of a minor can be dispensed with.

It is submitted that this judgment hardly accords with
the practice among the Yorubas. With the social structure based on
extended family system and the importance the Yorubas attach to

2various branches in the family, the judgment of the court that 
consultations and consent are not necessary where the surviving 
male in one branch is a minor does not represent the true rule of 
customary law. It is submitted that our English trained judges 
must have been influenced by the disability which confronts a minor 
in English law with regard to the holding of interest in land. They 
must have also been influenced by the economic importance of land in
the developing society, so that the withdrawal of consent by a
minor may not impede the alienation of land unnecessarily. It is 
my view, however, that in cases where the principal member of a 
branch is a minor, there must be consultation with and the consent 
of his guardian when the family land is to be alienated. After
wards, the customary law rule is clear in cases where a minor is 
granted or inherits a piece of land, a guardian can hold the land 
on trust until he is old enough. The danger in the present de
cisions of the court is that if the consent of the minor or his 
representative is not necessary, it gives a loophole for the other

1. See also Onade v. Thomas (1932), 11 N.L.R. 10^, where the
children of the deceased vendor for themselves and on behalf of
the minor granted a conveyance of a plot of land to the plain
tiffs.

2. As indicated in Chapter One, the occasion for marriage celebra
tion or funeral ceremony brings together the members who belong 
to the extended family.
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branches to appropriate the proceeds of the sale of the land to 
themselves without giving the minor anything* Also the judgment 
of the court may result in the deprivation of the minor’s right to 
set aside the contract on the attainment of his majority.

If the consent of a minor is not necessary in the case 
of an alienation of family land for value, as the courts have con
cluded, should such consent be necessary where a part of the family
land is given out as a gift or where such family land is partition-

1ed? In The Chairman. L.E.D.B. v. Public Trustee and Sunmonu* the 
testator made a will leaving all his property to his children and 
grandchildren. A partition was arranged when Jimoh Sunmonu was a 
min9r. When he was 30 years of age, he sought to set aside the 
partition on the following grounds:

(a) that the partition was a breach of trust; and
(b) that the grandchildren including himself were not 

consulted.
The court held that they had waited too long to set

aside the partition but that if the three children of Sunmonu, when
they had attained their majority, were not satisfied with the terms
of the partition, it would have been open to them to apply to the

2court, to set aside the partition.
The foregoing case is a recognition of the right of

minors to set aside the terms of partition as soon as they attain
their majority. The court was, however, silent as to whether such

1. (1937) 3 W.A.C.A. 1^3.
2. Ibid.. p.l50.
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partition could be set aside on the ground that the minors were not 
consulted. The facts of the case did not reveal whether the guardians 
of the minors were consulted, in which case, their right to set the 
partition aside will be lost if there was evidence that their guard
ians were consulted at the time of the partition. My view is that if 
the court recognises the right of minors to set aside a partition 
which is unfair to them, because of lack of proper consent or consul
tation, the same rule should apply in the sale of land or an out and 
out allotment to a member of the family or to a stranger.

(b) Under statute.
There are some statutes which affect landholding in the 

Federal Territory of Lagos and the former Western Nigeria. In the j 
case of Lagos, the English Conveyancing and Law of Property Act 
l88l, still applies, being a statute of general application. But 
this Act is made little use of because it is inapplicable to the 
customary mode of property holding. There is, however, the Regis
tered Land (Lagos) Act, 196^, which provides for the registration 
of land held under the customary law. By s. 11(3) of the Act, the 
Registration Officer is enjoined to register the names of all 
members who are entitled to share, together with the size of the 
share of each such member or if they are more than twenty, he can 
register the name of the family and the names of the representatives 
who jointly are to have exclusive rights and powers and be the 
registered proprietors for the purpose of dealing with the land.
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The significant provision which takes cognisance of the 

rights and interests of children and young persons can be found in 
sec.13 of the same Act which runs thus -

11 the name of a person under the age of twenty-one may 
appear in the land register on first registration or 
as a transferee or on transmission, but the fact that 
the name of a minor appears does not authorise or per
mit his dealing, with the land during his minority.11

And in sec. 113(3) it is provided that a guardian may represent such
a minor where such a minor must have done an act or been a party to
any proceeding under the Act.

These foregoing provisions are much preferable to the 
decision in Moga.li v. Nupa. It is hoped that in cases arising in 
other parts of Yorubaland, where there are no provisions for the 
registration of land held under customary law, the courts will work 
out acceptable rules similar to those in the statute affecting 
Lagos, so that the rights and interests of children and young 
persons may be adequately protected. The Registered Land (Lagos)
Act, as we have seen above, gives the minor these rights:

(a) the right to get his name on the Land Register;
(b) the right to be represented by his guardian in any 

dealing with the land, which means that his guardian
must be consulted and $ust give his consent to any
dealing with such land;

(c) he can also by his guardian challenge the validity 
of any dealing with the land as against the others 
who are the representatives of the other branches of 
the extended family.
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This recognition of the right of a child is desirable and should be
the general rule to be followed.

In the former Western Nigeria, there is the Property and
Conveyancing Law*** which applies to transactions in land not regula-

2ted by customary law. The rights of children are delimited by law. 
A child cannot hold a legal estate in land but he can have an equit
able interest in the land.^ Thus, where A owns a piece of land 
under a transaction regulated by statute, he is deemed to hold that 
land in fee simple. If he dies leaving an only child aged ten years
surviving him, the land will be held on behalf of the child by the
administrators if he makes no will and by executors, if he makes 
one. The minor's interest will only be in equity, and he will be 
entitled to charges in or over the land or in the proceeds of the 
sale.

Where a conveyance of a legal estate in land is made to
a child Jointly with persons of full age, such conveyance vests the
legal estate in the persons of full age on statutory trusts, but the
minor will be entitled to any proceeds of sale or rents and profits 

ktill sale. Moreover, such a conveyance will operate as if the 
child is not named. This enables the persons who are of full age 
to have dealings with the land, for instance to sell and convey to 
a purchaser. There is no indication in the ^t|-that such a child

1. Cap. 100.
2* Ibid.« Sec.l*
3 • Sec.3 *

Sec.17*
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or his guardian must be consulted before sale. The persons who 
are of full age are regarded as holding the land on statutory 
trusts^. Thus they are legal owners with power to deal with the 
land without reference to the minor. Stringent rules, however, 
have been developed in English law as regards the duties of trustees 
and the consequences of such breach of duty. These rules will be 
applicable in the former Western Nigeria also. Therefore the sale 
of land must not prejudice the beneficial interest of the minor.

Whenever there is a grant or transfer of a legal mort
gage to an infant, it is regarded as a valuable consideration so 
that he may execute a proper conveyance on his attaining full age. 
But while he is under age, he is entitled to a beneficial interest 
under the mortgage.

An infant cannot be a trustee to any settlement. If
he is married, he can give valid receipts for all incomes to which3he is entitled as if he were of full age. If he is made a sole 
executor of a Will, such an appointment does not operate to trans
fer any interest in the property of the testator to him, the pro-

kbate shall be granted to his guardian. If he is the only bene
ficiary under a will or on the intestacy of a person, the personal 
representatives of the deceased may appoint a trust corporation or
two or more individuals to be trustees in whom he is to vest the 
property.5 During the minority of the beneficiary, the trustees
1. Sec.62.
2. Sec.l8.
3. Sec.19.

The Administration of Estate Law, Cap. 1 W.N. Sec.29*
Ibid.. Sec.^5.
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may invest the residue of the money in any investment permitted 
1by law.

With the foregoing provisions in the Western Nigerian 
Law, the position of . young persons under twenty-one years of age
is similar to the position of such class of persons in England. 
However, the provisions will become more useful when the institu
tion of family property has given way to the English type of land 
holding.

The dualism of laws governing property holding once 
again reveals different capacities in relation to children and 
young persons. There is need for integration of customary law 
and statutory law of property holding so that the rights of chil
dren can be clearly defined. The prevalence of the extended 
family at present may make a change unrewarding. But with the in
crease in education, there is bound to be an increase in the mo
bility, which the traditional society lacks. The desire to acquire 
separate property outside the normal family land will increase. 
Early education may also affect the economic power of a young ’ 
person and he may, as a result, marry earlier than at present and 
his needs in other directions are likely to increase. The need, 
therefore, to grant them by law, a clearly defined capacity to 
own property may emerge. In England the age of majority has been 
lowered from twenty-one to eighteen,2 as a result of many oppor-

Ibid.. Sec.37.
2. Family Law Reform Act 19&9 See.l which follows the recommen

dation of the Committee on the Age of Majority Cmhd.33^2 
para.382-391.



tunities that are available to young persons in modern times*
The lowering of the age of majority to eighteen in the Nigerian 
society is also desirable in anticipation of the increase in 
opportunities brought by education.

B SUCCESS I0H_3LQ-PBQJeEBTY AND-THE RIGHTS OF CHILDREN ANDYOUNG PERSONS .
Introduction.

Problems of succession to property arise in any society 
on the death of an owner of property. The devolution,' and distri
bution of such property^differ from one society to another. The 
rights and obligations of children and young persons in this re
gard fall to be examined in this study, with any possible sugges
tions for the solution of problems resulting from the existing 
dualism of laws.

The concept of the law of succession in England has
2been aptly described by Plucknett as ttan attempt to express the 

family in terms of property11 and among the Yorubas it has been 
said that 11 succession is to responsibilities”. The combination

1. Lloyd - Yoruba Land Law (1962) P.13 - The customary law does 
not distinguish between real and personal property, but the 
Yorubas are conscious that the physical nature of objects 
will affect the manner in which they are shared in inheritace.

2. A coincise of the Common Law ( 1956 ) P.711*5th ed.
3. Lloyd, op.cit.. p.28o.
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of these two concepts states precisely the nature of the law of 
succession among the Yorubas. This idea can be drawn from the 
Yoruba adage which says rtIku ni sa o.1u ebi jo*1 meaning, wthe death 
of one of the members of the family brings together the other 
members." Thus when a person dies, all the members of the extended 
family will attend to per.fbrml: the funeral. To mark the close 
link between members of the extended family, even though the 
direct children are entitled to the bulk of the property of the 
intestate, the customary rule is to give something to each branch 
of the extended family. It may be as little as an ordinary plate
or matchet or even a cap. The idea of this is to preserve a close
link between families. However, it is also the custom that when 
a person dies in another branch of the extended family, the same 
practice will be followed. Hence the Yorubas say "Bi ogun ba .1e
lo. ogun a si jebo; bi beko, ibosi igara lake" meaning “if inheri
tance passes away, it will come backj if it does not, the wail 
against a thief will reach the palace of the Alake •"

The other concept of succession in Yoruba law needs 
clarification. It is true that the essence of succession in
Yorubaland is succession to responsibilities in a situation tfiere

2the children are young when the father dies, the responsibility

1. See Lloyd - op.cit.. p.293.
2. It is to be noted that in the traditional society people

marry very late in their life - consequently the children 
may still be young on the death of their father.
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to take care of the children as well as the property of the 
intestate rests squarely on the immediate next of kin who is 
usually the brother of the deceased. There is the practice 
of widow inheritance in Yorubaland. Therefore if the brother 
inherits one of the wives of the deceased, it is his duty to 
take care of the children of the deceased1s wife and his property. 
Where, however, some of the children are of age, the eldest of 

i them will succeed to the responsibilities of their father and look
after the other children.

In the olden days, the authority of the uncles could
j not be questioned. Usually, however, they discharged their
I duties as guardians honestly. With the modern social changes,
t

there have begun conflicts of interests as between the guardian 
and the children and in many cases the mothers of the children 
will back them in the assertion of their rights over the property 
of their father even where the children are not old enough to 
care for the property. The only possible explanation is that the 
society is moving towards disintegration of the old family struc
ture: with the increase in the educated elites.

The law of inheritance follows closely the social * 
structure which is based firmly on the extended family system.
The corporate nature of the family structure is also reflected in 
the institution of property holding which is the distinguishing 
feature of the Yoruba law, namely, family property. In addition,



a person can own property, the acquisition of which is effected by
the owner's sole efforts*'*’ On the death of such owner, the pro- 

2 !
perty becomes a family property unless he has given part or all 
of the property to some individuals in his life time.^

THE APPLICABLE LAW
Nowadays, in Yorubaland, a person can leave his property

)L.to others by written or nun-cUpative will and if he dies intes
tate then the property goes to those who are entitled either under

5the customary law or under the statutes. It must however be
emphasised from the outset that in a society where polygamy is

£
still the social norm, despite the introduction of the Christian 
form of monogamous marriage by statute, the customary law still 
plays a very important role in the Yoruba law of succession and it 
is bound to play that role for a very long time to come.

1* Mary Kingsley - West African Studies, (1899), p.316.
2. Young v* Young - (1953) W.A.C.A. cyclostyled Reports.
3. In Bankole v. Tapo (1961) 1 All N.L.R. I1*), it was held that 

although the property acquired by a person under the customary 
law becomes a family property on the owner's death and there
fore jointly owned by his descendants; but such property does 
not include any property which the owner during his life time 
had earmarked and allotted to somebody else.

k. This may be a will made under the Wills Act 1837 - a Statute 
of general application applying to Lagos or the Wills Law Cap. 
33 Laws of Western Nigeria; it may also be customary Will - 
oral or written.

5* The Administrator-General Act, Cap.*f Laws of Federation; The 
Administration of Estates Act. Cap.l, Law of Western Nigeria 
and Sec.36 of the Marriage Act, Cap.115, Laws of Federation.

6. Ajisafe, Laws and Customs of the Yorubas, (192*0, p.6l.



A brief examination of testate and intestate succession 
will enable us to delineate clearly the rights and obligations of 
children and young persons with regard to property left by a tes
tator or an intestate and also with regard to others benefiting 
on such intestacy or testacy.

I. TESTATE SUCCESSION
A person dies testate if, while he is living, he has

regulated the devolution and distribution of his property by will
either in writing or orally, indicating those whom he wishes to
benefit and what portions each of them should take. Such a will
must comply with certain statutory provisions and if it is a
customary law will, which may be oral or written, the testator
must have indicated how he wishes his property to be distributed.

The principles governing the validity of a written will
1under the Wills Act 1837 and the Wills Law of Western Nigeria are 

that such will must be signed at the foot or end thereof by the 
testator or it may be signed by some other persons in his presence 
and at his direction. Such signature also must be made and ack
nowledged by the testator in the presence of two or more witnesses 
present at the same time. The witnesses must attest and subscribe 
the will in the presence of the testator but no form of attesta
tion is required.

1* 1837 Wills Act sec.9; Wills Law, Cap.133 Western Nigeriasec.o.
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This provision enables an illiterate to make a will as 

well as to witness a will. In the case of the former, he can 
ask someone to draw up the will and to sign it in his presence. 
Of course he can thumb print the document. As for the latter, 
illiteracy is no disadvantage as he can also make his mark on 
the document by thumb printing it.

On the death of the testator, the executors will apply 
to the High Court for a grant of probate."1" As we shall see 
later, no such requirement is necessary in customary law will.
If the will made under the statute is declared invalid because
of the non-compliance with the statutory requirements, the de
ceased is regarded as having died intestate and therefore his 
property will go to those who are entitled on his intestacy.

A foreigner, unaccustomed to the form of customary law 
will, may doubt the existence and effectiveness of such a 
customary form of will. However, there seems to be a conflict " 
in the concept of Wills at customary law and under Statute, for
in the latter, the normal rule of law is that a will becomes
effective on the death of the testator and a will is distin
guished from gifts which a person can make to someone in his 
life time. Whereas, the word "ogun”, meaning inheritance, is 
not limited to property that can be shared on the death of the 
owner. A Yoruba man may regard, for instance, the gift of a 
certain cocoa plantation to a particular child as that child's 
share in his property. This has led Mary Kingsley to say of 
the law of inheritance in West Africa that -
1. Supreme Court Ordinance (19̂ 8) Cap 211 Order *f8 Rule **.



“There are WILLS but they are not the rule The common
practice of gifts there supplies the place of wills with 
us; a rich man gives his friend or his favourite wife 
or child or slave things which he can see that they get ' 
them and does not leave the matter till after his death."

This observation is very true. The Yorubas even regard the train
ing of their children as giving to those children their share of 
his property. This is so when we realise that by sending a child 
to school, the father is deprived of the services of that child on 
the farm. Moreso, it is the father and the other children that 
are not sent to school who will work for the upkeep of that child 
at school. This child is not expected to compete actively for a 
share in the father's estate because he is regarded as having had 
his share already.

The making of wills among the Yorubas is not the rule 
but the exception. It has been suggested that the reason why 
many people do not make wills arises from the belief that “some
causal connection exists between the making of a will and the

2occurrence or indeed the hastening of death." While this state
ment of the belief may be true, it does not state whose death is 
feared: The unpopularity of wills is generally based on the fear
that the child may predecease the father. Hence the Yorubas say, 
"Omo ko layo le, eni omo sin lo bimo" meaning "there is no joy 
over getting children, for the person who is buried by his chil
dren, could be said in fact to have got children."
1* West African Studies, p.373*
2. Childs - Christian Marriage in Nigeria (19^6) 16 Africa 238 

at p . 2*f6 •
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While, therefore, it may he said that the existence of a 
high death rate even at early ages is a curb on the making of wills 
the purpose of making wills in European countries is to provide 
for those the testator wishes to benefit in case he dies unexpec
tedly* This represents another conflict of the purpose of wills 
in the African and European societies.

Another factor which militates against the making of 
wills is that the making of such wills tends to reveal a discord 
among the family. The nature of the extended family system hardly 
gives rise to discord within the family. Rather than make a will 
of his property, a Yoruba man prefers to appoint someone to share 
his property according to the rules of customary law.’*'

Where, however, a customary law will is made, there is 
doubt as to the effectiveness of such a will. Among the Yorubas, 
the words of a departed soul are more revered than those of the 
living. Also there is the belief that the departed sotil waits 
around and watches whether or not his mandate is being carried 
out. A person will always follow his will by a curse and that
acts effectively as a sanction, for the will by the deceased will 

2be respected.

(a ) THE CAPACITY OF CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS TO MAKE A WILL
The fact that wills were rare in the traditional society 

makes it difficult to answer the question whether or not a young 
person has the capacity to make a will. As we have indicated, he

1. See Lloyd, op.cit.. p.290 - The person appointed is usually 
named BABANSINKU - the person who buries the dead*

2* Ibid.. 290.
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attains his majority on his marriage. Before then, he is under 
the tutelage of his parents and where he succeeds to property on 
the death of his parents, the property will be held and worked by 
his guardian on his behalf if he is too young# It is therefore 
doubtful whether he can personally will any such property to some
one else.

1
As for wills made under statute , children under twenty

2one years of age are incapable of making a valid will. The Wills 
(Soldiers and Sailors) Act 1918, an English statute, by section 1 
and 3 bad extended the privilege to make nuncupative wills granted 
by sec.11 of the 1837 Wills Act, to soldiers, mariners and seamen 
to include young persons who are under twenty-one in similar 
position and also the 1918 statute covers the disposition of real 
property by will. This provision granting capacity to young 
persons can also be found in the Western Nigeria Wills Law, which 
reads thus -

"any soldier being in actual military service or any 
member of an air force or any mariner or seaman being 
at sea may dispose of his personal estate as he might 
have done before passing this Law, though under the age 
of twenty-one years; and a testamentary disposition of 
any real estate made by a person who dies after passing 
this law shall, notwithstanding that the person was at 
the time of making it under twenty-one years of age or 
that the disposition has not been made^in such a manner 
or form as required by law, be valid."

1. In respect of Lagos, 1837 Wills Act in England applies, being 
a Statute of General application; In the West - there is the 
Wills Law, Cap.133*

2. Sec.7, 1837 Will Act; sec.5, Wills Law, Cap.133.
3# Sec.11 g 1837 Wills Act only applies to the disposition of 

personal estate by will.
Sec.9*



Thus a young person of Western Nigeria origin who is 
either a soldier, a seaman or in the air-force, can now make an 
oral will of his real and personal property and if he makes a 
written will it need not be witnessed or attested*

There are two significant results of the 1918 Act which 
will also apply to the Western Nigeria Wills Law - (a) the pro
vision has been interpreted by English courts to extend to women 
nurses and typists who are working in the military service or who 
are at sea;"*’ and (b) the will so made is valid until revoked even
though the maker of the will dies on his return home from the way 

2or voyage*
This provision, in so far as it relates to children 

and young persons under twenty-one, is inapplicable to the Federal 
territory of Lagos, because the 1918 English Act is a statute en
acted after the first of January 1900* The failure of the 
Federal Parliament either to amend the 1837 Wills Act or to enact 
a Nigerian Wills Act as has been done in Western Nigeria is bound 
to present some conflicts in the law of succession relating to 
children and young persons.

Within the last year, many primary school leavers have 
been recruited into the army most of whom are under twenty-one 
years of age* It can now be taken that while the young soldiers 
of the former Western Nigeria and those of the Mid-West have the

1. In Re Estate of Rowson /19**it7 2 All E.R* 365 In Re Estate of 
Colman /195b/ 1 W.L.R. 457.

2. Re Spratt ^1892/^28.
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capacity to make wills of their real and personal property, their 
colleagues from Lagos and other parts of the Federation lack this 
capacity with regard to real property*

Suppose A, a young soldier is domiciled in Western 
Nigeria. He has a plot of land and two hundred pounds in his bank 
account in Lagos. He makes an unattested will giving his property 
to his mother. He is killed in the war. What law governs his 
succession?

His capacity to make a will should be in accordance with 
the law of his domicile. However while the lex domicilii governs 
the succession to his movables, i.e. the money, the immovable, i.e. 
th@ land, is governed by lex situs and by the lex situs, he will 
be deemed incapable of disposing of his real estate, because he is 
under twenty-one. The only way to resolve this conflict will be 
if the courts in Lagos are empowered by law to recognise the capa
city of such testator who is domiciled in Western Nigeria. At 
present, there is no such law. It is therefore submitted that in 
the absence of similar laws in respect of children under twenty- 
one in Lagos, there should be an enactment making it possible to 
recognise the capacity of a young soldier to make a will of his 
real estate in Lagos or alternatively, such wills should be re
garded as customary law wills.

Both the 1837 Wills Act and the Wills Law of Western 
Nigeria make young persons under the age of twenty-one incapable
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1

of making Wills, except soldiers, mariners and seamen in Western
2Nigeria. The question arises whether the incapacity attaching to

this class of persons is desirable. In England, the recent report
of the Committee on the age of majority had recommended that full
testamentary capacity be granted to persons at the age of eight- 

3een. This recommendation is influenced by the fact that many 
young persons now marry and get children before they are twenty- 
one. In the case of Yoruba society, there is still the conflict 
between the customary law and Statute as to when a young person 
ceases to be a minor. Also, the capacity attaching to them at 
customary law is different from that under the statute with res
pect to specific subject matters.

It is submitted that the resolution of the capacity of 
children generally to make Wills must be preceded, firstly, by 
the general education of the public as to the desirability of will 
making; secondly, there must be a deep study of capacity at cus
tomary law with respect to property holding; and thirdly, the 
local authority must be empowered to register the births of chil
dren in their areas, so as to facilitate the demarcation of a 
specific age of majority. Until these have been done, it will not 
be helpful to follow English statutory precedents as followed in 
many Nigerian statutes, because the two societies are different as 
to culture and needs.
1. The Wills Act, 1837 Sec.7; The Wills Law, Cap.133 W.3N. , Sec.5.
2. Ibid., Sec.11 ; Ibid.» Sec*9.
3* Cmnd. 33^2 Para ^K^-H-lS; see The Family Law Reform Act 1969*
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II. INTESTATE SUCCESSION

For reasons earlier stated, most people die intestate
and in the olden days the property of an intestate devolved on
the junior brother.^ It is now a settled law that the pro-

2perty of the intestate goes to the children. Johnson, recorded 
the dialogue of a deliberative council of the Yoruba elders, 
held in 1858 where it was decided to alter the custom. The 
dialogue ran thus -

"For whom is a man toiling and saving?11 The answer 
comes naturally nfor his children11. Why then should 
a brother displace one's children in the succession?
If the children are minors the uncle may act for them 
until they are of age. Otherwise- the eldest surviving 
issue must succeed as the head of the house until it 
comes to the turn of the children of the next genera
tion. "

This represents the true rule of customary law now - 
especially in so far as succession to realty is concerned. In
.............  if ....................................Adeseve v . Taiwo« the question which fell to be determined 
was whether other blood relations could come in for a share in 
the real property of a deceased who died leaving children survi
ving him under native law and custom. The Supreme Court after

citing

1. Lloyd, op.cit.. p.292.
2. The History of the Yorubas, pp.326-327.
3* Some personal property may go to the uncles or aunts. But 

such will entitle the children of the deceased to share in 
the personal property of the uncle in the future.
See Lloyd, op.cit.. p.293.

k. (1956) 1 F.S.C. 8»+.
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Ajisafe who said flimmovable property is inherited by the children 
and from children to'children1 s children and so on in perpetuity” , 
held that by native law and custom, the real property of the de
ceased persons goes to the children to the exclusion of other 
blood relatives*

1Also, under some statutes the rights of children to 
succeed to the property of their parents are recognised.

The difference between the customary law of succession 
and statutory law of succession lies perhaps in the prominence 
given by customary law to the rights of children alone to succeed 
to the estate of their parents, while under statute they are ex
pected to succeed to the estate along with others such as the

2widow or widows.

Ill THE RIGHTS OF CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS
It has been stated above that the children have right 

to succession under the customary law as well as statutory laws.
It is, however, of importance that their rights under the two 
laws should be dealt with separately. However, children do not 
possess rights to succeed to the estate of an intestate in vaccuo. 
There must be a condition precedent to such succession either at 
customary law or under statute. This brings us back to the 
question of legitimacy or affiliation of the child as a necessary

1. Sec.36(1) of the Marriage Ordinance; The English Statutes of 
Distribution 1670; The Administration of Estates Act Cap.l W.N.

2. Cole v. Cole (1898) 1 N.L.R. 1?.
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requirement to his participating in the estate of the intestate.
In the previous chapter, attempts have been made to point out the
conflicts between the concepts of legitimacy in English and
Yoruba Laws. We have also seen the close connection between
legitimacy or affiliation and succession. However, while marriage
between the parents of a child is a condition precedent to the
legitimacy of a child under English law,^ under the customary law ,
a child is legitimate if born during the subsistence of his
parents' marriage and he is also legitimate if, without any form
of marriage between his parents, his paternity is acknowledged by

2his putative father.M
Therefore, the forms of marriage and the local customs 

of legitimation by the acknowledgment of the paternity of a child 
determine the succession to the property of an intestate. The 
rights of children and young persons will now be discussed 
separately under the headings of succession at customary and 
statutory laws.
(a) Under customary law

One of the features of the customary law is the incap
acity of widows to inherit their husband's property.^ This is be
cause succession in Yorubaland is based on blood relationship.

1. An illegitimate child can now be legitimated through adoption.
2. Lawal v. Younan (1961) All N.L.R. 2^5.
3. Ward Price - Land Tenure in Yoruba Province,(1939)^^*50(3).



In Suberu v. S u m o n u it was held that it is a well settled rule
of native law and custom that a wife cannot inherit her hus-

2band's property* Nor can she administer the estate* In cases 
where young persons are the survivors of the intestate, the next 
male relative will administer the property on behalf of the chil
dren and it has been held that this is not inequitable as the 
guardian becomes the children's new father and looks after the 
children as his own, their mother becoming his wife. Thus where 
there are young children, they will not be given their shares un-

lftil they are capable of shouldering the responsibilities. Their
property will be held in trust for them by their guardian until

5they are old enough to claim them.
The most important feature of the customary law is 

therefore that the incapacity of the children and young persons 
to work or administer their estates has nothing to do with their 
rights of succession. In Salami v* Salami« where the plaintiff 
and the defendants were the surviving children of the intestate 
who left a house and farmland in Abeokuta and the plaintiff, who 
was seven years old at the time her mother took her to the

1. (1957) F.S.C.33.
Aileru v. Anibi (1951) 20 N.L.R* **6.

3* In Re The Estate of Agboruja (19*+9) 19 N.L.R. 152.
Ward Price, op.cit., para. 50X6)*

5* A. K. Ajisafe, op.cit.. p.7 para#9*
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French Cameroon, now returned in 1953 and brought an action for 
account and partition. The court held that the right of a child 
to inherit cannot be affected by his absence or minority at the 
time of the death of the father.

In succession cases involving young persons, especially 
where disputes arise as to the administration of the estate of their 
parents, the courts will protect the interests of young children 
by appointing administrators whom the courts find suitable for 
such roles. It is however doubtful whether the court will grant 
letters of administration to the widows of an intestate where 
there is such dispute. Thus in Ailerq v. Anibi.̂  the intestate 
had surviving him four wives and many young children. The bro
ther of the deceased and one of the wives he inherited applied for 
letters of administration. Also the other three wives applied 
as the guardians of their children. All the widows lived apart
and were not friendly to each other. The court also found that 
the brother wanted the administration not for the minors1 bene
fits but for his own advantage. The court held that as neither 
the brother nor the widows were suitable to administer the es
tate, the administration would be given to the Administrator 
General.

2Also in Administrator General v. Coker the deceased 
was survived by his wife and a child of eleven years of age. The 
father of the intestate applied for letters of administration.

1. (1951) 20 N.L.R. **6.
2. (191*1*) 16 N.L.R. 111.
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The mother of the child, formerly married to the intestate but 
now divorced, opposed it. The court granted the letters of ad
ministration to the minor*s mother and a close relative of the 
deceased. This latter case also shows that the court is not 
normally prepared to grant letters of administration to widows 
only or to a divorced woman.

IYC THE DISTRIBUTION OF PROPERTY SUBJECT TO 
CUSTOMARY LAW OF SUCCESSION— — — —  I ■ ■ — — —  IW   ..  ■

(aj THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE DECEASED FATHER'S 
PROPERTY

It is now a well settled law that the division of the 
property of an intestate father who is survived by wives and 
children is per stirpes, that is through the number of wives 
(IDI-IGI) and not per capita (0RI-0J0RI), Thus in Dawodu v.

^  an intestate of Yoruba origin, had four wives by all 
of whom he had a child or children, nine in all. The question 
was whether the intestate's property should be divided among 
the children in fourths or in ninths. The Judicial Committee 
of the Privy Council affirming the judgment of the Supreme Court 
held that:

(a) the distribution per stirpes "Idi-igi11 represented 
the rule of customary law in full force and obser
vance at the present time;

1. /1962/ 1 W.L.R. 1053.
1



(b) the principles of natural Justice, equity and good 
conscience applicable in a country where polygamy 
was generally accepted should not in a matter of this 
kind be readily equated with those applicable to a 
community governed by the rule of monogamy.

In the distribution of the estate, the first male child, 
known as the "DAWODU11, is never treated specially apart from the 
other children**"and the sex of a child also has nothing to do with 
the quantity of the share the child is entitled to.

The distribution per stirpes which is through wives re
veals another feature of customary law in relation to widows.
The customary law does not give preference to one wife over the 
others simply because one is senior in rank to the others. This 
presents an interesting feature because, while the wives attach 
importance to the seniority rule among themselves, this rule loses 
its importance when the husband1s estate falls to be divided among 
their children. It also shows a disregard for the interests of 
the widows generally, who are barred by native law and custom from 
partaking in their husbands* estates, except by residing in the 
house of their husband.
1. In Salami v. Salami (1957) W.R.1£.L.R. 10, it was held that the

rules of inheritance tinder native law and custom at Abeokuta 
are not different from those which appear to be well settled 
by a line of cases in which the Yorubas are parties, that is, 
the eldest son is not entitled to a greater share than the 
other children and that the other children are entitled 
equally,irrespective of sex.
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As far as children are concerned, while this distribution 
per stirpes based on “Idi-igi” represents the customary law,*̂  it 
is to be hoped that the per capita rule will eventually prevail, 
in the light of modern conditions, throughout Yorubaland. At 
present, the per capita rule is practised in a few areas, especially 
in Egbaland. The decision in some cases where the Administrator- 
General sought direction from the Egba Customary Courts confirmed 
the practice of per capita rule. Thus in: the Matter of the 
Administration of the Estate of Jacob Olude.̂  the customary court 
declared that ”in accordance with the native law and custom of 
Egbaland, if a person dies and surviving him are twelve children, 
th§ Children are entitled to inherit the whole estate (realty as 
well as personalty) and that the estate is to be divided equally 
among them, the shares of the minors to go to their mothers for 
the minors* maintenance.
............................  k . . . .It was also held in another case that where the intes
tate was predeceased by one of his nine children, the estate was 
to be divided into nine equal parts, one part to be given to the 
children of the child who predeceased the intestate.

1. Ward Price, op.cit., para.52; Folarin - 
The Laws and Customs of the Egbaland p.31-

2. See Kasumu & Salacuse - Nigerian Family Law p.293.
3* Egba Customary Court Grade A (1963).
b. In the Matter of the Administration of the Estate of Joseph 

Sotayqo - Egba Customary Court Grade B , 18.6*63.
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Indeed, at present, in other areas, it is possible for 
the people who are entitled to the property of an intestate to 
agree to distribution per capita among the children as if they 
were the children of one mother. However, where a beneficiary 
has obtained benefits of distribution under the ori-ojori system 
the court will bar him from later opting for the Idi-igi system., 
This was the situation in Akerele v. Balogun.^ A further ques
tion to be determined here was whether a child which the court 
had accepted as legitimate, his paternity having been acknowledged, 
and who had accepted a sum of £250 from the estate on per capita 
basis before the case at which her paternity was decided, could 
now urge the court to distribute the estate of the deceased per 
stirpes. Caxton Martin, J. held that she is barred from later 
opting for the Idi-igi system, having obtained benefits under the 
ori-ojori system. This case shows a development from the idi-igi 
rule. The extent to which per capita system is practised cannot 
be estimated now, but there is no doubt that it may replace the 
per stirpes system.

It is appropriate also to point out in this study that 
besides the per stirpes rule, which is now a settled rule of 
customary law, and the per capita rule, which is also recognised 
by the courts if the persons entitled so choose, there is now a 
new attitude to the distribution of property which appears to be 
emerging, influenced by the modern desire to give the children of

1. (196V) L.L.R. 99
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an intestate equal education opportunities* In Lagos and the 
former Western Nigeria, there are schemes for free primary 
education.'*' This has encouraged many parents to send their 
children to school. Suppose X has three wives and has seven 
children from all of them. Two of the children have gone through 
the secondary and University education. The other five children 
are either in secondary or primary school. X died intestate 
leaving some property. The normal approach now is to postpone the 
distribution of the property of the intestate until the young 
children at school finish their education.

This custom of postponed settlement, although not prev
alent at present, must have derived from the fact that in the 
present state of the society, with its profound desire for the

2education of children, it is always a duty, even if a moral one, 
for those who have been trained by their fathers to help those who 
are young. Therefore the family property appears to serve as a 
relief to the grown-ups who might have spent for the education of 
their brothers and sisters in addition to their own personal res
ponsibilities towards their own nuclear families.

Also there is the desire among the Yorubas to accomplish 
the intention of the intestate by completing the programme he was 
supporting before his death. Thus if he was putting up a new 
building or he had young children at school, both his older chil

1. The Education Law Cap. 31*- W.N, which is made applicable to 
Lagos State by the Lagos State (Applicable Laws;.Edict 1968 No.2.

2. Lloyd, P.C. - Africa in social change (1967) PP•186-187*
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dren and near relatives would see to it that the projects which 
the intestate had begun are completed. It is in this instance 
that the family of the intestate usually decides to leave the 
property of the intestate undistributed until the last of the 
children comes out of "school. This has happened quite often 
where A sends one of his children for further studies abroad and 
later dies intestate, the child not having finished his education* 
If A leaves behind cocoa plantation or other real properties, 
there will be no distribution until the return of the child.
The rents, and profits from the intestate's property will be used 
to maintain him.*^

The above instance is a desirable development but the 
question arises whether this new form of postponement of distri
bution constitutes a settlement in the interest of the young 
persons. One cannot but categorise this as a sort of customary 
law /trust/ "settlement" as in English law. It is submitted that
the law should take cognisance of this custom through the power

2of the local authorities to declare local customs as law.

1. The attitude of the ordinary Yoruba person to inheritance is 
not that of enthusiasm, for the Yorubas say - "Eniti o gboju 
logun fi ara re fun osi ta" meaning - who relies on inheriting 
from others gives himself to poverty to kill". This attitude, 
it is submitted may help the development of trust.

2. Customary Courts Law, Cap.31> sec.l.



(bj THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE DECEASED MOTHER'S PROPERTY

The rule in Dawodu v. Danmole applies to the property
of an intestate deceased with more than one wife surviving him.
The distribution in such a case is between the "OBAKAN" meaning
the children of the same father. The distribution within the
"OMO-IYA" group, that is, the children of the same mother is
different. The Yoruba customary law recognises the separate
estate of a woman which she acquires through her own efforts or

1through inheritance. Ward Price said - "It was not contrary to 
customary law to grant land to women. It was done only rarely 
however... but if it happened that a woman with means to build or 
cultivate, was in need of land for the purpose, it could be granted 
to her on the same terms as if she were a man, if she was a wife, 
her husband could not claim to have any right over the property, 
but her son or daughter could inherit some or all of it."

The above represents the Yoruba customary law relating
to the estate of a woman and the right of her children to inherit
the property. It is, however, duly recognised in Yoruba customary
law that while the distribution of the estate of a polygamously
married man is likely to cause family dispute, that of a deceased
mother avoids such dispute. Hence the Yorubas say "Gbede bi ogun
iya, a ni ni lara koko bi ogun baba" meaning, "while it is easy to
inherit from the mother, it is otherwise in case it is from the 
father."

1. Land Tenure in Yoruba Provinces, para. 99.
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It may also be said that the status of the children - 
whether they are legitimate or illegitimate - has no effect on 
the right of the children to inherit their mother's property.

XtD THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE ESTATE OF A DECEASED CHILD
It is against the principle of customary law for parents 

to succeed to the estate of their deceased child. The children 
of the parents who are senior in age to the deceased are also 
barred from inheriting from their younger brother or sister.
Where such child dies leaving property, however small, the pro
perty goes to those who are younger.

* IV THE DISTRIBUTION OF PROPERTY UNDER STATUTE

As indicated earlier, there are statutes which regulate 
succession to property of an intestate. These various statutes 
recognise the rights of children and young persons. However, 
unlike the customary law, the rights of widows and in some situ
ations the rights of relations by blood*

The following are the statutes which the courts resort 
to on the death intestate of a person who during his life, 
married monogamously either inside or outside Nigeria -
(a) Sec.36 of the Marriage Ordinance”** which applies to the

estate of an intestate who marries under the Act in Nigeria.

1. Cap. 115 Laws of the Federation.



This section however applies only to the estate of a person
1who is domiciled in the Federal Territory of Lagos*

p(b) The rule in Cole v. Cole which makes applicable the English 
Statutes of Distribution 1670^ and the Intestate Estates1 
Act^ 1890 to the estate of a person who, although he is 
subject to customary law, contracts a Christian marriage 
outside Nigeria and dies intestate leaving property, real
or personal in Nigeria.

(c) Sec. **9(5) the Administration of Estates Law Western 
Nigeria applies to the estates of an intestate leaving pro
perty in the Region and who is married monogamously either 
inside or outside Nigeria.

Thus in the area under our study, the rule in Cole v.
Cole and sec.36 apply to the estate of an intestate in Lagos 
while sec.^C?) of the Administration of Estates Law applies in 
Western Nigeria.

Under these statutes, a condition precedent to the dis
tribution of the estate of an intestate is his marriage under the 
Ordinance or his contracting a Christian marriage outside Nigeria.

1. It was formerly applicable to the Colony, but with the
adoption of Federation in 195**- and the creation of Lagos 
as the Federal territory, the other parts of the Colony 
was merged with the Western Region of Nigeria.

2. (I898) 1 N.L.R. 15.
3* Both are statutes of General Application.
*+• Cap.l Law of Western Nigeria.



What then are the rights of children and young persons where the 
marriage contracted is monogamous?

1The rule has been laid down in Cole v. Cole. The in
testate, a native of Lagos, contracted a Christian marriage 
while they were in Sierra Leone. On his death, he was survived 
by his widow and their son, Alfred, who was a lunatic. The in
testate 1 s brother brought an action in the court that he was en
titled under native law and custom to be declared the heir to his 
brother!s estate under native law and custom as well as the 
trustee of his nephew, Alfred. The court held that the English 
law of succession applied and then went on to state the nature
of a Christian marriage thus -

tfThe position of a man and a woman who marry according to Christian rites is entirely different. Christian marriage imposes on the husband duties and obligations not recognised by native law. The wife throws in her lot with the husband, she enters his family, her property becomes his. In fact, a Christian marriage CLOTHES THE PARTIES TO SUCH MARRIAGE AND THEIR OFFSPRING WITH A STATUS UNKNOWN TO NATIVE LAW.M
This case, it is submitted, is correct in so far as it

removes the estate of an intestate from the institution of family 
property at customary law and also in so far as it recognises the 
right of a widow to succeed to the property along with the chil
dren of the intestate. However, it is regrettable that some 
cases following Cole v. Cole, in which questions of succession 
arose, carried too far the status arising from Christian marriages 
to the detriment of status acquired under the customary marriage.

1. (I898) 1 N.L.R. 15
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Thus if A contracts a marriage first under the Ordinance, that 
wife dies or is divorced, and A later marries under native law

t

and custom, the children of the Ordinance marriage are thought 
by the courts to have acquired a superior status and therefore 
to be entitled to succeed to the estate of their father as opp
osed to those born in customary marriage.

In Adegbola v. Folaranmi the child born of a valid 
customary law marriage before her father was taken as a slave 
to the West Indies (where he contracted a Christian marriage 
with another woman) was held not entitled to succeed to the 
property of their father along with the children born in
Christian marriage . There is no doubt that if the latter marri-

2age were celebrated in Nigeria, it would be held void. But in 
the circumstances as had happened it could be said that the in
testate entered into the later marriage when it could be presumed 
that the first marriage had ended since there was only a remote 
possibility that he might ever return to Nigeria again and if he 
did, whether the first wife could have been found alive. If the 
court had rested its decisions on the foregoing ground to validate 
the later marriage, that would be acceptable. It was, however, 
erroneous for the court to regard the children of the later 
Christian marriage as superior in status to the child under the 
customary marriage, even though the court did not go so far as

1. (1921) 3 N.L.R. 89.
2. Sec.35 of the Marriage Act, Cap*ll5.
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saying so* Since the court did not expressly declare that child 
illegitimate, the conclusion is inevitable that the child was ex
cluded from the inheritance on the ground that the Christian 
marriage confers a higher status than that of customary marriage 
or rather, it can be regarded that in the eyes of the then Judge, 
customary marriage was no marriage.

It was, however, surprising that as late as 19*+2 a
1similar decision was reached in Gooding v. Martihs - there X

contracted a Christian marriage in Nigeria with in 1906*
1 2 ¥ died in 1911 leaving two children. X later married ¥ under

native law and custom in 1931 and had a child by that marriage.
On the death intestate of X, the court following Cole v. C.ole^ 
held that only the children of ¥*** could inherit X*s property.

It is submitted that the application of the rule in
Cole v. Cole to succession to property of an intestate in order
to discriminate between the children of the two forms of marri
ages contracted which nevertheless were valid, was another 
attempt to impose the form of Christian marriage on persons who 
were primarily subject to customary law.

This discriminatory view of the court, as between the 
status of children born under the two forms of marriages,

3appeared to have been effectively repudiated in Bamgbose v. Daniel

1. (19^2) 8 W.A.C.A. 108.
2. See also A.lavi v. White, (19*+6) 18 N.L.H.^l, but contrast

with Asiata v. Gonzalo (1900) 1 N.L.E. b2 and Smith v. Smith 
(192h\) 5 N.L.R. 105 which were based on the manner of life 
of the intestate rather than the rule in Cole v * Cole.

3. (1955) l1*- W.A.C.A. 116.
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even though the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council ab
stained from overruling Cole v. Cole.**' In Bamgbose v. Daniel, 
the facts were that one St*M&tthew Daniel died intestate and his 
estate fell to be distributed under Sec**fl (now sec.36) of the 
Marriage Ordinance l88*f. The deceased and his brother, Pedro, 
were issues of an Ordinance marriage. While Pedro married monog- 
amously and had a child by the marriage, Daniel married many wives 
in polygamous form under native law and custom. However, secAl 
of the Marriage Ordinance directs that the real and personal pro
perty of any person subject to customary law who contracts a 
marriage under the Ordinance and also the real and personal pro
perty of the issue of that marriage must be distributed in accor
dance with the provisions of the statutes of Distribution 1670 
in England.

The question which fell to be decided was whether the 
children of a polygamous marriage came within the definition of 
"children” under the English statutes of Distribution for the 
purpose of succession. The only child of Pedro, a nephew of 
the deceased argued that the Statutes of Distribution did not 
apply to the estate of polygamous unions and therefore he was 
entitled to the whole of the estate to the exclusion of St.
Mathew Daniel1 s children.

The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, approving 
the judgment of the West African Court of Appeal, held that "the

1. (1898) 1 N.L.R. 15
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effect of the application of the Statutes is to fix the order 
of succession according to a table different from that prevail
ing under native law and custom leaving the courts to determine 
in accordance with settled principle that legitimacy or illegiti
macy of a child is to be determined by the law of that country 
which is the country of its origin, where at the time of its 
birth, its parents were domiciled, who are the particular indi
viduals who fall within any particular class on the succession 
table; and the statute cannot be limited in its local applica
tion in Nigeria to children who are the issues of monogamous 
inions. The claims of the children therefore as lawful children 
of the deceased must be considered independently and are not 
affected by^the status of their mothers as wives of the deceased 
can or cannot be recognised*"

The decision in the foregoing case is very welcome and 
reflects a sensible approach to the problems of a society where 
two forms of marriages are recognised. The English Statute of 
Distribution made applicable by sec.36 of the Marriage Ordinance 
to the estate of an intestate has nothing to do with the form of 
marriage contracted by the issue of an Ordinance marriage. It 
only defines those who are entitled to succeed to the estate, 
and as far as children are concerned, their legitimacy is to be 
governed by lex domicili.. If Adegbola v. Folaranmi and Goodings 
v* Martins were to come to court today, the result would be 
different. The law relating to legitimacy in Nigeria is now well 
settled. This status can be acquired by children born in valid
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marriages (Customary or under the Marriage Act) and by the
application of local custom, hereby children born without any
form of marriage butnwhose paternity is acknowledged by their

1putative fathers are legitimate.

(VI) THB RIGHTS OF CHILDREN AM) YOUNG PERSONS IN THEDISTRIBUTION UNDER STATUTES
In Lagos, the rule in Cole v. Cole and sec.36 of the 

Marriage Act make applicable the English Statutes of Distribu
tion 1670. The rights of Children under these provisions are as 
follows:-
(a) if a man dies intestate leaving a widow and issue, the widow

is entitled to one-third of the estate; the other two-
thirds go to all the issues in equal proportion;

(b) if there is no widow, the property goes to the issues in 
equal shares;

(c) if the wife dies intestate the whole of her estate goes to
her husband and if there is no husband, to her children.

There is, however, one significant difference in the dis
tribution of estates under the rule in Cole v. Cole and sec.36 of 
the Marriage Act. Under the rule in Cole v. Cole. realty goes as 
realty to the heir at law, because the statute of Distribution 
1670 which applies distinguishes between real and personal pro
perty of the intestate. Therefore, before 1926 in England the

1. See Ademola C.J.N. in Lawal v. Younan (1961) 1 All N.L.R^^J*
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real property would go to the heir at law while the personal 
property would pass to those who were entitled to the estate of 
the intestate# On the other hand, under sec.36, realty becomes 
personalty and goes to those who are entitled to succeed to the 
personal property of the intestate. Sec.36 of the Marriage Act 
provides that -

"Where any person who is subject to native law or custom 
contracts a marriage in accordance with the provisions 
of this Act,and such person dies intestate, subsequently 
to the commencement of this Act, leaving a widow or hus
band, or any issue of such marriage; and also where any 
such person who is the issue of any such marriage as 
aforesaid dies intestate subsequently to the commencement 
of this Act -

The personal property of such intestate and also any 
real property of which the said intestate might have 
disposed by will, shall be distributed in accordance with 
the provisions of the law of England relating to the dis
tribution of the personal estate of intestates, any native 
law or custom to the contrary notwithstanding.

In a society, with deeprooted Institutions of extended 
family and family property, the full application of the rule in 
Cole v. Cole must have brought hue and cry and discord in the
family. The mischief of such application was avoided in Smith

1v. Smithy there the plaintiffs and the defendant were children 
of Christian marriage. On the death intestate of the husband the 
widow and the children lived on the property as tenants in common. 
Before the death of the widow, she handed over the title deeds of 
the house to one of the plaintiffs. The defendant, who was in 
need of money, executed a mortgage deed on the property in 1922,

1. (192^) 5 N.L.R. 105*
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signed by all the plaintiffs. When the defendant wanted to 
raise further mortgage, the plaintiffs refused to join in the 
execution of the mortgage deed. There and then, the defendant 
claimed that he was absolutely entitled to the property on the 
ground that their parents were married in accordance with the 
rites of the Church of England and that on the death of their 
father intestate, the real property devolved on him as heir at 
law under the principles of English law governing the succession 
to the property.

The court held that although the fact that natives have 
married according to the rites of the Church of England* raises 
a presumption that they intend that their lives, their actions 
and their property be regulated by English law and standards,

[ this is not conclusive evidence of such an intention and that in
I deciding the question the court should be guided by consideration

of the position in life occupied by the parties and their conduct 
with reference to the property in dispute. Guided by these prin-

i
ciples the Court held that it would be inequitable that the de
volution of the property in this action should be governed by the 
English law of succession.

The case reveals once more another disadvantage which 
may arise as a result of a blanket incorporation by reference of 
a foreign law into the Eigerian law. It is submitted that the 

| rule in Cole v. Cole has outlived its usefulness and should now
! be replaced by statute. It must be noted also that the Statutes
I
|i
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of Distribution in England have been repealed. One questions 
the wisdom of perpetuating a law which has long been discarded 
by the people to whom it was originally applied. There is no 
doubt that Van Der Meulen, J. in Smith v. Smith reached a sensi
ble and acceptable decision in that he took notice of the 
society in which the law was expected to operate. A decision 
otherwise could have deprived the other children of their in
terests in the real property and would violate the common prac
tice of the people.

In the former Western Nigeria, sec.**9(l) of the Adminis
tration of Estate Law^ lays down the methods of distribution of 
the intestate's estate. They are as follows:-

(1) Where the intestate leaves a husband or wife and
issue, one third of the estate goes on Statutory 
Trusts to the husband or wife for life;

(2) if the intestate leaves issue but no husband or
wife, the residuary estate of the intestate shall 
be held on Statutory Trusts for the issue of the 
issue of the intestate.

Gr• SUGGESTIONS FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE ESTATE
OF AN INTESTATE

The conflicts between the law of succession under cus
tomary and statutory laws can be gathered from the foregoing dis
cussion. However, it is the method of distribution of an intes
tate estate under customary law that calls for regulation by sta
tute. At the moment, the customary law with regard to distribu-

1. Cap.l, Laws of Western Nigeria.
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tion of estates Is in a state of flux. The decisions of the
customary courts are not in unanimity as to what method to use.
While the per stirpes rule has been declared by the higher courts,
to be the prevailing rule, some courts do apply the per capita

division
rule and indeed some people practise/according to the per capita 
rule. There is as yet the unnoticed practice of postponed settle
ment.

Another confusion was introduced recently in Re ESTATE 
OF LT.COL, FAJUYI;^ the deceased was the first Military Governor 
of the Western Nigeria who was killed in the second coup of July 
1966, On his death he had surviving him 3 wives, 6 children, his 
parents, 7 brothers (3 whole and half blood) and 3 sisters (1 
whole and 2 half sisters).

The court presided over by a customary Judge and two 
assessors ordered the distribution of the intestate estate as 
follows -
(a) One-third of the property to the children, giving preference 

to age and seniority among them*
(b) One-third of the property to the wives, and
(c) Another one-third to his parents, brothers and sisters.

As will be noted in this order, there is a complete de
parture from the customary law rule of distribution - (a) widows 
at customary law are not entitled to share in the estate of their 
husband, but can reside in the intestate's house; (b) the parents

1, Ado-Ekiti Grade B Customary Court (1969)*



are by customary law not entitled to share in the property of 
their deceased child.

It is this point of departure from the customary rule 
that, I submit, should be adopted but to the exclusion of bro
thers and sisters where the intestate has children, wives and 
parents surviving him. The reasons for my submission are as 
follows s-
(a) As for children, their right to succeed to the estate of 

their father needs no comment;
(b) As for the widows, it is probably high time to recognise

the right of widows to share in the estate of their hus
bands It is submitted that the condition which bars the
widow from inheriting from the estate of the husband is
changing and that is the practice of widow inheritance 
which assures that woman of continued support from the 
new husband. The husband too ought to be able to inherit 
his deceased wife's property where the deceased has no 
issue surviving rather than leave the property to go to 
the wife's relatives.

(c) The parents should be entitled to Share in the estate of 
their deceased child. The customary rule among the 
Yorubas (or Africans generally for that matter) is that 
parents normally look forward to the support from their 
children in their old age.
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In the modern times, one of the reasons for sending chil
dren to school to have formal education is to be able to have 
their support when the parents are old and inactive*

In the proposed new statute, the proportion that goes 
to those entitled should be worked out but with bias to the 
children and such portion must be divided per capita among them.
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CONTRACT AND TORT

A. CONTRACT

INTRODUCTION
In most societies, the law gives special treatment to 

children and young persons with respect to their capacity to 
enter into binding contracts. The main purpose of the special 
rules relating to them is to protect them against their own 
immaturity and inexperience.^

We have already noted the divergence between the 
customary law and statutory law as regard the capacity of 
children and young persons to hold property. However, as 
Coker rightly pointed out, ‘’the contractual capacity ^of chil
dren/ is not coterminous with proprietary capacity which in any
case must depend on the nature of interests and transactions in- 

2
volved.11 It must be pointed out from the outset that the 
capacity of children and young persons to enter into contractual 
relations has changed among the Yorubas due to modern social 
changes bringing in their train a high level of economic activity.

1. See The Report of the Committee on the Age of Majority - 
Cmnd.33^2 para.289.

2, Coker - Family Property among the Yorubas, p.l86.
This view was supported also by Hartwig, Infants’
Contracts in English Law: With Commonwealth and 
European Comparisons /1966/ 15 I.C.L.Q.78I.



Yet, there may be some contracts now, as in the traditional 
society, which a child is forbidden to enter into. The exami
nation of customary and received laws shows that there is no 
general rule concerning the incapacity of children to enter 
into contract common to both laws.

I. CONTRACTS IN CUSTOMARY LAW.
The jurists as well as the anthropologists agree in

their writings that some forms of contracts existed and still
1 2exist in the traditional societies of Africa. Johnson,

writing about trade and commerce among the Yorubas said,
’’the Yorubas are keen traders. They are to be 
found in every part of the neighbouring countries 
for that purpose. A large trade is carried on by 
barter. Cowry s h e l l s , 3 the medium of exchange, 
being too heavy for larger transactions are used 
only for small exchanges locally."
There are some examples of other customary contracts 

which involve goods and services. For example, labourers are 
employed periodically to clear farmlands; produce buyers engage 
people to carry by head loads of cocoa beans in bags from the 
villages to the towns, especially in those villages having no 
access to modern transport; bricklayers are employed to build 
and are paid for their services. In fact there are myriads of

1. Gluckman - Ideas and Procedures in African Customary Law 
(1969) - Where Schapera and Ghai wrote on customary con
tracts in Tswana Law and Kenya respectively. See also Elias- 
The Nature of African Customary Law (1956), pp.l*+*t— 155*

2. Johnson - The History of the Yorubas (1921), p.ll8.
3* Cowries were used as money as late as 1897 after which

metallic currency was introduced by European traders.
See Johnson op.cit., p.ll8. Note also that 3G0 cowries 
equalled Id.
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customary contracts concluded daily. Another notable contract 
common among women is the giving of a goat to another woman to 
rear: the offspring of this goat are divided among the two
parties whenever the goat gives birth. It is also customary 
that where on the first delivery of the she-goat, it gives 
birth to only one, that one goat will be given to the owner of 
the goat. For the Yoruba adage says - ’’Akobi ni ti elewure” 
meaning the first offspring of a goat belongs to the owner.

The foregoing indicates the importance of contracts
which result from the pattern of economic activities among the
Yorubas in the traditional society. Nevertheless, the idea of
contract is less developed than the modern law of contract.
One of the weaknesses of the traditional customary contract is

1the unenforceability of executory contracts. Nwabueze even 
said that because of the lack of evidence for the enforcement

1. See Elias, op.cit.« p.lM+ where he dealt with the customary 
contracts. See also Nwabueze - in his Paper - The Inte
gration of the Law of Contract - Ife University Colluqium 
196^ - where he pointed out that 11 the English common law 
did not provide for any remedy for executory agreements
until 1528. See also Ghai in Gluckman - Ideas and Pro
cedures in African Customary Law, p.33̂ ? where he said, 
’’There is no generalised concept of executory contract in 
customary law which is to say that the mere exchange of 
promises by itself has no legal validity.”
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of executory contracts, there was no such thing as considera-

1 2 tion in customary law. However Folarin defined customary
contracts as 'ADEHUM1 or 'kgreements for which consideration is 
essential to their validity.11 It is submitted that while the 
notion of consideration can be applied to a completed customary 
contract where the two parties have performed the necessary 
acts, the inability of the customary law to order specific per
formance where one party fails to carry out his own part of 
the agreement or where the contract is executory in nature, 
lends weight to the view of Nwabueze. Thus there is no legal 
remedy for breaches of contracts. Transactions are broken at 
will by parties to contracts.̂  It seems therefore that the 
remedy of damages has not been developed in this field.
There can be no doubt that the social structure of the 
society has something to do with the lack of remedy for brea
ches of contracts at customary law. It is still, however, 
fair to speak of a customary law of contracts, for other in
cidents of contractual transactions could be adjudicated upon 
by the courts, i.e. regarding executed contracts.

1. Nwabueze, op.cit.. p.l*t. See also Ghai in Gluckman, op.cit. 
- on the Formation of Contract in Kenya.

2. Folarin - Laws and Customs of Egbaland, p.5̂ *
3. See Gluckman, op.cit.. p.3̂ 2, where Ghai said "Perhaps the 

greatest weakness of customary law is in its provision 
for remedies. Specific performance in the sense of 
ordering the carrying out of an agreement is unusual.”



(a) THE SCOPE OF CONTRACT IN YORUBA ECONOMIC LIFE

Having established that customary contracts exist 
in some forms in the traditional society, we have to examine 
the scope of contract within that society as affected by the 
economic activities in Yorubaland. It is against this back
ground that the scope for contracts by children and young per
sons can be understood.

Ajisafe^ said that “customary contracts are of two 
kinds among the Yorubas, namely - (a) contracts on oath and
(b) ordinary contracts." While the latter was usually made
in the presence of witnesses} the former might be made on oath

2without any individual witness. The administration of the 
oath varies from one society to another, but usually the 
parties would have to perform some ceremony either by drink
ing some medicinal preparation or by swearing before some

\rOr\idols such as !0gun', the God of Because of the
nature of oath taking, it is generally considered that young 
persons are incapable of taking the oath - in any case, the 
nature of the contracts which a young person may be permitted 
to enter necessarily excludes him from oath-taking. Oath- 
taking can only relate to important contracts. The two

1. Ajisafe - The Laws and Customs of the Yorubas (192^) ,p. 51*.
2. Elias - op.cit.. p*l51, where he said "that because the 

African communities lacked writing, witnesses played and 
still play a not inconsiderable part in all categories of 
customary contracts."
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parties are said to have secretly agreed to the performance 
of a contract. The Yorubas use the word "mule", meaning one 
has concluded an agreement in secrecy.

As regards other contracts, the scope of economic 
activities in the traditional society was limited because of 
the methods for transactions of business available in it.
Even though the Yorubas were great traders, the medium of 
money exchange was bound to affect their economic activities^- 
with regard to the purchasing of goods and services. To the- 
African traditional society, the modern bills of exchange, 
cheques and promissory noteŝ  which are now regarded as vital
to economic transactions, were unknown, nor were there such

2economic institutions as banks or companies. Nevertheless, 
there were and still are some types of credit sales practised 
among the Yorubas, for which the Ijeshas are particularly 
well-known.^

1. Johnson, op.cit., p. 118.
2. The usual method of keeping money in the traditional 

society was by digging a hole either in the farm or 
one’s room and burying the money. It is likely that 
the practice continues.

3. See Credit Sales in Nigeria - A paper presented by the 
writer in the Seminar on African Business Law in Pers
pective, 1968, at the School of Oriental and African 
Studies. The Ijesha cloth sellers are called ’OSOMALD’ 
because of the method of their debt enforcement resul
ting from credit sales granted the purchaser.



In the traditional society farmers entered into a 
sort of contract called *ARQ1. It is to be noted that this 
method of contract is indigenous and is still practised. It 
is a system by which a number of people enter into an agree
ment to clear each other’s farmland together, in turn, in 
order to get the land ready in time for planting crops. They 
would move from one person’s farm to another until each had 
had his turn.

There were other transactions like the Iwofa system, 
which was a sort of credit system, but which is no longer 
practised, having been prohibited by law.̂ " There is still 
the apprenticeship system in the indigenous society. There 
is also the recent development of pledging cocoa plantations 
for the purpose of borrowing money. However, while children 
cannot pledge farms or property to borrow money, the system 
of customary apprenticeship in which children take part, is 
very much alive today as will be noted later in this study.

1. The Criminal Code Cap. 2̂ Sec.369 provides that 
’’any person who places or receives any person in 
servitude as a pledge or security for debt whether 
then due or owing or to be incurred or contingent, 
whether under the name of a pawn or by whatever name, 
is guilty of slave dealing and liable to imprisonment 
for fourteen years.”
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(b) THE SCOPE OF CONTRACTS OF YOUNG PEOPLE

The scope of contracts which children and young 
persons can enter into depends on the subject matter of the 
transactions. However, it must be noted that this subject 
is speculative because of the lack of authority as regards 
the contracts of children and young persons at customary law. 
Also there has been little or no discussion with regard to 
children*s contracts. However, Folarin stated in his book1 
that

"with the exception of lunatics and CHILDREN UNDER 
PARENTAL CONTROL, everybody male or female, whether 
married or not, slave or free, is capable of entering 
into a binding contract.’*

This customary law rule as noted by Folarin needs 
some clarification. There is no doubt that lunatics are in
capable of entering into a binding contract at customary law. 
It is the view of Folarin about the capacity of children that 
calls for some analysis. His views can be reconstructed thus-

**With the exception of ....children under parental control, 
everybody male or female whether married or not...is 
capable of entering into a binding contract.11

The only interpretation that can be placed on this is that all 
married or unmarried persons, provided they are not children 
under parental control, can enter into a binding contract.
The question then is - who is a person under 1 parental con
trol1? and in effect, what does ’parental control* mean?

1. Folarin, op.cit.« p.5̂ .
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Parental control is a vague term when applied to 
Yoruba customary law, for a person is not deemed to be free 
from his or her parents1 tutelage until he or she is married.^ 
However, it is submitted that it would be unreasonable to say 
that only marriage can confer contractual capacity with res
pect to ordinary customary contracts. To this extent Folarin 
was right. Therefore, the concept of * parental control* is a 
relative term and it depends on the nature and subject 
matter of the contract which the child wants to enter into.
For example, incurring debt is abhorred among Yorubas gener
ally. Consequently it is doubtful whether a young person can 
freely incur debts, nor can he pledge his property to borrow 
money. But a young person has capacity to contract for 
necessaries like clothes, food, and tools for his occupation. 
It must, however, be noted that the word fnecessaries1 as 
indicating the types of contract a young person can enter 
into, is relative to the society in which a child grows up. 
Sometimes the environment can even dictate what are necessa
ries or what are not, with respect to a child. Take for 
example, a child who grows up in the town as opposed to a 
child who grows up in the village. Therefore the station in 
life of a particular child and the society into which he was 
born to a great extent determine what are or are not neces
saries for him in the field of contract.

1. Elias, op.cit.. p.10^4 Fadipe, op.cit.. f>.l65,
Johnson, o p . cit. ,  p.103*
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Very few cases in contract and tort are dealt with 
by customary courts. Consequently the development of law 
in this sphere is arrested. This lack of development may be 
due to the following factors -
(a) Since contract forms the basis of business transactions, 
the advent of Europeans to the West Coast of Africa, with the 
sole purpose of trading, made the use of customary contracts 
inadequate so that in Nigeria, the English law^ replaced 
customary law whenever the dealing was between a native and a 
non-native.

2(b) The present customary courts in the area covered by 
this study (except the Federal Territory of Lagos^) have 
jurisdiction in civil causes, which include contract and 
tort. But it is regrettable that these courts are more popu
lar for their jurisdiction in matters relating to family dis-

1+putes than in contract and tort.
Few cases that go to the customary courts arise 

from claims of debts. Sometimes, however, these debts are 
connected with family disputes, such as when a husband claims 
in a divorce proceeding the money lent to the wife during 
the subsistence of their marriage.

1. The English Law was introduced to Lagos by Ordinance No.3> 1863. It was extended to the protectorate on the 1st of 
January 1900. See Elias, Groundwork of Nigerian Law.
(195*0, p.6.

2. Cap.31, Laws of Western Nigeria, Sec.12.
3« There are no customary courts in the Federal Territory of

Lagos.
*+. Allot - in his paper - The Codification of the Law of

Civil Wrongs in Common Law Africa - also lamented thelack of development of law in this field.
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Therefore, the lack of development of the law re

lating to customary contracts by the courts has introduced an 
uncertainty in this area of law, which the majority of Nigeri
ans still use. Nevertheless, the inconclusive case of

1LAB IN JO H V . ABAKE , which was decided in 192*+, gives us a 
pointer to what courts might do in certain situations with 
respect to customary contracts entered into by a minor still 
living with his or her parents.

The facts were as follows -
The plaintiff supplied goods to the defendant for 

trading purposes in 1922 while the defendant was 17 
or 18 years old. The defendant was sued in 192*+ for 
the sum of £*+8. l8. 3d. as the balance due. She 
pleaded the Infants* Relief Act of 187*+.

The learned Police Magistrate upheld the defendant1s plea,
holding that the contract was void under Sec.l of the Infants**
Relief Act 187*+.

On the successive appeals to the Divisional Court
and the Full Court respectively, the question now turned on
whether or not a girl of 17 or 18 years of age was capable of
entering into such a contract. The Divisional Court Judge
thought the case raised a question of infancy at customary law.
He did not see the reason why the English common law age of 21
should apply to a contract between natives as he thought that
would cause great hardship. He said,
1. (192V) 5 N L R 32.
2. Sec.l of 187^ Infants' Relief Act - A Statute of general 

application - makes void a contract for the supply of 
goods (other than necessaries) to an infant.
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“Native law and custom decrees that persons come of 
age when they reach puberty. I can see no reason why 
this should not be the age as regards the Infants’
Relief Act especially as no age is stated in the Act 
as is done in most of the remaining Acts dealing with 
infants.” 1

Thus the Divisional Court Judge based his decision on customary 
law and reversed the decision of the lower court.

On a further appeal to the Full Court of three 
judges, Combe C.J., who delivered the judgment of the court, 
said:

“The Divisional Court was wrong in holding that the term 
’infant’ as used in the Infants’ Relief Act could be 
given a different meaning from that of the English 
common law.”

However, what made the decision in the case incon
clusive was the further holding which can be found in the 
body of the judgment, where Combe, C.J., said -

"In this case which is now before this court, the only 
matter was whether a girl of 17 or 18 should be held 
bound by her contract entered into with a native to 
pay for goods purchased by her to be used for trading 
purposes.” 2

The learned Chief Justice, remitting the case back to the
Police Magistrates’ Court to inquire into whether there was

3any native law and custom applicable to this question, said 
obiter that

1. Ibid., p. 33-
2. Ibid., p.35.
3. The general rule is that if there is a native law and 

custom applicable to a matter in controversy between a 
native and another which is not repugnant to natural 
justice, equity and good conscience, nor incompatible 
with any local statute and if parties do not intend 
their obligations under the transactions to be governed 
by English law, the controversy shall be determined in 
accordance with native law and custom.
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“Having regard to the position of an unmarried girl in 
her father !s house and to what would have been the 
consequence of a judgment against the girl, it may 
(well) be that even under the native law and custom 
the plaintiff could not succeed in his action.1*1

It is regrettable that this all important case, in 
which the Full Court ordered that evidence of customary con
tract with respect to a minor be taken is weakened in its 
authority because no record has been found of the later pro
ceedings in the Police Magistrates' Court. However, from 
the judgment of the Full Court,two important points emerge,
(a) The Full Court would have given preference to the

application of native law and custom where there are 
different or similar rules as between customary law and 
received laws, governing a case in which two natives are 
involved, unless there is a local enactment on the sub
ject matter.

It is submitted that if other courts had followed the spirit 
of the Full Court in Abake v. Labinjoh, there could have been 
opportunities for the development of customary law concerning 
contracts. The High Courts which are charged with the ob-

pservance and enforcement of customary law have failed to use 
the provision to develop the customary law of contracts. In
stead, reliance is placed, especially in Lagos State, on the
English Infants' Relief Act, 187^.^
!• Ibid., p.136.
2. The High Court Law Cap.Mf Sec. 12 W.M; The High Court 

(Lagos) Act Cap.80 Sec.27.
3. There is a local statute applying to the Western State - 

The Infants' Law Cap.*+9.
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(b) As regards capacity, though the statement of the learned 
Chief Justice was inconclusive, it would appear that the Full 
Court was of the opinion that -

’’the reaching of puberty (which is normally 1*+ or 15 
years for girls and l6 or 17 for boys) did not 
automatically confer capacity on a young person to 
enter into a particular contract”.

In my view, the judgments of the Divisional Court and the Full 
Court raised a conflicting question of the age of majority 
with regard to customary contracts in Yoruba law, especially 
where an enterprising young person is supplied with goods for 
trading purposes. Neither the fixing of the age of puberty by 
the Divisional Court judge, nor the uncertainty about when an 
unmarried boy or girl could cease to live with his or her 
parents, could be helpful in determining the capacity of a 
young person in this field for the following reasons -
(i) If the views of the learned judge in the Divisional 
Court that the reaching of puberty is the beginning of majority* 
prevail , especially with regard to the type of contract 
entered into by the defendant in this case.* the fact that the 
age of reaching puberty varies with the individual may cast an 
onerous duty on the courts which must order a medical examina
tion to determine in doubtful cases when an individual who 
comes before it has reached puberty and furthermore, there
See1. Uche - The Law of Obligations in Nigeria and Ghana

(University of London Thesis for Ph.D.1967) p.*+7̂ ? shared 
the same view when he said that ‘'neither the customary 
nor Islamic law requires the age of 21 for contractual 
capacity. Both systems regard puberty as the age of 
contractual capacity.”
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will be the problem of varying ages in determining the same 
1legal issue. Suppose the contract by the young person took 

place two years before the case came to court. The court 
will face an uphill and unrewarding task of having to deter
mine the capacity of the young person at the time the contract 
was concluded.
(ii) The application of common law concepts, which could be 
spelt out from the statement of the Full Court, ignored the 
society in which the law was being administered. There 
could be no basis for the application of 21 years to determine 
the capacity of a young woman living with her parents with 
respect to her ability to trade on her own. Certainly, the 
customary law does not discriminate upon the basis of calendar 
age of 21 years, provided the young person has sufficient 
intelligence and understanding to pursue that trade.

In Nigerian society, a decision like that in 
Lab in.i oh v. Abake, that goods could not be supplied to a 
person under 21 and that, if they were supplied, the contract 
was void, could have discouraged the growth of petty trading 
among the enterprising young persons. It is submitted that 
rather than make this type of contract void, it ought to be

1. Elias - Groundwork of Nigerian Law (195^)> p.300 - 
where he said “if puberty is majority, the legal age 
would be a kind of judicial will-o-wisp and the court
might have to order medical examination in order to 
determine the inconsistent factor of puberty in every 
youthful litigant."
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at most voidable under customary law.
I, therefore, submit that some age between the

reaching of puberty and the age of 21 should be adopted as
2the age of majority, preferably the age of 18. ' The English 

common law age of 21 has now been changed^ and as far back 
as 196^, the age of 18 was adopted as the beginning of the

ifage of majority in Uganda.

II CONTRACTS OF CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS,
REGULATED BY ENGLISH LAW AND LOCAL STATUTES
The English common law regarded contracts entered 

into by a minor as voidable at his option. The word ’void
able* has been said to connote two rules when used with re- 
gard to infants’ contracts. There are, of course, some con

1. See Nwabueze - op.cit., p. 10, where he suggested 11 the
restoration of the common law position that no contract 
is to be absolutely void against an infant who is old 
enough to exercise usefully his intelligence.”

2. The modern social change makes adherence to the common law 
age of twenty-one untenable and therefore it ought to be 
changed.

3* The Family Law Reform Act 1969.
*+. The Contract (Amendment) Act 196*+, Laws of Uganda.
5. See Cheshire and Fifoot - The Law of Contract (7th Ed.

1969) for more details at p.3^7. (a) Certain contracts 
by which an infant has acquired some permanent or dur
able interest in property and those which create obli
gations of continuing nature. Such contracts are binding 
unless repudiated before or within reasonable time after 
the attainment of his majority, (b) Other contracts were 
not binding unless ratified by the infant when he 
reached the age of 21.
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tracts such as contracts for necessaries, apprenticeship and 
contracts of services which are binding on children on the 
ground that such contracts are for their benefit.

An English Statute - the Infant Relief Act - which 
became law in 187*+ was intended to amend the common law with 
respect to infants’ contracts and this the Act did with re
gard to two important matters -
(a) Some categories of contracts are declared ’absolutely

1void’ if entered into by infants, and
(b) The Act renders infants incapable of ratifying certain

contracts which they had earlier been permitted to
2ratify on reaching the age of 21.

By section ^5 of the Interpretation Act,^ the
English Infants Relief Act, 187*+, is made applicable to
Nigeria, being a statute of general application in force in
England on the first of January 1900. It does not, however,
apply to West and Mid-Western States which have similar local

Ifstatutes entitled the Infants’ Law. Therefore in the two 
States under consideration, while the applicable laws with 
regard to Infants’ contracts are the common law and the

1. Sec.l of the Infants Relief Act 187*+.
2. Ibid., Sec.2.
3. Cap.89, Laws of the Federation.
*+. Cap.*+9, Laws of Western Nigeria Part II, Secs A, 5

and 6.
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Infants* Relief Act 187^ in Lagos, in the Western State, the 
1common law and the Infants* Law apply. Sec.2 of the Infants'

2Law defines 'infant* or 'child' as a person under the age of 
21 years.

3The contracts which are declared absolutely void 
by the Acts if entered into by children are of three categories, 
They are contracts for the repayment of money lent or to be 
lent; for goods supplied or to be supplied (other than con
tracts for necessaries); and all accounts stated.

As stated earlier, the defendant in Labin:1 oh v.
ifAbake pleaded section 1 of the Infants' Relief Act, 187*+, as 

relieving her of any liability to pay for the goods supplied. 
The Full Court, while agreeing that section 1 of the Infants' 
Relief Act, 187^, was applicable as a statute of general 
application, remitted the case to the Police Magistrate's 
Court to take evidence on customary law with respect to the 
same matter. There can be no doubt that if a similar case 
comes to court today, the court will apply section 1 of the 
Infants' Relief Act, 187*+, to relieve the defendant of any 
liability.

1. The Law of England (Application) Law Cap.6o. Sec.3 re
tains the application of English common law and doctrines 
of Equity.

2. C a p . S e c . l .
3- Cap.*+9, Sec A; The Infants' Relief Act, 187*+, Sec.l.
b. (192*+) 5 N.L.R. 32.
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As for contracts of loan,1 and accounts stated, 
there are no Nigerian cases, but the Nigerian Courts will 
normally follow similar decisions of the English Courts with 
respect to them. The same interpretation will be expected to 
be placed on Sec.2 of the Infants’ Relief Act, 187̂ , as re
gards the inability of children to ratify, on reaching the age
of 21, those contracts which by section 1 of the Act they are

2prohibited from entering into during their infancy.
As indicated above, neither statutes affect those 

contracts which children can enter into at common lav; -
(a) Contracts for necessaries - an infant is liable to pay 
for necessaries that have been supplied to him. It has also 
been said that “the word 'necessaries’ is not confined to 
articles necessary to support his life, but includes articles 
and services fit to maintain the particular person in the

3station of life in which he moves.”
The foregoing statement by Parke, B. , is very im

portant as a guide to what are or are not contracts for 
necessaries for the particular infant. Being a concept rela
tive to a particular infant, it means that the concept of

1. In Leslie v. Sheill £L9l!+/ 3*K.B.6o7 - where the infant 
misrepresented his age to get a loan from the plaintiff, 
the court held that the loan was irrevocable despite the 
infant's fraudulent misrepresentation.

2. See also Secs.5 and 6 of Infants’ Law Cap.^9*
3* Peters v. Fleming l̂Ŝ fQ/ 6 M & W **2, p.^6-^7 per Parke B. - 

Quoted from Cheshire and Fifoot - Law of Contract.
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necessaries for an infant may not only vary from one infant 
to the other, but may also change from one generation to 
another and also from one country to another^. However, 
certain types of necessaries are common to all children all 
over the world. For instance, contracts for food, clothing 
and lodging are necessaries. So also are contracts that are
suitable or beneficial to the life of the children.

In the Nigerian case of MART INS T. MARTINS,2 the 
plaintiff, an orphan, had during his infancy lived with the 
defendant, who was his uncle. The plaintiff*s deceased 
father left him a sum of £1^5 deposited in the bank. The de
fendant applied to the court to use the money to purchase 
land as an investment for the child. He failed to buy the 
land. When the plaintiff attained his majority, he sued the 
defendant for the return of the money. The defendant pleaded 
that he spent the money with the plaintiff* s approval for his 
benefit during his infancy and produced a list of payments 
and receipts. It was found as of fact that he paid school 
fees and other expenses out of the fund for the education of 
the plaintiff; that there were some sundry small amounts

1. A contract by a British undergraduate for the purchase of 
a watch will be regarded today as a contract for necessa
ries whereas in 18h-0, in the case of Peters v. Fleming
6 M & W *f-2, purchasing a watch was regarded as a luxury.
So also one would regard the owning of a car by an average 
Nigerian undergraduate as a luxury whereas it is the 
common feature in American Universities for undergraduates to own cars.

2. (19*K)) 15 N.L.R.126.
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received by the plaintiff for necessaries and also that there
was evidence of the maintenance of the plaintiff for *+£ years
at £6 per annum.

The court after allowing those expenses which were
spent on necessaries, held the defendant liable for such items
as he could not show affirmatively to have been spent with the
plaintiff's consent and for his benefit.

The foregoing case shows that payments for education
and maintenance clearly fall within 'necessaries' for children.
These may include food, clothing, books and other materials
closely connected, with the education of the child. It must,
however, be noted that the notion of what are or are not
necessaries changes from one period to another. Although it
is not clear from the judgment in this case which items, the
court felt were not for the benefit of the child; but at the
relevant time of this case in Nigeria, a watch could not have
been considered as a necessary, whereas this might be the case
now depending, of course, on the way of life of the particular
child. Where, however, a child already had an adequate
supply of necessaries, he would not be liable for the supply

1in excess of his needs. A child is protected against the

1. Nash v. Inman £L908/ 2 K.B.l - the case of the Cambridge 
undergraduate and the Saville Row Tailor, where the 
infant was held not liable for the supply of suits in
excess of his needs.
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Tenforcement, of an executory contract for necessaries except
where the executory contract relates to the education of the

2child*
(b) Contracts of apprenticeship and of service - an infant

3may also bind himself by a contract of apprenticeship, the 
purpose of which is the acquisition of training and skill by 
which he intends to earn his livelihood. Such a contract must 
be substantially for his advantage. The presence in the con
tract of service of terms which may be prejudicial to the 
interest of the child does not necessarily invalidate such 
contract of service. it is always left to the court to de
cide whether the terms prejudicial to the child outweigh those
in his favour. If the answer is 'yes1, the contract will be

kdeclared invalid by the court, otherwise the infant will be 
bound.^
1. A child is only liable for goods actually supplied and by 

Sec.2 of the Sales of Goods Act, 1893, a statute of general 
application and Sec.1* of the Sales of Goods Law Cap.ll5, 
Laws of Western Nigeria, he is expected to pay a reasonable 
but not necessarily the contract price.

2. Robert v. Gray .̂19137 1 K.B.520.
3* Contracts of apprenticeship will be treated as Special 

Contracts under customary and statutory laws below.
*+. De Francesco v. Barnum (1890) *+5 Ch.D.k30 - in a contract 

for 7 years, the infant aged l1* covenanted not to marry 
during her apprenticeship for the learning of stage danc
ing, the contract was held unenforceable.

5* Clements v. London v. London and North Western Rly. Co. 
ZlS9it/ 2 Q.B A82 - a contract by a child agreeing to join 
the company!s insurance scheme and to relinquish his 
right to sue for personal injury under the Employers1 
Liability Act, I80O.
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(c) Voidable contracts - these are contracts which an in
fant can enter into but which are by their nature regarded as 
valid and binding unless the infant repudiates the contract 
during his minority or within a reasonable time after the
attainment of his majority.^ They are contracts of leases;

2contracts for shares in a company, and contracts of partner-
3ship:. Where a child exercises his option to repudiate the 

contract, he cannot recover the money he has paid under it
Llunless there is a total failure of consideration. But where

an infant has transferred property other than money under the
contract, he is allowed to recover it.

It must also be pointed out that some particular
statutes grant the children capacity to enter into certain
contracts. Thus in the West and Lagos States, someone under
the age of 21 may be admitted as a member of any registered
co-operative society and the minority of such child does not
debar him from executing any contract with the Society nor
can his minority be a ground for invalidating or avoiding any
contract entered into by him with the Society. Such contracts

5are enforceable, by or against him. The foregoing pro-

1. Edwards v. Carter /1893Z A .C .3&0.
2. Steinberg v. Scala (Leeds) Ltd. ^192^/2 Ch.
3. Corpe v. Overton (1833) 10 Bing 252.

Ibid. Steinberg v. Scala (Leeds) Ltd. and Corpe v. Overton.
5. The Co-operative Society Law Cap.26 Laws of Western 

Nigeria Sec.27; the Co-operative Society Act, Cap.39> 
Sec.2*f Laws of the Federation.
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vision encourages a child or young person to save with the 
Co-operative Society and to deal with them in any other 
manner.

Ill SPECIAL CONTRACTS INVOLVING CHILDREN AND 
YOUNG PERSONS UNDER CUSTOMARY AND STATU

TORY LAWS
We shall discuss here broadly two types of special 

contracts which involve children and young persons. They are -
(a) the IWOFA SYSTEM and the recent development of domestic 

services; and
(b) the customary and statutory apprenticeship contracts.
It is to be noted that though emphasis will be placed on the 
contractual aspect of these systems in this chapter, in a 
later chapter, their educational aspects will be mentioned 
especially the customary aspect which deals with indigenous 
education.

1 The Iwofa System and recent developments
thereof

The ’Iwofa’ system constitutes a peculiar contract 
well known in Yorubaland."̂  It is a transaction unknown to 
the English common law. Early English observers of the system

1. Lugard,in his book. The Dual Mandate in British Tropical 
Africa (1923) p.38?, said "the system of debt-slavery 
(Iwofa System) was practised in Malaya until eradicated 
in 1920. Before that date, children were taken in pledge 
for parents’ debts and no reduction in the debt was made 
for the labour of the debtor”.
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termed it "pawning". Johnson**- defined ’Iwofa’ as "a term
denoting one who serves another periodically in lieu of the
interest of the money lent. In short, it is one in service
for ’interest’." The term pawning, is therefore inapplicable,
for a human being cannot be pawned as can goods and chattels.

2The Yoruba equivalent of pawning is 'FI DQGQ' which means
pledging some chattels in lieu of borrowing. Some observers
also viewed the Iwofa system as a form of slavery whereas, an
Iwofa is a freeman, his social status remains the same, his
civil and political rights are intact and he is only subject to
his master in the universal sense that a borrower is a servant
to the lender.

It can be seen that the Iwofa system grew up as a
result of the system of moneylending in Yorubaland. Perhaps,
the idea of Iwofa could not be made clearer than in the way it
has been described by the Qni of Ife in an address on "Yoruba 

if u culture" thus

1. The History of the Yorubas (1921) p. 126; see also Fadipe - 
The Sociology of the Yorubas, pp.622-623; see Ajisafe - 
The Law and Customs of the Yorubas (1924-), pp.70-72;
Folarin - The Law and Customs of Egbaland, pp.8-10.

2. Johnson, op.clt.. p.126; A.K.A.iisafe . op.cit.. p.67.
3« Johnson, op.cit.« p.26, further distinguished between a

slave and Iwofa thus - "You buy, ’ra* a slave, but you en
gage ’ya' an Iwofa".

*f. Odu No.3 - Journal of Yoruba and Related Studies (1956),
p. 16 - where the Oni also lamented that the Iwofa system 
has been misnamed pawning, but in essence there is the 
difference between Iwofa and pawning.



11 Iwofa is a credit system deeprooted among the Yorubas. 
When a man is in dire need of money to defray the ex
penses of funeral, marriage or chieftaincy ceremonies, 
he is at liberty to ’pawn’ (give) his son or himself 
if necessary, for a sum of money. It is also the 
practice among the wealthy people to 'pawn1 (give)their 
children for paltry sums so as to give them sound train
ing in another man's farm and in order, also to give the 
children an impression that there is no money in the 
family and that they must work hard to raise the family.
'Pawning1 (IWOFA) is therefore an instrument of credit
as well as part of the educational system."

While the Oni's statement represents the true rule, 
we are, however, concerned with the contractual aspect with 
respect to children and young persons. The law regulating the
Iwofa system differs according to whether it is a boy, a girl,

1 2 a man or a woman that is involved.

(a) CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS AND THE
IvJOFA SYSTEM.

The contract of Iwofa involving a child is usually 
between the parents of the child or young person, the money 
lender called the master (OLUWA) and the sponsor called 
(ONIGBOWD).^ The sponsor serves as a surety to see that the 
money is repaid. If the young person runs away before the re
payment, the surety will have to repay the money. But usually, 
the parent of the child will offer to repay the loan.

1. Ajisafe, op.cit. p.70, said - "A man is allowed a certain 
number of days to do his own private work, to enable him 
to save to redeem himself (usually 9 days for the master
and 9 days for himself).”

2. The law is rigid as to an Iwofa woman. "Should the woman 
be tampered with sexually by the master, the debt is 
absolutely discharged and if forced against her will, he 
will not only be liable to prosecution but also heavy 
fines payable to the woman's husband". Johnson, op.cit. 
p.128; Ajisafe, op.cit. p.70; Folarin, o p .cit. p.9«

3. Johnson, op.cit.. p.127.
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The mutual consent of both parents is necessary to 

give a child away as an Iwofa and they must work hard to re
deem him. Either parent with the consent of the other can

1also give away the child. The extent to which a child gives 
his own consent is doubtful. This will depend on the age of 
the child. But since this was the custom, occasions were rare 
on which a child objected to the system. It is probably safe 
to conclude that the contract of Iwofa involving children was 
usually concluded between the parents and the master especially 
where the child was young. However, I was reliably informed 
that there were instances when a young person offered himself 
to be given away as an Iwofa in lieu of money borrowed by the 
family for a certain purpose.

Children and young persons who are given away as 
Iwofa, unlike men Iwofa, lived with their masters or mistres
ses. Because of their age, they had to be trained by their 
masters, if boys, in agriculture or which ever trade they did 
and if girls, their mistresses would train them in domestic 
works and also in whatever occupation the mistresses were en
gaged, such as cloth selling, and some other petty trading.

1. Folarin, op.cit., p.8. where he said '‘The father of a 
child cannot pawn him without the consent of his
mother, the proverb being - "Qlobuko ki won omo eran11 
meaning "the owner of a he-goat cannot claim the off
spring" .
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The master was bound to feed them, but not to clothe them
even though many did. They were also allowed to visit their
parents. There was a strong law which had been worked out for

1childrens welfare. Children we re never forced to stay if 
they decided to leave. The parents had to provide a substi
tute or substitute himself.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS - DOMESTIC SERVANTS
pJohnson said, "the system of engaging domestic 

servants with a monthly wage is unknown in this (Yoruba) 
country, the Iwofa system is resorted to for that purpose". 
This statement is rather true of the olden days, but with 
modern social changes and increase in the level of economic 
activity and the introduction of educational programmes on a 
large scale, it is probably true today that the Iwofa system 
has substantially,if not altogether, vanished. A provision 
inserted in the Criminal Code Act in 1932 was intended to 
abolish the Iwofa system. Sec.3^9(3) of the Criminal Code 
Act Cap. 2̂ Laws of the Federation provides that -

1. See Johnson, op.cit., p.128;
See Folarin, op .cit., p.9* where he said "if the girl 
iwofa is defiled, the money is forfeited and where 
the girl has been betrothed to a man, the master will 
be liable in damages to the prospective husband.

2. Johnson, op.cit.« p.129.
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"Any person who places or receives any person in 
servitude as a pledge or security for debt whether 
then due and owing or to be incurred or contingent, 
whether under the name of pawn or by whatever name 
such may be called or known is guilty of slave
dealing and is liable to imprisonment for fourteen
years."

The practice, however, continued for a long time after 1932.
Arising from the impact of education, especially with 

the free primary education programmes in Lagos and the West, 
there has been the problem of under-employment among the 
primary school leavers, who leave school between the ages of 
twelve and fourteen and whose parents are unable to send them 
to the Secondary Grammar School for further education. These 
children, not having been brought up in the art of agriculture, 
refuse to go back to help their parents on the farm. The re
sult is that they migrate to big urban towns to look for Jobs
and in the absence of these, they go to work as domestic ser
vants to the salaried class of persons or in some cases, to 
local traders. These children advance various reasons for 
doing domestic Jobs. For instance, in the survey carried out 
by the writer in the University of Lagos campus where more 
than sixty families live, most of the houses have one boy and 
one girl as domestic servants, the boys to wash his master's 
clothes, run errands and do some other Jobs, and the girls to 
take care of the children when their mothers go to work.

The following facts were revealed:-
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(a) The ages of boys and girls interviewed range between 
lk and 17 years.1

(b) About 70$ of the boys and girls interviewed read up to 
primary six; 20% did not finish their primary education; 
and 10% did not attend school at all.

(c) The answers to the question why they took up domestic 
jobs and what they would do in the future vary:
BOYS - About 30% of the boys interviewed would like to 

serve as apprentices in different professions on 
leaving their master and they were saving their 
wages to pay as fees for apprenticeship and to buy 
some clothes for work. About 15$, in fact, had
gone through some form of apprenticeship, either

2as tailors or drivers , and had come to do domestic 
job to collect some money to buy the tools for 
their trade. Another 20$ of the boys wished to go 
back to school in future, while 35$ had no idea of 
what to do afterwards.

GIRLS- 10$ of the girls who had no school education,
intended to go back to return to their parents by 
Christmas, if Christians or by the time of Id El

1. It must be noted that there is no means of assessing 
their correct ages. I relied on what they said. These
may be correct as the school age of children in Lagos
and the West begins at 5 and 6 years respectively.

2. From personal knowledge - a boy who lived with the master 
left after 9 months after he had earned some money so as 
to enable him to obtain a driving licence.
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Fitri, if Muslims, and thereafter they intended 
to stay with their parents and possibly learn some 
trade* More than 60% of the others would like to 
learn sewing and knitting and the rest had no idea 
of what they would like to do*

As to where these people come from, most of them
migrated from the provinces to Lagos; a substantial number of
the boys are of the former Eastern Region origin; and the
girls are mainly from the neighbouring towns* Most of those

1who had no school education came from Kwara State * The 
average wage of boys is £3 per month and the wages of girls 
vary from £2 to £2.10/'

There are provisions in the Labour Code Act^ con
cerning the contracts for domestic service, but few employers 
take notice of these provisions, nor has the Commissioner of 
Labour used his power to make regulations for the engagement 
or supervision of domestic servants. In theory, therefore, 
the Labour Code Act applies to all people, but in practice, 
the provisions with regard to domestic service are only made 
use of to regulate the conditions of service of domestic ser
vants employed by the expatriates.

1. Kwara State is inhabited mainly by the Yorubas with some 
other ethnic groups* Boys and girls migrate from there to 
Lagos for domestic job and go back at the time of Ileya 
Festival. There is yet no free primary education there.

2. They do not spend out of their money as they are fed by 
their masters.

3. Cap.91, Secs. 180 and 181.



2. APPRENTICESHIP

The contract of apprenticeship is well known to 
common law system as well as the customary law. In both 
systems of law, the purpose is to prepare children and young 
persons for the future by the acquisition of education or 
training.

(a) Statutory Apprenticeship 
We have some provisions, however, in the Labour Code

1
Act which regulate the contract of apprenticeship of children
and young persons. The parent or the guardian of a person
above the age of 12 and under l6 years of age may, with the
consent of such person, apprentice such young person to train
him for a trade in which art or skill is required. But such

2apprenticeship must not exceed 5 years. It can be seen 
from the foregoing provision that a person under 12 years of 
age cannot be apprenticed. In the case of children who are 
sixteen years of age or more, they are free to apprentice them
selves for any term not exceeding five years. But this term
can be extended with the approval of the Governor of a State

3for a period not exceeding twelve years from the beginning.
Every contract of apprenticeship is expected to be 

in writing and must be made with the approval of an authorised 
labour officer̂ . Section 136 is an important provision in that

1. Cap.91, Secs.129-139.
2* Ibid., Sec.130.
3. Ibid., Sec.132. 
k. Sec.135.
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it requires a labour officer to ascertain that the apprentice 
has consented to the contract. He must also see that the 
apprentice is medically examined by a registered medical 
practitioner and found to be physically and mentally fit to 
be trained in the trade and also that provisions are made for 
the remuneration of the apprentice during the course of appren 
ticeship and when on holiday or during the period of illness.

(b) Customary Apprenticeship

The above statutory regulations on apprenticeship
already mentioned with regard to children and young persons
are made little use of.̂  Instead, there are many contracts
of apprenticeship made without any resort to the provisions
of the Labour Code Act. This, once more, is the evidence of
blindly copying the statutes of other countries for situations
for which the Nigerians are not yet prepared. One would agree 

2with Callaway when he said (without being aware of the exis
tence of the Labour Code Act) that

“Any precipitate move to introduce strict apprentice 
law designed for more economically advanced countries 
could have unfortunate results. There is no sense in 
trying to cover the field with new labour laws which 
are restrictive; they could do more harm than good. 
They would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, 
to administer.11

1. The Labour Code Act must have been intended for the appren
tices employed in some industries, e.g. those employed in 
motor garages established by expatriate firms like the 
U.A.C., S.C.O.A., C.F.A.O. and others.

2. Nigeria1 s Indigenous Education: The Apprentice System - 
Odu - University of Ife, Journal of African Studies, Vol.l 
No.l (196V), p.62 at p./8.
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One example supporting this view, which if the government tries 
to enforce now, will be ineffective, is the payment of wages to 
apprentices, because it would be contrary to customary prac
tice. Customary contracts of apprenticeship are not normally 
written, especially when an apprentice is a close relative of 
the master. Non-relatives may enter into a written contract‘d> 
but this also is not usually done. The period of apprentice
ship varies from three to five years with a few extending to 
the end of the fourth year. Invariably, the length of appren
ticeship depends on the age of the child. Instead of the 
provision in the Labour Code Act which requires the employer 
to pay wages to an apprentice? it is the apprentice that pays 
fees to the employer under a customary contract. ̂ Also the 
hours of work under the Labour Code Act differ from those 
under the customary contract. For instance, no one between the 
ages of 12 and l6 can be employed for more than eight hours in 
any one day, whereas the apprentice may be on the job for an
average of eleven hours a day under the customary apprentice-
ship. _̂_________________________________________________________
1. Callaway, on.cit.. p.68.
2. Cap.91) Sec.136.
3* Callaway, on.cit. . p.68 said “the fee payable is based on 

the length of apprenticeship. The shorter the time, the 
higher the fee and in contracts for five years, fees are 
hardly paid, because in the last two years, the apprentice 
will be more useful to the master. Generally the amount 
of fees, if required, varies from one type of job to the 
other. For carpenters, goldsmiths and leatherworks, five 
pounds; motor mechanics, six pounds and in some cases 
fifteen pounds.

*+. Cap.915 Sec.165.
5* Callaway, op.cit. , p.70 - said that "with the exception

of apprentices ., one tailor and one dry cleaner, no appren-



CONCLUSION
Of the two types of special contracts involving 

children and young persons discussed in this chapter, the 
Iwofa system may now be said to have been abandoned because 
of the increase in the level of economic activity among the 
Yorubas due to modern social changes. However, the conflicts 
between the statutory and customary apprenticeship persist, 
while the provisions in the Labour Code Act with respect to 
domestic servants are rarely used except in the case of ex
patriate employers. It may well be that these developments 
outside the statute work very well. But nevertheless, a deep 
study of the conditions of service of apprentices and domestic 
servants is desirable in order to determine the extent of 
protection available to children and young persons under such 
customary contracts.

Footnote 5 contd.
tice is in the job for less than ten hours a day, with a usual mid-day break of half an hour.1'
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B. TORT
CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS AND THE LAW OF

CIVIL WRONGS.

Examination of the lav/ of civil wrongs involves an 
incursion into a field of uncertainty especially with regard to 
customary law. At the onset one is faced with the problem of 
what is a "civil wrong" in customary law.

As a background to the discussion of the liabilityfbr 
civil wrongs, it is necessary to analyse the concept of "wrongs" 
at customary law. We proceed from the assumption that a wrong 
done by A to B produces an injury to B on which the liability 
of A can be based, irrespective of the type of harm or injury 
caused.

African customary laws recognise the notion of legal
wrongs,’*’but the problems of classification, procedure and
sanction have provoked arguments amongst eminent jurists and

2anthropologists as to whether there could be a distinction 
between civil and criminal wrongs in customary law. The pro
blem of classification of wrongs into crimes, torts and 
breaches of contract is not a peculiarity of African Customary 
law. Many developed legal systems were not free from similar 
difficulties in the past.
1* See Elias - The Nature of African Customary Law Pages 

110-l6l for detailed information.
2. See Schapera - Handbook of Tswana Law (1938). Also Gluck- 

man - The Judicial Process Among the Barotse of Northern 
Rhodesia (1955)*
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Pollock,^ writing on tort, said ”in the medieval 
period the procedure whereby redress was obtained for many of 
the injuries now classified as torts bore plain traces of a 
criminal or quasi-criminal character. The defendant against 
whom judgment was passed being liable not only to compensate 
the plaintiff but to pay a fine to the King.1*

Thus it may be seen that the present classification 
of wrongs in English law into crimes and torts was not without 
difficulty and it may be added the present classification is 
not altogether perfect.

Writers on African law are now generally agreed that 
the distinction between criminal and civil wrongs is blurred, 
but that the difficulty in making such a distinction should not
be a bar to an objective analysis of legal wrongs at customary

2law.
Elias showed that the argument that there is no dis-

3tmction between civil and criminal wrongs is a fallacy. The 
supporters of that argument based their views on the lack of 
defined procedures as well as the giving of compensation to 
an injured party or group to atone for the wrong, whatever its 
character. The ineffectiveness of African Customary Law to

1. Pollock on law of Torts - 15th Edition, p.5*
2. Elias, op.cit.. p.121, said that ’’what matters is not the 

name by which offences are designated in a particular legal 
system but the extent to which ^hey are recognised and 
punished.'1 Ibik on +-he customary law of Wrongs and Injur
ies in Malawi - in Gluckman - Ideas and Procedure in Afri
can Customary Law. (1969), p.307, said ’’the true classifi
cation of wrongs (in African Law) can hardly be devised 
simply on linguistic considerations.”

3. See Elias, op.cit. . p. 128 ; Ibik, op.cit. . p.309.
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deal with breaches of contracts, especially executory contracts, 
might also be a factor. It is therefore submitted that legal 
wrongs in the sense of crimes, torts and breaches of agreement
must be viewed within the context of special relationship in

1 2 Africa. The superimposition of the received laws in the
field of legal wrongs - crimes, torts and contracts - must have 
prevented the growth of customary law, thereby making the dis
tinctions between various legal wrongs difficult.

In this chapter the law of civil wrongs is discussed, 
that is, the law of tort under both the general law and cus
tomary law. We shall examine the position of children and 
young persons both as victims of torts and as tortfeasors, and 
also relevant conflicts between customary law and statute law.

£. TORTS UNDER GENERAL AND CUSTOMARY LAWS.
The law of tort is a creation of the common law, the 

purpose of which is to provide damages for the injury caused by 
a defendant to a plaintiff whose rights have been invaded or 
violated. As such, the law of tort is directed to the preser
vation of personal security, property and reputation of the 
individual in the society. It is based on individual rights and

1. The extended family system and the absence of central 
authority in some African societies, brought civil and 
legal wrongs within the family jurisdiction.

2. The English law was introduced into Nigeria as far back as 
1863. See Elias - Ground work of Nigerian Law, p. 6.
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duties exercised 11 in conformity with the prevalent standards 
of reasonable conduct, public good and convenience."^

The notion of civil wrong (Tort) is not unknown to 
customary law. As stated earlier, the distinctions between 
crimes, torts and breaches of agreement at customary lav/ are
blurred. But crimes and torts have a great deal in common in

2that they are actionable at customary law and they are usually 
followed by the award of compensation against the wrong-doer in 
favour of either the injured party, if tort, or in favour of 
the extended family, in the case of a heinous crime like

3murder. There seems to be no machinery to award compensa-
btion or damages for breaches of contract.

It may be revealing here to give some examples of 
civil wrongs for which compensation or damages are paid at 
customary law. In the forefront are the injuries affecting 
the family - for example, where a man commits adultery with 
another's wife. The usual redress is the payment of compen-

5 6sation, OJI to the husband whose pride is injured. Does the
$ »—  — - ... —    - - ■■■■ ■ - - ■ ■■         —     —  — ’ ■—  —■   1       

1. See S.Iyer - The Law of Torts in England and India (1938), 
p.l. Also Winfield on Tort for more details.

2. Ibik, op.cit. , p.309.
3* Blood money may be demanded in murder cases.
*+. See Elias, op.cit., Nwabueze, op.cit.
5. Ellis - The Yoruba Speaking Peoples. p.l86.
6. In the traditional society, the adulterer will be made to

feast the villagers with food and drinks.
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claim for compensation in *he form of ’OJI’ stem from the
proprietary or quasi-proprietary rights of the husband over

1his wife? Coker was of the opinion that ,!to a considerable
extent, the wife must be considered /in Yorubalanĉ / as part
of the property of the husband,11 One of his reasons is the
customary practice of widow inheritance. As previously stated,
the death of a husband does not dissolve a marriage. If the

re -widow decides to marry outside the family, *he new husband has
2to refund the dowry to the family of ^he deceased husband.

It is my view that since the husband does not have 
the power of life and death over his wife, the right of the 
husband to claim ’OJI' must have derived from his quasi- 
proprietary right arising from the violation of exclusive 
sexual rights of the husband, based, of course, on the payment 
of dowry. For the Yorubas consider that a man has no sexual 
rights to a woman in the absence of the payment of dowry.
Hence there is the saying flA ki d'obo lawin" meaning "The 
right to sexual intercourse is not got on credit.”

The seduction of an unmarried girl with the impreg
nation of that, girl by the defendant, as we shall see later,
may be actionable in the customary court as well as the Magis-

3trate's Court. An injury affecting reputation is also

1. Coker - Family Property Among the Yorubas, p.Mt.
p2. See Aweni v. Abeke - Abeokuta Grade B Customary Court

Civil Record No.l - where the wife petitioned for divorce
on the death of her husband.

3. Odusanva v. Q.iuri (1961+)L>.LR.123.
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actionable. Thus in ADISATU 7. QPEKE the plaintiff sued 
the defendant for slander arising from an imputation of un
chastity to his wife. The Supreme Court held that "a person 
who has imputed unchastity or adultery to a married woman 
living with her husband by stating to others that a child of 
that woman is his or begotten by him, and if this be denied by 
the woman, then such a person is to be fined by Native law and 
custom for he is a person who would cause a disturbance in the 
family.11

Damages may also be awarded for injury affecting the
property of the plaintiff. For example, where A sets fire to
his farm during the clearing season and the fire crosses to
B's farm and destroys B's crops.

Indeed, there are many actionable injuries within
the sphere of civil wrongs at customary law. It is, however,
regrettable *hat the development of customary law torts has
been arrested by the superimposition of the English received
laws, which in turn, has led to a dearth of cases at customary
law on civil wrongs. It is evident that the Customary Courts,
which are enjoined to determine civil causes and matters and

2to apply the appropriate customary law, neglect this juris

1. Reports of certain judgments of the Supreme Court lSŜ f- 
1897, p.39; See also Briggs v Briggs (1958) ERLR 6.

2. Sec.20(3)(a) of the Customary Courts Law Cap.31 W.J. -
applying to the Western and Lagos States except, the
Federal Territory of Lagos. See also Allott - The Codi
fication of Civil Wrongs in Common Law Africa - Paper
presented at the University of Ife Colloquium, 196h-, p.
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diction and concentrate on matters relating to family status 
and land. It may well be that if such other cases involving 
civil wrongs are brought before the Customary Courts, the 
Customary Courts will adjudicate on them. It is submitted, 
with respect, that more use ought to be made of the jurisdic
tion of the Customary Courts in civil causes and matters on 
cases arising out of torts, so that a clearer and fuller doc
trine of torts at customary law could be developed.

II TORTS AFFECTING CHILDREN AND YOUNG 
PERSONS AT CUSTOMARY LAW

In the traditional society, just as adultery was 
viewed as a traditional customary wrong for which damages 
might be obtained from *he adulterer, so also was the viola
tion of the chastity of an unmarried girl a cause of action, 
especially when the girl became pregnant as a result. There 
is a comparable tort in English law known as seduction. The 
father, whose daughter was thus seduced, had an action at 
customary law to recover damages. But it was doubtful whether 
the basis of liability for seduction in the traditional law
was the same as that of English law where the father must show 
his loss of the daughter’s services.^
1. See Epstein - Injury and Liability in African Customary Law 

in Zambia - Gluckman, op. cit.. P*293> where he said ,fthe 
action which a Bemba father has against the man who seduces 
and ,leat6 the CISUNGU” of his unmarried daughter has some 
similarity to action for seduction in English law. But 
there are also important differences: the requirement of 
English law in order to succeed, the father has to show 
“loss of services" would mys+ify the Bemba."
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Despite the lack of cases, i4- would appear that the 
customary courts still award damages for seduction, and with 
modern social changes, it is now a common occurrence for un
married girls to become pregnant; •’•he traditional virtue of 
virginity in an unmarried girl has become less important than 
it was in the traditional society in which child betrothal was 
practised to make sure the girl was chaste on marriage. It 
must be noted that the lack of virginity by a newly married 
wife could be a ground for a suit in adultery by the husband
against the person responsible for the loss of the woman’s

2virginity before marriage. It is submitted, however, that 
the action for damages by a father whose unmarried daughter 
is impregnated is preferable to the action by a husband 
against a defendant for fornication rather than adultery.

We shall now consider the cases decided at Customary 
Law in the Western State and the High C o u r t  of Lagos on 
Seduction.

1. Ellis, op.cit., p.18 ,̂ where he said 11 the loss of virgin
ity would e&use an injury to the bridegroom because the
rights acquired by betrothal had been trespassed upon.”

2. In Sam Aina v Deke - No.50/̂ 1 of 19^1 Ibokun Customary
Court - the defendant, was asked to pay £5 compensation
for having sexual intercourse with the bride of the
plaintiff before marriage -̂hereby depriving her of her
virginity.
See also a similar account in Ellis, op.cit., at p. 30*
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In the case of AKINSUSI v OLADIMEJI /  the defendant 
was alleged to have impregnated the plaintiff's daughter, a 
pupil in the same school as was the defendant. The President 
held the defendant responsible for the pregnancy and was asked 
+o pay £25 as special and general damages with 5 guineas cost. 
The judge thought punitive damages were necessary for he took 
judicial notice of the frequent deaths of young girls as a 
result of attempted abortion and also wished to discourage
this type of immorality.

It must be noted that the judge never considered the 
injury to the feelings of dignity and pride of the plaintiff,
the father of the unmarried girl#

2In FAKUA v AYODELE a similar case to the above, the 
plaintiff sued the defendant for £100 damages for impregnating 
his daughter while amending school, -’-hereby depriving her of 
a better education. The court asked the defendant to pay £10 
for the maintenance of the child and £25 for general and special 
damages.

The above two cases were decided in the Customary 
Courts. Here, however, is a similar case decided on appeal 
from +-he Magistrate's Court to the High Court in Lagos. In

3QDUSANYA v OJURI , the plaintiff's daughter, a school girl of

1. Okitipupa Grade B Customary Court civil Record Book Volume 
1 Suit No. 9/59: The Headnote reads - TORT: Father can re
cover from a person who pregnates his unmarried daughter 
of school age.

2. Akure Grade B Customary Court Civil Record Book Volume 5 
Suit No. 01/6*+.

3. (196*+) L.L.R.123.
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13) was impregnated by the defendant. The plaintiff claimed 
special and general damages for the seduction of his daughter 
whereby he lost her services, which included the preparation 
of her father's breakfast and the cleaning of the house and 
motor car. Onyeama, J. , while reversing the Magistrate’s 
decision, held that "what the plaintiff is required to prove 
are carnal knowledge of his daughter by the defendant and the 
subsequent loss of her services thereby, whether it be because 
she became pregnant or for any other cause due to intercourse.,r 
The defendant was held liable In damages.

The above cases raise conflicts as between the app
roach of the Customary Courts and the High Court to the same 
issue. While the High Court based its findings on loss of 
services, the Customary Court's decisions were not so precise. 
In one case the decision was based on immorality and in the 
other on the fear that the father’s desire to give the daughter
a good education was frustrated. This latter ground was too

2uncertain to ground a liability while the former was vague in 
that the same could have happened to any girl whether or not
pregnant.

It is submitted that the view of the High Court 
basing the liability on the loss of services of the impregnated 
girl is to be preferred.
1, Ibid., p.125.
2. Barnett v Cohen /.1921/ 2 K.B.*t6l where the court regarded 

as speculative the evidence that the plaintiff could have
given his deceased child a good education.
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There was yet another novel point decided in AJAYI
v QMjT Q S H Q The facts were as follows:-
The wife of the plaintiff left him and went to cohabit with 
the defendant for about three months, after which she returned 
to her husband. She was nursing a year old baby of the husband. 
However, she became pregnant during the period she cohabited 
with the defendant. The plaintiff sued the defendant for (a) 
Adultery and (b) UNDERWEANING his one year old child, Sidi.

While it was admitted that a husband could sue in
tort for the adultery committed with his wife by the defendant,
the question arose whether he could sue for underweaning.

What is meant by UMSERWSANIN&? A child is weaned
in the traditional society when that child ceases to suckle his
or her motherls breast and this is never earlier than - 3

2years during which a woman is not expected to have sexual re-
3lations with her husband. It is the popular belief that if 

a woman were to be pregnant when the child being nursed was 
still under three years of age, such a child’s health would be

1. Akure Grade B Customary Court Civil Record Book Volume *+, 
Suit N0.1W 63.

2. See Ellis - op.cit., p.l85 "children are usually suckled
for three years and during the period of lactation, the
wife must not cohabit with her husband.”

3* The use of contraceptives is still unknown among the il
literates. To offset having to wait for 2-3 years, they 
normally have more than one wife, thus enabling them to 
abstain from having sexual intercourse with a nursing mother until three years is up.
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affected.**"

In this case, the Court agreed with the plaintiff
that it was the woman's pregnancy caused by the defendant that
affected the health of the child of the plaintiff. The Court 
said "seeing the child Sidi in Court here everybody will agree 
that her life is at stake. We therefore find the defendant 
liable to the claim of the plaintiff for failure to wait and 
see that Sidi is of the age before weaning her. We are all 
fathers and mothers of children."

So far as this case is concerned, it has raised some 
other points for discussion. For instance, can we regard the 
tort of "underweaning" i.e. weaning a child under the age of 
three, as a wrong to the child for which the father represents 
the child as next friend in the normal procedure in High 
Courts, or as a tort against the father of the child? There 
is a world of difference between the tort of adultery, which 
is a violation of the husband's exclusive sexual right, or the 
injury caused to a parent whose unmarried daughter is impreg
nated, and who is thereby deprived of her services, and a 
wrong committed whereby, due to early pregnancy of the mother 
caused by the defendant, the child becomes very ill. Even

1. It is customary among the Yorubas to breast feed a child 
for up to two years and unlike the child being brought up 
in the westernised way with milk and other imported food, 
the child is mostly fed on ’Agbo’ for at least the first

ll years of the child’s life. Agbo is prepared from
the bark of trees such as inuryan or Aba, which will be
boiled in water and it is^tne water that the child will be 
fed upon. It is the belief that such Agbo is effective to 
immunise the child against malaria fever or other diseases. 
From about 9-12 months of the child's life, he is intro- 
dy^gd to some food such as hot pap prepared from maize or
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though the society frowns at early pregnancy while a child is 
less than three years of age, it is submitted that such novel 
tort of underweaning should not be entertained by the court, 
especially when it is as possible for the father of the child 
to commit this so called wrong as the defendant. If that 
happens, who sues for the injury - the mother of the child or 
who? As stated above, this case raises a novel point which 
ought not to be entertained. It can, however, be taken into 
account when considering the damage to be awarded for adultery. 
It is regrettable, however, that the Magistrates Courts are 
not in a position to handle such cases.

Despite the lack of the development of the law of 
civil wrongs in Customary Law, one speculates that there are 
some situations in which actionable wrongs may be inferred.

Suppose A calls B in public nJMO ALE11 (i.e., a
bastard), can A sue at customary Law? In Briggs v Briggs the
defendant denied the paternity of the plaintiff even though he 
was the husband of the plaintiff’s mother, and the defendant 
went on to name the plaintiff’s genitor. The plaintiff sued 
for slander in the Magistrate’s Court, but the Magistrate de
clared that only the Customary Court had jurisdiction over such 
a matter.

Here also is a hypothetical case which may give rise
to an action in tort. Suppose A was betrothed to B while A
was an infant. On the reaching of puberty by A, she prefers C



to B. She now seeks to ignore 3. It is not customary for 
the parents to betroth one daughter to two suitors.'*' Con
sequently, the existence of C, the second suitor, is not like
ly to be known to A !s parents. Suppose B, as was common in

2days gone by, abducts the girl to his family home. If the 
girl persists in refusing to marry B, there is no doubt that 
she can sue for trespass to her person and false imprisonment.

1. Yoruba adage that "Aki mo oko omo ki a tun ma ale re”,
meaning ’you cannot know the husband of a daughter and
then know her concubine.”
It is forbidden to betroth a daughter to two suitors.
In Native Authority of Ibokun v. Ata, Ibokun Criminal 
Record Book No.*+, 19̂ 1, the defendant was prosecuted 
and found guilty for attempting to give his daughter, 
Adun, to two different men contrary to native law and 
custom.
See also Sec.6 of the Marriage, Divorce and Custody of 
Children Adoptive Byelaws 1958, which makes the accep
tance of dowries from two separate men by either parent 
of a girl, punishable, on conviction to a fine of twenty- 
five pounds or in default to three months imprisonment.

2. The practice of abducting girls is now rare.
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ill TORTS AFFECTING CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS
UNDER THE GENERAL LAW

Our examination of customary law of torts reveals
a dearth of cases and it can be concluded that, with the
present machinery, the opportunity for its development is
limited. However, with regard to tort under the common law,

1the general reception of English law , (common law, doctrines 
of equity and statutes of general application) which applies
in Lagos and other parts of the country has been modified in

2the Nest and Midwest where the statutes of general applica
tion no longer applies. Therefore the general law of tort in 
force differs slightly as between Lagos on the one hand and the 
Western State on the other. We shall consider the position of 
children and young persons in relation to the common law and 
the statutes in force in each area.

IV THE CAPACITY OF CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS
TO SUE AND 3E SUED

Before we deal with children as victims of torts and 
as tortfeasors, it is necessary to discuss their capacity to 
sue and be sued in tort.

AS A PLAINTIFF - The law considers that a child is 
incapable of asserting or protecting his rights or forming a 
judgment as to the necessity for applying for protection or

1. The Interpretation Act Cap. 89, Sec.,+5.
2. The Law of England (Application) Act Cap.&K
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redress before a court in matters where his interests may have 
been violated. Therefore the court requires every application 
on behalf of a child to be supported by a next friend, who 
normally is either his parent or his guardian.

The law conferring this special procedure with re
gard to actions in which children are plaintiffs can be found 
in the various Rules of Court in the Federation.^ Thus by 
the Supreme Court (Civil Procedure) Rules 19 *+5, Order 6 Rule 
3, infants may sue as plaintiffs by their next friend. The 
next friend is usually the nearest relation who would come 
forward to assert the infant's rights. The next friend does 
not appear as a defendant to an action brought against an in
fant; his office is distinct from that of a guardian ad litem, 
even though the same person may act in both capacities in 
different cases.̂

AS A DEFENDANT - A child can be a defendant to a 
civil action. However, he is incapable under the Rules of the 
Court of defending himself. Therefore he must be defended by 
his guardian appointed for that purpose. The person appearing

1. The High Court (Civil Procedure) Rules Cap M+ Law of 
Western Nigeria. The Magistrate Courts (Civil Procedure) 
Act Cap 12^ Laws of Nigeria which by Section 60 (3) of 
Magistrate's Courts Law Cap 7*+ WN is made applicable to 
Civil Procedure in Western Nigeria Magistrate's Court.

2. The High Court (Lagos) ̂ ct Cap 80 see 89 (3) makes the 
Supreme Court (Civil Procedure) Rules Cap 211 of the 19̂ -8 
Laws of Nigeria applicable.

3. See Simpson - A Treatise on the Lav; and Practice relating 
to Infants, p.381.
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as a defendant for the child is known as a guardian ad litem.
It is also provided in the High Court (Civil Procedure) Rules,^
Order 3 Rule 10, that "when an infant is a defendant to an
action, service on his father or guardian and, if none, upon
the person with whom the infant resides or under whose care he
is shall, unless the Court or a judge otherwise orders, he
deemed good service on the infant." The Court may also, on the
application of the plaintiff or on its own motion, appoint

2some fit person to be a guardian ad litem.
Thus by these rules of procedure before the Courts,

a child who is a victim of tort committed against him by ano
ther can sue that other by his next friend and in cases where
he himself is the tortfeasor, the injured person can sue him 
through his guardian. This must not be confused, however,
with cases where it is the father’s right that has been in-

3fringed through the tort committed on the child.

1. Cap M+ of Law of Western Nigeria.
2. Ibid., Order 7 Rule 13; Cap 211, Order 6 Rule 1; 

Magistrate Courts (Civil Procedure) Rules, Cap 12*+,
Part 6 Rule h-3.

3* For example where a father sues the other for seduction 
due to the loss of the service of the child.
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V CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS AS VICTIMS
OF CIVIL WRONGS (TORTS).

Any person irrespective of age can be a victim of 
tort even though, as we shall see later, the law is not yet 
clear regarding an injury affecting a person en ventre sa mere. 
As Winfield stated, "Tortious liability arises from the breach 
of a duty primarily fixed by the law: such duty is towards
persons generally.11 Therefore children or young persons can
be victims of torts as well as adults. The law, however, has
regard for children as persons needing some special duties of
care, especially in torts arising from negligence.

There are also torts for which a child can recover 
damages in certain situations for the torts committed against 
his parents which affect his own personal security, for example 
under the Fatal Accidents Act.

We consider below the circumstances when a child can 
be a victim of tort by others:
(a) NEGLIGENCE AND THE OCCUPIERS1 LIABILITY.

pIn the Lagos State the Law Reform (Torts) Act deals
3with occupiers' liability. This was intended to modify the 

Common Law. At Common Law, the occupier of premises owes 
different duties to an invitee, a licensee, and a trespasser

1. Winfield - The Law of Tort, (19̂ 8 bth Ed.) p.6.
2. No.63 of 1961, which applies now throughout the Lagos 

State only.
3. There is no corresponding Statute in the Western State 

where the Common Law still applies.
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respectively. But under the Act applying to Lagos State, 
both invitees and licensees are now regarded as visitors and 
the same common duty of care is owed to them.

Before the Act, the Courts hardly distinguished be
tween an invitee and a licensee whenever children were invol
ved. The law thus leant in their favour. It would therefore 
appear that the cases decided before the Act would be as good 
law as those after it. As indicated earlier, it is only in 
respect of Lagos State that there is a statute on occupiers1 
liability. The rest of the Federation is still governed by 
the Common Lav; with respect to the same matter."̂
(a) The Statute - Section 7 of the Lagos State Law Reform

2(Torts) Law defines the ’’common duty of care” and then 
goes on to provide (by Section 7(3) ) that 11 the circum
stances relevant for the present purposes include the 
degree of care and want of care which would ordinarily 
be looked for in such a visitor so that for example in 
proper cases (a) an occupier must be prepared for chil
dren to be less careful than adults.” This provision is 
intended to enable children to succeed in claims for
negligence where adults might fail. Thus, children will

3be regarded as licensees rather than as trespassers where

1. By the Law of England (Application) Law Cap 60, Section 35 
the application of the Common Law and the doctrines of 
Equity is retained in the West.

2. No.63 of 1961.
3* Cooke v Midland G.W. Rlv. of Ireland ^19007 A.C.229.
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they are injured on the defendant’s land unless he takes 
reasonable steps to keep them off the land. Also, where 
there are objects that can allure children, the owner of 
the premises will be liable if the children are thereby 
injured.1 However, what constitutes an allurement may 
differ in Nigeria according to the child’s experience of 
life, which depends partly, for example, on whether the 
child resides in town or in the village.

The provision in the Act with respect to Lagos is 
desirable in view of the fact that many factories are springing 
up in and around Lagos. There will not now be the necessity of 
the Court trying to classify the children injured in this area 
as licensees, before the defendant can be made liable. Again 
there are no reported cases on this question but it is expected 
that the Courts will cite modern English precedents in such 
cases in future.
(b) Common Law - In the other parts of the Federation inclu

ding the Western State, the common law as relates to 
occupiers’ liability still applies. Even though there 
might still be an artificial distinction between the 
duties to invitees and licensees, it is submitted that the 
law with regard to children will not be any different 
from those that may be decided under the Statute, for the 
duty owed by an occupier to a child is higher at common 
law than in the case of the adult.

1. Glasgow Corporation v Taylor /19227 A.C.1̂ .
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Both under the Statute and at Common Law, the law has 

not changed as regards the duty of an occupier to a tres
passer. In this respect, the law is the same as for adults 
and children. A trespasser comes on to the defendants 
premises at his own risk. The occupier will only be liable 
if the injury is due to some wilful act on the part of the

i

occupier, and such act must involve something more than the
1absence of a reasonable care.”

2Lastly, the local statutes on contributory negligence 
also apply to children, so that where it is found that a child 
injured is partly responsible for the injury, the court will 
reduce the damages to the extent of the blameworthiness of the 
injured child.

(b) AN UNBORN CHILD.
The locus standi of a child who suffered pre-natal 

injury through the action of a third party is not recognised 
in English jurisprudence; the view of the English Courts 
is that such a child has no separate existence from its 
mother. Another possible reason is the remoteness of damage, 
in that though the defendant owes a duty of care to the 
mother, he could not be expected to owe

1* Addie v Dumbreck 1̂922/ A.C.358 where a child injured at 
the wheel of a haulage system was declared a trespasser. 
C/F. Excelsior Wire Rope Co. v Callan Z193Q/ A.C.hO^.

2. The Civil Liability (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1961 
Part III, The Torts Law Cap 122 W.N. Part II. Similar
Statutes can be found in the former East and Northern 
Regions.
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any duty to her unborn child. In the light of modern
conditions, with the increase of hazard to life and limb,
are these arguments any longer valid?

Winfield‘S in a learned article said he saw no
reason why an action should not lie for pre-natal injury to
a child at common law especially as this action had been

2 ^recognised in Ireland and Canada. There is no doubt that 
the learned jurist thought the law needed an urgent change 
with regard to unborn children. I submit with respect that 
such recognition of the rights of unborn children for pre
natal injury must be cautiously approached. There is a dan
ger in the general application of tortious liability in this 
sphere. Therefore, while we should not reject the learned 
author*s reasoned views, I submit that such liability should 
be limited to a defined and obvious case where it can be 
clearly seen that there is a nexus between the injury to the 
child and the act of the defendant.

The recent cases of !Thalidomide* babies show once 
more the hesitancy of the English courts to recognise pre
natal injuries as actionable torts. The substantive issue

1. The unborn child and the Law of Tort 8 C.L.J. pp.76-91.
2. Walker v G.M. Railway of Ireland (1890) 28 L.R.(Ireland)w.
3* Montreal Tramways v Levelle (1933) ^ D.L.R. 337-
if. S. v. Distillers Co. Biochemicals Ltd. - The Times,

Thursday, July 30, 1969.
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was not before the court. Therefore, no question of liabil-
isity of the defendant arose, this/because of the compromise 

between the plaintiff and the defendant. The only question 
before the court was what damages could be paid to the 
babies who were born with deformities as a result of the 
thalidomide drug manufactured by the defendants and taken 
by the mothers of the deformed babies during pregnancy. It 
is to be hoped that similar cases may be contested in future, 
in which case the attitude of the court is likely to be made 
clear on the question of such pre-natal injuries.

(b.) THE FATAL ACCIDENTS ACTS.

The Fatal Accidents Acts"5’ in Nigeria were derived
2from Lord Campbell!s Act. Under these Acts, an action can 

be maintained to recover damages for negligence for the bene
fit of the members of the immediate family of a deceased 
person killed by the negligence of the defendant. The defin
ition of ’immediate family* includes a 'child or a father’ of 
the deceased. Therefore, a parent or a child could claim on 
the death of either by the negligence of the defendant. An

1. The Fatal Accidents Act No.3̂  of 1961 (Lagos State).
The Torts Law Cap 122 W.N. Part I. The Torts Lav/ E.N. 
The Torts Law Northern Nigeria.

2. The English F.A.A. 18̂ -6 was a statute of a general 
application until the similar local statutes were passed 
after the case of Lawal v Younan(196l)AUR*E.R2^-5 where 
the question of what did a "child” mean in the 18^6
F.A.Act.
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illegitimate child, if acknowledged by his reputed father, is
to be treated as the legitimate off-spring of his mother and
reputed father for the purpose of these Acts."*"

Broadly, the law is the same in Lagos and Western
States as it is in England, for the Acts make an illegitimate,
as well as an adopted, child competent to sue. In QLADELE v 

2aA1;;SQLA . the question to be decided was whether a boy whose 
paterntiy was duly acknowledged by the performance of the nam
ing ceremony by the deceased, who died in a motor accident two 
months after the birth of the child, could claim as a dependant 
under the Torts Law of Western Nigeria. The mother admitted 
that it was not necessary to refund any dowry to the former 
husband for it was not customary for their family to get dowry 
on their daughters, and that only consent was needed, which she 
got. Beckley, J. , held that the woman had not validly di
vorced the former husband. Therefore the woman and the child 
could not be dependants of the deceased under the Torts Law.
He went on to hold that as regards the child, “although the 
child plaintiff from evidence appeared to have been acknow
ledged by the deceased during his life time, it will be con
trary to public policy to let him in as a dependant since he 
appears to be the issue of an adulterous relationship.11

1. See 2 (2) of F.A. Act 1961 No.3̂ ; The Torts Law W.N. Cap 
122 Section 5(b).

2. Unreported - Suit No. AB/7/63 of October 1963.
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I submit with respect that the decision in this case
with regard to the child was wrong and cannot be supported*
Section 5(b) of the Western Nigeria Torts Law states that a
child who is related to the deceased illegitimately can claim*
The failure to prove customary marriage must not be used to
deprive the children born without marriage, of their rights to
be regarded as 11 dependantsM under the Acts.

Suppose H was married to W1 under the Marriage Act“̂
and had children from W2 without any form of marriage but

2acknowledged the children. The case of COLE v AKINYELE makes
a putative father incapable of acknowledging such children
born during the life of the wife of the Christian marriage.
It is submitted, however, that the language of Section 5(b)
of the Torts Law is so wide as to include these children as
dependants within the meaning of the Act for it says:-

!,in deducing any relationship under this section... 
any illegitimate person .... shall be treated as 
being the legitimate offspring of his mother and 
reputed father." 3

Consequently the child in this case must be regarded as the •
legitimate offspring of his mother and reputed father. The
words "reputed father" must have been intended to cover the
cases where the mother of a child is not married to his father,

1. Marriage Act Cap 115 Laws of Nigeria.
2. Z196o7 F.S.C. 8k.
See also

3. the English F. A. Act̂  1959.



but the community in which the couple live together regard 
them as having been validly married.

Lastly, parents can also sue under the Fatal Acci
dents Acts if they lost their children through the negligence 
of the defendant. There must be evidence of pecuniary loss to
the parents by the death of their child.^ But English courts
had said that such action could not be maintained on specula
tive grounds - for example, that they intended to give the
child a good education so that the child might one day con-

2tribute to their support.
However, it is not unlikely that a different con

sideration may influence the decision of the court in the
African situation. For instance, the reason for giving a 
child a formal education in Africa Is not the same as in Eng
land. The purpose in England is to help a child to be indep
endent of his parents. In Africa, as previously stated, the 
parents expect some contribution to their support in their old 
age, or the support of other family members. Hence the Yoruba 
adage says "Bi okete ba dagba tan, omu omo re ni mu1' - 
meaning "when a mother rat becomes old it has to suckle the 
breast of its young ones." Decisions in other African legal

1. In Taff Vale v Jenkins ^1913/ A.C.l, it was held that 
there was evidence of pecuniary loss to the parents of a 
16 year old girl killed in a railway accident.

2. Barnett v Cohen 71921/ 2KB *+6l where a child of b was
killed by the defendant’s negligence.
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systems may serve as a guide to Nigerian courts in the award 
of compensation under the Fatal Accidents Acts. Thus in 
KASANSULA v RAI SINGH the plaintiff's daughter, aged 18, who 
was shortly to have qualified as a teacher, was killed in an 
accident. Sheridan, J., taking judicial notice of the fact 
that African children who are educated, often at a consider
able sacrifice by their parents are expected to make some con
tribution in return, held, that the plaintiff has suffered a 
pecuniary loss on the death of the daughter and damages were 
awarded on the basis of the monthly allowance which the 
daughter would have given to her father during the expecta
tion of his life,

A similar decision was reached by UDOMA, C.J., in
2MUWANGA v JIWANI where claims were made for damages for 

negligence resulting in the death of a school girl, in 
Standard VI at the time of her death, in a collision between 
two vehicles. Udoma, C.J., a Nigerian Judge on Uganda’s 
Bench, said -

"It must also, however, be remembered and appreciated 
that decisions of English courts on quantum of 
damages can hardly be of assistance to the courts
of this country. The standard of life in England is
altogether different from that obtaining in this 
country. I think it is right also that the court 
should take judicial notice of the fact that African 
children are usually educated by their parents and 
guardians at considerable expense involving more oiTten

1. Civil Case No.27^ of i960 ^196^7 J.A.L.57.
2. Civil Case No.2l8 of 1963.
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than not great personal sacrifice. Such children 
are naturally in turn expected to assist in domestic 
work while at school, and after school on gaining 
employment to make contribution towards the mainten
ance of the family, the term family being used here, 
not in the European sense, but in the African sense, 
which anthropologists usually refer to as the kindred 
or extended family, in which case it seems to me to 
be nothing strange that the deceased should have been 
said to have been serving not only her mother but also 
her grand-parents when she was alive."

This quotation from Udoma, C.J.*s decision, approving also 
Sheridan, J.'s decision in the earlier case, is a very realis
tic acceptance of the African situation and should be 
followed in other African legal systems.

(dl SEDUCTION.
There is liability for seduction at common law as 

in the customary law. But in the former, a plaintiff in an 
action for seduction must prove loss of services. In 
ODUSANYA v QJURI^  the plaintiff sued the defendant for seduc
tion of his daughter (who became pregnant as a result), where
by he suffered loss of her services. Onyeama, J., held the 
defendant liable in damages to the plaintiff, and said

"the plaintiff in a claim for damages for seduction is 
required to prove carnal knowledge of his daughter or 
servant and subsequent loss of her services thereby, 
whether it be because she became pregnant or for any 
other cause due to the intercourse."

1. (196*+) L.L.R. 123.
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CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS AS TORTFEASORS.

Any human being, regardless of age, mental or 
physical condition is capable of committing civil wrongs.1 
Both the customary law and common law recognise that the 
minority of a person is not per se a ground for exemption 
from liability. To what extent a young person could be said
to be responsible for a civil wrong at customary law was un-

2certain. Professor Allott thought the notion of collective 
responsibility had given way to the notion of individual 
responsibility in the field of civil wrongs at customary law. 
He said, "there is increasing rejection in Africa of the 
monolithic solidarity of family or social groups, of the idea 
that a father or husband should be automatically answerable 
for the wrongs of a defendant child or wife."
This reveals that the African customary law recognises indi
vidual responsibility in the law of civil wrongs. But the 
lack of machinery for enforcement by a person whose right is 
violated, and also the probability of reconciliation as a 
means of resolving civil wrongs, adds to the lack of a dis
tinctive remedy for civil wrong. Whereas in a crime of 
stealing involving a child, such a child, if found guilty of 
the offence would be flogged: the norm was to whip the crime

1. Ibik, op.cit., p.310.
2. See Allott - The Codification of the Law of Civil 

Wrongs in the Common Law Africa - A Paper presented
at the Ife Colloquium, 196Vf ...
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1out of the child.
As indicated earlier, the application of common law 

in the field of civil wrongs had deterred the development of a 
remedy for tort in customary law.

At common law, a child is as liable in tort as an 
adult. Therefore, the parent of a child is not liable for 
the tort of his child unless it can be proved that the father 
was negligent in not supervising the act of the child that
caused the injury or that the parent ordered him to commit the

2act. Where parents are made liable for the torts of their
children, the liability is based on personal responsibility. 
There are no Nigerian cases but the Nigerian Courts will

3follow the English precedents with regard to this matter.
Where the defendant, after previous warnings, 

allowed his son to keep an air gun with which he injured the
beyes of another boy, the father was held liable. Where, 

however, the evidence was that the father instructed the son 
in the use of the air rifle and also forbade him from using
it on the highway and also instructed him not to point it at

1. See Ajisafe - Laws and Customs of the Yorubas, p#29.
2. Moon v Towers (1866) 8 C.N.3.S.l6l6.
3« The Interpretation Act Cap 89; The Law of England 

(Application) Law Cap 60 W.N. Sec.3*
Bebee v Sales /_Y)lU T.L.R. 891. See also Newton v 
Edgerly 21952/1 wTl.R. 103*



anyone, the father was held not liable on the ground that he 
had given adequate instruction.*^ Also, a Local Authority 
was held liable in negligence for their failure to take 
reasonable care to prevent a four-year old child from stray
ing on to the highway: a motorist died while trying to avoid

2killing the child.

Bor ley v_Gold </196673 A1E.R. 891. See also Donaldson v 
Me Niven /195272 A.E.R. 691.

2. Carmarthenshire County Council v Lewis £19517 A.C.5^9*
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CHAPTER SIX 
CUSTODY ARP MAINTENANCE OF CHILDREN 

AND YOUNG PERSONS
INTRODUCTION

The problems of custody and maintenance of children
end young persons, as an aspect of the wide field of
family law, are assuming a large dimension in present
day Nigeria. The reason for their importance can be
related closely to the social changes in the modern
African society.

Johnson, writing about marriage in the Yoruba
traditional society at the end of last century, said:

"Divorce is rare: so rare as to be
practically considered as non-existing.
It is by no means easily obtained 
especially when there are children of 
the union.* 1

The infrequency of divorces must now be considered
a thing of the past. The rarity of divorce in the
traditional society was due to the concept of marriage

2as being an alliance between two families, whose duty
it was to watch over the marriage. While the extended
family system still constitutes an important feature

1. Johnson, The History of the Yorubas, p. 116;
AJisafe, The Laws and Customs of the Yorubas, p. 61.

2. A^isa^e, op.cit., p. 61.
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of the Yoruba life, it has started to lose its grip 
in the sphere of preservation of marriages. Hence, 
with the establishment of courts, divorce is now very 
common and is on the increase. The absence of 
statistics showing the magnitude of divorce cases 
obscures the problem of custody and maintenance at 
present. But it is a fact that the improvements in 
The economic situation have brought about a corres
ponding increase in divorce.^

It may be correct to say that the frequent 
dissolution of marriages in the High Court and the 
customary courts the putting away of wives without 
formally seeking dissolution of those marriages and 
the problems of children whose paternity is acknow
ledged but without any form of marriage between their 
parents, have brought into the forefront the question 
of custody and maintenance of children and young 
persons in such circumstances.

The form of marriage contracted by the parents 
of a child determines to some extent the applicable law 
as well as the jurisdiction of the court. Thus in

1. The introduction of cocoa to Yoruba country has 
raised the level of income of the people, cocoa 
being an important cash crop though seasonal in
nature.
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'Ic midi on v. i?8soro. the applicant and the respondent 
were married under the customary law. ‘The applicant 
applied for a writ of habeas corpus to take the 
custody of the child of the marriage. The High 
Court held it had no jurisdiction to entertain the

papplication, for, by Section 7 of the Infants Law, 
the High Court had no jurisdiction over children who 
were subject to customary 1 aw with regard to guardian
ship and custody of children.

The implication of this case is that the High Court 
has jurisdiction only over children born under the 
Marriage Ordinance^ while the customary court has

4jurisdiction over children born in customary marriages. 
It seems to me that the law which seeks to exclude the 
High Court from jurisdiction to issue habeas corpus to 
produce children born in customary marriage is absurd 
indeed, in that, the law discriminates among children 
mainly on the form of marriage contracted by their 
parents. I submit that the welfare and interest of 
the child must be paramount, and where an applicant

1. (I960) W.N.L.E. 27.
2. Cap 49 Laws of Western Nigeria.
5. Cep 115 Lav/s of the Federation.
4. See 25 of the Customary Courts Law, Cap 51 Western 

Nigeria.
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applies for a writ of habeas corpus to produce a 
child from the custody of another person, the High 
Court must be able to adjudicate on the circumstances 
surrounding the application, irrespective of whether 
the child is a product of a customary or an Ordinance 
marriage.

What is applied for by the applicant is a writ
of habeas corpus and by the nature of the writ it is
not normally limited in its application. Once the
High Court is of the opinion that a person is being
held illegally or that the interest of such person will
not be served in the custody of the person he is with, at
the time of the application, the High Court should issue
e writ of habeas corpus to produce the body of such
person before it. Moreover, since an application for
a writ of habeas corpus can only be brought before a
High Court, therefore it cannot be a suit or matter
subject to the jurisdiction of the customary court.
This, it is submitted, ought to entitle the High
Court to entertain the case of Omidiom v. Fasoro.

iin a similar case of Diri v. Nyikwa, the applicant, 
an unmarried Ibo living in Kano, applied for a writ 
of habeas corpus to recover the custody of her child
1. Unreported K/19/91/1965 of 25th October*, 1965



who was living with the respondents mother in his
home town. there was a preliminary objection to
the jurisdiction of the High Court to determine the
case. Williams, J., however, held that, though

-  'ISection 17(l) of the High Court Lav; forbids the 
High Court to exercise original jurisdiction in any 
suit or matter which is subject to the jursidiction 
of a native court relating to guardianship of a child, 
an application for the writ of habeas corpus was not a 
suit or matter subject to the jurisdiction of a 
native court; consequently it would be wrong for the 
High Court to refuse jurisdiction in habeas corpus 
proceedings.

The decision to assume jurisdiction over children 
subject to customary law by the use of the writ of 
habeas corpus in biri v. Nyikwa is to be preferred to 
the decision in Qmodion v. Fasoro.

There is at present an increasing role being 
played by the juvenile courts and the social welfare 
officers in this field even though there is doubt

palready cast on their jurisdiction.1- The existence 
of two forms of marriages, customary and ordinance,

1. High Court Law 1963 Nl.N. Cap 49•

2. Fekayode J. in Ibitoye v. Permanent Secretary, ministry 
of Social Welfare. (1967) N.M.L.R. 76 .
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will necessarily point up some conflicts in the field 
of custody and maintenance which will be considered.
For we are faced with the problem v/here the nature of 
the marriage determines the jurisdiction of the court 
as to custody and maintenance orders. But where the 
claim of custody and maintenance with respect to a child 
is not connected to a marriage, it appears that any 
court could have jurisdiction. In Lagos, where there 
are no customary courts, the High Court will have 
jurisdiction in all cases. The conflicts arising from 
this will be considered later. Despite these conflicts 
the welfare principle is applied in all courts.

A. CUSTODY AND MAINTENANCE OF CHILDREN BOM IN "ORDINANCE. 
MARRIAGE"
The lav; relating to custody and maintenance of

children born in binding monogamous marriages can be
1 2found in some received and local statutes. They 

follow the English law. As will be noted later, 
claims for custody and maintenance can be brought

1. Custody of Infants Acts 1839, 1873, 1891; Guardian
ship of Infants Act 1886; The Matrimonial Causes 
Act 1965.

2. The Infants Law Cap 49 W.N.Part III. There is a 
similar Act in the Mid Western State of Nigeria.



under these various statutes either as ancillary relief 
or as independent actions.

I CUSTODY
At common law, a father was entitled to the

'icustody of his legitimate child. In rare cases would 
a court interfere with that right, except where the 
father was adjudged as unfit in character and conduct 
to take custody of the child. He could, even, 
appoint a guardian to defeat the right of the mother 
to take custody of the child in the event of his 
predeceasing her. The common law power of the father which 
did not take into account the welfare of the child, had
been curtailed by the court of Equity and by a series

2 o 3of -bnglish Statutes as well as by local btatutes.
Section 1 of the Infants Custody Act, 1839, 

empowered a judge in equity to make an order giving 
the custody of a child under seven years to the 
mother unless she was guilty of adultery. In 1873, 
the position of the mother was further improved as she
1. ±m illegitimate child, at common law, being filius 

nullus, belonged to no-one.
2. Guardianship of Infants Acts 1839,1873,1891; The Guardian

ship of Infants Act 1886; The Matrimonial Causes Act 1965*
3. The Infants Law Cap 49 '̂ .N.Part III; There is a similar 

law in Midwestern State of Nigeria.
4. Custody of Infants Act, 1839, Sec 2.
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could now be granted the custody of the child up to
the age of 16 and an agreement in a separation deed
giving the mother the custody and control of the child

pwas no longer void. 3y 1891 the mother was able to 
apply to the court for a writ of habeas corpus to 
obtain the custody of the child. But in making 
the order the court had to have regard to the welfare 
of the child.^

The Infants Law in the Western and Midwestern 
States of Nigeria goes further than the applicable 
law in the rest of the Federation, for the provisions 
of the enactment are derived from the English 
Statutes before and after the first of January 1900.
It can be said that the overriding principle on which 
the custody of children can be granted is now firmly 
based on the welfare of the child. Section 24 of 
the Infants Law'" is very explicit about this requirement

1. The Custody of Infants Act 1873, Sec 2.
2. Ibid. . sec 2 ; Infants Law Cap 49 WN, Secl5«
3. Custody of Infants Act 1891, Sec 1.
4. Guardianship of Infants Act 1886, Sec. 5*
5. They are: The Custody of Infants Acts 1859, 1873, 

1891; The Guardianship of Infants Acts 1886 and 
1925.

6. Cap 49 of WN.
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as it provides that:
"Where in any proceedings before any 
court, the custody or upbringing of 
a child is in question, the court in 
deciding the question, shall regard the 
we Ifare of the child as first and 
paramount consideration and shall not 
take into consideration whether from any 
point of view, the claim of the father 
or any right at common law possessed by 
the father in respect of such custody 
is superior to that of the mother or 
the claim of the mother is superior to 
that of the father."

The foregoing provision is far reaching in its effect
with regard to the custody and upbringing of a child
in the West spd the hidwe§t in that

(a) the welfare of the child shall be first and 
paramount;

(b) the parents now have equal rights as to 
custody;

(c) the action can be brought either in the 
Magistrates' or the High Courts.

In Lagos, the relevant law is the 1886 Guardianship of 
Infants Act of England which is a statute of general

1. In JVC /I962.7 2 W.L.R. 540, the House of Lords in 
England had gone further to interpret Sec 1 of the 
Guardianship of Infants net 1925, which is the same 
as Sec 24 of the Infants Law Cap 49 W.N., to cover 
"custody disputes not only as between parents but 
also as between parents and strangers and strangers 
and strangers, having regard only to the welfare 
of the child which must be paramount".
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application. Its effect is not as far reaching as 
in the case of West and Midwest provisions. It is 
submitted that the provision in the West and Midwest 
Infants' Law is desirable and the other parts of the 
Federation should follow by the enactment of similar 
statutes in the light of modern social change and 
moreso to make the law relating to custody more 
certain, even though it is not disputed at present 
that the 'Welfare principle* could be used, and is 
now being used by the High Courts in other parts of 
the federation to achieve equality between the father 
and the mother of a child with respect to custody.

II CUSTODY, MAINTENANCE aND THE WELFARE PRINCIPLE 
The parental duty of maintenance is primarily 

that of the father, who is duty bound to house, clothe 
and maintain his wife and children to the best of his 
ability, having regard to his material resources and

1. In E:Vnietor v. Eghiator (1966) L.M.L.R. 572 - a 
case brought by the applicant for custody and main
tenance in which she alleged wilful neglect to 
maintain against the husband. Begho J., relying on 
Sec 24 of the Infants Law, held that the father should 
take the custody of the children because it was his 
duty to give the children education befitting his 
status, their mother living in a remote village.



the children’s age and needs. when the parents of
a child are living together, there is always the
presumption that the father is fulfilling his obligation.
thus it is provided in the Statute that where the
mother resides with the father of a child for a period
of three months after an order has been made for
custody or maintenance, such order ceases to have 

2effect.However, in the majority of cases arising 
from matrimonial problems, the parents are forced to 
live opart or, in the end, their marriage is dissolved; 
then the problem of custody and maintenance of the 
children of the marriage has to be decided by the 
court. Thus the question of maintenance is always 
closely connected with the grant of the custody of a 
child, except in cases where it is the father who asks 
for custody. When the action is brought by a mother 
independently or as an ancillary relief in matrimonial 
causes, the order for maintenance invariably follows 
where the mother is granted the custody of the child.

The law of England with respect to matrimonial 
causes applies to an ordinance marriage performed in 
Nigeria^ and also to a Christian marriage performed
 -------------------------------------- C T T O ----------------------
1 / Family Law in Southern Nigeria/p. 310.
2. infants Law Cap 49, sec 12(4).
3. Marriage Act Cap 115, Laws of the Federation.



outside Nigeria. The authority for this can be found
in the general reception clause in Section 4(1) of the
Regional Courts (Federal Jurisdiction) Act^ which
provides that:

"The jurisdiction of the High Court of 
a Region relating to marriages, and 
the annulment and dissolution of 
marriages and in relation to other 
matrimonial causes shall, subject to 
the provisions of any laws on a region 
so far as practice and procedure are 
concerned, be exercised by the court 
in conformity with the lav; and practice 
for the time being in force in England. "

This provision as regards law and practice is necessary
because the legislation with regard to monogamous
Christian marriage falls within the exclusive competence

pof the Federal Legislature. It is by this provision
that the High Courts in Nigeria are enjoined to apply
the current English law. Consequently, by Section 34
of the Matrimonial Causes Act 1965?

"the High Court (of Nigeria) may make 
such order as it thinks JUST for the 
CUSTODY, MAINTENANCE AND EDUCATION 
of any relevant child."

"Any relevant child" includes a child of the marriage
or a legitimate or an illegitimate child of one of the
parties who has been accepted as one of the family.

1. Cap 177 Lews of the Federation.
2. Item 23 on the Exclusive List in the 1963 Constitution 

of the Federal Republic of Nigeria.
Sec 46 of the Matrimonial Causes Act 1965 re-enacted. Sec 
1(1) of the Matrimonial Proceedings (Children)Act 1956 ~ an ~______ English Statute,



'IThus in Egwunwoke v. Egwunwoke . whilst the petition 
for divorce brought by the husband was pending, the 
wife respondent filed an application seeking an order 
to compel the petitioner to pay reasonable expenses 
for the maintenance of the child of the marriage.
The husband sought to prove that the child was illegi
timate and that he was not the father. The court 
held that even if it were proved that the child was the 
offspring of an adulterous association between the 
respondent and the co-respondent, since it was shown 
that since her birth in 1950, she lived with the 
petitioner and respondent, who treated her as one of 
the family, she came under the laws and rules applicable 
to maintenance and education of the children of the 
marriage.

Such order for custody and maintenance can be made
as an ancillary relief in judicial separation and

2 Trestitution of conjugal rights proceedings. it can 
also be made where the proceedings are dismissed after 
the trial has begun. The court may not, hov/ever,

1. (1966) N .M.L.JR.. 14-7.
2. Matrimonial Causes Act 1965 Sec. 1. The restitution 

of conjugal rights may be eliminated soon as recom
mended by the Law Commission.
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grant the custody of the child of the marriage to the 
parent by reason of whose conduct the decree is made 
nor will the guilty parent be entitled on the death 
of the other parent.

These foregoing provisions follow the normal rules 
that the court will usually award the custody of the 
child to the innocent partyjIn Cole v. Cole, the 
petitioner was awarded the custody of the child of 
the marriage in a divorce proceeding based on the 
respondent's desertion. The wife respondent moved the 
court for a review order for custody on the ground 
that she was more fit than the father to have the 
custody of the child. Butler Lloyd, J. held that 
even though there was no ground to suggest that one 
parent was more or less fitted to look after the child 
than the other the usual practice of awarding custody 
to the innocent party should be followed. Also in 
Olukoya v. Olukoya, in a petition for dissolution of 
marriage, custody and maintenance of the child of the 
marriage brought by the wife petitioner against the 
respondent the court held that a man who had failed to

1. Surra« Sec. 34(2).
2. (1941) 16 N.L.£. 9.
3- (1961) W.N.L.R. .209.
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maintain his child for over three years and never even 
cared to go and see the child, was not fit to be 
entrusted with the custody of the child and therefore 
the petitioner was entitled to the custody of the 
child and a monthly allowance of £5 until the child 
reached the age of 14 and £10 after the age of 14 until 
21 years.

This last case is very important with regard to
the order of maintenance. The court took cognisance
of the fact that the child's needs would be greater 
after the age of 14. However * there was no order with 
regard to his education. It would, however, be open 
to the mother of the child to apply to court to vary 
the order so that the father might be made responsible
for the secondary education of the child.

Another important issue raised in Olukoya1s case 
related to the order for maintenance which was to 
terminate on the child reaching the age of 21. The 
relevant statutory provision states that the court 
may make an order to secure for the benefit of the

pchild a lump sum of money. In this case, the order

1. Bee E^wunwoke v. Lgwunwoke (1966) HKHh 147 where the 
court ordered the petitioner to pay £60 p.a. for the 
secondary education of the child of the marriage.

2. Sec 34(3) re-enacting Sec 26(l) of 1950 Matrimonial 
Causes Act. See also The Family Law Reform Act 1969 
Sec 4 v/hich still retains the age of 21 for the termination of maintenance in spite of the new age of majority fixed at 18.
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for maintenance was not expressed to be a secured 
maintenance. In any case, the order for maintenance 
in Olukoya1s case did not envisage a situation whereby 
the child might be receiving a formal education beyond 
the age of 21. It is to be noted that the average 
age of an undergraduate at the Universities in Nigeria 
is higher than that of his counterpart in Britain.
More so, there is no free secondary and university edu
cation in Nigeria as in Britain. Therefore if the 
child in Olukoya1 s case were to be in the university 
beyond the age of 21 it is the mother who would be 
responsible. 1 submit therefore that whenever a 
maintenance order is being roade by the court, (a) a 
provision must be made at the same time for the future 
education of the child, and (b; that such a provision 
for maintenance and education should terminate at the 
age of 21 where the relevant child no longer receives 
formal education before that age and in the case where 
the child still attends an institution of learning, the 
order for maintenance should go beyond the age of twenty- 
one until the child has completed his further education, 
in this light, the recommendation of the Latey Committee 
that "the High and the Magistrates' Courts should have 
power to make maintenance orders without age limit" is

1. The Age of Majority CmnJD 3542 Para 249-254-, PP* 69 and 70*
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1 2 to be preferred and should be adopted in Nigeria.
An independent action can also be brought for

custody and maintenance under the Matrimonial Causes
Act 1965. Thus a woman can apply to the court where
her husband has wilfully neglected to provide reasonable

3maintenance for her and her children. 'The court may
also make an order as to custody of those children,
under Section 35* Ihe sum total of these provisions
is that a woman can bring an action for custody and
maintenance despite the fact that no proceedings for
dissolution of the marriage are pending. In Ekisola
v. Ekisola^ Coker J. held that

“where it is proved that a husband, 
apart from deserting his wife and 
children has failed to give them 
maintenance, the court is entitled 
to make an order for maintenance

1. In Le Mare v. Le Mare 1961, P. 10 it was held that 
maintenance order for a child would be made beyond 
21.

2. In the Family Law Reform Act 1969* Latey Committee's 
recommendation was not adopted. It only retains the 
age of 21. See the comment of Cretmen - 1969 MU’
p. 688 where he thought that Latey Committee's recom
mendation was sensible.

3. See 22(l) of the Matrimonial Causes Act 1965 enables
a woman to apply to court on the ground of the
husband's wilful neglect to maintain her or her 
children.

4. (1961) L.L.R., 8.
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despite the fact that no proceedings 
for the dissolution of the marriage 
are pending.” 1

Custody and maintenance orders can also be granted
2under the Guardianship of Infants Act 1886*“ in Lagos

xor the infants Lav; of Western Nigeria.

B. CUSTODY AND MAINTENANCE OF CHILDREN UNDER
CUSTOMARY MARRIAGE

At customary law the right of the father to the
custody of his child was absolute and like the old
common law rule, this right could not be questioned.

Folarin rightly said:
"Any child begotten by a woman married 
according to native law and custom is 
regarded as a legitimate child and
property of the father - BABAOMO jlG-NI
0M0. 4

372
1. See Eghiator v. Eghiator 1967N.M.L.R./C/F Okpaku v. 

Ukpaku C1947) 12 WACA p. 137? where it was held that 
the Supreme Court had no power to order maintenance 
when such application was not ancillary to a matri
monial cause.

2. A statute of General Application applying to Lagos 
State Sec 5*

3. Cap 49 WN Sec 12(3).
4. Folarin - Law and Customs of the Egbaland^ 1Q28)P‘» 33; 

see also Danquah - Akan Lav/s and Customs,/p. 187 
where he said "a child belongs to his father or rather 
to his father’s household. A mother cannot take a
child away from the father.”
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This was no doubt the correct position but the concept
of property as applied to children of a marriage could
only be viewed from a consideration of the nature and
form of marriage in African customary lew. One of
the essential features of African customary marriageshould
is the requirement that dowry (bride price) / be paid 
to the girl's family in order to establish a valid 
marriage, even though the payment of dowry can be

'Iwaived in some cases. There is also the To rub a adage 
that "Eniti ko ba ni igi obi, ki ni eso1' meaning "no

pkola tree, no kola nut11, so that a child begotten by 
a woman married according to native 1aw and customs, 
even by another man, belongs to the lawful
husband of the woman. All these show the attitude 
of an African to the position of children in marriage. 
It is therefore easy to envisage the right to custody 
of the child of the marriage as primarily a right which 
belongs to the father.

This view was also supported by Ellis^ when he

1. Obi, op.cit., p. 177; Kasumu and Salecuse, Nigerian 
Family Law, pp. 77-79.

2. Folarin, op.cit. , p. 3*
5. Ellis, Toruba Speaking Peoples, p. 184. See also 

Folarin, op.cit., p. 32, where he said "In the olden 
times, if there was any issue of the union living, 
the father took charge of it in addition to recovery 
of dowry."



"Where a wife is divorced or put away, 
no matter for what cause, the husband 
retains any children she may have borne 
to him.11

It is arguable whether the interest and welfare 
of the child formed the basis of custody at customary 
1 aw. Ihere were conflicting views on this. While 
Ullis said the child would remain with the mother 
until the age of 10 or 12, if, at the time of divorce, 
the child was too young to leave the mother, I'olarin 
said

"if the child is under 5 years, the 
mother takes care of it until it 
attains to that age and an allowance of 
5/- a month is payable to her by the 
father for his upkeep enforceable by 
court in case of default.11 2

It is submitted that the age of 10 or 12 could not 
have represented the true rule of customary law in the 
traditional society, for the father would not only have 
lost the wife to a seducer but also the services of the 
child. It was the general practice that by the age 
of 6 or 7, a child, if a male, would have begun to go 
out to the farm and, if female to go with her mother 
to the market place.

1. Lllis, on.cit., p. 187.
2. i'olarin, op.cit. , p. 32.
3. i'edipe, Ihe Sociology of the Yorubas, p. 166.



Besides, there was the general dislike for a child 
to remain with the stepfather for a longer time than 
was necessary. Folarin1s view would appear to represent 
the normal rule even though it looked undesirable and 
moreso contrary to the welfare of the child for him to 
part company with his mother at the age of five.

With regard to maintenance, Folarin said that an 
allowance of 5/“ s month was payable to her by the 
father for the upkeep of the child, enforceable by 
court in case of default. I submit, despite a lack 
of authority, that Folarin's view as to the payment of 
maintenance must reflect a later development brought 
about by the establishment of courts v/here dissolution 
of marriages could be obtained.

The order for maintenance, meaning 'QWQ IBQHBQ*. is 
now very well known at customary law. It is a payment 
on behalf of a child who is too young to leave his 
mother. When a custody order is granted to the father 
then the payment of maintenance ceases. The nature and 
concept of maintenance was reviewed by the court in the

pcase of Adepeju v. Adereti. The relevant facts of the 
case were as follows: The plaintiff/respondent claimed
to have seduced the defendant/appellant and that they had
1. Folarin, op.cit.. p. 33.
2. (1961) W.N.L.R. .154-.
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lived together as husband and wife for three years.
file appellant had a child of an earlier marriage, whom
she brought along to the new husband. The appellant
deserted the respondent and the respondent sued her
for the sum of £26 being the money expended
(owo ibombo) on the child of the appellant.

QuasVlie-Idun, C.J. called an exoert witness, a
of

senior chief of the Oni/Ife, with regard to native law 
and custom on maintenance expenses (owo ibombo). The 
chief stated the position at customary law thus:

(3) if a woman brings her child to live with a 
man (the child not being the child of the man), 
the man cannot claim expenses incurred by him 
on the maintenance of the child because the 
woman and her child must be deemed to have 
rendered services to the man;
(b) when a woman leaves her husband, in a state 
of pregnancy, for another man and the pregnancy 
is accepted by the former husband, the new husband 
looks after the child borne by the woman until 
the child is old enough. The new husband claims 
lO/- per year from the father of the child.

It can be seen from the expert evidence given by the chief 
that maintenance or owo ibombo was only payable at



customary law where the child was expected at the time
of dissolution of the marriage, and that the action can
only be maintained against the father of the child.
I'he implication of this is that there could be no
maintenance paid in respect of a child who had been born
before the dissolution of the marriage.

with the establishment of effective machinery for
the dissolution of marriages at customary lav/, there is
now a statutory limit on the right of the father to
take custody of the child unless the welfare of the
cdiild is first considered. The Customary Courts Law
o‘f the various States contain a provision that:

r,In any matter relating to the guardian
ship of children, the interest and welfare 
of the child shall be the first and 
paramount consideration."

Thus, like the High Court with respect to ordinance
marriage, the customary court is now not bound to award
custody to the father simply because he was so entitled
under customary law.

Similar provisions are made with respect to the
custody of illegitimate children in the Marriage, Divorce
and Custody Adoptive Byelaws Order 1958 of Western State 

2of higeria which provides that:

1. Customary Courts Law Cap plKN.Sec 25 which also 
applies to Lagos State.

2. V/PJM A56 of 1958 applying to West and Lagos otates 
except the federal Territory of Lagos.
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"When making any order with regard to 
paternal rights over a child the court -
(1) shall at the same time make an order 

with regard to custody and upbringing 
of such child and in making such order, 
the interest and welfare of the child 
shall be the first and paramount consi
deration, and

(2) may by further order direct that the 
person to whom paternal rights have 
been granted shall contribute towards 
the maintenance of the child, and the 
amount shall be included in the order 
of the court."

Each local authority council in the Western and Lagos
States adopted the Byelaws by passing a resolution in

'ithe council to that effect.

Xhe Effect of the Provisions
As can be noted, provisions were made in the bye

laws for custody and maintenance orders by court.
Xt was, however, regrettable that all the local 
councils adopted the Byelaws as laid down by the 
Regional Government without for instance laying down
specific rules of their own on this matter - a power

2which is given them by the Customary Court Law 
enabling them to declare their own customary law.
However, it appeared that the councils followed generally

1. See 1959 ViBUt. containing over 30 notices of the 
adoption of the Byelaws by various local councils.

2. Local Government Law Cap 68 Sec 78 Lav/s of Western
Nigeria.
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the old practice, evidence of which could be found in
the earlier declaration by Ikirun District Council which
stipulated 5 years as the time when a father might
take the custody of his child and also provided for
the payment of maintenance to the mother while the

achild was still in her custody.
2On further inquiry as to both custody and main

tenance it appears now the general practice is to grant 
the custody of the child to the father when the child 
attains five years of age and also to make an order for 
the payment of 10/- a month towards the maintenance of 
the child. Some courts do grant custody to the father

•z L\.when the child is 6 years old. " Thus in Ishola v. Anike

1. W.R.L.N. of 1956 Ikirun District Council (Marriage, 
Divorce and Custody; Adoptive Byelaws 1956 Sec 9 ©nd 
10.

2. On my interview with Chief Adeleke, the President of 
Grade B Customary Court, Ibadan, I was informed that 
on dissolution of marriage, the court grants custody 
of a child to its father at the age of 5 years and 
also makes order of 10/- per month, most often 
payable to the court, from where the mother can claim. 
When the child is 5? the natural father can apply to 
the court for the custody of the child.

5. In some areas like Abeokuta , 6 years is becoming 
accepted being the age at which a child goes to 
school under the Education Law Cap 34 of Western Nigeria.

4. Ibadan No 7 Grade B Customary Court Civil Record Book 
Vol. 12, Suit No 750/66.
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the defendant was nursing a five month old child of 
the plaintiff at the time of the dissolution of the 
marriage. The court granted the dissolution of the 
marriage but ordered that the plaintiff should pay 
10/- monthly until the child was 5 years old. In

'IAyisatu Aweni v. Abeke the petitioner for divorce was
ptne widow of the respondent's brother now deceased.

There were two children of the marriage aged 6 and 2-J 
respectively. The court granted the custody of the 
6 year old to the aunt who was the respondent in this 
case, and the custody of the other child to the petitioner 
until he was 6 years old, and the court also ordered a 
monthly nominal maintenance allowance of 10/- for the 
child.

As regards custody, even though the customary courts, 
like the High Courts, are enjoined to consider the 
welfare and the interest of the child in matters relating 
to guardianship, the grant of custody of a child at the 
age of 5 or 6 to its father cannot be said to be in 
the interest of that child, especially in view of the 
problem of social changes in the society of the modern 
times.

1. Abeokuta Grade B2 Customary Court Civil Hecord Book
No. 1.

2. Note that in the customary law, death does not 
dissolve or terminate marriage: consider, for instance,the customary practice of widow inheritance.



The problem of the grant of custody of children 
to the father at an early age is not peculiar to the 
Toruba customary law alone; in Islamic law there 
appears to be a similar disregard for the interest and 
welfare of the child. Professor iui&erson in his

'iooolc said:
"While some courts in Nigeria follow 
variant Mallei view which corresponds 
more closely to local custom, that a 
child may be claimed by its father or 
other guardian at between five and 
seven years of age ... in some parts, 
children may be taken from their 
mothers after the period of weaning 
/.especially in Mupe.7. M

He pointed out also the frequent application of the
orthodox rules depriving a mother of the custody of

pher children if she remarries. His view may be 
supported by the case of Tefoki v. Tafoki with respect 
to the custody of a two-year old child under the 
Moslem lav/ following the grant of divorce to its 
parents. The husband, who did not object to the wife 
being granted a divorce, pleaded that he was the right
ful person to have the custody of the child. The court

1. Anderson, Islamic Law in Africa, London, 1954-  ̂ P* 214.
2- Tbid., p. 215*
p. Puntua Native Court, Case No. 39/4-5 of 13/12/54-.
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held that the mother was more entitled to the custody 
of the minor child than the father but that she would 
forfeit the right if she remarried another person.

The decision here went further than that under 
the Yoruba customary law, in that if the woman in 
this case decided to marry immediately, the custody 
of the two-year old child would go to the father just 
at that point of time when the maternal care would be 
most needed. It is submitted thgdjg this is, indeed, 
a disregard for the welfare and interest of the child. 
There can be no doubt that a review of the customary 
law with regard to the age when the custody of the 
child should be given to its father, is of urgent 
necessity in all customary courts jurisdictions in 
Nigeria.

C. CUSTODY i-dlD MAINTENANCE UNDER THE CHILDREN AND
YOUNG PERSONS LAW

Perhaps one of the most novel but yet important 
developments with regard to custody and maintenance 
of children is the increasing role of juvenile courts 
and social welfare officers in family welfare services. 
Modern social changes have brought in their train
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unstable homes as well as the problem of young unmarried
mothers.

The purpose of family welfare services is to help 
the members of the family to live in peace and 
harmony with one another, so that their children would 
be brought up in the right atmosphere, thus reducing 
the growth of delinquency among children. The 
increasing number of men and women who make use of the 
services provided by the Family Welfare Centre is 
evidence of the community's understanding of, and 
adjustment to, the role end responsibilities assigned 
to the centre.

The statistics attached for six towns in the 
Western State^for 1965/64 undoubtedly indicated the 
magnitude of matrimonial problems. As the report 
showed, classified by the nature of association 
between men and women, 357 had married by native law 
and custom, 17 married under the Marriage Ordinance 
with church ceremony, 25 married under the Marriage 
Ordinance without church ceremony, 1 married under 
the Marriage Ordinance with Muslim rites and 13 married 
according to Muslim rites only. Of the others, 597

1. See the Annual Report, Federal Ministry of Labour, 
Social Welfare Division, 1964/65, p. 13*

2. The West comprised then the existing Western State and 
the whole of Lagos State except the Federal Territory 
of Lagos.
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I'ii-iTrilMQNIAL CONCILIATION AND FAMILY CASEWORK IN SIX TOWNS
IN WESTERN NIGERIA 1965/64

NO. OF CASES HANDLED NATURE OF MARRIAGE disposal of cases

Ibadan 451 
Ikeja 321 
Abeokuta 72 
Ijebu-Ode 138 
Shegsmu 64- 
Ile-Ife 96

Native Law 357 
and Custom
Ordinance 43 
Marriage
Muslim 13 
Marriage
By Mutual 597 
Consent
By Seduction 132

Reconciled 540 
Paying
Maintenance 408 
Allowance
Abandoned 62
Withdrawn 63
Pending 69

TOTAL 1, 142 
_________________

TOTAL 1,1427------------------- —
TOTAL 1,142

Sources: The Annual Report - Social Welfare Division
Western Nigeria 1963/64.
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spouses lived together by mutual consent and 132 were 
associations resulting from seduction. In most of 
these cases there were children of the association and 
the problem which the Welfare Department seeks to 
solve is on many occasions the custody and maintenance 
of children of such unions.

pThe usual procedure4- for obtaining maintenance in 
respect of the child is for the mother to lodge a 
complaint with the Social Welfare Department against 
the father of the child. The usual ground for complaint 
is wilful neglect to maintain the v/oman and her child.
The Social Welfare Department will summon both the 
father and the mother to the Social Welfare Office for 
the purpose of making enquiries as to the root cause of 
the wilful neglect. If it is established that the 
husband fails to maintain the wife and her child 
properly, the Welfare Officer will persuade the father 
to pay voluntarily a fixed sum of money, usually £1.10s. 
to £3 monthly based on a means test to the woman for 
the maintenance of the child. What is important in 
this procedure is that the Department can only plead

1. Annual Report, Social Welfare Division Ibadan, 1963/64.
2. This information is based solely on my interview

with Mr Mensah Boboe, a Higher Welfare Officer in the
Ministry of Social Welfare, Ibadan, Nigeria.
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with the father to pay voluntarily but cannot enforce
the payment. However, if he refuses to pay, an action
can be brought in the Juvenile Court to enforce the
payment of maintenance in respect of the child.

This procedure, however, raises the question of
jurisdiction. What, then, is the authority for the
jurisdiction to order custody and maintenance by the
Juvenile Courts? On inquiry my informant said the
jurisdiction was derived from Section 33(l)(c) of the

'IChildren and Young Persons Law which states that:
"Any local government council, any police 
officer or any authorised officer, 
having reasonable ground for believing 
that a child or young person comes within 
any of the descriptions hereinafter 
mentioned -
(c) who has a parent or guardian who

does not exercise proper guardianship 
may bring that child or young person 
before a court.

Section 33(2) empowers the Juvenile Court, if satisfied
that the child or young person comes within Section 33(l)(c),
to make a corrective order to send him to an approved
institution or commit him to the care of any fit person
whether a relative or not, who is willing to undertake
the care of him.

The foregoing provision, in my view, hardly gives
any jurisdiction to the juvenile court to make an order

1. Cap 20 W.N.; see similar provision for Lagos State - 
Children and Young Persons Act, Cap 32 Secs 26(l)(c) 
and Sec 26(2), which has been amended by Sec l(l) of the Children and Young Persons (Amendment) Act 1965

/continued over.
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for custody and maintenance of a child with, respect
to matters arising from family disputes between the
husband and wife. It is also doubtful whether the
framers of the Children and Young Persons Act had in
mind the extension of this lav; to cover cases arising
from family disputes. It is not surprising a Higher
Social Welfare Officer had pleaded that:

"Our legislation dealing with the care 
and protection of children is well set 
out. But it is in my considered 
opinion long overdue for review in the 
light of present day experience. Our 
regional laws generally should be more 
precise than at present on the care, 
upbringing and the maintenance of ^
children in need of care or protection."

This view is reinforced by the decision of 
i'akayode J. in Ibitoye v. Permanent Secretary, Ministry

pof Labour and social Welfare, where the applicant got

footnote continued from previous page:
to include the case where the welfare of the child 
is endangered by a dispute to which a parent or 
guardian is a party.

1. A paper presented by Mr 1.0. Okunola on the "Appraisal 
of Hxisting Methods of Dealing with Matrimonial 
problems in Ibadan" - at the Third Annual Conference 
of Welfare Officers in Western Nigeria (1963), p. 18.

2. (196?) N.M.L.E. 76.
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an order for the custody of his two children; but 
their mother refused to give them up to the applicant.
As a result, the applicant refused to maintain the 
children. An application was made to the Juvenile 
Court asking the applicant to maintain his two 
children under Section 33(l)(c) of the Children and 
Young Persons Law. The Juvenile Court ordered the 
applicant to pay £3 monthly for the maintenance of the 
children. The applicant appealed to the High Court 
seeking leave of the court to appeal against the 
decision of the Juvenile Court. Fakayode J. held 
that:
(a) the question of maintenance and custody of children 

is to be determined by a Divorce Court under the 
Native Law and Custom or by the High Court, 
depending on whether the marriage between the 
parties was under native law and custom or the 
Marriage Ordinance:

(b) maintenance and custody of children of a valid 
marriage are not for the juvenile court, which is 
a criminal court for children and young persons;

(c) while the juvenile court acted without juris
diction as in this case, then the appropriate

1. Cap 20 W.N.
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legal remedy should be sought.
It is submitted that though the learned judge was 
right in declaring that the question of custody and 
maintenance in such cases as that before him was a 
civil cause for divorce courts, the limitation of his 
decision to children bom in customary or ordinance 
marriages leaves open the operation of the juvenile 
courts in cases of unmarried mothers wishing to obtain 
maintenance from the putative fathers of their children 
or in cases where the paternity of the children falls 
to be determined.

However, in Pepole v. Family Welfare Officer and 
.1Tsekiri. a similar case coming up before the High Court 

of Lagos, Taylor O.J. noted the lack of jurisdiction of 
juvenile courts in custody and maintenance cases regarding 
children whose parents are not married.

While the Social welfare Departments have admirably 
coped with the problems of custody, maintenance and 
related problems arising from disputes affecting 
children, it is my submission that a proper machinery 
should be set up in the form of a family court, which 
will be charged with such jurisdiction and where the 
atmosphere will be less formal than it is in the 
ordinary court of law.

1. Unreported Appeal LD/95^/68 of 21st April 1969.



D. CONFLICTS BETWEEN CUSTODY AND ILiINTENANCE ORDERS 
UNDER CUSTOMARY aND STATUTE LAYS RESPECTIVELY

The existence of dual forms of marriages within 
the same legal system necessarily brings into prominence 
conflicts as between the same subject matter under 
different forms of marriage. We have already noted 
the conflicts in legitimacy and succession under the 
statute and customary law. Custody snd maintenance 
being an aspect of family law is not free from con
flicts when it is applied to children of people who are 
primarily subject to customary law.

With regard to custody, the right of the father 
to the custody of his child at customary law is 
absolute and is without any regard to the welfare 
principle. This right may arise not only when the 
father is alive and the wife divorces him but also on 
his death, when the family of the deceased is entitled
to take the custody of the child, for, as has been said,

2a child belongs to his father or his father's family.
It has been noted in Aweni v. Abeke that death

1. See the Chapters on Legitimacy and Succession.
2. Danquah, Akan Laws and Customs,(1928), p. 187*
5. Abeokuta Grade B2 Customary Court Civil Record Book, 

No. 1.
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does not terminate a marriage in Yoruba lav; and a 
woman can still petition for divorce after the death 
of the deceased husband. The family of the husband 
in such situation will be entitled to the custody of 
the children of the deceased. The only qualification 
as to custody is that if the child is too young, he 
will remain with the mother until he is old enough.
It has earlier been pointed out that a child of 5 or 6 
years of age cannot be said to be old enough to leave 
his mother. Thus, the welfare principle which the 
customary courts are enjoined to spply is never con
sidered in practice. There is even a valid case for 
a child whose father is deceased to stay longer v/ith 
the mother.

With regard to children born in Ordinance Marriages,
the law is different and it follows the received

pEnglish laws which had eroded the common law right of 
the father to absolute custody of his legitimate child, 
resulting in the possibility, in some cases, of the 
custody of the child being granted to the mother until
the age of 21.

1. Ellis, oo.cit.. p. 187 ; Folarin, op.cit., p. 32.
2. The Custody of Infants Acts 1839, 1873 s>nd 1891 £*nd 

also the Matrimonial Causes Act 1965.



The question now is - does a person primarily
subject to customary law effect a change in his legal
status by marrying under the Ordinance? Conflicting
views have been expressed in this regard in matters
relating to legitimacy and succession. While Griffith,

i<- . was of the opinion in Cole v. Cole that Christian 
imarriage "clothes the parties to such marriage and their 
offspring with a status unknown to native lav/ and custom", 
Van her Meulen, J. on the other hand in Smith v. Smith 
\was of the opinion that persons who embrace the 
Christian faith, and who sr§ married in accordance with 
ilts tenets, may not have attained such a stage of 
culture and development as to make it just and reasonable 
to suppose that their whole lives should be regulated 
In accordance with English laws and standards. This 
latter view is to be preferred especially in the field 
of family law. The wholesale importation of laws 
made for different peoples, with different social and 
cultural backgrounds, is undesirable and should be 
reconsidered.

The reasons for my submission are as follows:
(a) it is now the common practice that many people 

who marry under the Ordinance do so after they have

1. (1898) 1 N.L.R..15.
2. (1924) 5 N.L.R. 102.
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fulfilled the necessary ceremonies and rites connected 
with a customary marriage, such as paying the dowry.
In the Marriage Ordinance, it is nov/here written that 
dowry is essential to make such marriage valid. 
Consequently the general practice ox performing all 
rites according to customary lav; followed by a
marriage under the Ordinance has now been termed as a
double-decker marriage. When any matter relating to 
such marriage falls to be determined, the court looks 
at the Ordinance Marriage and not the customary aspect. 
In effect the Ordinance Marriage supersedes the rites
performed in compliance with the customary law.

(b) There are many cases where couples have been 
validly married under the customary law and later, for 
prestige purposes, after they have had four or five 
children, they go to convert their valid customary

pmarriages to Ordinance Marriages. This is still 
another form of a double-decker marriage.

It is ironical, however, that while one can convert 
a customary marriage into an Ordinance Marriage, the 
reverse is not permissible. Hence the marriage under 
the Ordinance looks as if it were superior to customary

1. See J.S. Read, The Law of Husband and Wife - a paper 
presented at Ife University Colloquium in 1964.

2. Ohochuku v. Ohochuku. /196o7 1 W.L.R. 183.



marriage. Consequently the status of persons under the 
Marriage Ordinance differs from that of persons who 
contract customary marriage. It is submitted that, in 
a society which still retains the extended family system, 
and where the customary practices especially in the field 
of family law are still deep rooted, it is difficult to 
envisage that such a person contracting an Ordinance 
Marriage has intended to remove himself from the purview 
of customary law. It is still a fact that the society 
has not accepted that a divorced woman should take 
custody of her children unless they are young. It is 
of course more revolting for a woman to take the children 
of the marriage to the new husband's house. The new 
husband will not readily accept the notion of rearing 
another man's children.

It seems to me that at this stage of development 
in the African society the attitude of the people as 
to custody may be difficult to change even when it can 
be accepted that taking a child of 5 or 6 years of age 
from the mother violates the welfare principle on which 
the custody of young children is based. The proper 
application of the welfare principle it is submitted, 
belongs to the future. However, efforts must be made 
to move towards the application of the welfare principle.
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It is suggested that a Family Court be established 
with jurisdiction over the incidents of marriage under 
customary law and the Marriage Ordinance. Such a court 
may be able to work out an acceptable welfare principle 
with regard to the custody of children. In effect, 
it is my view that some form of integration or harmo
nisation of lav/s is of urgent necessity with regard to 
the incidents of customary and Ordinance marriages.
The Family Court proposed must be staffed with judges 
who must have undergone some training directed at 
solving family problems such as custody and maintenance.

Perhaps it will be appropriate here to mention the 
Malawi case of Kamcaca v. Kkhota, in which the judge 
took cognisance of the welfare principle in the appli
cation of customary law to custody proceedings 
involving children born in Ordinance Marriage. In this 
case the wife was alleged to have caused the death of 
her husband. Che was, however, tried and acquitted 
of the criminal charge. While she was remanded in 
custody, her children were taken over by the respondent 
kamsay Kamcaca, the brother of the deceases, and who 
under the customary law would be regarded as the guardian 
of his deceased brother. The wife applied for a writ
1. Civil Cause No. 346 of 1967, reported in /19687 J.A.L. 

p. 173.



of habeas corpus to take the custody of her children. 
Bolt, J. applied the customary law relating to guardian
ship and held, following fredgold S.J., in Chiduku v.
t ^Chidamo, 1 that Mso long as the children require proper
maternal care, they are as a rule left with the mother
but when they are fit of age the guardian may assert
his rights, complying with his duties."

The decision in this case is remarkable for the
following reasons: (a) the judge recognised that in
African Society, the fact that a man and a woman are
married under the Ordinance, would not necessarily mean
that they intended their lives to be governed according
to the rites of that marriage. He accepted that Ramsay

fulKamcaca was the lav//guardian of his deceased's brother's 
children under customary law. He tried to make a 
distinction between custody and guardianship when he 
said that custody would normally arise between two 
living partners to a marriage, whereas questions of 
guardianship would usually arise where the lawful
guardian had died or for some other reason was unable to

pact.1- It could be inferred here also that he recognised 
the father as the lawful guardian of his children.

1. (1922) S.R.55.
2. /I9687 J.A.L., p. 187.
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(b) As to the question of custody in this case, the 
judge, while recognising the right of the guardian to 
the custody of his brother's children, had the 
consideration of the interest and welfare of the 
children uppermost in his mind and thought it would 
be in the best interest of the children to be under 
maternal care until they are of fit age. The question 
here is, when will they be of fit age to go to their 
guardian, Hamsay Kamcaca? Certainly, they cannot be 
of fit age at the age of 5 or 6, which is the yardstick 
used by customary courtg in Nigeria, because they 
would still be considered as too young to leave their 
mother at that age.

In my view, the phrase, "when they are of fit age" 
can be read to mean when the children are old enough 
to leave their mother and go to their uncle without 
suffering from the loss of maternal care. This must 
be wrhen they reach the age of puberty and thereafter.

‘There is little doubt that the decision of Bolt J. 
in this case is an attempt to strike a mean between 
the welfare principle with regard to the custody of 
children and the lawful guardian's absolute right to 
custody under the customary law. This, indeed, is a 
progressive move which ought to be followed in Nigeria.



Lastly, another area where conflicts are likely 
to arise is the application of Section 24 of the

y\j-nfants Lav; of the Western State, which reproduces 
the Section 1 of the English Guardianship of Infants 
Act 1925, which has already been quoted above. A 
recent decision of the House of Lords in England has 
nov; gone further than the principle of equality as 
between the mother and the father v/ith regards 
custody. Strangers can now within the extended meaning 
of "welfare and interest" of the child lay effective 
claim to the custody of § child.

Thus in J v C the question to be determined here 
was who had a better right to the custody of a ten 
year old boy born of Spanish parents, v/ho had lived 
with the foster parents from the age of four days due 
to the mother's illness and who, on being taken to 
Spain by his parents, suffered in health and had to 
return to the foster parents in 1961 at the parents' 
request. In 1963, the infant was made a ward of court 
after the parents requested his return. In 1965, the 
care and control of the child was committed to the 
foster parents. Due to disagreements between the

1. Cap 49
2. /T9627 2 E.L.H'.5 0̂ .



parties as to the religious upbringing of the child, 
the parents issued a summons asking for custody, care 
and control of the infant. Both the High Court and 
the Court of Appeal refused to grant the parents1 
request.

Ungoed-'ihomas J. in the court of first instance
accepted the general proposition that

,rit was for the welfare of a child to
be in the custody of unimpeachable parents 
and were it not for the dangers of adjust
ment to life in Spain I would have made 
the order for which the parents asked."

But he considered that there wee no reasonable prospect
of such adjustment and that a return to Spain would
be disastrous for the infant. Therefore he made no
order. The parents, after the Court of Appeal had
confirmed the lower court's decision, appealed to
the House of Lords on the following grounds:

(a) that the judge was wrong in principle in 
refusing to return the infant to his lawful and natural 
parents when they were in no way unsuitable to have 
care of him;

(b) that the judge's order in effect amounted to 
an adoption order from which parents’ consent would 
have been required;

(c) and that his order was contrary to the 
principles of comity.
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The House of Lords, dismissing the appeal held that:
"Section 1 of the Guardianship of 
Infants Act, 1925, was of universal 
application and applied to disputes 
not only as between parents but 
between parents and strangers and 
strangers and strangers, and in 
applying the section the rights and 
wishes of parents, whether unimpeach
able or otherwise, must be assessed 
and weighed in their bearing on the
welfare of the child, which was
paramount in conjunction with all the 
factors relevant to the issue."

It is doubtful whether the Nigerian courts inter
preting the similar section on which the above decision 
is based will follow the House of Lords' decision.
Regard must be had for local custom. It may be accep
table to give the custody of a child to one of the 
parents even though, as I have earlier pointed out, the 
grant of the custody of a child to its mother is not 
always welcome. To go further and grant the custody 
to a stranger will bring a vigorous reaction in local
society. It is my view that the welfare principle within
Section 1 of the Guardianship of Infants Act, or Section 
24 of the Infants Law, had been carried further in England 
now than a Nigerian Court would, or should take it.

Where the parents of a child are dead and the 
child is in the custody of a stranger it is doubtful 
v/hether the relatives of the parents will not regard 
themselves as the rightful persons to take the custody,



care and control of the child. Indeed, the Kenyan
Acase of Re GM (An infant) . which had been rightly 

2criticised from an English law point of view, would 
seem to represent a correct decision within the 
customary law systems. In that case the Kikuyu 
child, an orphan, had been living with the respondent, 
a wealthy Nandi woman. The applicant, an uncle of 
the child, applied for a writ of habeas corpus and 
claimed that according to native lav; and custom, he 
had the right to custody of the child against all 
strangers. The respondent contended that the welfare 
of the child was the paramount consideration and this 
required that the child should remain with her. It 
was also contended that the applicant, not being a 
parent but only a guardian at the highest, did not 
possess the rights of a parent.

Miles, J. held that this case was a case where 
under English law, the applicant would be held to 
have a legal right to the custody of the child against 
all strangers.

Although this decision of Miles I. would not now 
stand in an English court because of the recent

1. Miscellaneous Civil Cause, No. 97 of 1957*
2. Allott, He GK (An Infant) /l9527 d.A.L. 72.
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Adecision of the House of Uords in <j v  G already 
considered, his decision which had regard to the local 
customs of the people, was correct even though he 
realised that his order would cause much distress 
to the respondent.

The foregoing case once more reveals the 
existence of conflicts with regard to custody under 
customary and statutory laws.
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

EDUCATION AND THE LAW

INTRODUCTION
A study of the law relating to children and young persons 

will hardly be complete without reference, however brief, to one 
of the most important welfare instruments which affects the growth 
and mental development of children and on which the social and 
economic future of the nation depends. We deal in this chapter 
with the development of the system of formal education in Nigeria 
and the laws made in connection therewith.

As a background to the discussion, it is necessary to 
inquire into the concept of education in the traditional society 
as well as in the modern society. The traditional concept among 
the Yorubas has been described by Fajara^ thus -

"The Yoruba word ‘EKOf, inadequately translated into 
English as education, is comprehensive in its scope.
It covers religion, politics, training in agriculture 
and handicraft, etiquette, character training and 
many others".
The combination of education per se, training in skills 

and training in good manners produces what the Yorubas call 
QMOLUWABI1 meaning "someone who is an allrounder in the sense that
he is a cultured man and consequently a worthy member of the

2society to which he belongs." He is a hardworking citizen who,

1. Fajana - Some Aspects of Yoruba Traditional Education - Odu 
University of Ife - Journal of African Studies - Vol.3 No.l (1966) p.16.

2. Delano - The Yoruba Family as the Basis of Yoruba Culture - 
Odu No.5 - Journal of Yoruba & Related Studies, p.21 - where 
he also defined "Culture" to imply "the result of education 
of training as shown in the refinement of taste and conduct of the individual."
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by his industry subscribes to the happiness of the society and
who conforms with its norms. Therefore, one does not need to be
literate in the modern sense to be a cultured person. The Yorubas
had already cherished the concept of education in the sense of
producing a ’whole' man ever before the introduction of a formal
western system of education. Even today, the Yorubas distinguish
between ’book knowledge1 and ’common s e n s e W h e n  a child sent
to school misbehaves either by showing lack of respect to elders
or by not prostrating for his parents and other elders when he is
greeting them, the Yorubas say ”IWE LQ KQ, KQ KQGBQN” meaning
"he only possesses book knowledge, not wisdom”.

Despite the conflicts of culture introduced by the formal
western education system, the traditional view of education is
hardly different from the western concept, for in the words of
Julian Huxley, “education is the art of helping human beings or
human persons of all ages to grow and develop to fuller maturity
of body and spirit and to live well in the world in which they are 

2placed.” It is, therefore, safe to conclude that the meanings 
of ’EKO’ in Yoruba, and of education in the wider sense, are the 
same; the common purpose is the discipline of the faculties of 
the individual to bring out the best human qualities in the child

1. See Mab» ogunje - The Yoruba Home Odu No.5 - Journal of Yoruba
& Related Studies, p.32.

2. Julian Huxley - Man in the Modern World, The Scientific Club,
London, (19^), p.267. See also Lewis - Education and Political
Independence in Africa (1962 ) p.96 where he defined ‘Education 
as the process by which men acquire the civilisation of the 
past, are enabled to take part in the civilisation of the 
present and contribute to the civilisation of the future.'1
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and to help the individual at different stages to become a useful
1member of the society.

As earlier indicated, even though the concept of educa
tion is the same in the traditional and modern societies, the 
introduction of the formal western system of education obviously 
introduces some conflicts.
(a) The Yoruba traditional system relies on the home and the 
extended family to achieve its purpose, while the school, the 
church and the community as a whole play a part in European 
countries.^
(b) We now have two forms of education in Nigeria - and in 
Africa for that matter - the indigenous one which through a 
variety of means, ceremonies, ritual, songs, story telling, 
dances and arduous training in special skills, has passed on 
cultural legacy through the generations,^ and formal schooling 
derived from the western concept which, from the beginning, was

1. See Fajana, op.cit.. p.20.
2. See Musgrove, The Family, Education and the Society (1966), 

p.2. on the Decline of Parental Power - where he said ,!one 
of the most remarkable social changes of the past century 
has been the substitution of parental interest for parental 
power. Throughout the advanced countries of the west, the 
power of the parents has been radically curtailed in law and 
the rights of and the interests of the child protected.

3« Delano, op.cit.« P*2l; Mabogunje, op.cit.. p.28;
Fajana, op.cit., p.l6; see also Castle E.B. - Growing up in 
East Africa ( 1966 ) p.39 on the Aim of African Traditional 
Education.



imposed by the missionaries upon the local scene and has now 
become a vital element of government policy.

A THE TRADITIONAL SYSTEM OF EDUCATION IN YORUBALAND

As indicated above, the word "EKO" in the traditional
society covers both the formal and informal education, such as

2character training and training in skills. Mabogunje said of 
the Yoruba traditional education thus -

11 In the absence of a public institution catering for 
the education of the young, it becomes the duty of 
the home to provide not only the home training but 
also a formal type of education. This is non
literate in character. But like the very formal 
western type, its purpose is to sharpen the intellect 
of the children and draw out, even though on a modest 
scale, the powers of the mind.’* 3

The processes of education in the Yoruba traditional society are
as follows -
(1) The home and the extended family play a very important
role in the first stage of the education of the child. Up to 
the age of 6 or 7, a child is educated in the family, mostly by 
its mother, the father, who is usually a farmer, taking little 
part at this period, since he has to be away from home at the farm

1. Callaway - Nigeria!s Indigenous Education - Odu - University 
of Ife, Journal of African Studies Vol.No.1, p.6l;
Castle E.3. , op.cit. . p.39 - also said "one of the saddest 
mistakes of the early missionaries was the assumption that 
they brought education to an entirely uneducated people".

2. Mabogunje - op.cit.. p. 31.
3. See also Moumouni - Education in Africa ( 1968 ) p.29 - 

where he said "the traditional African education never 
separated education in large and real meaning of the word 
from instruction, in the precise, limited sense".
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periodically. By the age of 7 or thereafter, the child if a 
boy, begins to follow his father to the farm; if a girl, she 
begins to help her mother in domestic work.̂ - From this period 
onwards, the child is subjected not only to the influence of

2the father or mother, but also to that of the extended family,
that is, the immediate seniors and elders who take part in the
character training of that child. He must respect the elders.
He cannot pass by an elder without first greeting him, for as
Delano said "it is the duty of the younger elements in the com-

3pound to salute the elders first." This view is supported by 
Mabogunje, when he said that "Discipline in the Yoruba home is 
regarded as of vital importance in the upbringing of the chil
dren. The children are expected to behave themselves in all 
places and at all times. They must be respectful to their elders, 
must be very obliging and must not be found quarrelling or fight

1. Moumouni, op.cit.. p#31; Fadipe - The Sociology of the 
Yorubas - p. 161, said "At the age of 6 or 7 years the 
child if male starts to go out with his father to work, 
and if female with her mother. If the father is a farmer 
the son is set to farming even though for the start it 
might be able to do very little than carrying empty baskets 
to the farm or scaring birds and fowls away from harvested 
crops that are being dried."

2. Fadipe - The Sociology of the Yorubas, p.69 ,̂ said "It is 
chiefly within the extended family, that is, from members 
of his compound, that the child obtains the bulk of his 
education as a member of society.

3. Delano, op.cit.. p.23.
b. Mabogunje, op.cit.« p.32.
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ing. Whenever they are guilty of a misdemeanour, they come in
for spanking or scolding
(2) Another feature of the life of a child after 6 or 7 years
of age, is the direction of his education towards physical and
mental development, namely -

(a) Games are played in the evenings in the moonlight.
1 , 2Such games are wrestling, Bojuboju, Okoto - and many others,

3and the girls too do Bokoboko and other games. In addition to 
this their training in agriculture or domestic work in the case 
of girls also helps in their physical development.

1. This game involves the blindfolding one of the players while
the others go into hiding. When he uncovers his face, he
goes about looking for those in hiding each of whom has to 
find his way to a predetermined spot where he is immuned 
from being caught.

2. Okoto is made from the small snails' shells. Young chil
dren gather to play the game in the sand.

3. Girls are fond of this game. Two girls stand out and in
their hands hold a small stone or any small round object.
The others stretch their hands. The girl holding the 
stone goes round them touching their hands with the stone 
and finally putting the stone in the clenched hand of one 
of the other girls. The second girl that stands out is 
not expected, to watch. But she is eventually to detect 
into whose hand the small stone is hidden by the first 
girl. A girl with good psychological gift may be able 
to detect the person who has the stone by looking at 
their faces. If she does, she is awarded a point.
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(b) As regards mental development, stories are told 
them in the evenings by their parents or older persons.
The purpose is not only to provide pleasure and amusement 
in a society lacking modern means of mental recreation, but 
also to develop children's memory. They are made to repeat

ithe stories on subsequent evenings. The stories also
2serve to improve their diction.

Of great importance also is what are called "ALO" 
in the form of riddles or conondrums. They serve to test 
the intellect and reasoning power of the child. For
example -

(1) Riddle (ALO) -

Erin ku, Makundu je ,
Efon ku, Makundu je
Makundu ku, ko si eniti yio je.

Solution - Isasun

1. Mabogunje, op.cit. , p.32.
2. Castle E.B. , op.cit., p.̂ 0
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Meaning

Riddle - An elephant dies, Makundu eats it up 
A Buffalo dies, Makundu eats it up 
Mankundu dies, it has no one to eat it up.

Solution - A broken soup pot.

(2) Riddle (ALO)
Akuko Baba mi kan lailai 
Akuko Baba mi kan lailai 
Owo ni je ki je gbado

Solution - lie ifi owo pamosi 
Meaning -

Riddle - My fathers cock feeds not on grains but on 
coins.

Solution - A bank.

(c) Numerals are also taught to children as from the age of
6 or 7* In the olden days when cowries were the medium of ex
change, they were put down before children to count in the de-
nominations of '0K01 (20) ODUM (300 = 1 ) and EGBERUN (1000 =
3d).
(d) Between the ages of 10 - 15? the child has developed 
mentally and physically and may now be associated with social 
life both actively in farming and as a passive spectator in 
social relationships and public affairs. He can now look for
ward to apprenticeship. This only relates to boys in the tra
ditional society as girls are sheltered and therefore can only 
rely on the training given by their mothers, and this may depend
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on the occupation the mother has in addition to her domestic 
work. This may, for example, be the selling of locally woven 
clothing or foodstuffs.

Mention must also be made of I WO FA SYSTEM (wrongly 
termed pawning) as an instrument of credit as well as an edu
cation system in the traditional Yoruba society.^ Under this
system, 'child pawning' was practised. But the system has since

2been abolished because of its close resemblance to slavery. In 
the traditional society, the people who were well to do in other 
respects availed themselves of loans in order to place their 
children under a discipline which, for one reason or another, 
they thought the children needed but could not get under their 
direct control.3 Such discipline under the iwofa system afford- 
ed excellent training for children in the traditional society.

In recent times, more use is made of the apprenticeship 
system by which young people apprentice themselves in many pro
fessions as soon as they finish their primary school education, 
especially where parents have no means to give them secondary 
grammar school education. They learn motor mechanics, tailoring,
or carpentry and in the case of girls,sewing or one of many other 
professional skills.
1. See IWOFA - An address delivered on Yoruba Culture by the Oni 

of Ife - Odu No.3 - Journal of Yoruba & Related Studies 
(1956), p.l6, . c U .

2. Fadipe, op. cit., p.626.
3* See Fadipe, op.cit.« p.628.

See The Oni of Ife - Note I supra
5. See Callaway, op.cit., p. 62 Nigeria1s Indigenous Education -

The Apprentice System where he dealt exhaustively withapprenticeship by school leavers in Western Nigeria.



B THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE WESTERN SYSTEM OF FORMAL 
EDUCATION IN NIGERIA IN THE PRE-1951* PERIOD

The Missionaries were the pioneers of the introduction 
of the formal education system in the West Coast of Africa from 
about the middle of the l6th century.^ It was, however, not 
until l8*+2 that a positive step was taken to establish schools 
in Badagry, Lagos, Abbeokuta and Ibadan.^ By 18^9 there were 
sixteen schools with 895 pupils enrolled. The first secondary 
Grammar School was founded in Lagos by the Church Missionary 
Society in 18595 subsequently the missionaries went on to es
tablish schools in the Niger Delta and the eastern part of
Nigeria.

For the first 25 years of the British administration in
Nigeria the government had nothing to do with education except the
grant of £200 each given to the missionaries carrying on educa- 
tional work in 1887. The first local Ordinance concerning

IfEducation was enacted in 1887. The Ordinance provided for the
5establishment of a Board of Education and the appointment of

1. See Lewis - Society, Schools and Progress ( 1965 ) Ch.3*
2. In 18^2, Rev. Thomas Freeman arrived with others in Badagry, 

started a mission there and built a school. Afterwards Samuel 
Crowther, Peter Townsend and Rev. Golmer came to Nigeria and 
reached Abbeokuta in l8*+6 where they established a school.

3. See Lewis, op.cit.« p. 27.
The Education Ordinance, No.3 of 1887. Before 1887, the 
West African Education Ordinance 1882 applied to the Colony 
of Lagos and the Gold Coast.

5. Sec. 5*
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1
education officers. It also prescribed the conditions under

2which grants were to be given to missionary schools. The pro
perty and the management of the schools were required to be 
vested in the managers having power to appoint or dismiss 
teachers engaged in the schools, and another requirement was 
that there should be some trained certificated teachers on the 
staff; the school must attain in the preceding school examina
tions a requisite percentage of passes. Other requirements were 
that the schools were to be open to children without any dis
tinction of religion or race especially at the primary school
level; and no child whose parents objected to religious instruc-

ktion should be forced to attend a religious instruction class ,
and every assisted school was bound to admit a pauper or alien

£children as specified to it by the Governor. The Ordinance also
£

provided for the curriculum to be taught in the schools. The 
foregoing major provisions laid the foundations of the education 
policy in Nigeria.

1. Sec.3*
2. Sec.13.
3. Sec.5*
*+. Sec.7*
5. Sec.18.
6. Sec.6. - The 3 Rs, English language, and in the case of 

females needlework. History and Geography were also to 
be taught.
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Apart from the education ordinance of 1887, the
government made no positive step to establish government schools
until 1899 when the first government school was established to
cater mainly for the children of Muslims for whom missionary
schools made no provisions. By 1912, there were 59 government
primary schools, a government secondary school (Kings College,
Lagos established in 1909), 91 mission schools in receipt of
grants and other non-assisted schools. About *f,600 pupils were
in attendance in government schools, 12,500 in assisted mission

1schools and 20,000 - 30,000 in unassisted schools.
pIn 1908 another Education Ordinance classified schools 

into government and assisted schools. There was also an
Education Ordinance in 1912 which applied to the Northern Nigeria

3only. And, following the amalgamation of the Northern and 
Southern Provinces in 191^, the Education Ordinance of 1916, for 
which Lord Lugard was responsible, was enacted. It applied to 
the Colony of Lagos, Southern and Northern protectorates of 
Nigeria. Lord Lugard was impelled by two things.
(a) There was the inadequate supply of manpower for the rapid 
expansion taking place in Nigeria and (b) emphasis had been 
placed on purely intellectual tests at the expense of social 
and moral discipline, resulting in the decay of the family and
1. See Kirk-Green - Lugard and the Amalgamation of Nigeria

(1968) p.1^6.
2. Cap.75.
3. No.2 of 1912.
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too often in discontent and hostility to any constituted
authority, masquerading as racial or natioral patriotism or as

1
a vindication of rights unjustly ignored. Lugard thought that 
the New Ordinance and the Regulations made under it, which super
seded the previous grant system, would produce better results 
both as to a better standard of discipline combined with educa
tional qualifications and as to an increase in the manpower out
put to keep pace with the demands.

Below are the general principles embodied in the
pOrdinance which became law in December 1916.

(a) The primary object of all schools should be the formation 
of character and habits of discipline, and that the grant 
in aid should be in part based on success in this 
direction.

(b) The value of religion, irrespective of creed or sect, 
and the sanction and incentive it affords, should be 
recognised and utilised as an agent for this purpose, 
together with similar moral instruction.

(c) The proportion of teachers to pupils should be adequate 
and teachers should be properly qualified and their 
status improved and made equal to those of clerics.

(d) Educational agencies, whether controlled by Government 
or by missions, should co-operate with a common object

and as far as possible.
(e) Continuation and evening classes and institutions, and 

the training of teachers, should receive special en
couragement.

(f) Government should exercise some measure of control over 
all schools, even those not assisted by grants, and en
deavour to bring them into line with the general policy.

1. Kirk-Green - op.cit., p.l5l; See also Lugard - The Dual
Mandate in British Tropical Africa (1923) >

2. Kirk-Green - op.cit., p.l5l; Lugard op. cit., p.*+31*
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(g) Finally it was sought to adapt the teaching to the needs 
of pupils, whether they were intending to qualify for 
clerical or other like service or desired to become 
artisans or mechanics or, on the other hand, had no 
desire to leave their village, and the pursuits their 
fathers had followed.

To achieve these principles, the 1916 Education Ordinance created
two Boards of Education - one for Lagos , the Colony and Southern
Nigeria and the other for Northern Nigeria.'*’ School committees
were also set up in each province which included local chiefs of
influence as members, with the administrator in the case of the
Colony, resident and commissioners in the case of the protector-

2ates, as chairmen. Government grants were to be given on the 
recommendation of the Director of Education.

It is to be noted that, it was the earlier Education
3Ordinance of 1912 which empowered the Lieutenant Governor of 

the Northern Provinces to establish government schools in the 
North. The formal western education did not begin in the North 
until the end of the first decade of the 20th century. The 
reason for this was said to be due to nthe early opposition to 
a system of western education in that there was no obvious 
material incentive to send a child to school in so far as the 
peasantry were concerned.” The first school was established

1. Sec.1*- of the Education Ordinance 1916.
2. Sec.6.
3. No.2 of 1912.
*+. See The Annual Report, Ministry of Education Northern 

Region 1951/52, p.l.
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in Kano in 1909 at a place called Nassaravra.
As indicated earlier, it was the Education Ordinance,

1916, which initiated the expansion of education in Nigeria and
it was to Lugard and his successor, Sir Hugh Clifford, that
credit must be given for their advocacy of this expansion in
education in Nigeria. Thus during the period,the budget for

2education rose from £^7,900 in 19lb to £125,251 in 1925*
The next stage of the development of education, followed

3the Phelps-Stoke Report and the Memorandum on Education Policy in
1+British Tropical Africa. While the former report pointed out

5the need for an expansion of education in Nigeria, the latter

1. See Kirk Green, op.cit,, p.l*+8 , where Lugard said 11 it was 
only in 1903 that the North was conquered and that the 
natural suspicion and dislike with which the Christian 
Government was at first regarded by the Moslems rendered it 
inadvisable to embark upon educational efforts at first.'1

2. See Nduka - Western Education and the Nigerian Cultural 
Background (196*+) p.38, where he enumerated the following 
education expenditures - (191*+) £*+7 ,900; (1915) £*+6 ,303;
(1916) £^6,312; (1917) £*+6.2985 (1918) £*+5,7^7; (1919) ^ 9 ,216; 
(1920) £69,W+; (1921-2) £87 ,*+9*+; (1922-3) £100,063;
(1923-*+) £109,203; (192^-5) £116,301; (1925-6) £125,251.

3. See The Phelps-Stoke Report 192*+, Education in Africa, 
pp.155-177 on Education in Nigeria 1920-22.

*+. Cmd. 23*+7*
T.J.Jones -5. See/Education in Africa - Phelps-Stoke Report (192H-), 

p.176-177 for the recommendations.
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report emphasised the need to adapt education to the "mentality, 
aptitudes, occupations and traditions of the people and that 
education should strengthen the feeling of responsibility to the 
tribal community."^

Following these Reports, the Education Ordinance of 1926 
was enacted. The Ordinance applied only to the Colony and 
Southern provinces. It required the keeping of registers of 
teachers and empowered the governor to control the opening of new 
schools and to close down inefficient ones on the advice of the 
Director of Education. It also created a Board of Education 
which consisted of members of voluntary and government agencies* 
The voluntary agencies were required to appoint supervisors for 
the efficient supervision of their schools and schools were graded 
into four for the purpose of grants.

The demand for education continued to grow between 1926 
and 19^, especially in relation to the funds available, for by
the end of 19*+0 9 expenditure on education had reached a total of

2£26*+.,V6l. The Government had to draw up a Ten-Year Plan in
3I9M+ in which it noted that there were over 7 million children 

under the age of 16 years in Nigeria, and that 3 million of them 
were between the ages of seven and fourteen. It was suggested

1. Cmd. 23̂ -7, pA*
2* See Nduka, op.cit.« p.*+7«
3. No.6 of 19^f. 
b. Ibid. p.29.
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in the paper that the beginning of school age be raised to seven;
the reason was to enable children to be conversant with their
local customs which provided them with training in civics before
they came on to school.1 It was also suggested that the
curriculum should (a) provide every child with such an education
as will enable him to be a more useful member of the village,
whether he be a farmer or craftsman, and <b) provide scope for a
certain number to pass onto more advanced studies, and that their
early education should be such as will enable them to retain a

2sympathetic attitude towards their village brethren. Problems 
of increased facilities for secondary education were also con
sidered and it was recognised that some form of control was 
necessary to prevent the mushroom growth of undesirable schools.

3It was also suggested that girlsr education should be encouraged . 
The Memorandum was rejected by the Secretary of State on financial 
grounds and at the suggestion of the Advisory; Committee on 
Education in the Colonies, the new Director of Education was

5instructed to re-examine the whole problem.

1. Ibid., p.32.
2. Ibid.. p.33.
3* Ibid.. p.38; it was reported that only 20$ of the school

population in the south were girls while that of the north
was considerably smaller.

b. Ibid.. p.31«* para.17.
5. See Lewis - op.cit.. p.Mf.
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Despite the rejection of the Memorandum on Education 
policy in 19*+*+) the demand for education continued to grow and 
between 19M+ and 1955 the expenditure on education rose from 
£^85,113 to £2,308,530. In 19^8, there was another Education 
Ordinance which for the first time applied to the whole country 
and under which a Central Board of Education was established 
together with four Regional Boards. By 1950, there were 9,108 
primary schools in Nigeria with a total of 970,199 on their 
enrolments.^

C UNIVERSAL FREE PRIMARY EDUCATION IN LAGOS AND
WESTERN STATES OF NIGERIA IN THE POST-195*+ PERIOD

Introduction
As indicated earlier, progress continued to be made in 

the field of education, even though the Nigerian Government had 
not thought that the time was opportune to introduce a free 
primary education scheme. In 195^, however, the unitary form of
government practised in Nigeria for over *+0 years was replaced by

2the adoption of Federalism, with the distribution of powers be-
3tween the Federal Territory of Lagos, the Western , Eastern and 

Northern Regions. Education, including secondary schools, became
  ' «...  - - - -— 1. ... -...... -I ... — ~ -     --------- —    I - -   ' ~

1. Nduka, op.cit.« p.72.
2. The Nigeria (Constitutions) Order in Council 195^*
3. The then Western Region of Nigeria included up till 1963 

the present Mid-Western State.
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the responsibility of the regional governments."^
In 1952, the Western Regional Government, in a White

2Paper, proposed the introduction of free compulsory primary 
education for all children of school age in the Western Region.
In the enactment that followed in 195*+, the government modified 
its views and passed into law a scheme for universal primary edu-

3 location which was no longer to be compulsory. The Education Law
came into force in 1955 and in January of the same year, univer
sal free primary education was launched in Western Nigeria. Both

5 6Eastern Nigeria and the Federal Territory of Lagos introduced 
similar programmes in 1957* The Eastern Region of Nigeria, for

1. The Federal Government continues to be responsible for the 
Higher Institutions and the King’s College, Lagos (see the 
Exclusive Legislative Lists Item 17 - The Constitution of 
the Federation of Nigeria (1963).

2. See The Proposals for Education Policy for Western Region,
Nigeria. Ibadan, 1952.

3. A memorandum prepared by the Colonial Office on Compulsory 
Education was considered by the Advisory Committee on
Education in the Colonies in 1930 - Cmd.3629. The Committee
was of the opinion that “the general introduction of compuls
ory education is out of the question at the present time both 
for financial reasons and for the practical reason that in
many territories concerned, it will be long before there is
an adequate supply of teachers.11

*+. Cap. 3^? Laws of Western Nigeria.
5. Cap. *+5> Laws of Eastern Nigeria.
6. Cap. 56, Laws of Nigeria.
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financial reasons was only able to support universal free primary 
education for one year, and in 1958 fees were reintroduced.^

Following the creation of States in 1967,̂  the Colony 
Province, which was part of the former Western Nigeria, was merged 
with the then Federal Territory of Lagos to create the new Lagos 
State and by the Lagos State Creation (Applicable Laws) Edict, 
1968,̂  the Education Law of Western Nigeria is made applicable.to 
the whole of Lagos State including Lagos. The adoption of the 
Western State Education Law has two effects on the former Educa-

) 1tion Act which applied to Lagos only - (a) the primary school
period is reduced from 8 years to 6 years and (b) the primary

£schOQl age is accordingly raised from 5 years to 6 years.
Therefore in the two states covered by our study, the same edu
cation law applies.

(1) THE CONTENTS OF THE EDUCATION LAW. 6
(a) THE STATUTORY SYSTEM.

The statutory system'7 of public education is organised 
in three stages in Lagos and Western States, namely, primary edu
cation, post-primary education and further education.

1. The Annual Report on Education, Eastern Nigeria, p*12, where it 
was reported that "fees were reimposed in all classes except 
for those in Infants I & II. The reintroduction of fees caused 
unrest for sometime in the Region."

2. Decree No.l*f of 1967.
3. 1968 No.2.
*+. Education (Lagos) Act, Cap.56.
5. Education Law, Cap.3*+, Sec.31.
6. Cap.3*+.
7 .  S e c . 7



The post-primary education consists of the education to 
be provided in secondary schools and secondary modern schools, 
while further education consists of full-time and part-time 
education for persons over primary school age in institutions 
other than secondary and secondary modern schools, and leisure- 
time occupation in organised cultural training and recreative 
activities.

The foregoing provisions reveal the comprehensive pro
gramme of education to be provided in Lagos and Western States. 
However, as will be seen later, only the primary school educa
tion is free but not compulsory. Thus, there has been an attempt 
to copy the education system introduced in England under the 
Education Act of 19*+*+5 but subject to financial limitation in 
that the post-primary institutions are fee paying institutions.

Children leave the primary school at the age of twelve 
and then go to the secondary Grammar schools or secondary Modern 
schools. In the former, they spend five years leading to the 
West African School Certificate awarded by the West African 
Examination Council, and some may stay for a further two years 
for the Higher School Certificate after which they may go on to 
the University. In the Secondary Modern schools children spend 
three years where they undergo training in some practical skills 
in the pursuit of certain careers and learn some elementary 
commercial subjects. They stay at the Secondary Modern Schools 
until they are 15 years of age. Some of them go on to teacher- 
training institutions, technical institutes, farm institutes,
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and in the case of girls, nursing schools. They may also join 
the police or the army*

Those who are unable to attend secondary or secondary 
modern schools can attend the trade centres, farm institutes or 
preliminary nursing schools in the case of girls.

In 1961, a commission*1* was appointed to review the edu
cational system in Western Nigeria, which included the then Colony 
Province, in the light of the six years’ experience gained in the 
working of the new Education Scheme, taking into account the
fitting of the scheme into the then proposed Higher Education

2Programme. The Commission's terms of reference were to review
(a) ?!the existing structure and working of the primary and 
secondary (grammar and modern) school systems and in particular 
the future of the secondary modern schools;
(b) the adequacy or otherwise of the teacher-training programme;
(c) the inter-relationship between primary education and the 
various types of secondary education, with a view to making pre- 
University education in Western Nigeria dove-tail into an organic 
whole.

The Commission made far reaching proposals affecting 
secondary and secondary modern schools. The Commission proposed 
the replacement of secondary modern schools with the junior

1. Arrangements had been completed then to open the University of 
Ife in 1962.

2. See The Recommendation of Banjo Commission - 19^1 - A 
commission appointed to review the Educational System of 
Western Nigeria.
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secondary schools and the re-naming of the secondary schools as 
senior secondary grammar schools. Children go to the Junior 
Secondary schools after the primary education and stay on until 
they are 15 and from that stage, they either go to technical 
institutes, teacher-training colleges, farm institutes, nursing 
schools, police and the army or go to the Senior Secondary schools 
up to the age of 18 or 19 and from there enter the University.

So far,only the proposal for the establishment of 
junior secondary schools is being gradually implemented to replace 
the secondary modern schools, so that there are still in existence 
many secondary modern schools. However, such other recommenda
tion aS recruiting pupils from the junior secondary schools into 
the senior secondary grammar schools is yet to be adopted.

(b) THE UNIVERSAL FREE PRIMARY EDUCATION 
Primary school education in Lagos and Western States is 

free of charge and the purposes of the education scheme are set 
out in the primary school syllabus, the most important of which is 
a movement towards permanent literacy in the states. There are a 
few fee paying private primary schools'*’ established with the ex
press permission of the Commitsigner.
1. For example - the Lagos University Staff School; the Ife 

University Staff School; Ibadan University Staff School; 
the Corona School, etc. The enrolment in approved fee paying 
primary schools in the West in 19&7 was 3?6o5. See the 
Annual Abstract of Education Statistics 1967? Western State 
of Nigeria.



The condition for the admission of children into the 
free primary schools in the States is based on the children 
belonging to the states and a person is said to belong to the 
state if he or his father was born in the state or his parents 
are for the time being resident in the state or if in any 
school year the child is resident in the state and has been so 
resident for a period of twelve months immediately preceding 
the school year.'*’ There is an element of discrimination 
arising from this provision because of the regionalisation of 
education. It is suggested that to avoid this a more desirable 
approach is to have the Federal Government responsible for such 
free primary school education in the country. This will also 
remove the imbalance in the pace of education especially as 
between the southern and northern parts of Nigeria.

As indicated earlier, the primary school age begins at
26 and ends at the age of twelve. The system therefore en

visages automatic promotion from one class to the other irres
pective of the child!s progress. This automatic promotion 
system has been under attack by the public right from the intro 
duction of the free primary scheme. The main argument against 
automatic promotion is that many people regard it as a cause 
of falling standards. The Banjo Commission^ considered this

1. Sec.30(2)
2. Sec.31.
3* Banjo Commission, op.cit.. 19&1, P»17 para.9.
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but recommended that since "automatic promotion is the natural 
corollary of a free educational system, the policy is sound 
but in obedience to the general outcry, the number retardable 
in a class should be increased from three to five." However, 
the Taiwo Report1 took a different view and recommended that 
"automatic promotion has little to recommend it on educational 
grounds and that the policy should be abandoned." The Committee 
recommended that promotion from one class to another should be 
on merit and that because a reasonable teacher/pupil ratio is 
generally associated with educational progress, the maximum 
number of pupils per class in the primary schools should be 
reduced from forty to thirty-five.2

While it is true that large classes and automatic pro
motion may lead to a fall in the standard of education at the 
primary level, thus giving children a serious handicap for 
further progress, it is suggested that to avoid wastage, efforts 
must be made to see that more emphasis should be placed on in
dividual attention to the child, so that the teacher may give 
special assistance to weaker members of the class.

As regards the fixing of 6 years of age as the primary 
school age, it is suggested that in order to determine the age 
of a new beginner, the best evidence of the age of the child 
should be the production of a birth certificate. It is

1. Report of the Committee on the Review of the Primary 
Education System in the Western State of Nigeria 1968, 
p.19, para.6^.

2. Ibid., p.20.
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regrettable, however, that mo system of compulsory registration 
of births exists in the two states except in Lagos; consequent
ly there is the likelihood of under-age and over-age children 
being enrolled, thus making the problem of planning more diffi
cult. In 1955,an annual enrolment of 170,000 children aged 6 
years was envisaged in the 'White Paper, but the actual enrolment 
in the first year of the scheme in 1955 was of 391,895 pupils 
in Class One.^ In the light of possible discrepancies arising
from the difficulty of ascertaining the school primary age,

2birth registration should be made compulsory.
There are some other usual provisions in the Education 

Law, such as the giving of efficient instruction and training 
within the statutory system of education to every child accor
ding to the wishes of his parents and also in accordance with 
his age, ability and aptitude.^ Special provisions are also 
made for several categories of children of primary school age 
requiring special treatment because they suffer from dis-ability 
of mind or body.

No person can be refused admission as a pupil on account
5of his religious persuasion, nationality, race or language and 

the curriculum of schools is to include religious instruction

1. See The Triennial Report on Education 1955/58, Ministry of 
Education, Western Nigeria, p.2.

2. See also the Taiwo Report, op.cit. (1968), p.20.
3* Sec.10.
b. Sec.88.
5. Sec.19*
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l
both in the voluntary agency and public schools* However,
pupils may be excused from religious instruction and religious

2worship at the request of their parents. Registers of pupils 
are also to be kept in the institutions by every proprietor.

(©) THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE EDUCATION SCHEME

The Education Law, 195̂ j creates an Advisory Board of 
Education for the State and for the first time in the history 
of education in Nigeria, the local authorities are constituted 
as local education authorities for the purpose of administering 
the education scheme in the areas within their jurisdiction.

The Local Education Authority establishes a Local 
Education Committee. Not less than 1/3 of the Committee should 
be members of the Local Education Authority and the other 2/3 
are members appointed to represent various interests. The chair
man must be a member of the local education authority. The duties 
of the Local Education Committee include among other things the 
preparation and submission of estimates of the needs of its area 
with regard to the provision of sufficient primary schools and 
secondary modern schools; the management of any schools within 
its area; the establishment and the maintenance of teacher 
training institutions and secondary grammar schools.

1. Sec.22.
2. Sec.27.
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In practice, the chain of control of the public edu
cation in the West and Lagos lies from the Board of Managers,^ 
through the Local Education Authorities via their Local Educa
tion Committees, to the Ministry of Education under the 
Commissioner?who is charged with the responsibility for the pro
vision of the statutory system of education.

2In the recent Taiwo Report on the Review of the 
Primary Education System in the Western State of Nigeria,
1968, the Committee found that "many Local Education Authorities 
displayed little understanding or competence in the discharge 
of their duties in the primary education system,'* and there
fore the committee recommended the setting up of Provincial or 
Divisional School Boards to take over the functions of the 
Local Education Authorities, but that the composition of such 
Boards be similar to those of the Local Education Authorities. 
The Committee further suggested the establishment of ten 
Divisional School Boards in the Western State.

The idea of establishing School Boards was accepted
3in the Education (Amendment )Edict 1968 which created a State 

Schools Board and a number of Local School Boards. The State

1. Sec.53 of the Education Law provides that '*for every 
public primary school and secondary modern school within 
the area of a Local Education Authority and for secondary 
schools, there shall be an instrument providing for the 
constitution of the Board of Managers or governors of the school.11

2. Qp.cit♦, p.25.
3. No.21 of 1968.

Ibid. T Sec.l.
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Board and each Local Board consists of a Chairman and such 
other members not exceeding three in the case of the State 
Board or four in the case of Local Boards, The Boards are 
appointed by the Military Governor after consultation with the 
Commissioner for Education. A member of either Board holds 
office for three years but is eligible for reappointment and a 
salary and allowances are payable to members.

The State Boards have direct responsibility in res
pect of secondary grammar schools and teacher-training insti
tutions which are not government institutions. Each Local 
School Board also is responsible for the primary schools which 
are not private institutions.

The State Board and each Local School Board, in their 
different spheres,have power to appoint teachers, confirm 
appointments, and to promote, transfer, dismiss and exercise 
disciplinary control over them. However, this power may be 
delegated to any of the members of the Board with the approval 
of the Commissioner for Education.

These Boards are also charged with the power to
receive and consider petitions from any teacher affected by
the exercise of their respective duties. They may affirm, re-

1verse or vary previous decisions as they consider expedient.
The Boards in their deliberations are expected to 

reach their decisions by majority votes of the members; but 
where the votings are equal, the chairman or any one presiding

1. Bee.2.



in the absence of the chairman has a casting vote. The 
permanent Secretary to the Ministry of Education or his 
representatives may attend any meeting of the State Board or 
of the Local School Board*

Under this amendment, the Local Education Authority 
is still charged with the responsibility for the appointment 
and dismissal of teachers in the Secondary Modern Schools.
The reason for this provision is that from the inception of 
the Secondary Modern Schools as forming part of the statutory 
system of education, they are expected to be financially in
dependent, since they are not grant-aided from the state 
government. Where such Secondary Modern Schools belong to 
voluntary agencies the appointments and the exercise of dis
ciplinary control over their teachers are regulated by the 
rules of management of the institutions* Such rules of manage
ment must make provision for the appointment and dismissal of 
teachers by the Board of Managers of the Secondary Modern 
Schools.

The main purpose for the creation of the State Board 
and Local School Boards arose from the phenomenal increase in 
the Western State. The cost rose from £3 >806,7*+5 in 1955 to
£7,0*+8,530 in 1966, which constituted over of the State !s

2Budget. It is hoped that effective supervision by the new
1. This includes the cost of building, teachers1 salaries and 

other equipments. See - Pilot Project for Rural Employ
ment Promotion - Some Trends in Education in Western Region 
of Nigeria 1955-1965* The Internation Labour Office 
Mission, Ibadan, Western Nigeria 1965.

2. See The Banjo Commission, op.cit.* p.l.
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Boards will achieve some economy. It is too early to assess 
the success or failure of the new organisation.

Apart from the foregoing arrangements, the Commissioner 
has power to establish new institutions or close down the exis
ting ones according to needs and with regard to private schools, 
the appropriate authority must be furnished with the necessary
information in prescribed forms before any new school is estab- 

1lished.

(II) THE EFFECT OF THE INTRODUCTION OF UNIVERSAL 
PRIMARY EDUCATION ON SCHOOL ENROLMENT
As indicated, in 1955, universal free primary educa

tion began in the Western Nigeria which then included the Mid
2 ^Western State4" and (until 1967 ) the Colony Province which is

now part of Lagos State. In the Federal Territory of Lagos,
a similar programme was introduced in 19-57 •

The expansion in the school population at the primary
level has also affected the expansion of the Secondary grammar
and Modern schools’ population. However, the most startling
increase is that of the number of girls going to school. It
can now be said that the old attitude or the reluctance to
send girls to school has given way.

1. Cap.3̂ 5 Sec.37*
2. the Mid Western State became a separate Region in 1963*
3. Decree No.l̂ f of 19&7»
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The free primary education scheme represents a very
impressive achievement despite its high cost. It is estimated
that about 50/S of children between six and twelve years of age
are in school1 and Callaway has said that

‘‘already some evidence has accumulated to show that 
primary education does raise productivity in the 
markets and workshops, in transport, on building 
sites and even on farms. Many proprietors of small 
enterprises prefer school leavers to those who have 
not attended school at all; tailors and carpenters 
want apprentices who can make accurate measurements 
and keep rudimentary accounts; traders need assis
tants who can keep records and accounts." ^

It is suggested, however, that there is need for acceleration 
of industrialisation to absorb most of these school leavers 
and as previously said, rather than make the subject of educa
tion a state affair, it is my submission that the Federal 
Government should take over the responsibility for the pro
vision of free primary education in the Federation to reduce 
the imbalance that exists within the present system.

1. Pilot Project - Some Trends in Education in the Western 
Nigeria 1955-1965, p#28.

2. Callaway - Unemployment Among School Leavers in an African 
City, International Institute for Educational Planning, 
Paris 1966.
See also Callaway - Indigenous System of Education - The 
Apprentice System - Odu - Journal of Yoruba and Related 
Studies Vol.l, No.l.
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The comparative tables at the end of this chapter
show the following:
(a) a considerable increase in school population in Lagos, 

Western and Eastern Regions, while in comparison with the 
large population of the North of about 20,27*+,000 in 1961, 
only 316,26^ children were at school.
The rapid increase of girls at school is clearly evident 
also in Lagos, East and Western Nigeria. While the ratio 
of girls at school to boys is still 1:3 in the North, the 
ratio in the West was approximately 2;3; in the East,
5:8 and in Lagos 19:21 in 1961. (See TABLE IV)

(b) TABLES I and III also show a marked increase in the 
secondary grammar school population following the intro
duction of free primary education in Lagos and the 
Western Region of Nigeria. There were in 1961, 3050^5 
pupils in Secondary Grammar Schools in Lagos and the 
Western Region of Nigeria. However, by 1966, the number 
of pupils in the Secondary Schools in Western Nigeria 
alone, the Mid West having become a separate Region, was

The figure for Lagos in 1966 is not available. 
Undoubtedly there would be corresponding increase in the 
secondary school population in Lagos.

(c) In the West, there were 67,621 pupils in Secondary Modern 
Schools in the Western Region of Nigeria, but there are as 
yet no corresponding schools, i.e. secondary modern schools 
in Lagos. (See TABLE I).
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Besides the Secondary Modern Schools, there are now a 
number of Junior High Schools which are intended to re
place the Secondary Modern Schools. In 1967 there were 
951 pupils in the Junior High Schools in the Region.
See TABLE V.

In conclusion, it can be gathered from this chapter that 
the demand for formal western education, which has resulted in 
the introduction of universal primary education, leading to the 
expansion of secondary schools and other institutions, though 
desirable, raises some problems:-
(a) Even though the proportion of children that go on to 

secondary schools after their primary school education is small, 
there is the ever present problem of absorbing the secondary 
school leavers in post-secondary education • In the late 1950s, 
the lack of adequate institutions of higher learning led to a 
rush in search of higher education in various institutions 
abroad. Out of over a thousand Nigerians, all qualified to 
enter a university and applied to the only university in 
Nigeria in 1959? there were places for only 300 and in the year 
1958/59) there were 88l Nigerian students enrolled in the uni
versities of the United Kingdom.^

1. See The Report of the Commission on Post School
Certificate and Higher Education in Nigeria entitled 
’Investment in Education” i960, p.5.
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The government, having been aware of this problem, set 
up a Commission under Sir Eric Ashby and in its report popularly 
known as 11 Investment in Education'1 i960, three further uni
versities, one each in Lagos, Enugu and Zaria were recommended 
to be established in addition to the University of Ibadan which 
was founded in 19*+8. Since the Report, four universities had 
been established, one in Nsukka in the East, one in Ife in the 
West, Zaria in the North and another in Lagos.

Nigeria now has five universities. Even then, these
universities have not been able to absorb all eligible entrants
from secondary schools and those who qualify by passing the
General Certificate of Education at Advanced Levels. There is
an urgent case for expansion of the existing universities in
order to fulfil the manpower needs of the nation "of 80,000
people with post-secondary education by 1980" as forecast by

2the Ashby Report. (See TABLE VI for University Enrolments 
1965-67).

We must not, however, overlook the overall importance 
of the objective of education system which must be adapted to 
the needs of the society it is intended to serve. Efforts 
must be made to inculcate these objectives in the early stages 
especially at the primary school level. To achieve this, a

1. Ibid.
2* Ibid. „ pp.3-9*



thorough examination of the school curriculum is necessary so 
that the sort of education provided will equip the recipient 
to perform a useful role in the society and as Nyerere said 
'‘our education system must prepare people for life and service 
in the villages and rural areas of the country.

1. Nyerere - Freedom and Socialism - Uhuru Na Ujamaa 
(1968) p.267 on Education for Self-Reliance.
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TABLE II PRIMARY SCHOOLS : ENROLMENTS

THE FEDERAL TERRITORY OF LAGOS 1957-1961

MALE FEMALE TOTAL
1957 27 >32 22,750 50,182

1958 30,371 26,317 56,688

1959 3*+,960 31,360 66,320

I960 39 >79 3^,989 7**>68

1961 ^2,813 38,967 81,780

SOURCES - The Annual Abstract of Statistics 19&3 
Federal Office of Statistics, Lagos.
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TABLE III

FEDERAL TERRITORY OF LAGOS - 1957-1961 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS; ENROLMENTS

1957
MALE

2,91+9
FEMALE
1,138

TOTAL
!+,087

1958 3,195 1,396 *t,591

1959 3,29^ 1,510 l+,8o!+

i960 3,208 2,506 5,71^

1961 b,2b6 2,81+6 7,092

SOURCES - The Annual Abstract of Statistics 1963 
Federal Office of Statistics, Lagos.
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TABLE VI

NIGERIAN UNIVERSITIES - ENROLMENTS
196V65 ■- 1966/67

UNIVERSITY E N R O L M E N T
196V65 1965/66 1966/67

AHMADU BELLO 
UNIVERSITY (ZARIA) 719 9 >+6 895

UNIVERSITY OF NIGERIA 
(NSUKKA) 2,1+99 2,579 3,^82

UNIVERSITY OF IBADAN 2,28^ 2,687 2,729

UNIVERSITY OF IFE 659 713 9^5

UNIVERSITY OF LAGOS 558 772 1,119

TOTAL 6,719 7,697 9,170

SOURCE - Western Nigeria Annual Abstract of Education 
Statistics 1966 and 1967.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY AND THE LAW

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Juvenile delinquency has become 
a significant world wide problem demanding special attention 
at the international level. It is no longer an exclusive 
characteristic of the urban and industrial areas of Europe 
and North America. It has also spread to the urban cities 
of the developing countries in Africa, Asia and South 
America.̂

In Nigeria, the problem and extent of juvenile
pdelinquency are yet to be seriously studied. Potential 

offenders as well as actual offenders must be detected and

1. Zarr - Juvenile Delinquency and Liberian Lav; (1965) 
Liberia Law Journal, p. 201.

2. Only recently Akpojaro had dealt brilliantly with the 
problem of juvenile delinquency - The Control of Delin
quency by Social, Political and Legal Institutions in 
Nigeria (London University PhD. Thfises 1969); see also 
Allan Milner - African Penal Systems (1969).Donald Paulkner - Social Welfare and Juvenile Delinquency 
in Lagos, Nigeria, 6 Howard Journal p. 192 (1944-45); 
Alison Izzett - The Fears and Anxieties of Delinquent 
Yoruba Children, Odu No. 1 Journal of Yonnba and
Related Studies, (1955) p. 26.



and dealt with at the earliest possible age when the seed
is first sown and correction remains a comparatively simple
matter. This is more effective in early youth. Therecan
be no doubt that at this stage of our development, there
is a great need for research in order to determine the
extent and scope of the problem of delinquency in Nigeria.
Indeed, it has been rightly stated that "a high proportion
of adult criminals have been juvenile delinquents, so that
every advance in dealing with the young offenders helps
also in the attack on adult crime".'*"

In both the developed and the developing countries,
delinquency among children is on the increase. For instance
the number of children that appeared before the juvenile

2 3courts in Britain and Nigeria in the period between 1961
and 1963 were as follows -

1961 1962 1963
Britain 120,198 120,947 128,394
Nigeria 1*936 2,456 2,264

As the figures indicate, the problem of juvenile 
delinquency is greater in Britain than in Nigeria, even

1. The Child, The Family and the Young Offenders, Cmnd. 
2742 of &965.

2. U.K. Annual Abstracts of Statistics 1967*
3. The Annual Police Reports, Nigeria 1961, 1962 and 

1963.
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though the two countries have almost equal populations. ̂
It must he noted however, that though the number of juvenile 
offenders in Nigeria is still relatively low, it is never
theless a disturbing factor in a society which still has 
the strong extended family system as the basis of its social 
structure.

Juvenile delinquency is now a common world problem.
The world wide interest shown in juvenile delinquency is
reflected in the many meetings which had been sponsored by
the United Nations Organisation of the Prevention and

2Treatment of Young Offenders. Similar meetings had been 
held in some African cities - Cairo (1953) •> Accra (1955) > 
Kampala (1956), Lagos (1959) > and Moronvia (1964-).̂

There can be no doubt that the main purpose of 
these various meetings, which were organized by the United 
Nations Organisation, was to learn from the experience of

1. The populations of Nigeria and Britain are about 55 
million and 50 million respectively.

2. See The Prevention and Treatment of Juvenile Delinquency 
in selected European countries ST/SOA/SD 1955; Comparative 
Survey of Juvenile Delinquency Part I North America; 
ST/SOA/SD/1952; Also Middle East ST/SOA/SD/1965; Second United Nations on the Prevention and Treatment of 
Offenders London 8th - 20th August I960 entitled New 
Forms of Juvenile Delinquency, their Origin, Prevention 
and Treatment Ref. A/COMP/17/7-

3. See Zarr - op. cit., p. 202.
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each country with regard to the problems of prevention and 
treatment of young offenders, since the basic problem is 
now common to all countries.

In the light of the foregoing, it is proposed to 
deal here with the problem of juvenile delinquency in 
Yorubaland and also to examine the machinery for the legal 
control and prevention of juvenile delinquency and to make 
suggestions for improvement os such machinery.

1. CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS AND 
THE PROBLEM OF DELINQUENCY

In the various legal systems where there have been 
specific enactments on the treatment of juvenile offenders, 
the phrase, juvenile delinquency" has never been authori
tatively defined. But, ’juvenile delinquency1 is a con
venient phrase, though lacking in precision or universally 
accepted definition.

It has been suggested that juvenile delinquency 
can be defined as "the commission of an act which, if 
committed by an adult, would be considered a crime".^

1. The Second United Nations Seminar for the Arab States 
on the Prevention and Treatment of Offenders held in 
Copenhagen 23rd Sept. - 16th Oct. 1959; See also 
Zarr, op. cit., p. 218 ; See Akpojaro, op. cit.,
p. 550.
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This definition, it is submitted, is so limited in scope 
that it may not cover the categories of children who have 
not in fact committed any offence but whose behaviour 
reveals that they are potential criminals and as such are 
in need of care or protection.

However, our Children and Young Persons Laws“ are
based on English precedents, even though the two societies
differ as to basic social norms. In other words, what may
make a child a delinquent in Yoruba society may not be the
same as in the English society. Disrespect, for example,
by children to elders in Yorubaland will amount to behaviour
that can be regarded as delinquent. Calling one’s elder by
name; not prostrating for one's parents and many other
instances. However, such acts are likely within the social
structure to be rebuked but $re not necessarily such that
can be taken before the juvenile courts. The Nigerian
Children and Young Fersons Laws, which are based on the
English precedents, limits the term 'juvenile delinquency'

2to those cases which may be subject of official action

1. Cap. 32 Laws of Nigeria; Cap. 20 Laws of Western State;
Cap. 19 Laws of Eastern Nigeria; Cap. 21 Laws of
Northern Nigeria.

2. Burt, in his book The Young Delinquent, (1927) p. 15
defines 'juvenile delinquency' thus - MA child is to be
regarded as technically delinquent when his anti-social 
tendencies appear so grave that he becomes or ought to become the subject of official action".
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i.e. which come to the attention of the police, social 
workers and the juvenile courts. The occasion for official 
action arises when a child actually commits a crime or he 
is beyohd parental control or in need of care or protection. 
The policy for narrowing down the area of delinquent 
behaviours to those that can be subject to official action 
is based on the practical ground that not all delinquent 
behaviours of a child can be reached by the arms of the 
law. It is to be noted also that the areas selected for 
state intervention are those in which the state thinks 
reformation or rehabilitation is necessary in the interest 
and the welfare of the society.

II. THE EXTENT OP THE PROBLEM OP DELINQUENCY
IN CHILDREN

It is not possible to trace the factors leading 
to juvenile delinquency to a single cause.^ The factors 
giving rise to it must be considered within the context 
of the society concerned. There may be some similarities 
but with varying degree of intensity as between developed 
and developing legal systems. The extent of the problem 
of juvenile delinquency must bear some relationship to the

1. See Children in Trouble, Cmnd. 3601.
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structure of the society.^ The society is not static. 
Therefore the problem of delinquency inevitably increases 
with social and economic changes spreading throughout 
Nigeria, even though delinquency does not present such 
a serious problem as it does in more developed countries. 
However, in view of the change in the age structure of the 
population with the rapidly increasing proportions of young 
people in Nigeria, it is no doubt going to be a pressing
problem in the near future. For example, in the latest

2census, in a total population of 55 million, 29 million 
are under 19 years of age. 56 million are under 24- years 
of age; and 24- million are children up to the age of 14- 
years. These figures indicate that at least 26 million 
may be children and young persons under 17 years of age.

In order to discover the root cause of the growth 
of delinquencies among children and young persons in Yobuba- 
land it is necessary to contrast the traditional society 
with the modern one.

1. Zarr op. cit., p. 208 says "African delinquencies, of 
course, cannot be dealt with in a manner unrelated to 
the African social matrix".

2. Nigeria: 1965 Census - Digest of Statistics Vol. 18
of January 1969*
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(a) The traditional Society

This section refers to Yoruba society before the 
advent of Europeans to the West Coast of Africa, which 
resulted in economic and educational development and con
sequent-rapid social changes.

In the traditional society, there was a closely- 
knit family within which children grew up and the degree of 
mobility was very limited due to the lack of communication 
as well as to the limited economic activities, the bulk of 
the society consisting primarily of agriculturists.

As previously pointed out,^ the social structure
was a deterrent to delinquent acts by children. All members
of the lineage had the responsibility to bring up in the
right manner the younger members of its group. Discipline
in Yoruba homes was regarded as of vital importance in the
proper uprbinging of children. They were expected to behave
themselves in all places and at all times. They were in
fact to be seen and not heard. Any deviation from the

2normal behaviour invited spanking and scolding. Should a 
child be guilty of pilfering, flogging was first used to

1. See Chapter 1 - The Child and the Extended Family.
2. Nabogunje - The Yoruba Home - Odu No. 5 - Journal 

of Yoruba and Related Studies £1958) p. 32.
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whip out the crime from the child. Severer methods might 
he adopted if the child persisted in such acts:- the hack 
of the right hand might he lanced and well ground pepper 
might he ruhhed into the wound. In yet more serious cases, 
the child could he sold into slavery.^ The Yoruba society 
abhorred offences against property. The form of treatment 
described would he regarded nowadays as brutal and cruel 
hut it was very effective to deter children from stealing 
in the traditional society.

Other reasons for the rarity of delinquency among 
children in the tranditional society could he related to the 
relationship between the mother and the child. Indeed, the 
relationship between mother and child in the traditional 
society was reflected in Bowlby's view when he said^ "what 
is believed to he essential for mental health is that an 
infant or young child should experience a warm, intimate 
and continuous relationship with its mother in which both 
found satisfaction and enjoyment".

The Yoruhas have profound love for their children 
and there is the belief that the love can only be nurtured 
between mother and child by a mother carrying a child on 
her back, and also by breast feeding the child for a period

1. Ajisafe: op. cit. , p. 29*
2. Bowlby - Child Care and Growth of Love (1965) p* 15*
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of about two years. Thus a child is made to have a sense 
of security in the early period of his life and prolonged 
separation between the mother and the child was not common,^ 
except in the case of the death of its mother. But if such 
situation arose, a suitable guardian within the family would 
take care of the child and give him almost as much love as 
the natural mother would have done. It must be noted that 
the rarity of divorce in the traditional society also served 
as a form of social control to delinquent acts by children, 
by preserving the security of the parental bond.

(b) In Modern Nigerian Society

2Zarr describes delinquency as an urban phenomenon. 
But urban life is no new thing in Yorubaland. In 1952, 
thirty of the fifty-five towns in Nigeria with populations 
of 20,000 and over were within Yorubaland, with Ibadan 
(pop. 459*000) the largest city in tropical Africa. The

1. Bowlby - Op. cit. , p. 41 said "There is a very strong 
case indeed for believing that prolonged separation of 
a child from its mother during the first five years of 
life stands foremost among the causes of delinquent 
character development".

2. Zarr Op. cit., p. 203.
3. The Annual Abstracts of Statistics 1963 Table 16.



question therefore arises why an apparently traditionally 
urban Yoruba society has been affected by the new problem 
of juvenile delinquency? There is no doubt that the con
ditions of modern cities are different from those of the 
old and provide a new pattern of life hitherto unknown to 
the traditional urban setting. With the social and economic 
changes spreading throughout Nigeria and the extended family 
losing its grip over its members, it is inevitable that the 
problem of delinquency must increase. It is also to be 
noted that modern industries are springing up in large cities 
such as Lagos and Ibadan where in some cases the populations 
have more than trebled in ten years.^

The combination of the growth of urbanisation and 
industrialisation results in the continuous migration of 
youths from rural areas in search of employment opportunities 
in urban areas, particularly in Lagos and Ibadan.

pThe Lagos Annual Report for 1960/61 revealed the
extent of the problem of migration when it stated that:-

"The influx of juveniles into Lagos continued 
and probably increased during!the year, following 
the attraction of increased scope for paid 
employment and excitement offered by post
independent Lagos ....  Some of the more
venturesome boys who came to Lagos on their

1. For instance the population of Lagos rose from 126,000 
in 1931 to 272,000 in 1952 and the final figure after 
the 1963 census was put at 655*000. See the Annual 
Abstract of Statistics 1963 and the Digest of Statistics 
Vol. 18 No. 1 Jan. 1969.

2. The Annual Report - Federal Ministry of Labour Social 
Welfare Division 1960/61 paras. 67-69*
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own and became mere drifters are usually re
patriated. ... But the really adventurous ones 
often manage to return to Lagos, probably 
preferring the ’free* uncertain, but, to 
them, exciting atmosphere of Lagos life.
The fact that they often have to sleep in 
market places does not appear to be a sufficient 
deterrent to them".
It would appear that the law cannot solve this 

problem of migration, nor would it be possible for the law 
enforcement officers to detect all these drifters. The only 
effective solution is to create job opportunities in rural 
areas, for school leavers. This will require governmental 
action in the economic sphere. It is regrettable, however, 
that the government has done very little in this field. 
Consequently, it is impossible at present to regerse the 
trend of migration of juveniles into big cities. Nigeria 
is not alone in this problem. Other urban areas in other 
African countries are experiencing the same migration 
problems.̂

Another cause of juvenile delinquency suggested
pby Riby Williams is the result of conflicts between the 

indigenous education and the introduced system of formal 
education in that the latter gives a child more freedom than

1. Zarr, op. cit. , p. 203.
2. Riby Williams - The Treatment of Juvenile Delinquency 

in the Gold Coast of West Africa, 6 International 
Review of Criminal Policy, p. 2.
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can be socially controlled and also may make him develop 
conflicting loyalties. Certainly this view is open to 
argument.

In the first place, the schools are not only 
established merely to impart knowledge to the pupils, but 
also to inculcate in them good manners by applying discip
linary measures when necessary. There is also the religious 
influence which may be of great help to children. In cases 
where children have the opportunity of attending a boarding 
school at secondary grammar level, the discipline instilled 
there is such as to produce good citizens. Such children 
cannot, as Riby Williams s#&d, be regarded as cut away from 
the personal influence of the home altogether.

Secondly, we cannot, however, disregard the effect 
of the introduction of free primary education in Lagos and 
Western States since the programme began over ten years ago.^ 
The policy underlining the programme was to increase literacy 
among the population. The result is that most young children 
have been deprived of the opportunities to learn farming 
which is the primary occupation of Nigerians. WTorse still, 
most of the parents are not wealthy enough to send their 
children further beyond the primary school, since the

1. Universal F&ee Primary Education was introduced in the 
West in 1955 and in Lagos 1957*
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secondary and university education is not free. A child
of twelve to fourteen years of age is thrown out in the
street in search of employment which is not available in
his rural district. He has not acquired any professional
or technical skill to secure a good job other than to run
errands, ^e does not geel like going back to the farm to
train as a farmer. The great defect of the free primary
education lies in the failure of the governments to provide
job opportunities for the school leavers; who are unable to
go further. This defect is, however, realised by the people
and appeals are made to young persons to return to farming
on finishing firSir primary education through songs such as-

Ise Agbe ni ise ile wa 
Eni ko sise yio ma jale 
Iwe kiko laisi oko ati ada 
Ko ipe 0, ko ipe C.
(Farming is the primary occupation of our 
fathers ]and,
Those who do not work will steal,
Book learning alone without the use of hoes 
and matchets on land,
Is incomplete, is incomplete”)
The society is thus aware of the consequences of 

children having mere formal academic education but disre
garding education in farming. It is such children who 
migrate from rural to urban areas where they have no relations, 
who are likely to become delinquent as they are most likely 
to fall into undesirable gangs, since many have to sleep
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out in the markets and street corners.
Another cause of juvenile delinquency among

2Yoruba children has been described by Alison Izzett as 
"the fears and anxieties of Yoruba children". She said 
"It is particularly distressing that in Yoruba beliefs, it 
is usually the person within the family circle who is likely 
to harm [the child] by medicine or witchcraft". Such 
children come from broken homes following the death or 
separation of their parents.̂ ' The jealousies of the poly
gamous home further strengthn the child1s fear, for it is 
believed that only a mother can care for her own children.

1. Faulkner - Social Welfare and Juvenile Delinquency in 
Nigeria, 6 Howard Journal 194-4—4-5, p- 192, said, "After 
interviewing dozens of boys picked up by the police at 
night, wandering or sleeping out, the conclusion was 
arrived at that there was a continuous drift of small 
boys of tender years on to the streets of Lagos, strangers 
often enough, to urban life. That they were able to 
subsist by petty theft and doing casual labouring work 
and that as they grew older, they gradually sank into
the background of criminal life in Lagos".

2. Alison Izzett - Fears and Anxieties of the Yoruba Child - 
Cdu No. 1 - Journal of Yoruba and Related Studies, (1955)
p. 22.

5* Ibid., p. 52.
4-. Fola Adewumi - ’Unhappy Home; Cause of Delinquency1 

in Lagos Week-End June 21, 1968, said "That most of 
the pupils at the approved schools were victims of 
unhappy homes and other few ornhans with no homes 
at all".
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As the Yoruba adage says MOmo eni ko se idi bebere ni a fi
ileke si di omo elomiran" meaning "One’s child cannot turn
his buttock to one and one, puts a bead round another
parents’ child’s buttock". Therefore a step-mother is
viewed with hostility.’1' This has led Alison Izzett to
conclude that "the child’s need for security within the
family circle, if he is to develop satisfactorily, is now
widely recognised. Yoruba children suffer greatly in that
their anxieties and fears are centred around the home, thus
depriving them of that basic security which they, like other

pchildren need above anything else".
The number of homes broken through divorce or 

separation is increasing. The increase in juvenile delinquency 
in Nigeria and other parts of Africa is a testimony to the 
fact that the African family may be losing its emotional 
values and in many instances has ceased to function as the 
natural school of religion and morals. This is adequately 
depicted in the case histories of 12 boys sent to the 
approved school from Lagos and 12 boys sent to the Approved

1. Ibid., p. 32; see also Bowlby on Child Care and the 
Growth of Love (1965) pp. 81-84.

2. Eufus Isaac in his article in the Morning Post, March
3, 19^9 ’How to cure Juvenile Delinquency’ said 
"Cver 90 /o cases of children delinquencies are caused 
by broken homes".
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School, Iwo, from Ibadan,^ which are as follows
(a) Ibadan - 5 of the 12 boys have Christian

parents, 5 others are from Muslim parents, and the religion
of the parents of the other two is not indicated. All the
children come from polygamous homes and in three cases one
parent was dead; the parents of seven of the children were
either separated or divorced. Two children were issues of
unions without any form of marriage between their parents.
Two were living with their grand parents and were considered
petted, while one played truant because of inadequate feeding,

2having been boarded with a master.
(b) Lagos - The parents of five of the children 

were Christians, and six had Muslim parents while there was 
no indication of the religion of one of the children. Two 
were issues of marriages under the Ordinance, nine of 
Customary Marriages, with two or more wives, while one was 
an only child of a customary marriage which was monogamous.

The ages of the twenty-four boys considered varied

1. The records were looked into by the kind permission of 
the officers in charge in Lagos and Ibadan.

2. See Lola Adewmumi op. cit. , where she said - 'A child 
staying with various relations might become delinquent. 
At certain places he might not be well fed. See also 
Peter Marris - Family Life and Social Change in an 
African city, p. 57; also Faulkner - Social Welfare 
and Juvenile Delinquency in Lagos, 6 Howard Journal 
(194-4) p. 193*
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from 10-15 years and the offences also varied from stealing 
to burglary, with some inmates who had been considered to 
be beyond parental control.

The sum total of the above reveals that broken 
homes account for a great proportion of children in the 
Approved Schools and that polygamy coupled with divorce 
or separation - a feature of the modern society - has 
removed the role of the traditional extended family within 
which divorce was rare, if non-existent.^- The religion of 
parents probably has little effect on the upbringing of 
children but all the children concerned had failed to 
complete their full course at school.

Ill THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LEGAL CONTROL OF 
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY IN LAGOS AND WESTERN 

STATES OF NIGERIA

The development of the legal control of juvenile 
delinquency in Nigeria can broadly be divided into two 
periods: pre-1946 and post-1946. (Taking also into account
the effect of the adoption of Federalism in Nigeria in 1954, 
when the law on children and young persons became a regional

1. See Johnson, op. cit., p. 116.
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subject).

(a) THE PRE-194-6 PERIOD

As early as 1899 an Ordinance^ which made provision 
for the care and custody of neglected or deserted children

2came into force, being made applicable only to the Colony.
The Ordinance applied only to a child, one or both of whose
parents was either of African decent: the child must not,
in the opinion of a medical officer, be over 15 years of
age at the date a mandate under the Ordinance was to issue.
The opinion of a medical officer was necessary at that

4-period for there was no registration of births.
A mandate, which could only be issued by a District 

Commissioner, was restricted to cases (a) where a child had 
been convicted of any offence against the law of the Colony; 
or (b) where a child was an orphan or had been deserted by 
relatives. Such mandate was valid only for two months 
except in cases where such a child absconded before the

1. Ho. 7 of 1899-
2. The Colony inclmded then, Lagos, Ikorodu, Epe, Badagry, 

Agage and Ikeja.
3. Sec. 1.
4-. Even, at the present moment, only in Lagos is there 

compulsory registration of births. In the Western 
States and for that matter other states, the Birth 
Registration Adoptive Byelaws are never strictly 
enforced.
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end of the two months.̂ "
The issue of a mandate had the effect of ousting

the jurisdiction of the court to deal with the juvenile
offender and where a sentence had been imposed, such sentence
became ineffective. Instead the child would be committed to
the care and custody of a fit person or sent to any home
established by any Christian Mission, or to be remanded in
a home established by the government under the care and

2custody of a public officer. The Ordinance provided for 
periodical visits by the District Commissioner to the place 
where the child was sent. Thus, the District Commissioner 
could be regarded in this role as the forerunner of modern 
probation officers.

Eighteen years later the Native Children (Custody 
and Reformation) Ordinance^came into force. It made some 
improvements on the earlier enactment. For example, the 
Ordinance was made applicable to the Colony and the Protec- 
torate of Nigeria. The ground on which a mandate could be

1. Secs. 2, 4- and 11.
2. Secs. 5 & 6.
3. Sec. 18.
4. No. 25 of 1917.
5. Following the amalgamation of the South and North of 

Nigeria in 1914 the Ordinance then applied to the whole 
of Nigeria.
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issued was broadened to cover (a) a child who had been 
neglected or illtreated; (b) a child in relation to whom 
an offence under Sec. 369 Criminal Code (slave-
dealing) had been committed or attempted; or (c) any child 
brought as a slave within the Colony and protectorate of 
Nigeria.^

The Ordinance empowered any Judge or Magistrate
to issue a mandate committing a child to the care of a fit
person or authority instead of punishing him by imprisonment.
He could hold an inquiry to enable him to determine whether
or not to issue a mandate and might compel any person to

2come forward who could give relevant evidence. Where he 
decided to issue a mandate, it had to be in triplicate, 
stating the tribe and religion of the person in whose care 
and custody the child was to be placed, and it had to be 
forwarded to the Secretary.

The magistrate or judge assumed the role of modern 
probation officers for he was enjoined by the Ordinance to 
visit the child at all reasonable times. In the case of 
the child's death or he fled from the custody; the guardian 
had to notify the nearest magistrate/1* An amendment in

1. Sec. 3 of 1917 Ordinance.
2. Sec. 4.
3• Sec. 5•
4. Sec. 6.
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1932  ̂introduced whipping as an alternative to placing the 
child in a home or with a fit person.

Generally the defects of the pre-194-6 Ordinances 
were that no separate courts were created for the trial of 
Juveniles, nor we re there proper after care arrangements.
The Magistrates, who were themselves busy, were charged 
with the duty of probation officers. The result could not 
be anything other than inadequate supervision.

Ob) THE POST-194-6 PERIOD

In 194-1, a report was submitted to the Government
on the need for systematic treatment of young offenders and 
recommending organised social case work, and in 194-2 a 
Social Welfare Officer, the first of this kind, was appointed,- 
charged with the duty of exploring the field and making

2suggestions for the establishment of social Welfare Services.
In 194-3> an Ordinance - the Children and Young Persons 
Ordinance^ - was enacted although it was not brought into

1. native Children (Custody and Reformation Amendment) 
Ordinance (1932) No. 21.

2. See The Annual Report of the Department of Social Welfare 
Services Western Region (including Lagos) 195 3/54-. Mr. 
Paulkner was the first pioneer to be appointed a Social 
Welfare Officer.

3. Cap. 32.
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1force until 1st July 1946. Its provisions were later
_ 2 extended to Eastern and Western Regions of Nigeria, while

the Northern Region was still subject to the 1917 Ordinance.
One noticeable feature of the 1943 Children and Young Persons
Ordinance was that it was a carbon copy of the fVtodel Bill
drafted by a 1930 committee set up by the colonial office
in London under Dr. Drummond Shiels to consider what special
arrangements could be made for the treatment of young

4offenders in the Colonial Courts. The only point of 
departure was the raising of the upper limit of the age 
from 16 to 17 for the purposes of the Ordinance.

Even though, the Ordinance was made applicable to 
Eastern and Western Nigeria, nothing was done to give full 
effect to the operation of the law in the West. Following 
a series of articles calling the attention of the government 
to the growing problems of delinquency in the West, and also

1. See Govt. Notice No. 773 in Gazette No. 36 of 1946.
2. By an Order in Council No. 22 1946.
3. The 1917 Ordinance was replaced by Children and Young 

Persons Law of 1958 N R -  with similar provisions as 
in the 1943 Ordinance applying to East and Western 
Nigeria.

4. Cind 3629; The English Children and Young Persons Act 
also followed closely by the Model Bill.

5. See The Daily Times 24th October 1949 and 16th November
1949
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from the series of reports coming from urban areas such as 
Sapele, Abcokuta, Ijebu -Ode and Ibadan, a White Paper^ 
entitled MFlan for Western Regional Social Welfare Services’', 
was laid before the Regional Legislature in 1952. The 
question of the treatment of young offenders was discussed 
and it was proposed to set up a Social Welfare Department, 
Juvenile Courts and other institutions to deal with children 
and Young Persons.

pIn 1955> the Children and Young Persons Law, 
which was similar to that of Lagos 194-6 Ordinance, was 
enacted and made applicable to the whole of the Western 
Region,^ the treatment of juvenile offenders having become 
the responsibility of Regional Governments, being a subject 
on the concurrent list in the 1954- Constitution (which 
introduced for the first time the adoption of federalism1 
in Nigeria from October 2nd 1954-) .

The first Juvenile Court was opened in Ibadan in 
October 1955* But before that date, young offenders were 
brought before native courts or magistrate courts. No

1. Social Welfare in Western Nigeria - presented to the 
House by the Minister of Local Government July 1952.

2. Now Cap. 20 of the 1959 Laws of Western Nigeria.
3. Western Nigeria then included the present Mid-Western 

State and the present Lagos State except the Federal
Territory of Lagos.
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statistics were available about the number of juvenile 
offenders brought before Native Courts or on how they 
were dealt with. Magistrate Courts, however, dealt with 
a number of offenders charged with more serious crimes in 
accordance with official instructions which were that the 
sittings should be held in Magistrates’ chambers with the 
public and press (at the discretion of the Magistrate) 
excluded.'*'

In the period between 1952 and 1955* it was 
reported that the existing Native Courts which dealt with 
juvenile offenders, co-operated with the Social Welfare 
Officer who was usually asked to submit a personal report 
and recommendation as to treatment in each case. The 
arrangement was said to be well received by some courts 
which thereupon sent all cases to the Social Welfare Off icer

p"for judgment”. This, it is submitted, was a clear case 
of the Native or Customary Courts abdicating their function 
to adjudicate in those matters to a Social Welfare whose 
duty was to bring the child before the court. This procedure 
was rather curious. Could it be due to lack of under
standing of the role of the court in juvenile matters by

1. The Annual Report of Social Welfare Department, W.N.
1955/56 para. 41, p. 5*

2. The Annual Report of Social Welfare Department W.N.
1954/55.
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judges and the social elfare Officer? There could be no 
doubt that at the point where the customary courts abdicated 
its judicial function, a proper machinery was needed to 
handle the case of children and young persons, and a 
Juvenile Court was established in Ibadan in 1955*

There are no up to date records of cases dealt 
with by the juvenile courts in Lagos and Western States, 
we can only rely on records of cases dealt with by juvenile 
courts in Lagos and Western Nigeria; the available records 
of the last two annual reports reveal the extent of the 
problem of juvenile delinquency in Lagos and the former 
Western Nigeria.

(a) CASES DEALT WITH IN WESTERN NIGERIA 
EOR 1962/63 AND 1963/64

1962/63 1963/64
BOYS GIRLS TOTAL BOYS GIRLS TOTAL

OFFENCES AGAINST 
CRIMINAL CODE 
AND REGULATIONS 979 449 1428 486 410 896

C ftRE OR
PROTECTION CASES 230 82 312 192 49 • 241

BEYOND PARENTAL 
CONTROL 58 17 75 85 35 120

GRAND TOTAL 1815 1257
SOURCES - ANNUAL REPORT SOCIAL WELFARE DIVISION 

1962/63 and 1963/64 WESTERN NIGERIA

1. The records relate only to the Federal Territory of Lagos and the former Western Nigeria before the creation of
States „.n 1 ,07«  _____________
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(Id) CASES DEALT WITH IN THE FEDERAL 
TERRITORY OF LAGOS 1964/65 and 1965/66

1964/65 1965/66

BOYS GIRLS TOTAL BOYS GIRLS TOTAL

ORIGINAL OFFENCES AGAINST CRIMINAL CODE AND AGAINST REGULATIONS 421 858 1279 330 303 633

CARE ORPROTECTION CASES 258 50 508 160 47 207

BEYOND PARENTAL CONTROL 157 13 170 165 14 179

GRAND TOTAL 1757 1019

SOURCES - ANNUAL REPORT, FEDERAL MINISTRY OF LABOUR
SOCIAL WELFARE DIVISION 1964/65 and 1965/66

It is to be noted that the high figures for girls 
under criminal offences include offences against regulations 
such as the breaches of street trading byelaws and hawking 
without a permit, for which the parents of the girls may be 
fined. Therefore the rate of delinquency among girls is 
very much lower than that among boys since girls live more 
sheltered lives than boys.

Secondly, the criminal offences cover a wide range 
of offences from stealing to breach of a probation order.
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In the 1962/63 and 1963/64 records of the annual offences 
in Western Nigeria, stealing constituted by far the commonest 
offence being 401 and 46 in 1962/63 and 235 and 34 in 1963/64 
among boys and girls respectively. It was 154 for boys in
Lagos in 1964/65 and 189 for boys and 12 for girls in 1965/66.

'Thirdly, the decrease in the overall number of cases 
dealt with in the second of the two years in both Lagos and 
the Western States may be misleading. In the West, it might 
be due to the lack of proper records. however, in Lagos the 
drop in the number of cases dealt with in 1965/66 might be 
due to the effect of the military coup that took place early 
in January 1966. Because of the resulting situation, the 
police were kept busy on the more maintenance law and order 
apart from the detecting of crimes.

IV JUVENILES AND THE CRIMINAL LAW

Sec. 2 of the Children and Young Fersons Act^
provides for t#0 classes of juveniles - those under 14 years 
of age who are regarded as ’children* and those between 14 
and 17 who are regarded as ’young persons'; consequently 
any person under the age of 17 is regarded as a juvenile

1. Cap. 32, Laws of the Federation (1958 Ed); Cap. 20 
Law of Western Nigeria (1959 Ed). Similar Statutes 
end in other States.
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for the purposes of criminal law.1
pThe Nigerian Criminal Code, however, exempts a 

child under the age of 7 years from any criminal respon- 
sibility. There is a rebuttable presumption with regard 
to criminal acts or omissions of a child between the ages 
of 7 and 12^ unless he has the capacity to know that he 
ought not to do the act or make the omission, he will not 
be responsible for his act or omission. He is however fully 
responsible for any criminal act or omission from the age 
of 12.5

As previously stated, the children and Young Persons 
Act deals broadly with a child up to the age of 14- years and 
a young person aged between 14- and 17 years. If we read Sec.
30 of the Criminal Code with the Children and Young Persons 
Act, then the latter Act can only apply to juveniles between 
the ages of 7 - 17 insofar as juvenile offenders are concerned.

1. Ibid., Sec. 3 •
2. Cap. 4-2; The Criminal Code was modelled on the 1899 

Queensland Criminal Code in Australia. See Okonkwo 
and Naish - Criminal Law in Nigeria, p. 4-4-2.

3. Following the Ingleby Report - Cmnd 1191 > the criminal 
age was raised in England to 10. However the Ingleby 
Report recommended raising the age of criminal respon
sibility to 12 with the possibility of raising
to 13 or 14-. Cf. the new procedures recommended were 
adopted.

4-. Cap. 4-2, Sec. 30.
5. Ibid., Sec. 30.



The Act however applies also to a child "in need of care 
or protection". This, not being a criminal matter, will 
apply to any juvenile up to the age of l?***" The phrase 
’Care and Protection1 is a technical one, in the sense that 
it confers a Welfare jurisdiction on the juvenile court 
which is analogous to that of the Court of Chancery in
England when exercising its jurisdiction as ’parens patriae1

2 3of the child. This view was well put by Lou when he said -
"It has been generally maintained that the Juvenile Co$rt is but an embodiment in the law 
and in a specific institution of an ancient 
doctrine and of modern methods in the exercise 
of the power of State as the ultimate parent 
of the child. The inclusion of delinquent children 
has been generally accepted as merely a logical 
extension of the principle of chancery and of 
guardianship which was applied in the Court 
of Chancery.
As we shall see later the philosophy underlying 

the juvenile law differs considerably from that of the
criminal law.

1. See the Annual Report of the Social Welfare Dept.
Eastern Nigeria 1957/58 where it was said at p. 5 that 
"Children in need of Care and Protection are admitted 
[to Remand Homes] from infancy upwards, according to
circumstances of the case".

2. James, T.E. - Child Law Ch. 7 f o r  full dtetails especially 
at pp. 118-120.

3. Lou - Juvenile Courts in the United States: Their Law
and Practice (1927) pp* 4-5•
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V THE JUVENILE COURT

(a) The Philosophy

In all systems of jurisprudence, children were
given special treatment with regard to crime. The evolution
of juvenile courts as specialised courts to deal with
children and young persons who commit crimes is a relatively
new concept. The first modern juvenile court was established
in the State of Illinois in 1899*^ However, the philosophy
and the principles on which the treatment of juveniles in
criminal law was based go far back in antiquity and this
philosophy remains the same and was restated in the Illinois
enactment of 1899 thus -

"The fundamental idea of juvenile court law is 
that the State must step in and exercise guar
dianship over a child under such adverse social 
and individual conditions as to develop crime...
It proposes a plan whereby he may be treated, 
not as a criminal or one legally charged with 
crime, but as a ward of the State to receive 
practically the care, custody and discipline 
that are accorded the neglected and dependent 
child and which the act states, shall approximate, 
as nearly as maypbe that which should be given 
by its parents".

1. See Nicholas - History, Philosophy and Procedures of 
Juvenile Courts. 1 Journal of Pamily Law 151 (1961).

2. Ibid., pp. 151-152.
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Thus the concept of the State as parens patriae 
and the specialised treatment of children runs through the 
criminal process with regard to children. Therefore it can 
he said that the treatment of juvenile delinquency evolved 
as a problem of family lav/ or of a separate branch of law 
and not of criminal law.̂  We can only examine the consti
tutions of the juvenile courts in Nigeria and also its 
procedures to determine the extent the philosophy stated 
is adhered to.

(b) The Constitution and Jurisdiction 
of Juvenile Courts

2The Children and Young Persons Ordinance 1946 
provides for the establishment of juvenile courts for the 
purpose of hearing and determining cases relating to children

7and young persons." A qualified magistrate presides with

1. Acimovic - Juvenile Delinquency in the Yugoslav Criminal
Law (1964) Journal of Family Law p. 99*

2. Cap. 32; Children and Young Persons Law, Cap. 20 Western 
Nigeria Lav/ is similar in terms and the provisions are 
the same also in other States of the Federation; but
the numbering of the sections are fifferent. It is 
proposed here to use Cap. 32 as the basis of discussion.

3. Juvenile Courts Rules - &ule 4 of 1946 p. I.
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two lay assessors selected by the magistrate from a panel 
appointed for that area by the Chief Justice and one of the 
assessors must usually be a woman.'1'

The decision of the court is that of the majority 
of the members unless the matter involves a question of law 
in which case the decision of the magistrate will be the 
decision of the court. This procedure differs from that 
of the English Juvenile Courts. In the first place, most 
magistrates in England, having Jurisdiction over Juvenile 
offenders, are lay magistrates. But there is a legally 
qualified clerk attached to the court. When any point of 
law arises, it is the clerk who advises the magistrates on
law, especially whether the facts found by them constitute
an offence in law. Secondly the magistrates are Judges of 
both fact and law, for they decide whether the case is proved 
or not and they also determine the order or sentence.
As to the fact of the guilt * or innocence of the accused, 
they need not consult the clerk. But the decision reached 
whether on law or on fact is the responsibility of the 
magistrates. Therefore the decision of the court is that
of the Justices and not of the Justices and the clerk. In
Nigeria, the procedure for reaching a decision is different. 
The reason may well be that the Chairman of Juvenile Courts

1. Juvenile Courts Buies - Rule 5 of 1946 p. I.
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in Nigeria is always a professionally qualified magistrate 
and it is taken that the assessors, who are laymen, are 
there only to deal with questions of fact. But it is the 
procedure by which the majority decision forms the decision 
of the court when the matter involves a question of fact 
and that the decision of the magistrate is that of the court 
where the question involves law appears peculiar to Nigeria. 
It is submitted that this division should be dispensed 
with and that every decision reached, whether on law or 
fact, should be the joint responsibility of the court.
Chile the clerk in England only advises on law, but does 
not take part in the decision of the court, it would be 
possible for the presiding magistrate in Nigeria to advise 
the two lay assessors on matters of law, all three of them 
then being responsible for the decision whether on questions 
of law or fact. There could in fact be hardly a matter 
before the juvenile court which may not involve a mixed 
question of law and fact.

The Juvenile Court is given jurisdiction to deal 
with three classes of persons - (a) Juvenile offenders - 
these are children or young persons who commit crimes such 
as stealing, burglary, offences involving violence or 
offences which involve breach of statutory regulations 
such as hawking.
(b) Children beyond Parental Control - In this type of case,
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parents or guardians usually come forward to tie juvenile 
courts to complain or prove that they are unable to control 
their children or young persons. In most cases, the conduct 
of such children must have become so anti-social that if 
they had come to the notice of the law, they would be objects 
of official action. Such traits as staying away from home 
for days, stealing, lying, physical aggressiveness, vulgarity 
and truancy are a few of the behaviour patterns which confront 
parents and guardians and for which they often seek expert 
assistance. 'The juvenile court, in appropriate cases, may 
make a corrective order with respect to such children.
They may also be placed for a period not exceeding three 
years under the supervision of a probation officer.^
(c) Children in need of care or protection - as previously 
stated, the jurisdiction of the juvenile courts in these 
cases is analogous to the welfare jurisdiction of the Court 
of Chancery in England.

Sec. 26(1) of the Act deals with the power of the 
court in respect of children who.are open to such social 
dangers like begging, associating with prostitutes or 
criminals or thieves or children who are neglected or under

1. Cap. 52 Sec. 27*
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the care of drunken or wicked parents.’ Sec. 26(1) of the 
main Act has been amended by Sec. 1(1) of the Children and 
Young Persons (Amendment) Act 1965• to ’’include power to 
bring a juvenile before the juvenile court where the authority 
has reasonable grounds for believing that the welfare of the 
child is endangered by a dispute to which a parent or 
guardian is a party”.

The Act provides that any local authority or any 
local government council, any police officer or any authorised 
officer may bring such children in need of care or protection 
before the juvenile court. It is to be noted that ’’any 
authorised officer” includes doctors or nurses in hospitals 
who may refer motherless children to the Welfare Centre as

zbeing in need of care or protection. However, the local 
authorities or local government councils are not made use of 
at present since they have no children’s departments. There

1. See Cap. 32, Sec. 26(1) where the Act enumerates 14- 
situations under which a child or young person may be 
in need of care or protection. They are broadly (a) 
those who lack proper guardianship and (b) those in 
relation to whom an offence has been committed.

2. 1965 Ho. II.
3. See the Annual Report - Ministry of Labour Social 

Welfare Division 1961-62 p. 9 where it was stated that 
’’Motherless children in need of care and protection were
referred to the Centre from the Island Maternity Hospital 
with a view to arranging foster parents for them” .
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is no social welfare division of local government councils.
Sec. 26(2) provides that the juvenile court may 

make a corrective order with respect to children in need 
of care or protection either hy sending them to an approved 
institution or by committing them to the care of any fit 
person whether a relative or not. In seme cases, the parents 
are ordered to enter into recognisance to exercise proper 
care and guardianship. The court can also make an order 
placing such children for a period not exceeding three years 
under the supervision of a probation officer.

It would appear that this Sec. 26 had been made 
use of by the Social Welfare Officers to get orders for 
custody and maintenance for children whose parents have 
separated due to marital dispute or to order the putative 
father of a child of an unmarried mother to maintain the 
child. It has now been decided by the High Court that the 
juvenile courts have no jurisdiction over such matters.

In the recent case of VICTORIA PEPPLEV FAMILY 
Y/SLFARS OFFICER,'1' an application was made under Sec. 26(1) 
of the Children and Young Persons Act and the Amendment 
thereto. The j’uvenile court granted the custody of two of 
the three children to their father while the third was to 
remain with her mother until she was five. The father and

1. Unreported - Appeal Ho. LL/95A/68 of April 21, 1969.
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the mother of these children were not married. The mother, 
Victoria People, appealed to the High Court against the 
order. Taylor C.J. while allowing the appeal held that 
Sec. 26(1) of the Act as amended applies where a child or 
young person is a delinquent in some way or other and in 
respect of whom a corrective order may be made under Sec. 
26(2). These children, who are apparently well brought up, 
whose fault for the purpon£§ of the proceedings is having 
parents not married to each other, do not fall within the 
ambit of Sec. 26(1). Therefore the juvenile court had no 
jurisdiction to entertain the application.1

One question remains to be solved with respect to
children in need of care or protection. Does a married
person who is under the age of seventeen years fall within
the care or protection cases? It would appear from the

2judgment of lord Parker in Mohamed v. Knott that the care 
and protection section applies also to someone who is married 
under the age of seventeen in certain situations. In this 
case, a Nigerian Muslim, age 26, entered into a potentially 
polygamous marriage in Nigeria with a Nigerian girl age 13*

1. It was also held in IBITCYE v. PERMANENT SECRETARY, 
MINISTRY CP SOCIAL WELFARE, IBADAN (1967) NJBLL.R 76 that 
Sec. 26(1) does not apply to a child of marriage whose 
custody is sought on dissolution of marriage and then 
the proper court is a divorce court.

2. [1968] 2 W.L.R. 144-6.
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Both parties came and cohabited in England. The husband 
took his wife to a doctor to have a contraceptive fitted 
and it was as a result of that visit that the doctor took 
the view that the girl was an extremely young girl and 
reported to the authority. Consequently, a complaint was 
preferred before justices sitting as a juvenile court that 
the girl was in need of care, protection or control in that 
she was not receiving such care and guidance as a good parent 
might reasonably be expected to give and was exposed to moral 
danger within Sec. 2 of the Children and Young Persons Act 
1963.

Lord P&rker, while allowing the appeal and reversing
the fit persons order of the justices with respect to care
or protection on the ground that the marriage of both parties
were valid according to the law of domicile said -

"in my view it is perfectly possible to make a 
fit person order in respect of a wife validly 
married to a husband. One can think of many 
illustrations; these might have been evidence 
that he constantly assaulted her: there might
be evidence that he deserted her - leaving her 
on the streets of London. There might be 
evidence that he introduced her to drugs, matters 
of that sort, which v/ould undoubtedly be-, justi
fication for making a fit person order.”
This statement is far-reaching in that Lord Parker

appeared to give some instances of the juvenile courts

1. Ibid., p. 1456.
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having jurisdiction over a married person. One would 
however have thought that where the husband assaults the 
wife who is under 17 constantly, the remedy lies in the 
divorce court rather than the juvenile court. The same 
will also apply where he deserts her. Where he introduces 
her to drugs or leaves her on the streets, the appropriate 
measure might be committal to an approved school as a person 
in need of care or protection.

VI JUVENILE COURT PROCEDURE

The procedure for bringing a child before a 
juvenile court varies according to whether he has committed 
an offence, is in need of care or protection or is said to 
be beyond parental control.

If he commits an offence against either the
1 2criminal code or some local byelaws, a police officer may

apprehend or arrest him with or without a warrant. If the 
child cannot be brought before the court immediately, he 
may be released on bail to his parents or guardians unless 
the charge is very grave, or to keep him from associating

1. Cap. 42 Laws of the Eederation.
2. Eor example, Street Trading Byelaws; Riding bicycle 

without licence.
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with criminals and prostitutes or where his release may
defeat the ends of justice.̂ " Where he is not released on

phail, he is placed in a remand home pending trial. But in
any case he is not to associate with any adult with whom
he is charged with an offence.

In the case of a child beyond parental control,
the usual procedure is for the parent or guardian in difficulty 
to declare on oath before a magistrate, who has to be 
satisfied on evidence, that the child is unmanageable before 
referring the case to a Frobation Officer for investigation 
and report. Children in need of care or protection are 
usually referred by the police or the public to the Welfare 
offices and are accordingly taken before the juvenile court 
by the latter.

The trial of a juvenile is held in a different 
building from that in which the ordinary sittings of the 
court are held, unless he is charged with an adult. The 
main purpose is to avoid the formalities which characterise 
the proceedings in the ordinary courts. Only members and 
officers of the court, the parties and their solicitors are 
to be present during the trial. Representatives of newspapers

1. Cap. 32, Sec. 3«
2. Secs. 4* and 7*
3- Sec. 5.
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are allowed to attend unless the court, by special order, 
excludes them. However, there is provision for safeguards 
against publicity. Thus, the name, address, school, photo
graph or r&nything likely to lead to the identification of 
the juvenile must not be published unless the court permits.^- 

At the trial, the magistrate explains to the 
juvenile the substance of the alleged offence. The child 
may or may not admit the offence. The magistrate must, 
however, be cautious in accepting the child’s admissions 
which may be made out of fear. It is arguable whether or 
not mens rea need be taken into account in a juvenile trial,
since the maxim of the criminal law is "actus non facit reum

2nise mens sit rea" . Westbrook in his article had suggested 
that mens rea should be taken into account while others held 
different views because the purpose of the procedure in 
juvenile court is different from that of adult court. It 
is submitted that the latter view is preferable: There has 
been an increasing movement away from the concept of respon
sibility towards the welfare jurisdiction with regard to 
juvenile court procedure in that the steps taken by the 
court are usually to ensure the care and protection of young

1. Sec. 6.
2. Mens Rea in the Juvenile Court (1965) Journal of FamilyLaw p. 121.
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children whether or not they commit any offence.^ Therefore 
a strict requirement of the mens rea may hinder the court 
in its work, the purpose of which is to help the child in
any case.

Where the child does not admit the offence, the
magistrate must make sure that the child understands the
proceedings. The magistrate may put questions to him to
ascertain that the child understands. Parents are also
allowed to put questions to witnesses at the close of evidence 

2m  chief.
Where the juvenile admits the offence or is found 

guilty, the court will take into consideration any report 
furnished by a probation officer. He could be remanded 
pending any such report if it is not available at the trial, 
/hen the court decides to deal with the child, the effect 
of the order must be explained to him. r The use of the word 
’conviction’ or 'sentence' is prohibited when the child is 
found guilty of any offence.

1. See Ckonkwo and Naish - Criminal Law in Nigeria (1964)
p. 122.

2. Cap. 32, Sec. 8.
3. Rule 7*
4. Rule 8.
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VII MEASURES EOR THE TREATMENT OF JUVENILES 
IN LAGOS AND WESTERN STATES

As in many countries, the main purpose of the 
special treatment given to Juvenile offenders and those in 
need of care or protection is directed at their reformation 
or rehabilitation so that they may grow to become good 
citizens. Consequently in Nigeria too the methods of 
dealing with Juvenile delinquents vary from discharging the 
offender on his entering into recognisance or placing him 
under the supervision of a probation officer appointed for 
that purpose, or committing him by means of a "corrective 
order" to the care of a relative or other fit person in the 
last resort to an approved institution.

The parents of a child may be ordered to pay fines 
especially where the breach is against the local byelaws.
A child within the definition of the statute cannot be sent 
to prison unless he cannot be dealt with in any other manner, 
and, if sent to prison, he must not be allowed to associate 
with adult prisoners."̂

As previously stated, the society is now aware of

1. Sec. 11. Note also that such an uncontrolable young
person may now be committed to Borstal under the Borstal 
Institutions and Remand Centres Act No. 32 of I960.
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the acute problem of bringing up deprived children and 
transforming them into useful citizens. Hence, the approach 
to the treatment of juveniles is not now limited to the 
refcrmatiMJ one only but ^lso to the use of preventive 
measures. These are now achieved by the establishment of 
approved institutions and clubs.

I APPROVED INSTITUTIONS

(a) REMAND HOMES

The Remand Homes are used primarily as remand
centres for boys and girls awaiting trial and occasionally
as temporary places for children in need of care or protection
or beyond control.

Pith the coming into force of the Children and
Young Persons Act in 1946, Remand Homes were established.
But temporary accommodations were used for boys until 1962in Lagos.
and for girls until 1964/ The Remand Home for boys now has 
accommodation for 170 boys. It has four dormitories, the 
fourth of which is used for the mentally handicapped children.
It is my view that mentally handicapped children should not 
be housed with other children. The position at present is 
undesirable. Such handicapped children must be housed
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separately since what they need must is medical attention.
Boys in remand homes are grouped according to age 

and physical development. The Remand Home for girls moved 
from its rented premises to a permanent site in Idi-Araba,
Lagos in May 1964, and has accommodation for 50 girls.

Of the 742 children admitted to the Remand Homes 
in Lagos in 1964/65,^ 729 were discharged during the year,
505 of them were released to their parents, relatives or 
guardians; 112 were repatriated to their homes outside the 
Federal Territory. 75 were committed to the Approved Schools 
and 8 committed to Borstal training.

In the Western State, which included the Colony
Province, until the creation of States in 1967, when it

2became part of Lagos *̂ tate, there are Remand Homes established 
at Ibadan, Abeokuta, Ikeja and Ijebu-Ode and the Homes 
catered for 836 inmates in the year 1963/64.

The inmates of the Remand Homes benefit from the 
basic educational programme organised in the Homes, such as 
reading, writing and arithmetic. Their teaching is organised

1. See The Annual Report, Federal Ministry of Labour, 
Social Welfare Division 1964/65 para. 61.

2. State (Creation and Transitional Provisions) Decree 
No. 14 (1967).

3. The Annual Report, Social Welfare Division, Ministry 
of Labour and Social Welfare, Ibadan 1963/64, p. 13*
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on the basis of the intellectual and educational background 
of each child. Visiting committees are appointed to supervise 
the running of the Homes. They are expected to visit the 
homes once in every three months and at least two visits in 
a year can be made without notice to the Warden. The inmates 
of the Homes have a right of access to the Visiting Committee. 
Reasonable facilities are given to them to receive visitors 
who are relatives or friends. They are also allowed to 
send and receive letters.^

(b:) APPROVED SCHOOLS

The children and Young Persons Act? provides for 
the establishment of approved institutions which include 
approved schools. The first approved school was established 
in Enugu in 1937? to which juvenile offenders from all parts 
of Nigeria were usually committed. Thereafter, more approved 
schools have been established. In Lagos State, there are 
three approved schools and one for girls^ and one approved

1. See Children and Young Persons (Remand Homes) Rules 
1946 Parts III and IV.

2. Cap. 32? Sec. 18.
3. They are Mapara Approved School; Isheri Approved School, 

both sited at Isheri in Ikeja Division where they share 
the same playground; the Birrell House Approved School

P/note contd. on next page
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school in the Western State established at Iwo in 1957*
Only young offenders who are under sixteen years of age at
the time of their conviction are committed to approved
Schools.^- If such a person does not respond to corrective

2training, he stays on until his eighteenth birthday.
There are various activities carried on at the 

Approved Schools. Trained teachers are employed to handle 
the formal part of the Junior children's education. Religious 
instruction is given. Vocational training is vigorously

7  ZLundertaken" and many capable children pass their trade tests 
at the end of their course and go on to be employed in

Footnote 3 contd. from previous page
at Yaba which admits boys of primary school age and the 
Cbasa Girl's Approved School which was formerly made up 
of two sections - the senior girls at 3 Ayilara Street 
Sunilere and the junior girls at 30 Atan Road, Surulere, 
moved to their permanent building at Idi Araba in 1964.

1. oec. 21
2. Ibid.
3. Electric Work; Decorative Painting; Masonry; Sheet Metal 

Work and Vetshing; Tailoring and farming are also taught
as well as carpentry.

4. Luring 1962/64, 12 boys in Mapara Approved School were
successful in Grade III, Trade 'Tests in painting, 7 in 
bricklaying and 10 in carpentry trade. In the West, 6 
boys passed trade tests in 1963/64. See the relevant 
Annual Reports.
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industries. They take part in various games, boxing, 
netball, soft ball, table-tennis, swimming, Girls’ Guiding, 
Scouting and Athletics.

Suitable persons including women are appointed and 
a board of visitors to inspect the schools and they report 
to the permanent secretary on the general condition of 
the school. They also hear complaints and requests from 
the inmates. The visiting members are given access to all 
parts of the school and records.^

There is a body known as the MProgress and Dis
charge Board” which is set up and presided over by a senior 
social welfare officer and attended by House-parents of each 
school as well as After-Care-Officers (probation officers).
The Board has the responsibility for reviewing the progress 
the juveniles have made, based on the reports by House 
parents and After-Care-Officers, and then consider the 
possibilities of release of each child as well as his future 
life upon discharge from the schools. The Board meets once 
every month.

Parent-staff meetings are also held quarterly to 
give the parents the opportunity to discuss their difficulties 
and to offer suggestions for the improvement of the

1. Children and Young rersons (Approved Institutions) 
Hegulations Ho. 26 of 1946.
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condition in the schools. They are also informed of the 
progress of their children at such meetings.

Lastly, when a child or young person is committed 
to the approved school and the court is satisfied that the 
order for committal is made necessary "because of the neglect 
of the father or step father of the child, the court may 
order the father or the step father to make contributions 
in respect of the child.1 In Lagos £2,385 was collected 
for the maintenance of the juveniles committed to the 
approved schools in 1964/65 and £4,882 in 1965/66.^ The 
amount payable by each parent varies for the court; is 
expected to have regard to the means of the person ordered 
to contribute.

The juvenile court can enforce the payment of the 
contribution in case the person asked to contribute fails 
to do so.

1. Cap. 32, Sec. 28.
2. See 1964/65 and 1965/66 Annual Reports.
3. Cn inquiry at I wo, the amount varies from £1. 10s. to

£3.
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(c) BORSTAL TRAINING

The Federal Government of Nigeria is empowered by law 
to establish Borstal Institutions and Remand Centres in any 
part of Nigeria. Two Borstal Institutions have been estab
lished, one at Kakuri in the North and the other in Port- 
Harcourt. There is only one Remand Centre situated in 
Ikoyi, Lagos. Persons whose ages are between sixteen and 
twenty-one are remanded in custody at the Remand Centres 
pending trial or sentence and in some cases a young person
may be detained there for observation and for the purpose

2of medical report on his mental or physical condition.
Only Juvenile offenders whose ages are between 

sixteen and twenty-one can be committed to Borstal. Such 
Juveniles are usually persistent absconders from approved 
schools or those who are guilty of serious misconduct. In 
fact, a person who is admitted to the approved school and 
later found to be incorrigible may be recommended for borstal 
training. There are cases also where a person sentenced to

1. The Borstal Institutions and Remand Centres Act I960,
No. 52.

2. Ibid., Sec. 5•
5. C/f. Sec. 1(1) of thd Lnglish Criminal Justice Act,

1961 which lowered to age of committal to Borstal
Training from 16 to 15 years.
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Borstal training may be transferred to a prison if such a
young person is exercising a bad influence on the inmates
of the institution

The jurisdiction for the committal of juvenile
offenders to Borstal training is given io the High Court

2and the Chief Magistrate in Lagos. ’./here a juvenile 
offender is tried before a magistrate and the magistrate 
is of the opinion that the young person will benefit by 
Borstal training the young person should be committed in 
custody for sentence by a Chief Magistrate.^ The Court will 
have to have regard to such evidence of his character and 
previous conduct and also to the circumstances of the offence. 
If the court is satisfied that it is expedient for his 
reformation and the prevention of crime that he should 
undergo a period of training in a Borstal Institution, 
the court may commit him to Borstal accordingly.

The Director of Prisons is responsible for the

1. The Borstal Institution and Remand Centres Act I960,
Sec. 3.

2. Borstal Training (Lagos) Act I960 ho. 29, Sec. 3 (now 
applicable to Lagos State by the Lagos State (Applicable 
Laws) Edict 1968.

3* C/f. Sec. 20(3) of the English Criminal Justices Act 1948 
which provides that "where a person is convicted by a 
court of summary jurisdiction of sin offence punishable 
with imprisonment, the court may commit him in custody 
to quarter sessions for sentence".
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administration of Borstal Institutions and Remand Centres
in the Federation.x Standing orders made und.er Sec. 7 of
the Prison Act I960, for good order discipline and welfare
in prisons apply to remand centres and Borstal Institutions
subject to adaptations and modifications. Standing orders,

2however, need not be published. Such Standing Orders 
relate to the organisation and administration of the

V

Institution and also the discharge, training and discipline 
of the inmates.

Various types of vocational training are undertaken 
in the institution. Ihe inmates also go to school for about
two hours every evening. Failure to attend school is
regarded as a breach of discipline. They also take part in 
various sports and social activities. Like the Approved 
Schools some of them are allowed to go on hoine leave for 
about two weeks every year.

Detention at a Borstal institution for Borstal 
training is usually for a period mot exceeding three years.
On the release of a young offender from the Borstal, he is 
placed under an After-Care-Officer for a period of one year
by the Director of Prisons, who may also modify or cancel

1. Borstal Institutions and Remand Centres Act (I960)
No. 52, Sec. 6.

2. Sec. 5•
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the supervision order depending on the behaviour of the 
person.'1' If hov/ever, the young person fails to comply with 
the requirement specified in the supervision order, he may 
be recalled and detained until the end of the period of 
supervision. ̂

In 1965/64-, the number of Borstal inmates in Port 
Harcourt increased from 51 to 85 and 60 Borstal inmates were 
transferred from the Ikoyi Remand Centre to the Borstal 
Institution, Kakuri, in the North.

(d) PROBATION ORDERS

The probation system was introduced by the Children 
and Young Persons Act 194-6.̂  Probation officers of either 
sex are appointed in the Department of Social Welfare. There 
ware only two probation officers in Lagos in 194-7 four in 
194-8 and only 15 in 1962. It is submitted that the number

1. Ibid - Secs. 1 and 2 of the Schedule.
2. Ibid., Sec. 5-
5. See the Annual Report of the Federal Prisons Department

of Nigeria 1965/64- pp. 29-51*
4-. Cap. 52, Sec. 17.
5. See Akpajaro, ’The Control of Delinquency by Social, 

Political and Legal Institutions' (London University
PhD Thesis 1969)•
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of probation officers in Lagos is small compared with the 
rising problems of juvenile delinquency and that as a result 
more juveniles are likely to be sent to approved institutions 
instead of being put under the supervision of probation 
officers when this might be adequate.

The juvenile court may instead of sending a 
juvenile to an Approved Institution or imposing fines, make 
a probation order with respect to that juvenile. The 
occasion for the order arises, therefore, when a juvenile 
is conditionally discharged and he is made to enter into a 
recognisaince with or without sureties, to be of good 
behaviour and to appear to be further dealt with when called 
up within a period not exceeding three years.

The probation order usually contains the conditions 
for securing his supervision. Conditions as to residence 
may be made. Thus, he may be required to live in a named 
district. It is the duty of a probation officer to visit 
the juvenile under his supervision. He is to see that the 

juvenile observes the conditions of his recognisance and 
to report to the court as to his behaviour. Most importantly 

the probation officer must advise, assist and befriend him 
and when necessary find him suitable employment.

The probation officer may apply to court to vary 
the conditions in the probation order if he is satisfied 
that the conduct of that juvenile makes it unnecessary that

i
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he should remain under supervision.
If a Juvenile fails to comply with the condition 

of his recognisance, such as punctual attendance at schools 
or other peaces, the court may issue a summons to the 
offender and his sureties to appear in court and he may he 
dealt with as for the original offence.

In 1962/63 and 1963/64, 192 and 148 juveniles 
were placed on probation in the Western State while in 
1964/65, 162 juveniles were put on probation in Lagos.

2 PREVENTIVE MEASURES

Donald Faulkner who can proudly be regarded 'as
the father of Social Welfare Service1̂  in Nigeria once said:

"the Government of Nigeria intends, by setting 
up Juvenile Courts and their auxilliary services 
(Probation, Remand Homes, Approved Institutions, 
Boarding out facilities etc.; to make use of 
the latest scientific methods of treatment.
But it is at the same time recognised that 
merely palliative measures are not enough. 
Preventive measures have to be developed - 
methods which wall give the poor his chance

1. Mr. Faulkner was the first Social Welfare Officer 
appointed in Lagos in 1942. He later advised the 
Government of Western Nigeria on the plan for the 
establishment of Social Welfare Services in the Region. 
See Plan for Western Regional Social Service 1952 - 
A White Paper laid on the tables of the Western 
Regional Legislature by the Minister of Local 
Government.
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in life while he-, is still young and 
impressionable".
He gave as an example of preventive measures the

establishment of Boys Clubs which could be used as a control
group. Indeed, he started a demonstration Boys' Club in

2the autumn of 1942 for boys who did not go to school.
There can be no doubt that in building up a stable and
healthy nation, efforts must be directed towards preventive
rather than curative measures.

The foresight and the practical approach of Mr.
Faulkner has a lot to recommend it, because as he said, "the
true value of the Boys’ and Girls' Clubs would bring
artificially to the town boy and girl what they would have
naturally gained had they lived in villages of the old order,
before the impact of the Western culture began to break down

*their sanctions and tribal training'. The success of 
Faulkner's idea is no doubt reflected in the number of Boys 
and Girls' Clubs which have been established' since in the

1. Faulkner - Social Welfare and Juvenile Delinquency in
Lagos - 6c Howard Journal 1944-45? p« 195*

2. Ibid., p. 195•
5. See Flan for Social Welfare Western Nigeria 1952, p. 5*
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different parts of Lagos and Western States.^ The opportunities 
for recreational and other social activities have helped in
large measure the prevention of delinquency among young
persons.

Below were the number of Boys1 and. Girls' clubs
in Lagos pin 1961/62 and their memberships.

Boys* Clubs Girls;' Clubs
District No. Membership Bo. Membership
Lagos 17 2,054 14 424
Apapa 10 441 9 256
Mainland 11 428 9 184
Surulere 10 808 8 152

TOTAL 48 3,751 40 1,016

It is to be noted that girls1 clubs are few and 
their memberships are very low. The reason for this is 
that it is customary to shelter girls in Yortubaland so as 
to prevent them from mixing too freely in society. Con
sequently, mixed clubs make no headway because of this 
traditional attitude.

1. See the various Annual Reports of Social Welfare 
Divisions in the two States.

2. The Annual Report of Ministry of Labour and Social 
Welfare Division 1961/62, p. 2.
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VIII THE NEED FOR IMPROVEMENTS CE THE EXISTING 
LAWS AND PROCEDURE EOR THE TREATMENT OE 

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

In the foregoing discussions it is evident that 
the purpose of social Welfare Services and of the estab
lishment of Juvenile courts to deal with Juvenile offenders 
and those in need of care and protection or control, is not 
only to protect society from the depredations of young 
criminals and deter those who are half-hearted in their 
approach to it, but also to win back for full and useful 
citzenship individuals who may have started life handicapped 
by difficulties not originally of their making.

The question now arises - are we achieving this 
purpose through our existing laws and procedure? It is 
submitted that lack of research, inquiries and adequate 
statistical information from year to year may have concealed 
the acute problem of Juvenile delinquency as well as the 
success or failure achieved through the existing procedure. 
.That we are usually told is that there continues to be a 
phenominal rise in the number of cases dealt with by the 
social welfare officers and the Juvenile courts.

One of the greatest defects that characterises 
most of the existing Nigerian laws is that they are imposed, 
being the blind incorporation of English lav/ and procedure



in the local statutes without regard to differences in
social background, economic conditions and the culture of
the two societies and their peoples. Thus, the existing
Children and Young Persons Laws in Nigeria are based on
the Model Bell drafted by a committee'1' set up by the
Secretary of State for the Colonies whose thoughts was
influenced by the Home Office Heport of the Departmental

2Committee in 1927 on the Treatment of Young Offenders.
The English Children and Young Persons Act 1935 was based 
on it. Thus we have today in Nigeria a Children and Young 
Persons Act which became law without any previous inquiries 
into problems of delinquency among the Nigerian Youths.

While it is not denied that the law and procedure 
with regard to juvenile delinquency may have served a useful 
purpose, it is, however, submitted that the time has now 
arrived for proper inquiries into causes of delinquency 
among youths and for a more effective machinery for its 
treatment. It is suggested that this is an area in which 
the departments of sociology, the faculties of law in the 
various Nigerian Universities and the Ministries of Justice 
can cooperate with voluntary social workers as well as with

1. The Treatment of Young Offenders in Colonial Courts 
Cmd 3629 (1930).

2. Cind 2831 of 1927.
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the Social Welfare departments in the Federation to look
into the existing machinery of the administration of juvenile
criminal justice and to recommend improvements.

‘The Children and You&g Persons Act 1953^ has
undergone a series of changes in the United Kingdom. More

recently in 1965 a White Paper entitled "The Child, the
2Family and the Young Offender was presented to Parliament

and this was followed in 1968 by another White Paper entitled
"Children in Trouble. Both were preparatory to changes in
legal procedures with regard to children and young persons.
In the former paper, Family Councils were recommended the
purpose of which would be to remove young people as far as
possible from the jurisdiction of the court so that they

Zlmay be spared the stigmas of criminality. In the latter 
paper the Government retained the use of juvenile courts 
and magistrates but accepted a new legal procedure in the 
case of offenders aged 10 but under 14- years and also res
tricted the prosecution of offenders whose ages are between 
14 and 17; and some changes in the powers of the courts are

1. The latest Act is the Children and Young Persons Act 
1963 following the Ingleby Report.

2. Grand 274-2.
3. Cmnd 3601.
4-. Supra, p. 5 •
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recommended. Probation orders will cease to be distinct 
from supervision orders. Perhaps the most important 
recommendation is that proposing recognition of three 
types of community homes for children and young persons - 
the local authority homes assisted homes and controlled 
voluntary homes, which will be subject to different 
statutory provisions.'1'

One may say that the overall proposals in these
two papers emanated from the growing awareness of the need
to provide an adequate treatment for juvenile offenders
in England, using the family as the basis for their

2reformation. This is made clear in the Paper when it 
is stated that "It [the new procedure] represents a half-way 
stage between care, protection or control proceedings and 
prosecutions. It is designed to encourage parents to fulfil 
the the responsibilities which are properly theirs and to 
ensure that the child's home background is considered before 
a decision is taken as to whether court proceedings should 
be taken".

The defect in this procedure is that it is likely 
to give unequal treatment to children since it is proposed 
to treat children according to their family background.

1. See Children in Trouble, Cmnd 3601.
2. Ibid., p. 5*
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'This is no doubt a valid criticism of the procedure. It is 
submitted that a child should be treated in relation to the 
offence committed but not according to his family background, 
so as to prevent discrimination between children who come 
from poor homes and those from well to do and educated 
families.

With the above background material, it is submitted 
that the present legal machinery for the treatment of young 
offenders in Nigeria should be modified. The age of criminal 
responsibility should be raised from 7 to 10 and no children 
should be sent to approved schools unless they are aged 
between 14- and 17• Some other forms of treatment must be 
devised for children below that age. At present, the local 
authorities play no part with regard to the administration 
of social welfare service. It is suggested that something 
like the Children’s Department of an English local authority, 
suitably adapted to Nigerian conditions, be created in each 
local authority area.

Another defect of the present system is the 
inadequate personnel. There should be more attention 
directed to the training of personnel at the Universities. 
Moreso, the effect of the current civil war is likely to 
produce a grave problem of inadequate staffing after the 
cessation of the war. Nothing short of a crash programme 
for staff training is urgently needed to cope with the post 
civil war period.
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CHAPTER NINE 

CONCLUSION

In this study of the law relating to children and 
young persons, the issues considered may coveniently be 
divided into two broad categories
(a) the legal status of children and young persons, which 
includes the problems of legitimacy, adoption and guardianship 
on the one hand and the capacity of children and young persons 
on the other; and
(t>) the development of the Welfare Principle as the basis of 
the law applicable to them.

1 LEGAL STATUS

(a) LEGITIMACY AND LEGITIMATION -
As we have already noted, the basic problem in this

area of law starts from the failure to integrate laws of 
marriage and, as a result, the lav/ of legitimacy is in 
confusion. The legal obligations arising from statutory 
forms of marriage are at variance with everyday behaviour 
or the common expectation of the people. The reason is that 
customary law is so deeply engrained in people's consciousness
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that the fact that they choose to contract Christian marriages 
does not rid them of their expectations of traditional 
patterns of behaviour. More importantly, because the primary 
purpose of marriage in African society is the procreation of 
children, situations arise in which the obligations imposed 
by the Christian marriage will prove exceptionally difficult 
to observe in the case of a childless Christian marriage, 
when family and social pressure reinforce a man's personal 
desire or anxiety to beget children. This leads him to take 
another wife or to have children by other women.

It has also been noted that a woman married under 
the Marriage Act has no effective remedy if her husband 
unlawfully takes another 'wife'."5' Such second wife does not 
normally live in the matrimonial home : she is housed else
where. This could be seen, for example, in Awosika v.

2Awosika, where the woman who purported to be married under
customary law during the subsistence of the deceased's
Christian marriage with the plaintiff, said -

"Soon after the repayment of the dowry, the 
deceased asked me to come to live in his house, 
but it was a family house [matrimonial home],
I refused to do so. Later, after the deceased 
had built a new house, I moved into that house

1. By Sec. 35 of the Marriage Act, Cap. 115 Laws of the 
Federation, such subsequent marriage is void.

2. Unreported - Suit Uo. 1/15/66.



and have ever since remained there".
It will he recalled that in this case, this 

purported customary wife had five children for the deceased, 
and the wife married under the Act, together with her own 
children, claimed to he solely entitled to the property of 
the intestate to the exclusion of the five children declared 
illegitimate by the court.

From the evidence of the customary "wife", it can 
be gathered that "outside wives" usually know of their limited 
rights as far as residence is concerned, but they do not 
know the consequence of the nature of the association on 
their children. Hence they do not mind playing second fiddle, 
and in some situations where a woman married under the Marriage 
Ant shows disapproval of her husband’s behaviour openly and 
to the knowledge of the outside wife, the outside wife may 
retort in the popular slogan - "Keep youriing, I keep your 
husband".

It is also a well-known fact that an ordinance 
wife rarely exercises her right to petition for divorce under 
the English Matrimonial Causes Act as applicable to Nigeria. 
Yet when the question of succession arises, children born by 
'outside wives' during the continuance of the statutory 
marriage afe invariably declared illegitimate by the court 
even though the society, with its deeprooted concept of the
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extended family, does not regard them in that way. Should 
we permit the continuation, without any reform,of such laws 
which dub so many children as illegitimate? The discrimin
ation against children who have been acknowledged by their 
fathers mainly because of the circumstances of their births 
runs counter to the social norms of the people.

The concept of legitimacy is under review in many 
countries. Even, the Sub-Commission set up by the United 
Nations on the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection 
of Minorities had produced in 1967 some general principles 
on Equality and Non-Discrimination in respect of persons 
born out of wedlock in accordance with the Charter of the 
United Nations.*̂  In the common law systems, such as those 
of the United States, some jurisdictions have by statute 
improved the status of illegitimate children by placing them 
on the same footing as legitimate ones. The recent Family 
Law Reform Act 1969 in England is a further step in the 
improvement of the lot of an illegitimate child. It would 
appear that the customary lav/ rule of legitimation by 
acknowledgment is directed at preventing such discrimination 
as between children born within or without marriage.

It must be mentioned that both in the customary

1. See - United Nations Economic and Social Council - 
Commission on Human Rights - January 196?•
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law and in the common lav/ systems, the problem of legitimacy 
is closely related to the problem of succession to property. 
But, as it has been pointed out, the concept of legitimacy 
is wider at customary lav/ than in the common law system.
This may well be because of the different pattern of social 
structure. In the customary law systems of Africa, the 
prevailing social structure is the extended family and it 
has a wider concept of legitimacy with the addition of 
customary law legitimation by the acknowledgment of paternity 
of a child born out of wedlock. whereas, in the common law 
system, the nuclear family predominates: there is no concept
of family property to which any child born within the wider 
family has a right. Therefore the concept of legitimacy is 
narrower, and more so because of the attitude of common law 
to succession to land.

However, as indicated above, the recent developments 
in many common law countries are pointers to the fact that 
what the customary law has long evolved is now being gradually 
achieved by statutory provisions to displace the narrow 
common law concept of legitimacy. thy, then, should the 
society in which discrimination as to the status of children 
was little practised in the past, now have to adopt the 
narrow common law concept through statutory marriage, in 
an effort to Westernise1 its people? There is no way out
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of this impasse except by the reform of marriage in Nigeria 
011 the lines suggested in this study: to recapitulate -

(a) the recognition and integration of the dual 
systems of marriage under a single statute;

(b) a clear provision that subsequent marriages 
under the alternative forms, during the 
subsistence of a former marriage, are void; 
and

(c) nevertheless an express provision that any 
child born in such a void marriage shall be
regarded as legitimate.

(b) ADOPTION AND GUARDIANSHIP
The institution of guardianship is well known but 

adoption is rare in customary law. The Lagos State Adoption 
Edict, 1968, is primarily directed towards the inescapable 
effect of the current civil war in Nigeria, so that children 
who become orphans may enjoy the benefit of parentage which 
is essential for the physical and mental growth of children.

The Adoption Edict may be regarded as forward 
looking in the circumstances, but we have to await its full 
operation. One important problem that may arise is the 
provision for adoption by foreigners who may be Africans 
from other countries as well as Europeans and Americans and, 
indeed, persons from’ other nations. Though the court may not 
readily grant such applications for adoption unless it has 
considered various circumstances for or against the interest 
of the child; it is, however, submitted that differences in
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the colour of skins between the child and the would-be
adopter may produce some conflicts of culture, even though
it is the normal practice to let the child know of the
circumstances of his having been adopted when he grows older.
Furthermore, there are the effects of the possible differences
in culture within Nigeria itself - suppose a Hausa couple
adopt an Ibo child, t̂ is, however, submitted that if the
child is adopted very young and grows up to speak the language
of the adopter, the conflicts in culture will be absent since
the child has been brought up within the cultural background
of the adopter. It is doubtful however, if all the problems
arising from adoption will thereby be solved, for according
to H.J. Sants in his paper on "Geneological Bewilderment"^

"it is always harder for a child to identify 
fully with a parent who does not look like it, 
even in normal family. The coloured children 
are going to need to know who they are even 
more than the penny plain ones".
This points up the problem of adoption irrespective 

of race. The success of adoption lies in whether the 
confidence of an adoptee will be gained by being told that 
he is an adopted child in a Society which has not done away 
with its extended family structure and this remains to be 
seen when prospective adopters begin to make use of the
V ■

1. Katherine Whitehorn - 'Name This Child1 - Quoted from
the OBSERVER, 9th November 1969-
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facilities offered under the Edict.

(c) THE AGE OF MAJORITY -
This is dealt with mainly in the Chapters on

property and succession, and contract and tort. The conflicts
between the concepts of majority at customary law and under
statute respectively are evident. Some local statutes,
except in the case of a married person under the Infants*
Law^ in the V/estern State, fix the age of 21 as the age of
majority; whereas at customary law, marriage determines the
minority of a person. Since the decision as to the time of
marriage varies with the individual, this means that the
customary law has no fixed age of majority. The customary
law rule as regards the age of majority can be neither a
convenient or practicable rule today. It is not customary
to ask a person whether or not he or she is married before
such a person can be dealt with in the way of business.
Such inquiries must have impeded quick economic transactions
in the society. However, as regards capacity generally, a

2common feature which emerges from our previous discussion

1. Caf>. 49 where in Sec. 2, an infant or a child does not 
include a person who is or has been married. The effect 
is that a married person under the age of 21 cannot be
a ward of court.

2. See Chapter 5 Ante.
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is that under customary and statutory laws, the capacity of 
children varies according to the subject matter.

In tort, attention is not given to capacity as in 
the case of property rights and contract. Cne of the problems 
affecting the capacity of children and young persons regarding 
property rights and contract is the dualism of laws applicable 
in Lagos and Western States. As already indicated, the law 
of contract and tort has not been developed by the customary 
courts. Instead, the customary courts have concentrated on 
family and land law. In a legal system such as ours, where 
the indigenous customary lav/ operates side by side with 
received laws and local statutes, the only desirable approach 
lies in the integration of the laws relating to property 
rights, contract and tort respectively. This is more urgent, 
since due to modern social changes In many parts of the world, 
the question at what age a child reaches his or her majority 
is a pressing problem, because children now attain maturity 
earlier; they receive a better education early in life and 
consequently there has been a phenominal rise in their 
economic power before they reach the age of 21. They are 
now in a position to exercise civic as well as personal 
rights more effectively than in the past. For instance, 
voting age in many countries is 18 years. Recently England 
has followed suit and for practically all purposes, a person
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now attains his or her majority in England at the gge of 18.^ 
It is high time an attempt was made in Nigerian Law to fix 
a single age of majority for all persons. Consideration 
must, however, he given to social, economic and educational 
development in the society. The reduction of the introduced 
age of majority may now he desirable, hut it must not he 
hastily adopted without a proper inquiry.

(d) Another related problem is the AGE CF MARRIAGE -
2With regard to marriage under the Marriage Act,

there is no statutory provision with respect to the minimum
age of marriage. However, Sec. 4 of the Regional Courts
(Federal Jurisdiction) Act provides that -

"The jurisdiction of the High Court of a Region 
(State) in relation to marriages and annulment 
and dissolution of marriages and in relation to
other matrimonial cuases shall .... so far as
practice and procedure are concerned he exercised 
by the court in conformity with the law and 
practice for the time being in force in England".

It would appear that the English Age of Marriage Act, 1929 >
which fixes sixteen years as the minimum age of marriage,
is therefore applicable to persons who wish to contract
marriage under the Marriage Act in Nigeria.

1. See Family Law Reform Act, 1969.
2. Cap. 115 Lav/s of the Federation. 
5. Cap. 177 Laws of the Federation.
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Professor Phillips*̂  has, however, argued that 
"in the absnence of a local statute, the English common 
law Cage of marriage] would be applicable, 14 years of age 
for males and 12 years for females". His reason was that 
the Age of Marriage Act, 1929? is a statute which came into 
force after the general reception of English law in Nigeria 
as at the first of January 1900, and which was therefore not 
in force at the time of the current Marriage Ordinance enacted 
in 1914. However, this vie?/ appeal’s to overlook the signifi
cance of the provision quoted above regarding the exercise 
of jurisdiction of the courts in matrimonial cases. Although 
this provision is unhappily drafted with reference to 
"practice and procedure", it evidently imports into Nigeria 
the substantive English la?/ regarding nullity - (and therefore 
inevitably governing the minimum age of marriage) - "for the 
time being in force".

2Kasumu and oalacuse would prefer the interpretation 
of the statutory provision as making applicable the current 
English law i.e. the Age of Marriage Act, 1929 and also "The 
future la?/s which the English Parliament might enact".

In my viev/, the applicable law with regard to the

1. Phillips - Survey of African Marriage and Pamily Life 
(1955) p. 258.

2. Kasumu & Salacuse - Nigerian Pamily Law (1966) p. 56.
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age of marriage turns on the interpretation placed on the
phrase "the law and practice for the time being in force in
England". The problem, therefore, arises as to the English
law of what particular date the Nigerian courts are enjoined
to refer to in deciding matrimonial causes under the Marriage
Act. Could it mean that the Nigerian law with respect to all
aspects of marriage under the Marriage Act changes as the
lav/ of England on the same matter changes; or does the term
"for the time being" relate only to English laws with regard
to matrimonial causes which were in force at the date the
Nigerian local reception statute came into force?

The West African Court of Appeal had considered the
phrase "for the time being" in Godwin v. Crowther,̂  a Sierra

2Leonean case and Taylor v. Taylor, a Nigerian case, and had
reached conflicting decisions, while interpreting a similar

. . . 5provision m  two different statutes with respect to the

1. (1954-) 2 W.A.C.A. 109-
2. (1935) 2 W.A.C.A. 34-8.
3. Sierra Leone Supreme Court Ordinance (1924-) Sec. 6; 

Nigerian Supreme Court Ordinance (Cap. 3) Sec. 16.
The two sections provide in similar terms that
"The jurisdiction hereby conferred upon the court in 
probate, divorce and matrimonial causes and proceedings 
may subject to this Ordinance and to Rules of Court, 
be exercised by the Court in conformity with the law 
and practice for the time being in force in England".
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estate of an intestate.
In Godwin v. Crowther, the question was whether

the English Administration of Estates Act 1925 applied to
the estate of the intestate instead of the intestate Ordinance
a local statute which made applicable the English Statute of
Distribution 1670. The court held the English Statute which
came into force in 1925 did not apply. The court read the
phrase “for the time being in force” to mean the law in
force when the reception statute v/as enacted, so that all
English Statutes enacted thereafter were excluded. In
Taylor v. Taylor a case decided only nine months after Godwin
v. Crowther, the same West African Court of Appeal took a
different view when it held that Sec. 34 of the English
Administration Estate Act 1925 applied to the estate of an
intestate in Nigeria, so that the judgment creditors' ranked
pari passu in the distribution of the estate and Kingdon,
C.J., delivering the judgment of the court, held that^ -

"From this [provision] it is clear that in 
probate causes and proceedings the law and practice 
in Nigeria change as the law and practice in 
England change".
It is regrettable that these conflicting views of 

the Appeal Court were resolved neither by the court itself 
nor by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council which

1. Taylor v. Taylor (1935) 2 W.A.C.A.P.
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was the highest appellate court for the African dependencies 
at that period. But, as indicated earlier, it would appear 
that the Nigerian courts have adhered to the latter inter
pretation except the receiption of the English law is incon
sistent with a local statute such as in Elumeze v. Elumeze.̂
As had earlier been discussed in the first chapter of this 

2study, the application in Nigeria, of the laws, even yet 
unknown of a foreign country with different social conditions 
is to be deplored especially in the all important branch of 
law as family lav/ where it is of paramount importance that 
the attitude and the way of life of the people affected should 
he taken into consideration.

From the foregoing discussions, it is probable 
that the courts might read the modern Age of Marriage Law 
of England as applying to marriages under the Marriage Act 
in Nigeria. It is, however, doubtful whether where one of 
the parties to a marriage is later proved to be under 16 
years of age when the marriage celebrated, such a marriage

3should be held void on the ground of non-age. Although it

1. Unreported Suit No. SC/79/1968.
x ■

2. See Adeoye v. Adeoye (1962) N.R.N.L.R. 65.
. Sec.53 of the Marriage Act, Cap. 115 Laws of the Feder
ation - provides grounds on v/hich a marriage can be
declared invalid, but the grounds do not include a
marriage celebrated when one of the parties is under 16.
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is submitted that the age of 16 is appropriate for the age 
of marriage in present day Nigeria, the condition and social 
life in parts of Nigeria, particularly in the North, are 
such as to require a special provision that marriage of a 
person under 16 should not necessarily be void for non-age 
if the parties have reached respective ages formerly recognised 
by common law, 12 for girls and 14 for boys.

With regard to the age of marriage at customary law,
the reaching of puberty seems to be the determining factor
even though marriage does not normally take place for quite
a while after reaching puberty especially in the case of
the man. We must not, however, confuse the minimum legal
age of marriage at customary law, which is on reaching puberty,
with a preferred age of marihage. The society, however,
expects a person to be well equipped for marriage, if a girl,
to have had experience to run a household and, if a man, to

1be m  a position to support his wife. The Yorubas do not
2like early marriages for those reasons.

However, one of the problems in Nigeria with regard
to the age of marriage at present is that there is no unified
acceptable age yet. Only in the former Eastern Region of

1. See The Report of the Commission on the Law of Marriage 
and Divorce in Kenya 1908, para. 61.

2. Ibid., para. 98.
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Nigeria had there been an attempt to fix a minimum age for
marriage contracted under customary law.1 Thus Sec. 3# the

2Age of Marriage Law provides that -
"A marriage or promise or offer of marriage 
between or in respect of persons either of whom 
isounder the age of sixteen shall be void".

As indicated, this only applies to customary marriages, for 
a Christian form of marriage performed under the Marriage 
Act falls within the exclusive power of the federal legis
lature. Therefore the Eastern Nigeria Law has only limited 
application. To make the law more certain, it is submitted 
that the time is now opportune to unify the law with respect 
to the age of marriage for both Ordinance and Customary 
marriages.

In the Northern part of Nigeria where the people 
are predominantly Muslims, the Islamic Law allows a girl of 
13 to enter into Muslim marriage. Such a marriage has been 
recognised by the English Courts in Alha+ji Mohammed v. Knott, ̂ 
where the marriage contracted in Nigeria by a Muslim couple 
from the Northern States of Nigeria was recognised as valid, 
the husband and wife being twenty-six and thirteen respectively

1. It is to be noted that the law with regard to Christian 
Marriage lies within the exclusive power of the federal 
Legislature.

2. Cap. 6 (1963).
3. [1968] 2 7/.L.R. 1446.
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I submit that if other states follow the Eastern 
Regional Law on the age of marriage it will protect a girl 
under sixteen years of age from sexual exploitation and will 
at least unify or integrate the age of marriage under different 
systems of customary law.

It is probably desirable here to discuss also a 
related problem arising from the age of marriage and that 
is the question of CONSENT to marriage at customary law.
In Yorubaland, consent of the parents is needed on the 
occasion of a person's first marriage. Irrespective of the 
age of that person. This naturally arises from the fact 
that marriage is regarded as an alliance between two families. 
Xn the traditional society, the reason for the consent was 
that if the marriage went on the rocks, It would be easy for 
the girl to return to her family home- This practice still 
continues even in cases where people who are above the age 
of 21 wish to marry under the Marriage Act.^ It must be 
stated, however, that lack of consent by parents does not 
invalidate marriage at customary law. What is essential is 
the consent of the parties. But no one will like to face 
the social consequences of dispensing with parental consent.

1. Even where the couple meet abroad e.g. in England,
they should get the consent of their respective parents 
before marriage; to satisfy local custom.
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In Sec. 18 of the Marriage Act"5' there is a statutory
provision requiring a written consent of the father or the 
mother or the guardian where either of the party to a marriage 
is under twenty one and where there are no parents or 
guardians, if after due inquiry, the Fresident or the Head 
of the Federal Military Government, or a judge or an adminis
trative officer is satisfied that the marriage is a proper

the same Act has provided a list of circumstances under 
which a marriage can be declared void, it would appear that 
lack of written consent cannot invalidate the marriage of a 
couple one of whom is under the age of 21 at the time of 
marriage.

of majority by statute in order to be able to deal with the 
question at what age can the consent of parents be dispensed

1. Cap. 115 Laws of the Federation.
2. A marriage is void on grounds of

(a) previous marriage to another person under customary 
law.

(b) where the marriage is performed in any place other 
than office of a registrar or in a licenced place 
of v/or ship .

(c) under a false name
(d) without registrar's certificate of notice or licence
(e) if peformed by a person not recognised as minister 

of some religious body or a registrar of marriages

one, he may consent to such marriage. But since Sec.

We have, however, to await the fixing of the age
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with in matters relating to marriage? Recently, a Commission
set up in Kenya on the law of Marriage and Divorce has put
forward far reaching and admirable proposals which can serve
as a useful guide to similar problems in Nigeria when the
time arrives to deal with them. The Report prescribes
minimum ages for marriage and the minimum ages are applicable
to all communities in Kenya - 18 for males and 16 for females.^-
The Commission also thinks that while parental advice is
desirable regardless of age, it would not be reasonable to
make it a legal requirement where someone is over 21 years of 

2age. The Commission also recommended the age of 18 as the 
age of majority^ but rightly thought that "the consent of 
the father of any person who has not completed his 21st year 
of age be required, but that the consent may be given by the 
court if the court is satisfied that such consent is being 
withheld unreasonably or that it is impracticable to obtain

It is submitted that the requirement of consent
beyond the age of 18 is desirable as it takes into account

1. See the Report of the Commission on the Law of Marriage 
and Divorce in Kenya 1968 - Recommendation 2, on p. 18.

2. Ibid., para. R8
3. Ibid., Recommendation 91*
4-. Ibid., Recommendation 21.
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the customary practice among the Africans. There is indeed 
the difference between ordinary contracts and marriage 
contract as the Commission emphasised.'1' Therefore, parental 
consent should not be lightly dispensed with merely op. the 
ground that the party to a marriage has attained the age of

2eighteen. Similar proposals had been turned down in England. 
However, it is my submission that the Kenya proposal is to be 
preferred.

II THE APPLICATION CP THE WELFARE PRINCIPLE
The statutes with respect to juvenile delinquency, 

education and custody and maintenance are inter-related 
because they are all directed towards the welfare of children 
and young persons in different situations.

The introduction of the system of formal Western 
education advances the interest and welfare of children and 
thus the interest of the society generally. It is a question

1. See para. 98 where the Commission said "A person of 
eighteen may well be old enough to enter into ordinary 
contracts but marriage is a very special kind of contract 
which may affect the whole course of a person’s life and 
one which calls for maturity of judgment more than 
intelligence”.

2. See J.S. Read - Marriage And Divorce: A new Look for 
the Law in Kenya [1989] E.A.L.J. p. 107 at p. 122 where 
he pointed out how a similar proposal by the House of 
Lords for the requirement of parental consent to marriage 
up to the age of 20 was turned down by the House of 
Commons on the ground that ”it was illogical, irrational 
and inconvenient”.
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of fact that Nigeria is developing economically and conse
quently more jobs are becoming available. However, although 
it might be expected that this would lead to the reduction 
of juvenile delinquency, the reverse is not unexpected 
because economic growth, produces upheavals in situations 
where many young elements drift from their normal surrounding 
to big cities where such jobs are available. Thus the 
problem of delinquency may increase as the country forges 
ahead economically. As such, the need for comprehensive 
research into the problems of delinquency i.e. the cause 
and the methods of treatment, is long overdue. As has been 
suggested earlier, this is an area in which the universities 
and the departments of education, justice and social welfare 
can cooperate to help provide an answer to an obvious problem.

As regards custody and maintenance, one major defect 
arising from the dualism of laws is that the form of marriage 
contracted determines the applicable law especially in the 
Western and Mid Western States of Nigeria.^ Even though the 
High Courts and the Customary Courts are enjoined to apply 
the Welfare principle, we are yet to make inquiries into 
what this welfare principle means and its application to

L. Sec. 7 of the Infants Law Cap. 49 W.N. excludes the 
jurisdiction of the High Court from Guardianship and 
Custody proceedings with respect to children of customary
marriages.
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children in the society. Does the welfare principle involve 
a consideration of local customs? In Re G.M., Miles, J. 
read the welfare principle as involving customary law. 
Therefore to avoid conflicts as between the application of 
the Welfare principle hy the High Court and by the customary 
courts, the social conditions and background of the children 
should always be taken into account. It is therefore 
suggested that the forms of marriage must be relegated into 
the background when the question of the welfare of children 
is in issue.

Ill THE NEED FCR THE INTEGRATION OF LAWS

It cannot be gainsaid that the major defect in 
the Nigerian legal system is the dualism of laws which is 
most pronounced in the sphere of family lav/s. The chaotic 
state of affairs which this research reveals points up the 
problem of an urgent need for the reconsideration of out? 
laws, both customary and statutory, so that the law may be 
made more certain as well as to accord with the everyday 
life of the people.

Although the problem of law reform is not insur
mountable, it is not easy, especially where the population 
of the country is not ethnically homogeneous. As has been
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pointed out, the indigenous customary law differs from one 
ethnic group to another. In the West, where the population 
is homogenous, the integration of laws can be much more 
easily achieved. However, the fact of many ethnic groups 
with different customs must not make us shy away from the 
need for urgent measures of law reform throughout the country. 
Similar problems exist in Kenya and other African countries. 
The recent report of the Commission on the Law of Marriage 
and Divorce in Kenya shows one way of endeavouring to over
come the difficult task.

Professor Allott,'̂  when considering how to resolve 
conflicts in the law of civil wrongs in common law of Africa, 
has suggested the methods of harmonisation, integration or 
unification. I submit, with respect, that in the present 
situation in Nigeria, the method of integration ms to be 
preferred. Allott said -

"By integration is meant the making of a new 
legal system by the combining of separate legal 
systems into a self-consistent whole. The legal 
systems thus combined may still retain a life 
of their own as sources of rules, but they cease 
to be self-sufficient and autonomous systems".

This means that the elements that are good in both systems
will be put together and a sort of restatement of law Will

1. Allott - The Codification of the Law of Civil Wrongs in 
Common Law African Countries - Paper presented at the 
University of Ife Colloquium, 1964-.
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help towards such integration. I submit, with respect,
that efforts must be made - indeed as a matter of priority -
to integrate the ’RECEIVED1 and INDEGENOUS CUSTOMARY LAWS
so as to render the law more certain.

To achieve this, a Lav/ Commission shopld be
established in Nigeria. I envisage such a Law Commission
as that established under the Law Commission Act 19&5 in
England. The reason for this is that this may be preferrable
to ad hoc law revision committees. Such a Law Commission as
proposed here should be charged with the duty to

"examine the existing laws both customary and statutory and their operation and to recommend 
new laws that will suit the society, and discard 
statutory provisions which are out of tune with 
the development and practice in the society".
It is also my view that, more than any other

aspect of law, their first task must be to resolve the
conflicts in the arda of family law and in the age of
majority. As indicated earlier, this type of task has just
been completed by the Commission on the Law of Marriage and
Divorce in Kenya. A similar task is contemplated here.

Accompanying the integration of laws must also be
the integration of courts. In this study, we have noted
that the customary courts are not active in handling cases
in contract and tort. It is a question of fact that many
agreements are entered into daily as between native and
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native. It is also true that some civil wrongs are committed 
which need redress. But the fact that the Magistrates1 
Courts are looked upon by many people as criminal courts, 
serves to deter people from bringing their claims in contract 
and tort. While land matters lie. within the jurisdiction 
of customary courts, the jurisdiction to determine the all 
important question of custody and maintenance of children 
depends on the form of marriage.

Indeed, the administration of our laws is at 
present in a state of disarray. Nothing short of a complete 
revision of the laws leading to the integration of both 
customary and statutory laws, and also the remodelling of 
the machinery of justice is required at this stage of 
development in Nigeria.
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